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MORN OF THE CHEAPSKATE
REFLECTION PHASE GRATINGS
THE LP IS ALIVE AND WELL IN NEW YORK

EE.T. Accompli
motif ms one hundred
Astereo power
amplifier by
conrad-johnson
design, Inc.
Conservatively
designed for durable
excellence, the
unique all-f.e.t.
circuitry achieves
remarkably natural
reproduction of
recorded music.
Finished in an
elegant brushedaluminum exterior.
Another
American Beauty
by motif.
For information, write:
conrad-johnson
design, inc.
280OR Dorr Ave.
Fairfax, VA
22031
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COMING ATTRACTIONS
review in Vo1.11 Na3, tackling new recordings
Featured equipment scheduled to be reviewed

of Wagner's Parsifal, as well as continuing his

in Vo1.11 No.5 includes the Prism (the latest CD

mammoth survey of Zappa on CD. Robert

player from The Mod Squad), new gear from

Hesson kicks off aregular series in which our

Mark Levinson—the No.26 preamplifier and

record reviewers talk about their tastes in

No.20 power amplifier—and loudspeakers

recorded music and in playback equipment;

from VMPS and PSB. In addition, the Audio

Barbara Jahn talks to recorder player Michala

Cheapskate raves about a relatively recent

Petri. a soloist spearheading the revival of

loudspeaker from the UK, the Monitor Audio
R952MD, and gets excited about the Counter-

classical recording at RCA; and Lewis Lipnick's

point SA-3.1, which appears to be an amaz-

sion, including the politics, engineering,

ingly good preamp for under agrand.
In the Music Section, we will include up to

complete report on aclassical recording seschoice of program, and performance. will be
ahighlight of the Ma

issue.

20 pages of record reviews in every issue; April
sees Richard Lehnert, fresh from his Lohengrin

STOLEN COMPONENTS
JAs review schedule was rudely interrupted in

on to the Santa Fe police department.

March by thieves who broke into his house. As
well as stealing jewelry. they lifted most of the

eicii /556

components he was reviewing for the May

Linn SARA Nine loudspeakers, serial nos.

issue. (For some reason. they decided not to

19-131/19-432
Orpheus 808 loudspeaken .serial nas. 8081I2A /B

take his Celestion SL600s, turntables, or electronics, for which he is truly grateful!) If any

BMX' 801 Matrix loudspeakers, serial nos.

DCM TF -I00(1 loudspeakers, serial nos. C701

dealer or reader is offered the following equipment, could he or she contact Stereophile at

6- 1
kevek l'S8 loudspeakers, serial nos. 8124/8125

(505)982-2366, who will pass the information

NAI) M l211 TV Monitor, serial no. 6071171
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THE COLOSSUS

(MUM
J. Gordon Holt

A

bout 2200 years ago, aGreek writer
named Antipater of Sidon compiled

terial among them for me to form some conclusions about how this new PCM system per-

a list of the seven wonders of the

forms. (See the reviews elsewhere in this issue)

world, which included a100 '- high statue of

What those conclusions boil down to is that

the Sun god Helios, erected next to the harbor

Colossus is afirst-order technological break-

of Rhodes on the Aegean sea. A of Scalled

through: It is the first recording system which,

it the Colossus of Rhodes, for an obvious

to judge by the evidence Ihave so far heard,

reason. Now there's anew Colossus, the deri-

does not sound like arecording system at all!

vation of whose name is alittle less obvious,

So, what does Colossus sound like? Since it

but which could justifiably be included in any
contemporary listing of the seven wonders of

is impossible to describe the sound of something that seems to have no sound of its own,

the audio world.

Ican only describe what it doesn't do. First,

Developed by Louis Dorren, inventor of
Quadracast, the national FM quadraphonic

and perhaps most important, is that Colossus
appears to have absolutely none of the socalled "digititis" that has plagued so many CDs

broadcast standard, Colossus is described by
him as a16-bit, linear-encoding, 4-channel

to date Its sound is at once much more liquid

digital recording system utilizing a"proprietary

(less dry) and more delicately detailed than

code" No other details have been forthcoming

anything Ihave heard before, it is (by com-

to date, and won't be "until the system has

parison) noticeably less veiled, and it seems

patent protection." This month, Ireceived for
review several Compact Discs, from different
sources, all of which had been mastered by

to reproduce all instrumental timbres more
felicitously. It does not sound at all "digital."
It is significant that all of these qualities were

Colossus, and there was enough musical ma-

heard when playing the Colossus CDs through
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At last, high-performance audio
comes down to earth.
High-performance audio by Rotel has arrived With remarkable sonic quality you've previously associated only with
esoteric equipment selling at other-worldly prices Now,
however, at prices you'll find very down-to-earth
At Rotel, our engineers avoid gimmicks and flashing
lights. Instead, they concentrate on audible performance.
All critical parts are carefully hand selected on the basis
of how they sound when producing music. Direct signal
paths -from inputs to outputs -assure highest accuracy
and resolution. And our renowned amplifiers, for example,
use massive power supplies, along with discrete output
transistors rated many times their actual load. As aresult,
they can produce high-current output continuously -not
just for afew milliseconds. Our 50-watt amplifier actually

5111P,

L1_11_11. I

plays louder and sounds better than many with 100-watt
specs -and 100-watt prices
This pursuit of affordable sonic perfection may explain
why Rotel outsells most other specialty hi-fi brands in
Great Britain. And why hard-to-please British audio critics
consistently give Rotel components rave reviews.
For reprints of these reviews, and a brochure on our receivers, Compact Disc players, tuners, integrated amplifiers,
power amplifiers, preamps, cassette decks and turntables,
just send your name and address to Rotel Audio of America
Inc., Department ST, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240.
Or call us at (416) 297-0599.

IRCETEL.
High performance Down to earth

uot
Irv=

a"conventional," albeit top-of-the-line, Sony

will be less aliasing. And since the digital

CD player, rather than one of the audiophile-

grundge is what we hear to be markedly dimin-

type models like the Cambridge Audio or
California Audio Labs units. This alone would

ished on ADD discs, it is probable that aliasing is the source of much of the grundge we
hear from CDs.
Making adigital master from microphones

seem to be proof that the dryness and grundge
of many previous CD playbacks are not inherent in the CD system, and that in fact the
CD system is capable of much better sound
than anyone had imagined, exhibiting an extremely high degree of transparency liquidity,
and detail. Where then have those qualities
been getting lost until now?
Since the Colossus digital-word code is

is adifferent animal altogether. A mike has no
HF limiting action, but behaves instead like a
low-pass filter, providing prorressive attenuation of all frequencies above the natural
resonance of its diaphragm. In other words,
even if it rolls off rapidly above 20kHz, it will

unique, its recordings must be bit-converted

still be feeding some energy to the PCM
recorder at frequencies as high as 30kHz. And

to Sony's PCM-1610 (CD) format before they
can be mastered for CD. The conversion is

stronger will be the aliasing products.

done on Harmonia Mundi's BW-102 unit. Yet
the sonic qualities of the system are apparently
preserved, even after the conversion to CD format. Clearly, then, the difference between the
sound of Colossus and that of other digital
systems originates somewhere ahead of the
digital domain, otherwise that difference
would be lost in conversion to and playback

the stronger that ultrasonic content, the
Condenser microphones are still the de
facto standard type for professional recording,
and they are notorious for having ahigh-end
peak in their response. This was avalued trait
in the days of analog, because it helped to retain adequate high-end range in asystem that
tended to lose highs at every step along the
way. It is aliability in PCM recording, though,

from the CD format. Could it then be the A/D

because it increases the amount of extreme HF

section where Colossus is doing something

energy delivered to the PCM system, thus increasing the amount of aliasing that takes place

more "right" than other systems?
Why is it that CDs made from analog masters always seem to have much less digital
grundge than ones that were digitally mas-

in A/D conversion. The customary way in
which microphone designers have attempted
to sidestep the HF peaking problem has been

tered? Probably because analog tape is inher-

to raise the frequency of the peak to beyond

ently bandwidth-limiting; it chops highs. At
the usual tape speed of 15ips, the upper limit

audibility. B&K took this route with their line
of omni mikes, which is one of the things that

of aprofessional tape recorder is (typically)
around 17kHz, and even at 15kHz, the maxi-

made them so popular with audiophileoriented recording companies. (The other was

mum recordable level is 6dB or so below the

their freedom from colorations due to angle
of incidence.) But while that "inaudible"

tape's maximum output level at IkHz. It is important, too, to note that this HF attenuation
effect—caused by a combination of tape
saturation and self-erasure—simulates that of

ultrasonic HF peak makes the signal sound
much better through the monitor speakers

adynamic limiter, not of alow-pass filter. That
is, it sets afixed limit to how strong an HF

while recording, it in fact worsens the aliasing
problems of A/D conversion, because the peak
frequency is farther above the critical Nyquist

signal can be recorded, rather than just at-

point (the input frequency where aliasing sets

tenuating high frequencies by a certain
amount. (When simple attenuation is taking

extending farther down into the audible range.

place, as in afilter, you can still increase HF
output just by boosting HF level. But when it's
amatter of limiting, raising the HF level makes
no difference in how strongly the signal is

in), and thus produces foldover frequencies
On the basis, then, of all the evidence on
hand, it would appear that the "secret" of
Colossus may be nothing more than unprecedentedly effective anti-alias filtering. (Lou Dor-

recorded; the maximum cannot be exceeded.)

ren has so much as admitted this, but not

Thus, when we copy from that analog tape
to adigital format, the HF limiting acts to im-

quite.) The fact that it is also claimed to use no
error concealment—so-called extrapolation—

prove the effectiveness of the anti-aliasing filter
that's ahead of the A/D converter. The result

would only be of incidental significance, since
concealment is required only when error cor-
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Model 801 — the recording industry's Reference Standard Monitor — ma.
the inspiration for innovation. Dramatic
developments in technology' and enclosure
design have lit the fuse. B&Vi''s Matrix 801
Series 2personifies the state-of-the-art ten
years on. This magnificent successor sets
the new standard for professional and
home user alike. With no commercial
compromise. Rich in Matrix technology.
801 Series 2 registers accurately even
beyond audibility. Phenomenal sound
Clean and utterly uncoloured. Outstanding
imagery with tight unhooming bass
An instrument destined to occupy aspecial
place in world esteem.
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rection fails to restore signal integrity, and it

alone bettered, by any other system. , The fact

has been shown that, even with CD, that situa-

that it, alone of all the video-based PCM

tion arises very rarely.' It does not happen

systems, now offers discrete 4-channel recording capability (and is claimed to have the

nearly often enough to account for the consistently audible superiority of the Colossus
system.

capacity for 8 or more), at atime when sur-

Ultimately, Iexpect the design teams at Sony,
JVC, Mitsubishi, eta/ to find ways of improving

in home audio systems, would seem to give it

the much-neglected (to date) A/D conversion

round-sound appears to be gaining acceptance
an even wider margin of superiority over its

step in their pro digital processors, to the point

competition.
As of now, and for the foreseeable future,

where they sound as good as Colossus's. But

any sound-conscious record company not

for the time being at least, Colossus is far

using Colossus for all original digital mastering

enough ahead of the field in sound quality that

is doing itself and its customers adisservice.

it may be some time before it is equalled, let

Lou Dorren's system is clearly at least an order
of magnitude better than anything else cur-

Nlim audiophiles still do not understand that error correction is not aBand•Aid Mr patching together adunaged signal.
hui is in tact the recovery ot aperfect signal Digital recording Ny,11.111N simultaneously use set eral syNtelliN for checking
tor lost or erroneous dau and kir compluely correcting what's
lost The n.-sult is not "an educated guess" at the missing data.
hut afull reconstruction of it. identical in every detail to the
original data listener, who claim to he able to hear emir cor
rectum taking place are deluding themselves. corrected emir.
are 100% perlect The "educated-guess - phase—referred to
as concealment or ext rapolat ion
not invoked unless the
correction phase fails, and it is Very likely that concealment,
which can rarely he 101(% effective, /tidily audible if it lasts
for »tne than afew milliseconds. But again, there is amounting body of evidence indicating that most reports ttf its audi.
hil it) result from acombination of sumest ion (expectant en)

rently available, and that, after all, is what

and self-deception lie isn't happening when it
be audible)

is

claimed to

"state-of-the-art recording" is all about.
Information about the loan, rental, or purchase of aColossus processor, usable with any
video recording medium (%" U-Matie preferred) can write to By-the-Numbers, PO box
8359, Incline Village, NV 89450, Tel: (702)
831-4458.
2Ah. buij(ulb what about the overampling A/I) systems lurking in the wings? A ix -oversampling A/1) converter running
al 1
-6kIlz will benefit from a much better-he-hayed anti.
aliasing
possibly operating in conjunction with one in
the digital domain

INTERMEZZO HOLLOW CONDUCTOR
Intermezzo is aradical, uncompromised solution to the problems of transmitting wide-band audio signals.
Technically — a balanced configuration of hollow conductors widely spaced in atrue air dielectric — the
purest practical signal path. Large-diameter hollow
wire achieves low inductance and resistance without
high-frequency skin effect. Our design eliminates
dielectric coloration, microphony, diode effects due to
stranding, and other cable problems. Call or write for
our amply detailed literature.

hollow OFHC
conductor
air dielectric
shield

Musically— stunning resolution and imaging with natural tonality. Our pure approach eliminates the sonic
trade-offs of conventional designs.
Available in hand-built interconnects, phono leads,
speaker cables.
Solid-core enthusiasts, we suggest our bare conductor
for improved performance in your applications.

*

(513)421-1055
1609 Young Street •Cinannah, Ohé 45210

COGAN -HALL INSTRUMENTS, Inc.
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Technology you can hear.
Introducing the Monster Cable »Series
A New Generation of Audio Cable Performance.
Nothing we encounter in everyday life, including radio frequencies. TV frequencies, X-rays, or light frequencies, spans
such abroad range as the audio spectrum. The complexity of
10-octave. 20-20,000 Hz music signals passing through awire.
each creating their own varying electromagnetic fields superimposed on each other. causes audible "time phase" and
amplitude errors. And makes life difficult for an audio signal.
We'd like to introduce you to the M•Series solution, the ultimate expression of Monster Cable's "Bandwidth Balanced —
technology. Combined with our latest "MicroFiber: — dielectric.
the »Series controls these distortion-producing electromagnetic fields with exacting precision. And provides you with two
cables of unprecedented sonic performance: The M1000
Audio Interconnect Cable and MI Speaker Cable.

17>AC, aNtertfiZ.
WRAPPEA WITH
MIC,ReFIE.E-Ft,

INAMNEme- Fijeg -We

I

,

mi9gPetét0
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'Time LerlfeN->bart,
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»Series Technology:
Engineered to
Accurately Transfer
Complex Music Signals.
First, Monster »Series
incorporates "Bandwidth
Balanced" multiple-gauge
"wire networks" and
innovative cable winding
techniques to selectively
control electromagnetic
fields and reduce -phase
distortions" and "time
smear." Accuracy, depth,
and power are restored
to the original signal.
There's greater clarity
and realism. And abalanced, coherent sound throughout
the entire audio spectrum that is unlike any you've ever experienced from an audio cable.
Add to that Monster's latest innovation, "MicroFiber"
dielectric, the insulating material that immediately surrounds
the conductor. Precision-wrapped around selected conductor,.
"MicroFiber" lessens the dielectric distortions that produce
audible "harshness" and signal loss. "Intertransient noise" is
now virtually eliminated. Highs become open and extended,
with clearer midrange and deeper, tighter bass. Transient
response and dynamic range are improved.
Your recordings are reproduced with amusicality and trait,
parency only the M•Series can provide.

,fre

NerWceK—,

MbeeRFDER--17tei-ECTMC
rttedi 4tWPRAW=E-NETWoyze.
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Quite simply, the finest cable available.
The advanced technologies of Monster M•Series, as heard
in M1000 and MI Cable, represent state-of-the-art cable. No
other single technology, no matter how expensive or sophisticated—including linear crystal, long-crystal silver, or solid-core
wire—accomplishes this task like the Monster M-Series.
Listen to your favorite albums, tapes. or CI)s with the
M•Series and the true sound of vocals and instruments will be
revealed with newfound richness and depth.
We invite you to audition the »Series in your system. It's
atechnology you'll not only hear, but love to listen to.

MI

MONSTER CRBLE.
Monster Cub/.

I.

fine

Monster ill
Speaker Cable

mg Ihe Artql Listening.

101 Toymend %vet. San Francuco. CA 94107

PHI /NE 415.777• 1355 TELEX 471/594 NICSYVI FAX 115-9961745

.1....t.ternat.l. >we

Monster 1/100/1
Interconnect Cable

LETTERS
We regret that time does not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted. only those of general
interest are selected for publication.

Why Classical?

for making an adult audience aware of some
lovely work which I, for one, would have cer-

Editor:
Iconsider Stereophile the finest publication

tainly overlooked. Ifound avideo version of

of its kind in the world. All articles are writ-

the work. Perhaps video versions should be

ten with frankness and insight. One thing has

noted, when available, as are LP and CD. Video

always bothered me about your equipment
reports, however: Why is all equipment re-

added acharming extra dimension.
A more discordant note was raised by a

viewed using Classical music as source
Iam aware that the majority of Classical

reader's trashing of Harvey Rosenberg in
"NYAL & questionable ethics." The reader was
exercised because afriend was allegedly over-

recordings are of higher quality when com-

charged for schematics. He offers no proof of

material?

pared with Jazz or Rock recordings. But a
significant number of audiophiles enjoy listening to Jazz or Rock now and then and Iwould
appreciate that type of music being included
in your analysis of equipment, specifically

his allegations that "audio hobbyists" (whatever tbey are, Idon't want to be one of 'em)
were "left in the lurch for money, and products
never sent" as aresult of NYAL's bankruptcy.
Ican only speak for myself about NYAL: when

loudspeakers.

tcalled NYAL for amanual for aproduct Iad-

Thank you once again for providing thoughtful, high-quality writing. Stereophile con-

mittedly didn't buy from them, but bought

tinually sets new standards of excellence,

used through an ad in Stereophile, Mr. Rosenberg himself answered the phone. He handled

standards not pursued by your competition.

my request with grace and courtesy. Iwas sent

Bradford Dickason
Stockton, CA

the manual at no cost.
Bankruptcy is no sin in the electronics
business; in my time such giants as RCA,

Are the reviews accurate?
Editor:
Congratulations on the continuing improvement of Stereophile. It is both entertaining and

Xerox, and GE have bankrupted their computer businesses, leaving unsettled customers.
Yet Ihear no demands for them to "quit [the!
business."
Mr. Rosenberg deserves fair treatment; he

useful. Especially outstanding in Vol.10 No.9
were the Audio Cheapskate's "Recommended
Components" (Mr. Tellig still combines JGH's

has provided us with musical pleasure and in-

intelligence and balance with fiscal realism);
the headphone evaluation (has Sommerwerck

dlebrow. There is great risk in innovation. The

just graduated from the Cordesman School of

have abetter idea (IMSAI marketed the first

novative products in abusiness in which it is
far safer fiscally to go along with the midworld does not beat apath to your door if you

Lucid Prose? Where is the pedantry he

personal computer, not IBM). One of the plea-

previously suffered from? Are we witnessing
the metamorphosis of alate bloomer or merely

sures of the high-end audio business is that,

the beneficial pruning of the editor's blue pencil?); and the excellent new record reviews.
Sure, these are well written, but are the),
musically accurate? Iobtained acopy of the

in spite of the costs and risks, it is still the arena
for the talented individual. The giant corporations seem to screw up high-end audio. Small
is better. I'll bet the brontosaurus had ahell of

Hill/Hou , the Rhinoceros. ..opus and lis-

atime swatting flies. I, for one, am looking forward to new ideas from Mr. Rosenberg and all
the small entrepreneurs who dare to back them.

tened. All was as reported. Richard Lehnen has

John A. Carr

reviewed them fairly and is to be commended

Flossmoor, IL

Jack Nicholson/Bobby McFerrin/Windham
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When you do something this well
yi)ti can't do it for

Look closely. This is an audio cabinet
unlike any other. Handcrafted from solid
wood and gleaming marble. Accented
by the glint of solid brass hardware and
beveled glass. Hand rubbed to adeep
gloss. Elegant. Timeless. A Talwar cabinet. Individually crafted to your exacting
specifications.
Now look inside. At joints reinforced
for rigidity. A shelf support system that
provides proper air flow on all sides. Features such as an 8-outlet power strip, concealed wire management system, heavy
duty casters, and removable back. Plus
sophisticated options. Like equipment
cooling, vibration isolation, power filtering, electrostatic control, time delay
power-up, and grounding bus bar.

Talwar cabinetry. An elegant home for
your equipment. An elegant addition to
your home.
For more information, write the
Talwar Company, 75 Peters Rd,
Bloomfield, CT 06002. (203) 242-2433

TA LWA R

Music to your eyes.

Feeling uneasy

$400 speakers

Editor:

Editor:

Since Ifirst subscribed to Stereophile in 1983
many changes have occurred. Most of the

Some of us are interested in $400 speakers. I

typos are gone; it is bound instead of stapled;
it is thicker, slicker, and published every

ahome trial after reading JGH's review in ol.8

month; but lately Ihave begun to feel abit

bought my Siefert Maxim Ills as the result of
No.3. I've never been sorry Ikept them and I
much prefer them to many more expensive

uneasy about it. JA is now firmly in control
and taking it in new directions that seem increasingly alien to me. Anthony Cordesman is
gone. JGH is now relegated to "Founder."

speakers I've heard.
The same goes for the rest of my "budget"
system: Denon DL 160, Rega RB300, Michell

(How long before he too joins the missing?)

NYAL Superlt, and Mission Cyrus I(naturals).

Focus One S (much modified suspension),

Perhaps even that wouldn't matter because we

Ienjoy reading about the High End, and

seem to have lost something even more funda-

learn alot that is applicable to my end. My end

mental that Ican't quite put my finger on.

won't impress the audio snobs, but it sounds

The only thing Ican say with certainty is that
Stereopbile has changed—but it is not better.

like music. Keep abit of the lowly-budget end

Somewhere in all the surgery (cosmetic and

Sacramento, CA

for me.

Robert Graham

otherwise) it seems to have lost whatever it
was that Ifound so intriguing and irresistible.
Imiss it.

Philip B. Fregeau
Longmeadow, MA

Ain't got time!
Editor:
To Mr. Richman ("Letters," Vo1.11 No.1), Idon't
need HFN/RR, HFA, or TAS. Ain't got time. If
Mr. Kessler or Mr. Gold have something impor-

Kick the printer?
Editor:

tant to say, let's hear it. Acouple of pages out

Most Stereophile readers probably aren't print
salesmen so Idare speak for more of your

of 200 can't make that big adifference. And to
Mr. Mennen, Idon't care where the authors are

readers than myself. The literary integrity of

based, so long as what they say is of interest

your magazine is very respectable because you

to those in the US.
For Mr. Lieb, hey, I'm interested in both

seek to print the truth, even if it means stepping on afew toes. However, the quality of

good CDs and good $400 loudspeakers. They

printing in my Dec. '87 and Jan. '88 issues
went right down the tubes. Half the December

shouldn't dominate the magazine. A few value
products is agood idea. I've got more than one

issue was on coated stock, the other half on

stereo, you know.

some cheap substitute. Please kick your printer
and maintain quality!

Neil Gridely
Bloomington, IL

Michael Bouh

Troy, NY
From the January 1988 issue of the magazine

Solid work

we have been printed on a web press by a
Florida printer which, coupled with the current circulation (over 40,000),
has

A little bit of rambling on various subjects.
Regarding the contributions of your UK-based
staff: The input by Colloms, Gold, and Kessler

necessitated rethinking the paper on which

is much appreciated, since high-end audio is

Stereophile is printed. "Cheap substitute?"

not just aUS hobby or aUS industry. Iwould

Editor:

The first half of the magazine is printed on

hazard a guess that there are more audio

coated paper because of the need to be able
to reproduce color; the second half is printed

manufacturers per square mile in the United
Kingdom than in the United States, with the

on agood-quality uncoated stock which we

audiophiles to back them up! Too many of the

chose because it reproduces agood halftone,

tweak methods we use in our own systems,

bulks well when bound, and doesn't produce
an uncomfortable discontinuity in feel be-

and too many of the better designs, are of UK

tween the two different kinds ofpaper We do
take this kind of criticism very seriously and

origin to just ignore the input of these writers.
If not for Stereophile's publication of writings
from the UK contingent, much of this infor-

will endeavor to keep the physical quality of

mation would be lost, or at least greatly

Stereophile as high as possible.

delayed in reaching many of us.
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How a77year-old became
the first name in digital audio.

Denon's been involved
in every phase of music
reproduction since the days
of wind-up record players.
So after seven decades of
breakthroughs in studio
recording, disc pressing,
home high fidelity and
professional equipment, we
were uniquely prepared to
take the next step. Atape
recorder so fundamentally
different, it would obsolete
every previously accepted
notion of how good
recorded sound could be.

,

of the original Denon DN,..
023R. But this heritage runs
''''
strongest in CD players
f
rom Denon. Because
•-..,
-̀1",›•...414---..,........-.er.-4":27the sa me engineers
4......
.
,
7'4
'-.".--...
7 -reer-tr '...',;:'
:
-.....,4;>
7:'..e.
^....›-.t,.-....
— ....
who design Denon pro
4
,
e z
machines design Denon
home audio. And the same
ears that guide Denon
recording sessions evaluate audio critics. And why
they've variously hailed our
the sound of Denon playCD players as "a winner on
back components.
every count;" "the player I
-0114'4the IIIII81 finely
recommend most highly,"
engineered pieces
• "superlatives have to be
ol
getwon Ihe
used,' and "in several re.,
spects, the best I've ever
i
nfuse,.
Dee/Aed,oi Ken Pohlreonn
on he DCD-3300
heard."
For example, the D/A
Reactions which simply
converter found in every
demonstrate one point. It's a
Denon CD player comes
lot easier to make audio

DENON RECORDING STUDIO A
ALL OUR COMPONENTS REFLECT
LESSONS LEARNED HERE

In 1972, Denon researchers achieved their
goal. The world's first digital
recorder worthy of commercial record production,
the legendary Denon DN
023R. We quickly put our
digital innovation to use,
THE NEW DCD-15001I ITS SUPER LINEAR CONVERTER COMES STRAIGHT OUT OF
DENON STUDIO RECORDERS
producing digital processors, digital editors, digital
directly from Denon studio
"I look into
Wderiorof
mixers, and the world's first recorders. Unlike conventhis pharrrerewls dull •
digitally-recorded LPs.
tional designs, Denon's
iligintwrei were
Super Linear Converter
nol Iwkiligmn -shorleifis
detects and corrects DIA
trim st 1*(1: Gerrece,i, Ho Fe V.on
transfer distortion.
on the DCD1500
Perhaps that's why each
sound
like
music
when you
succeeding generation of
Denon CD players is eager- really know what music
sounds like.
ly anticipated by the world's
.

WHAT OTHER AUDIO COMPANY
HAS THESE CREDENTIALS2

Today, Compact Disc
players, regardless of
brand, reflect the influence
C1,85., el, erpée8 Iron, line
Repe.nbed
pe, ”.1pon

DENON
p.nonAmnon." 8.‘ rn rq... Rood

etwv1108,18 8,107888 12n 575 78.)
Damon Canada, 1r.. 17 Douson 58.1.Mod.horn. Ore 020 I85 Canada

It's unfortunate for many, given the com-

that if Iwasn't satisfied and wished to cancel

paratively high cost of specialist audio publica-

the subscription, Iwould get all my money
returned. Iwas mainly interested in classical

tions, that information is sometimes duplicated
between magazines. But for myself,
(roughly
$70) for asubscription to Hi-Fi News & Record
Review is nearly half of what Ialready spend

record reviews, but there is not nearly enough
in the magazine to interest me. Ihave little interest in esoteric, high-priced equipment.

on all audio journals, and it would seem this
could be money better spent on records.
On the subject of inexpensive speaker (and
other component) reviews: Please remember,

Steven R. Sher
Philadelphia, PA

The problem of reliability

love of music is not predicated on a$50k+ in-

Editor:

come. Many have to make do with alesser

This is just aquick note to let you know how

system until income rises to meet audio expec-

much Ienjoy SIereophile. Ilook forward to

tations. Not everyone can go from a$500 San-

reading each issue with the relish that Ionce

sui rack straight into aKrell/SOTA/IRS system.
It's difficult enough to build a$2000 starter

reserved for reading my medical journals.
There is, however, adisturbing trend in several

system, let alone if the only speakers reviewed

of the equipment reviews that Ihave noted as

start at $1500. In addition, it is much easier to

of late. This is the issue of reliability. If one

convince friends to explore (admittedly the
lower end of) high-end products if you can

reads some recent issues, one can see that the
pair of $10,000 Audio Research M300 ampli-

prove these products exist. Itake great delight
in demonstrating my (secondary system) Spec-

fiers as reviewed by Mr. Holt had aserious
breakdown during his use. Similarly, the $8000
turntable from Versa Dynamics that Mr. Holt

trum 208As to potential Bose customers.
For acomplaint, allow me to mention Mr.

has been using now has a"lead failure" render-

Lipnick. Iread his reviews, but not with great

ing the table inoperative. Finally, Mr. Lipnick's
first sample of the California Audio Lab's Aria

enjoyment. He has atendency to pontificate
in his overlong writings. Ithink ared editing
pencil and asense of humor are prescribed.
Loosen up, Lewis!

CD player experienced aDAC failure.
That equipment at this price level should experience these problems is reprehensible,

The mention of Jaco Pastorius in afootnote

especially when one considers that if one had

to JA's review of the Monitor Audio R952MD

gone out and purchased the system assembled
with these components, one would have spent

brings to mind also the idea that "whom the
gods would destroy, they first make mad."
There was avery good piece on Pastorius's

close to $20,000 on those three units alone.

descent into Hell in the December issue of

Boston, MA

Harold Goldman, MD

SPIN magazine.
Itried the Hailer DH-330 modification ex-

The problem of the Adcom

..

plained in Mr. Fridlund's letter (Vol.10 No.9).

Editor:

Marvelous! Imaging is much better, bass is
more well defined, the treble has opened up,

As anew subscriber to Stereopbile, Iam happy

and the tuner now has enough drive to go
straight into my amp and play loud! This is

enough about music to review hi-fi gear truthfully, regardless of its price or the possibility

more like it!

of losing an advertiser if you don't give their
product arave review. Sometimes the truth can
hurt!

As arecent subscriber (only three years so
far), Ihave been happy to see the writers and
staff of agood, solid journal strive for, and
achieve, an even better publication. Keep up
the good work!

to see that there is still apublication that cares

Iwas abit troubled after reading the review
of the Parasound D/AS-1000 in Vol.11Nal, not

Gary Noakes

by Thomas J. Norton's excellent test of that

Landover, MD

unit, but by the letter in "Manufacturers' Comments" from the President of Parasound Prod-

Not enough record reviews

ucts, Richard Schram. Mr. Schram brought up

Editor:

some good defenses of his product, but his last

Iresponded to an ad that induced me to

point hit home. He stated that the comparison

subscribe to Stereophile with the condition

with the Adcom GFA-555 was misleading
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The Delta Mode Power Amplifier.

Emotional Technology.
•

•

•

...

•

•

AIL
'RP

The very essence of the Delta Mode differential topology is to intrinsically oppose
distortion, yet effortlessly magnify the music while accurately preserving its
harmonic phase structure to present an exquisitely detailed sonic picture of the live
performance.
Regardless of your level of listening experience, the Delta Mode's unique sonic
capabilities will transport you to center stage.
Quality and reliability by natural design. Satisfaction guaranteed! Please call or
write for additional information.
Don JCochran Inc.
Suite 109,1900 Embarcadero Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303 USA
415-496-1900

because TJN was using an older Adcom which

To take the minor point first, checking

is quite different from the models currently

Stereophile's classified advertising reveals two

being sold.

companies offering modifications for the Ad-

This is a revelation. If this is true, many

com GM-555. DRH, of Clearwater FL, offers

readers are owed an explanation or at least an

a modified '555 complete for $995; Precision

apology for such aridiculous mistake. After

Audio of Bayside, NI; offers aservo-board to

reading the Cheapskate's raves about the Adcorn, not to mention TJN's, Iwas ready to buy

eliminate coupling and feedback capacitors
for $100 or installed for $150. Not having

one. Now I feel a little nervous about it,

heard these modifications, we have no opin-

especially after Parasound has stated that the

ion on their sound quality but it is certain-

new model in no way sounds like the GFA-555

ly probable that they both sound different

of old that your reviewers have used to com-

from the stock amplifier

pare with practically every brand of amplifier.

This brings us to the major point in these

Ithink this is achallenge to the credibility of

letters. What does the stock amplifier sound

TJN and some of your other reviewers. It war-

like? The '555 used by TIN as a reference for

rants an answer and an immediate review of

his recent series of amplifier reviews was a

the current Adcoms which are being made

mid- '87 sample. which means that it was

"offshore." Please address this issue as soon as

almost certainly manufactured abroad. One

possible so that those of us who were ready

would hope that Adcom, being a responsible

to buy an Adcom can do so without second

company, would have sufficient production-

thoughts; or should we instead be listening

engineering expertise and control of the

more closely to the Parasound D/AS-1000?

sourcing of components to produce amplifiers

After all, $699 don't grow on trees any more.

that sound identical, apart from the usual

Jose R. Moreno

ongoing improvements, no matter where they

Ft. Lauderdale, FL

were actually manufactured. We do intend to
obtain a more recent sample to see if it con-

...and consistency

tinues to offer the performance that caused

Editor:

AHC to recommend it so highly.

—JA

I'm concerned about passing remarks found
in Stereophile's recent "Manufacturers Com-

Is music in danger?

ments" section (Ian. '88) regarding the Adcom

Editor:

GFA-555 amplifier. The suggestion is that
today one cannot purchase the sonic equiva-

J. Gordon Holt's recent lament regarding the

lent of what you originally reviewed.
Is this true or not? Have you checked recent

disappearance of acoustical music and its
replacement by the electronically processed
and produced variety (Vol.11 No.1) brought to

samples? Adcom continues to run ads which

mind anovel by Isaac Asimov, and provided

carry the Stereophile endorsement. Further-

another example of how life imitates art.

more, Isee mod kits for the GFA-555 adver-

In Foundation and Earth, set 20,000 years

tised as costing $995. Does it now cost $1600

in the future, Asimm's character Golan Trevize

to get a'555 tweaked back to where it was? If

attends arecital of astring quartet on aplanet

this is another case of "losing the recipe" after

that has retained the primitive custom of pro-

taking aproduct from Serial No.001 to full production, then Stereophile owes its readers are-

ducing acoustical music:
"It lacked the infinite complexity of elec-

review. How about it? You guys ripped Bob

tronic music ('real music,' as Trevize could not

Carver anew body-opening based upon his

help but think of it) and there was adistinct

apparent failure to duplicate your reference

sameness to it. Still, as time passed, and his ear

with his production units. Let's put it to rest—

grew accustomed to this odd system of sound,

after all, the GFA-555 is arecommended com-

he began to pick out subtleties. It was weari-

ponent. I'm sure many readers are consider-

some to have to do so, and he thought, long-

ing buying it due to Anthony Cordesman's excellent review which Stereopbile published

cision and purity of the real thing, but it oc-

nearly three years ago, in Vol.8 No.4.

curred to him that if he listened to the music

Gary R. Gay
Andover, MA
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The new SP11 Mark II
from Audio Research:
setting the standard, again.

A classic reborn.
Traditional wisdom holds that you
don't tamper with success. But at
Audio Research, the working
philosophy has always been to make
important progress in music
reproduction available to those
music lovers who care to hear the
difference. So, two years after the
introduction of the original SP11
preamplifier, Audio Research
announces the heir to its acclaimed
reference standard: the new SP11
Mark Il.
New clarity, dynamics, realism.
The new Mark II offers startling
improvements in musical realism
compared to the standard-setting
original. First, there is asoundstage
that extends even further beyond the
speakers, laterally and front-to-back.
Within this stage, instruments and
voices are focused more precisely
HIGH DEFINITION' MUSIC REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

than ever before, with an uncanny
rendition of proper size and location.
Bass response is both deeper and
more detailed, for amore dynamic
foundation beneath the musical
program. And, overall, you'll hear a
breathtaking new clarity that simply
lets arecorded musical
performance through as never
before—while telling you more about
the quality of the transcription
medium as well. The new SP11 Mark
II is truly the most revealing, yet
"invisible" preamplifier ever from
Audio Research. And, we think you'll
agree, one of the best values in highend audio. Again. Audition it soon at
your authorized Audio Research
dealer.

audio research
corporation
6801 Shale Creek Par.evay
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55430
Area Code 612/566-7570
Telex 290-583

Asimov deftly demonstrates that the con-

when they might otherwise be denied it. Im-

cept of "real" music is relative; what is "real"

portant, too, is the fact that my own greatest

is what one is used to hearing. (I suspect that
one of the reasons mid -fi equipment sounds

embarrassments and frustrations over illconceived musical ideas are now experienced
in the privacy of my studio, and not at rehear-

the way it does is because people have grown
accustomed to its distortions, and consider
that sound to be "correct." Remember; most
people are not comparing sound to live music,
but with how it sounded on another stereo.)
He also paints arather precise picture of what
occurs during the process.of evaluating an unfamiliar component, or distinguishing between two similar ones. A period of "distinct
sameness" is followed, as the listener grows
accustomed to the sound, by the ability to
distinguish more and more subtle differences.
Is Dr. Asimov, among his many other distinctions, an audiophile?
Steven). Schiff, OD
Matawan, NJ

Music, MIDI, & electronics

sals when changes are impossible.
(By the way, Mr. Holt's assertion that recording two hours' worth of music on apersonal
computer is still "pie in the sky" is not totally correct. If only the sequencer is being run
on the computer and is driving external sound
sources such as asampler or synthesizer, then
it is certainly possible to record two hours'
worth of sequencer data on aPC. My sequencer
program, Voyetra's Sequencer Plus Mk.III,
records up to 72k notes (with 640k RAM on an
IBM PC or compatible). Estimates equate this
much data with approximately two hours'
worth of music.)
JGH later goes on to surmise, however, that
the new technology may somehow prevent

Editor:

potentially creative persons from succeeding,
due to their computer illiteracy. Actually, quite

JGH touched upon atheme of great personal
and professional interest to me in two of his

and related computer software are quite easy

articles in the January 1988 issue. The theme
Iam referring to is the state of professional

that not only are serious musicians buying

music-making via electronics. The subjects
touched upon were MIDI, performance practices, and recording and amplification practices. Since Iam aclassically trained composer
very much interested in electronic sound

the opposite is happening. MIDI instruments
to use. Purchasing patterns seem to indicate
sequencers and electronic keyboards, but so
are many non-musicians. They are those who
are finding ameans to express musical ideas
that they cannot express otherwise due to a
lack of musical training. The potential "im-

resources, and also an audiophile, Iwish to

mortal greats" to whom JGH refers are, pre-

respond to some of JGH's comments and
solicit some advice about the last topic.

sumably, persons with enough aptitude to get
through formal training at atypical American

In his "As We See It" column, Mr. Holt
responds to what appears to be afirst exposure

music college or conservatory. Such institu-

to MIDI technology—a technology that has

dents with at least some exposure to electronic

been dominating the commercial music busi-

resources for composers. One of the more

ness for at least eight years now, and now
shows every likelihood of having acreative im-

Music, had afairly impressive list of related

tions seem to be providing composition stu-

"conservative" colleges, Eastman School of

pact in the realm of noncommercial "new
music" composition and performance. JGH

courses in their 1986 catalog. It seems unlikely,

correctly points out the enormous benefits of

emerge from aschool these days without the
faintest idea of what was going on in the real

notation programs that free composers from
the tyranny of copying pans for the performers.
The ability, too, to hear ascore performed by

then, that such a budding student would

world of electronic music.
As to what kind of impact MIDI technology

asequencer driving asampler is something for
which many older composers would and did

will have on the performance of music (both

pay dearly. Charles Ives, among others, hired
orchestras to simply read his scores so that he

valid observations, as well as some rather

might hear them at least once in his lifetime.

for recordings and on stage), JGH makes some
Orwellian prophesies of doom. The valid

It is awonderful thing when technology can

points are those directed at musicians who rely
on sequencers and multitrack recording

bring joy and satisfaction to creative people

techniques to such adegree that they have
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WHEN YOU
SEE THIS...
You are visiting astore that
cares about your music.

All 12 LIVLWIRE -cables follow a
consistent design philosophy, they
are designed to be neutral and
musically honest. One design goal
is never pursued at the expense
of other priorities. For example,
we respect the advantages that
can be gained from "solid core"
cable. We experimented with
many such designs in 1980 and
have learned from them but
we have not allowed that design
approach to blind us to other
equally important aspects of
cable design.
We have very carefully
considered: metal purity,
dielectric (insulation)
material, mechanical stability,
strand size, insulated strands,
number of strands, variable
size stranding, electrical and
magnetic interaction between strands, skin effect,
conductor size, conductor geometry,
the relationship between the conductors and price. The
results of this research are audible.
All the LIVLWIRE «cables are high value products that have been
carefully engineered to let your music through as cleanly as possible.

cl

oudioquest

"Products thof bring your system to Me!"

RO. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92672, USA
Tel: 714-498-2770 FAX: 714-498-5112 Tlx: 205864

created amusic they cannot recreate on stage
or even in recording sessions with their own

My Denon DCD-3300 player came with an
optical cable, which Iused to connect it to the

hands. But this really is adifficult topic to pronounce averdict upon, since sequencers have
opened our ears to new musical patterns and

DAP-5500. Even though my other preamplifier
(a Krell PAM-3) has aCD input with phasecorrecting circuitry, the improvement in CD

textures that could never be played by any
musician—they are essentially machine ideas

sound reproduction when heard through the
DCD-3300/DAP-5500 combination was in-

that ought to be played by amachine. For the
most part, the rock concerts Ihave seen (ad-

engineered asynergistic approach when de-

mittedly very few and very selective) feature
real people playing real instruments. Audiences

signing the two units. The DCD-3300 player,
when played through the DAP-5500, does not

want it this way. And the concert version of a

sound the way it was described by JGH in his

hit is always different from the well-known

recent review of this player.

recorded version, and people like that. It's called

GG reviewed the DAP-5500 with amodified
Magnavox player. For curiosity's sake, Icon-

artistry. Yes, rock musicians are artists, too.
JGH stretches things abit when he suggests
that synthesis may supplant the symphony
orchestra. People have been predicting the end
of the symphony orchestra for as long as Ihave

deed dramatic. It seems obvious that Denon

nected aPhilips 650 player to the DAP-5500
via their digital input/output, but the resulting
sound did not compare to the sound produced
by the Denon combination. Ifeel that, for the

been in music, and apparently long before

benefit of your readers, afollow-up review of

that. It just isn't going to happen—not because
of samplers, at least. Mr. Holt, along with the
AF of M, seems to think that users of sampling

the Denon units is justifiable.
Michael R. Rojik
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada

technology have some strong dastardly desire
to put others out of work. A sampler is just
another palette of sounds for the creative

That digital Denon #2

musician to use. The best uses of sampled

I purchased a Denon DAP-5500 on the

sounds are: 1) using a sampled acoustical
sound manipulated into something entirely

strength of George Graves's favorable review

new and unrecognizable, or 2) as asource of

provement in sound quality is amazing. Iam

Editor

in the January Stereopbile, and Iagree the im-

percussion sounds for areal percussionist to

now becoming convinced that awell-recorded

trigger electronically rather than to have alug

CD is, indeed, superior to awell-recorded LP.

around ahuge battery of real percussion in-

However, Iwonder if your recommendation
about mating the DAP-5500 with aMagnavox

struments.
Where Iwholeheartedly agree with JGH is
in his criticisms of the pro sound community for propagating such poor sonic standards
as they do in recordings and live amplified
concerts. Iplan to use electronic soundsources
in anew ensemble Iwill be forming this year.
As Iapproach the very important aesthetic
problem of how to best amplify each instru-

CDB-465 is advisable. According to the block
diagrams available to me, digital filtering is performed in the 465 before the digital output.
Since the '5500 performs its own digital filtering, doesn't that mean the signal is essentially
filtered twice? Wouldn't that be deleterious?
Iam using the '5500 with the Denon 1500 II
player, where the digital output precedes the

ment, Ifind very little information on how to
do it. There seems to be little creative think-

digital filter.

ing being done by pros in this field, and the
usual approach to amplifying arock band just

Carlsbad, CA
As far as we have been able to ascertain, the

isn't satisfactory.

Bernard A. Enghohn

Charles B. Hammell

oversampling digital filter in the Magnavox/

Moorestown, NJ

Philips machines does not affect the serial
datastream sent to (be Digital Out socket,

That digital Denon #1

only the data sent to its own DAC chip. —JA

Editor:
After reading George Graves's review of the

The missing trumpet

Denon DAP-5500 digital preamplifier, Ibought

Editor:

one.

From George Graves's review of the NYAL
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MONITOR
AUDIO
in
countries have dernirided
dio
dspeakers for e lence 4iiiq
and esthetics in
andlonii.
Monitor Audio hase
le
reputation as one of the
creators of audio loudspe
wUIcolades
such as the 198 7Loud.,peaker of I
Awards
. Manufactured in England and r
to
oduce the stunning reality of c
ct
and digital recordings, Mona
Mloudspeakers employ the
most
II/anced metaldome tweeter tech
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Cabinets are finished 'L
•
wood veneers. among
oak,
walnut, rosewood. tea
ly
stunning Kenya Black
"Best Buy -- recommen
w
Monitor Audio to have the a
of
value for money
Audition the entire line for its
thtaking
accuracy. wide dynamic range
12
, unparalleled cla 1
ity
peak nut volume; Ipr an
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,
Monitor
Audio loudspeakers we a
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SOlind 'eteniS voiCc.

+

•Mudel 11352 'best IOW eaker
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87
"II, / Choice
"Best Buy"

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON MONITOR AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS, PLEASE CONTACT:

KEVRO

ELECTRONIC! INC.

In Canada: 1755 Plummer Street, Und 20,
Pickering, Ontario L
IW 3S1 Tel (416)831-4741
In U.S.A.: P0 Box 41355 Buffalo NY14205 Tel (416)831-4741

Minuet in A (Von() No.6, p.97), Iquote:

costing three times as much—and Idon't

"Barker's Capricorn Concerto (Mercury SRI

have to look at something like aStonehenge
monument, either! These little Obelisks are
loveable!

75049) is scored for flute, oboe, and strings,
and has one of the best string sections on
record."
Iam very confident that my trumpet teacher
at the Eastman School of Music would disagree

You owe Shahinian Acoustics areally good,
solid, unequivocal, verbalized statement as to
why they are the veterans they are.

very strongly, as Ido with Mr. Graves's listing

Joseph A. Braun, PhD

of the solo instruments in the Capricorn Concerto. The composition is scored for flute,
oboe, and trumpet, with string accompaniment.
If Ican correctly assume that the Mercury
record mentioned in Mr. Graves's article is by
Howard Hanson and the Eastman-Rochester
Symphony Orchestra, then the following
musicians would be the featured soloists:
oboe, Robert Sprenkle; flute, Joseph Mariano;
trumpet, Sidney Mear.
On apositive note—I think Stereophile is

Park Ridge, NJ
Why no midrange speakers?
Editor:
Iam asemi-recent subscriber to your magazine, although an old, avid music lover, and I
have absorbed and enjoyed the last seven issues.
Ifocus most of my attention on speaker
reviews. Having recently purchased amp,
preamp, CD player, and cables, etc, from your
findings in these issues, Iwould like to know

asuper publication. Ihave "re-upped" and

why you don't test and recommend more

ordered many back issues as well.
The Bernard Holland piece, "A New and

loudspeaker systems in the $2000 to $3000

Awful Silence," (Von() No.6) was wonderful.
Happy listening.

Steve Toback
New Rochelle, NY

Why no Shahinian?
Editor:

range. Instead, what Ihave been seeing is
reports and recommendations from the
$32941349 range and $3500-$11,500 range.
Ifeel this is unfair both to me and to those
good $2000 to $3000 speaker systems, since
this is what my wallet will stand.
M. Sastra

Iwas upset by the very ambiguous represen-

Untu.1111.1. N1'

tation of the Shahinian loudspeaker range in
Dick Olsher's report on the New York High-

The question of bass

End Show in the January issue. One searched
in vain for comments in the text and found

The long, extremely interesting evaluation of

none. Just picturing these speakers (p.43) and
labeling them as "veterans" in the caption

No.1, plus Mr. Reed's "Manufacturer's Com-

leaves the readers having to supply too much
of the meaning: are they veterans who are

apopular textbook on the design of speakers.

lying around to die, having been supplanted by
all the newer troops praised in the write-up,
or are they are reliable, perfected, tried-and-

server of the evolution of speakers for about
50 years (!). Ithink Mr. Fried's succinct expo-

true veterans?
One isn't informed which is the fact of the
matter; this is patently unfair and discriminates
against agreat line of speakers.
Our family of classical, jazz, and pop/rock
fans loves with apassion our pair of Shahinian
Obelisks with accompanying Double Eagle
subwoofer. The omnidirectional sound fills
our large, cathedral-ceifinged living room with

Editor:
the Nelson-Reed 8-02 speaker by JA in Vol.11
ment" and Mr. Fried's letter, constitute almost
Ihave been an audiophile and interested ob-

sition re the "piston" brings to my mind the
proposition that the fundamental fact is the
same now as it was 50 years ago: ie, the ability
of any speaker to handle low bass depends on
the amount of air it can move, acting, as Mr.
Fried says, as apiston.
There are, of course, plenty of other factors
involved, but this is the bottom line. Fifty years
ago, it all depended on the size of the cone

really glorious sound emanating from awide
soundstage. Iauditioned many speakers care-

(15") and the accompanying large hunk of

fully with the help of afriend who plays in a

bass monsters really awesomely large. Came
Mr. Villchur and Mr. Thiele, far better magnets
of much smaller size, and long-excursion

major symphony; these Shahinian speakers
sounded more natural and musical than some
Stereophile, April 1988

thick plywood, all of which made these super-
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H
HELICAL PLANAR COPPER

CPC
CO-PLANAR COPPER

Over two years ago the staff at Madrigal Audio Laboratories
began accumulating convincing evidence that solid conductors
of rectangular cross-section would do abetter job of carrying
musical signals. Years of listening and engineering tests making
use of ribbons of specially processed, high-purity copper with
teflon insulation and the highest quality terminations, have
resulted in the new Madrigal HPC and CPC cables.
Visit your Madrigal dealer and hear what these original designs can do to improve your music system.
HPC and CPC cables are designed by, and manufactured exclusively for
Merigal Audio Laboratories, PO IBox 781. Middl-lown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

woofers, which made for afar more comfortable living room in the ordinary house.

tetrodes as described. Also, it is not abig deal

Considering all this development, it would
seem that today, a10" long-excursion woofer
in asuitable enclosure should pump out all the

cording to Sylvania's tube manual, 1979 edition, it is possible to get 100W from one push-

bass anyone would want. But—after reading
scads of specifications and scads of evaluations, subjective or objective, good deep bass

A recent experience of mine may be of use
to your readers. Irecently purchased some
new input tubes for my power amp, and upon

is still an elusive affair.
Why?
Edward G. Clemmer

auditioning them, both afriend and Inoted
that they did not sound quite as good as the

Scotts Valley, CA

to produce 300W from eight 6550s, since ac-

pull pair of 6550s.

two-year-old tubes they replaced. We tried his
new tubes also, and they sounded atrocious.

Puzzles

We were ready to return them to the dealer,

Editor:
In Vol.10 No.6, J. Gordon Holt states on p.139
that he feels that the best Japanese CD players
are

more

accurate

than

players

from

when Ihad an inspiration: Itook 600-grit
abrasive paper and cleaned all the pins on
the new tubes. Upon installation, both sets

"audiophile-oriented" firms. Mr. Holt is cer-

sounded superb (Tweek had been used each
time). After such good results, Iused aburn-

tainly entitled to his opinion.

ishing tool to clean the tube sockets, and was

However, he also states that he is "convinced
that ...
the remarkable soundstaging character-

rewarded with further improvement. Apparently, tube pins oxidize from the heat of the

istics. ..are the result of. ..
apparent frequency-response aberrations." He then goes

manufacturing proces ,,
Alan Rauchweger

on to say that these machines don't "have any

Roi.!wile Park, NJ

such aberrations, but they sound as if they da"
Iactually said that some CD players sound

let me see if Iunderstand; these players have
good soundstaging because of their frequencyresponse aberrations, but they don't have any

gives their sound agreater apparent depth

such aberrations. Does this make sense to you?

(because it backs things off), yet they do not

as if they bave a midrange suckout, which

Isn't it just as likely that their good soundstag-

measure as having any sucb suckout. The

ing makes them appear to have frequency-

Japanese players, generally, do not have this
apparent suckout, which to me implies that

response aberrations, or that neither characteristic is the result of the other?
By no means would Itry to tell JGH what he

they are more accurate than players which
sound as if they do.

—JGH

hears or what to prefer, but Idon't feel that his
guessing will benefit anyone. What one hears

The schematic was not intended to be acom-

requires no justification.
In Vol.10 No.9, in the review of ARC's M300,
there are some technical errors. There is a

plete circuit diagram, only to roughly illustrate ARC'S use of MOSFETs to apply an
audio signal to the screen grids. Regarding the

ground missing in your schematic diagram; it

number of Wondercap polypropylene capaci-

should be tied to the "center" in your terminal

tors in the signal path, we are taking lessons

of the output winding and to the center tap of
the cathode winding. This ground is necessary
for any power to be delivered to the output
transformer, and as areference is supposed to

in elementary math and will attempt a recount when our grades are good enough.
Regarding JGH's 'accurate" vs 'apparent
depth" dichotomy, without reference to the

be aground or voltage reference for the screen

master tape one cannot say for sure which

winding. Both the screen and cathode wind-

class of player is more accurate. In my own

ings are secondary windings, although drawn
as primaries. JGH says the M300 has three

experience, the Japanese players 1have heard

coupling capacitors—large-value VVondercaps
with polystyrene bypasses. On the other hand,

tend to render the piano on my Chopin recording on the HFN/RR Test CD as being in a
smaller acoustic; with less depth, than that

Martin Colloms's M300 had two low-value

presented on the master tape, leading me to

polypropylenes with bypasses. The 6550 out-

surmise that they are less accurate, not more.

put tubes are beam power pentodes, not
Stereophile, April 1988
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Reserved for purists,
At this level, beyond mere commercial practicalities,
Infinity seeks to find its own: The few for whom
music is an obsession, for whom price is no object in
attaining the absolute perfect re-creation of sound.
The speaker system we've named the Infinity
Reference Standard Beta was really built to prove
to ourselves, after building the legendary $45,000
Infinity Reference Standard V, that lightning could
strike twice in the same place.
We designed the IRS Beta as atrue point source,
capable of generating an incredible 15Hz to 45kHz
response with effortless (and seamless) musicality
Four 12-inch injection-molded polypropylene/
graphite woofers are servo-controlled for state-of-theart bass reproduction.

A new lower-midrange driver, the Large-EMIM, was
created. This push-pull planar driver reproduces the
critical frequencies from 70 to 700Hz—that vital area
containing most of the musical fundamentals (an area
ill-served by virtually all speaker designs, with attendant loss of the natural warmth of instrumental voices).
Two L-EMIMs optimally cross over to an improved
EMIM with new high-gauss neodymium magnets and
lighter diaphragm, for impeccable midrange transient
response and detail.
And an EMIT and SEMIT (Super EMIT) produce
the upper octaves and overtones to 45kHz with
atransparency and openness that is airy and "live'
In total—a speaker of unprecedented overall musical
accuracy The IRS Beta. A speaker whose performance

extremists, and the obsessed.

t

e
canItsleave
breathless.
cost you
is under
$11,000.

We also offer the equally incomparable IRS Gamma
and IRS Delta, at about $7,000 and $5,500 respectively. Both are two-speaker versions of the Beta,
although the Delta does not include aservo-control
unit, which can be added later to upgrade the Delta
into aGamma.
We encourage you to audition the remarkable IRS
Beta (as well as the Gamma and Delta) at any one
of aselect group of Infinity dealers catering exclusively
to the audiophile.
To the dedicated—even obsessed—lover of music,
it is the stuff dreams are made of.

C 9391,,

Synno.

9411.0ueninnue Aw.nue

9,111.
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Ini1n ity

We get you back to what its all about Music.
Atl of our adevonal on ¡peak, tedenalogy an roweled ma bnef
prrumganon booklet called -Ike Orono.. Technology ol Iniently
Sprain,. Vo7 11A,). your intonoty dealer* >woe ropy

Ingrrnaond l'empen% In «•nada H 9., Gm Iul lita.., 81,1 llerldurn Ontario, awd. UMW,. (416) 29441133

INDUSTRY

USA: PETER W. MITCHELL
According to arecent statement by an executive of Digital Audio Disc Corp. (the former
CBS/Sony plant in Indiana, which presses CDs
for iblarc as well as CBS), the price charged for
manufacturing aCD dropped by awhopping
40% between the beginning and end of 1987.
While part of that reduction was achieved
through more efficient production, the rest of
the price drop was attributed to competitive
pressure —ie ,to the fact that CD pressing capacity now exceeds demand. Aproducer who
wants to turn amaster tape into aCD can get
it done quickly and can shop around for the
best deal. Nimbus USA, for example, is advertising full production and mastering, plus 1000
CD pressings, for just $2100.
That helps to explain the recent surge in CD
releases, especially in budget-priced CD reissues of older recordings. But amystery remains: now that CDs cost only adollar more
than LPs to manufacture, why are they still
priced twice as high as LPs at retail? As far as
Ican discover, there is no technical reason.
Because of unfavorable exchange rates, CDs
imported from Europe and Japan will continue
to be costly. But now that most of the major
labels have begun pressing CDs inexpensively
in US plants, the "normal" retail price for a
new CD ought to be approaching the $10 level.
Why are people still paying $16 in many parts
of the country? The answer seems to be inertia: having paid that price when CDs were
scarce, customers are still willing to do so. CD
Stereophile, April 1988

prices will drop when customers begin shop-

imaging with height, and Celestion engineers

ping aggressively for better deals, turning to

have confirmed it. It would not be so remark-

mail-order suppliers if necessary.
Meanwhile, record companies are earning
vast profits from CDs. They are also dumping

able, and perhaps not worth discussing, except
for the interesting conflict it has created. Celesrions marketing people have chosen to fall into

LP inventories at fire-sale prices.' This is atime

line with the current British enthusiasm for

of great bargains for LP lovers, especially for

very solid speaker stands. In the interest of
rigidity, the small Celestion speakers usually

those who are located within reach of ahighvolume retailer. Of course, this silver lining surrounds adark cloud—the growing number of
new recordings that are being released on
CD, analog cassette, and perhaps DAT, but not

are demonstrated (and often are sold) with
rather short stands that place the speakers less
than two feet above the floor.
The result is that if you listen to the speakers

on LP.
When the CD was launched in 1983, Philips
executives speculated that the new format
might supplant the LP by 1990 or so. In terms

while sitting in astraight-backed chair or stand-

of dollar volume, that has already happened
in the US, and when the average price of aCD

sound somewhere between crotch and knee
level. Both at the factory and in CES showrooms, the speakers initially imaged poorly,

drops to $10 the LP will be doomed here. But
this rapid conversion to the CD is mainly a

ing up (in ashowroom, for example), you can't
appreciate how good they are. Mounted on
their stands, the speakers present their best

but when we knelt down or sat on the floor
the imaging snapped wonderfully into focus.

North American phenomenon. In England and
Japan, where CDs retail for $18 and $25 re-

Could it be that British audiophiles listen while

spectively, the LP still commands alarge share

reclining in very low lounge chairs? (Of course

of the market.

the axis could be brought up to ear level by
tilting the speakers back about 20°, but in

Beware of Unconscious
Trade-offs

every Celestion demo that I've heard, the

Two years ago, while visiting the Celestion fac-

stands provided no tilt.)
Moral: when pursuing questionable improve-

tory in England, Inoticed that the soundstage
imaging of the Celestion SL6, SL600, and SL6S

ments (in this case, the alleged benefit of ultrarigid mounting), take care that you don't sac-

speakers could be excellent or poor, depending on the height of the listener relative to the

rifice real virtues (imaging and focus).

axis of the speaker. The same behavior occurs
in some other two-way speakers as well.
This is particularly easy to hear with solo
vocals. (I first heard it on aPaul Simon recording in which the solo, as in most pop records,
is amonophonic track, panpotted into the
center.) Listening from alocation above the

Digital filters and group delay
Does it really matter whether aCD player has
analog brick-wall output filters or adigital filter
followed by agentle, phase-linear analog stage?
The digital filter certainly looks better on
paper, providing symmetrical reproduction of

speaker axis, the image of the voice was bloated

pulses, squarewaves, and other complex waveforms. Analog brick-wall filters exhibit huge

in both width and depth. When Imoved my

phase shifts at high frequencies.

head down to the speaker axis, the imaging

Strictly speaking, what counts is not the

was magically transformed: the voice shrank
to anatural human size and occupied its proper
space in an appropriately large sonic frame.

phase shift per se, but the non-linear rate at
which it changes with frequency. The practical
consequence is group delay: the highest-

The ambience of the recording environment

frequency overtones of acomplex signal may

stretched beyond the speakers in width, and
stage depth was correctly reproduced—with

emerge from the CD player as much as 0.1
millisecond later than the fundamental and

instruments layered in distance and the reflec-

lower-frequency harmonics.
Does this matter to the ear? If you think it

tion off the rear stage wall falling into place.
Many listeners have noticed this variation of

does, there's bad news to report: group delay
in the player is only asmall part of the prob-

IFrom what we can gather. PolyGram and CBS are forcing
mailers to mum LP stocks, which are apparently then trashed.
More on this irresponsible behavior next month.
—JA
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lem. In most CDs the recorded signal already
contains agreat deal of high-frequency delay
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Fewer 3oxes.
Teac introduces amachine designed for people more interested in music
than in black boxes. The Teac AD-4, CD/Cassette Deck Combo. On the left side we've
installed our latest programmable compact disc player On the right we've included one of our
top of the line auto-reverse cassette decks with Dolby Band Cnoise reduction: To further simplify
things, we made them both work via awireless remote control. A 16-selection program lets you pick the
selections you like on acompact disc and rearrange them in any order you prefer on your cassette.
you can even listen to adisc while you're taping from an outside source.
The Teac AD-4. All you ever wanted in acompact disc player
all you ever wanted in acassette deck all in one place.

Made In Japan By Fana-tics.

ooury LABS. TAPING PRERECORDED MATERI.I. MAY BE AN INFRINGEMENT 01 COPYRIGATS

V P87 TEAC CORP OF AMERICA 7733 TELEGRAPH RO. MONTEBELLO. CA 90640

played an experimental digital recording at an

because of the filters in digital recorders. So
when you use aCD player with steep analog

Audio Engineering Society workshop that Iat-

filters you get adouble dose of delay. Indeed,
with many CDs you get aquadruple dose, or

tended in New York. One pair of tracks contained music recorded in stereo through nor-

even an octuple dose of group delay, because
each digital recorder used to capture or copy

mal anti-aliasing filters. In another pair of

the signal has two stages of analog brick-wall
filtering: the anti-aliasing filter at the input and
a second sharp filter that reconstructs the
waveform at the output.
If the CD is mastered directly from the first-

tracks, the same stereo signal was recorded
through filters whose high-frequency phaseshift was compensated by "all-pass" filters. (An
all-pass is afilter that has flat frequency response, thus "passing" all signals equally, but
has phase-shift—in this case, anegative phase-

generation tape, and you play the disc on a

shift calculated to offset that of the anti-alias-

player with digital filtering, the signal will pass

ing filters.)

through only one brick-wall filter. But few CDs
(those from Telarc and Delos, for example) are

Of the 30 professional engineers who heard
the tape in the session Iattended, in astudio

made that way; in most CDs the signal has

control room at CBS Records, most reported

gone through several generations of digital
recording and playback. Multi-track originals

sions of the recording. Iexpected to hear

are decoded to analog, mixed down to stereo,
and reconverted to digital for two-track recording. Ditto for any "sweetening" of the recording by equalization or added reverberation.
(Modern reverberators are digital, but they
don't use the same code format as recorders,
so adigital tape has to be converted to analog,
re-encoded at the input of the reverberator,

hearing no difference between the two vernone, and Iwas not ideally placed in the room,
but Iheard aclear difference: the phase-linearized recording had smoother string sound,
better-defined percussion, and more "air." I
don't think this proves anything, and my ears
are not particularly golden; many audiophiles
place great value on "improvements" that I
don't even hear. But asimilar result has emerged

decoded at its output, and then re-encoded

from other attempts to correct the group delay

for recording.) Finally, if the recording was

of brick-wall filters: some people report hearing an improvement, others don't.

made in the Mitsubishi open-reel or PCM-Fl
video-cassette format, it must be converted to

So, while phase-linearity in digital recording

the Sony 1630/U-matic format for CD mastering, usually by decoding to analog and re-

has never been atop priority, there has always
been aminority interest in it. For several years

digitally, but many studios don't have the

some recording studios have used all-pass
filters made by Meyer Electronics to compen-

equipment.
So, even if your CD player has digital filter-

sate the group delay of the Sony PCM-1610,
while Dennesen Electronics marketed asimilar

ing, the signal you hear may have been through
ahalf-dozen analog brick-wall filters on its way

filter for consumer use. (Presumably, with the

encoding. This conversion could be done

audible consequences was considered long
ago, and experiments showed that moderate

latter you could compensate either aCD player's brick-wall filter or some of the delays in
recordings.) The JVC DAD-900, acompetitor
of the Sony PCM-1610 studio digital processor,

amounts of high-frequency group delay are inaudible to most listeners. Very careful tests

while the Sony PCM-1630, which replaced the

to you. The possibility that this might have

reportedly contained its own all-pass filter,

conducted by Douglas Preis at 'Rifts Univer-

1610 two years ago, has less group delay than

sity have established that, with monophonic
signals heard through headphones, the thresh-

its predecessor.
Apogee Electronics in Santa Monica, CA (no

old of perception for high-frequency group
delay is about 4milliseconds—meaning that

relation to the Massachusetts company that
makes Apogee loudspeakers) recently unveiled

asignal would have to pass through dozens of

acomplete new line of plug-in replacements
for the filters in studio digital recorders, in-

brick-wall filters before any change would be
heard. As far as Iknow, no one has established
the perception threshold for group delay in
stereo recordings heard through speakers.
Several years ago Bjorn Bluthgen of DG
Stereophile, April 1988

cluding both multitrack models and the Sony
1610/1630. (For details see the October 1987
HFN/RR, p.43.) While the Apogee 944G has
aless steep slope than the brick-wall filters it
31

...audible results
with the finest
in connecting
components.
ifill1111111s4
'

SOUND • CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
14932 N. Florida

Tampa, FL 33612

(813)961-3319

In Canada: Korbon Trading LTD., 1020 Meyerside Dr.,
Unit 8, Mississauga, Ont. L5TIK7, Phone (416) 676-1260
Deportment A

replaces, it was designed from the ground up

it's afar greater challenge to get reasonable

to be absolutely phase-linear, with no excess

dynamics and bass extension out of adomes-

group delay at any frequency. Reportedly it

tically acceptable enclosure than to operate in
some form of audio anarchy, where absolute

audibly reduces stridency in digital recording,
and many studios are installing it. If you have
objected to the sound of CDs, don't give up;
this might be the improvement we've been
waiting for.
Many CDs carry the SPARS code (AAD, DDD,
et ca/) indicating whether analog or digital
equipment was used for the recording, mix-

dimensions don't matter.
lbny may not accept this, but yer basic British hi-fi user would love to have something the
size of Duntech Sovereigns in the front room.
But unlike the Japanese, who really have tiny
rooms, the British are less willing to let massive

ing, and disc mastering respectively. Perhaps

speakers dominate rooms shared by the whole
family. And Tony, who's been here enough

the time has come for anew code indicating

times to know better, should remember that

whether the digital recorders contained linear-

the average British home is less spacious than

phase or conventional filters.
Recently, while reading the fine print on a

aplump Cape Cod, aNew York brownstone,
or amulti-level showpiece dangling from a

CD jacket, Inoticed that it was recorded on

ledge on the California coastline Forget Brides-

aJVC DAD-900. It's agood performance of

head Revisited; that ain't the norm.

Copland's Rodeo and Billy the Kid, conducted

With that in mind, it's no wonder that Brit-

by Slatkin on Angel CDC7 47382. Assuming

ish speaker manufacturers—who, like intel-

that the signal on this CD might be relatively
comparison of an old Sony CD player (with

ligent businessmen everywhere must address
the home market despite export success—
concentrate on furthering the state of the

analog filtering) and anew Sony (with digital

small-speaker art. And, Yankee macho postur-

filter). In the past, using other discs, Ihave not

ing aside, I've been in more American homes

heard aclear difference between the two types

with "bookshelf' speakers than with coffinsized enclosures of the Vandersteen/VMPS/

free of group delay, Iused it for an informal

of player. With this disc the player with the
digital filter sounded better.
In afuture column I'll discuss ways of im-

Duntech caliber. But this does point out afundamental difference in US and UK tastes.

ing anew Apogee filter/encoder developed

Ionce asked aknowledgeable US industry
watcher why acertain four-letter speaker de-

especially for the F1), and the development of

signed by a"genius" had gone from zip to Top

linear-phase digital filters for recording as well

5in under adecade. The speakers did nothing
for me on any level, and there were literally

proving the PCM-Fl digital processor (includ-

as playback.

dozens of like-priced US-made boxes which
offered better sound and build quality. "Perceived value," he said, pointing out that the
average mug faced with afloor-standing monster housing adozen drivers for only athousand bucks apair will always choose that over
a"quality" three-way in asmaller enclosure
at the same price (See the movie Ruthless Peo-

UK: KIN KESSLER

ple for adead-accurate portrayal of this consumer characteristic.) The likely UK response

"Settling dust" may be the image as regards the

would be skepticism about the big monster,
while rapping the cabinet of the smaller speaker

debate in these pages about the British and
their alleged failure to understand/appreciate

knows that rigidity is as important in hi-fi as

would elicit an "Aaah!" from the Brit who

deep bass, but many over here were stung by

it is in house construction and sex. One man's

Tony Cordesman's anti-small-speaker stance.

meat ...
Whatever, AHC will be pleased to note that

The Cordesman vs Colloms/Big 'uns vs Li'l
'uns debate will never be truly resolved, as

big speakers may be the next trend over here.

both writers presented strong, equally valid

Despite an unwillingness in the past to fight

cases. What we in the UK like to think is that

massive US high-end designs head-on, there

Stereophile, April 1988
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McIntost. XRT 22

Loudspeaker System delivers
The McIntosh XRT 22 is the purest
expression of the loudspeakers
scientist's endeavors. It is the one
right combination of component
parts that has eluded the diligent
searcher for the loudspeaker bridge

Extra Realism
Extra Depth
Extra Spaciousness
Extra Smoothness

to the dominion of reproduced
musical reality. The high-frequency
radiator column is an illustration of
the right combination. The 23 tweeter
elements can reproduce 300 watts
sine wave input power at 20 kHz. with
the lowest measured intermodulation
distortion. Because each tweeter
mechanism handles asmall quantity
of the total power. extremely low
quantities of distortion are
developed. The total column radiates
the energy in a half cylindrical time
co-ordinated sound field. The low
distortion, transparency of sound.
coherence of sound images.
definition of musical instruments.
and musical balance is simply a
revelation that you must experience.

Handcrafted with pride in the United States
by dedicated, highly trained craftspeople.

For information on the McIntosh XRT 22 SPEAKEF
and other McIntosh products write
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC
P0 Box 96 EAST SIDE STATION DEPT S28
BINGHAMTON NY 13904-0096

have always been chunky British-made megaliths, if not quite so many as are made in the

Tony, and if it's good enough for them, then
the bottom registers should absolutely stagger

US. Readers will recall along line of gigantic

the domestic user. Considering that the ma-

annoys, big IMFs, Lowther horn systems, and
other far-from-tiny systems. Iwouldn't be sur-

jority of ATCs are going to studios, especially
fussy classical types, these could turn out to

prised to learn that most of these went out for

be serious high-end contenders.

export—in Tannoy's case that's acertainty—
but at least they made the effort. Without
much breast-beating, UK manufacturers have

Another source for bigger designs is Monitor
Audio, who released the R952MD, recently

been introducing large (and expensive) speak-

reviewed in these pages. If you're familiar with
Monitor Audio, you'll know that their strength

ers with greater frequency than Ican recall,
and it will be interesting to learn whether or

ducing manageable boxes with some of the

not AHC feels that the British "understand"
the bottom octaves and the reproduction
thereof.
Aside from the rare and specialized pro

has always been in the affordable sector, probest cabinetry in the industry. And if you know
head honcho Mo lqbal, you'll understand that
the company is hardly likely to produce something they can't shift in serious numbers. This .
biggest-ever Monitor Audio design is as British

model, the KM-1, KEF's efforts in larger-thana-breadbox speaker systems have been best

aspeaker as you'll ever find, and yet it, too, is

represented by the substantial 107. As this

satisfying American listeners.

speaker is aStateside smash, alot of Americans

Leaving boxes for amoment, Naim's new

must disagree with the notion that the British

electrostatic could prove to be the first UK-

cannot build speakers to satisfy American

made panel-type system with serious low-end

(bass) tastes. That model having shown that It

capabilities, while Quad '63s—when set up
properly—can deliver bass performance which

Can Be Done, the time is ripe for awhole new
generation of big British boxes—which may
do more for the Balance of Payments than for
home sales.
Earlier mention of IMF leads us to the latest
incarnation of that brand, TDL. One of avery
few companies still pursuing the art of trans-

their critics do not want to believe. (Anyone
fortunate enough to hear SME MD Alistair Robertson-Aickman's installation will concur.)
And what about Linn's Isobarik? That's hardly
what you'd call bass-shy. B&W's 801? Again,
not alightweight player. The bigger Meridians?

mission-line design, the top model, the Ref-

Mordaunt-Short's exciting new 442? Spen-

erence Standard TLS, is big enough to please

dor's SA3? And how about all those monstrous

even the most Texan of hi-fi consumers in
both dimension and price tag. As for its lower

Tannoys, like the Westminster or the Guy R

registers, and leaving aside any pro- or anti-

Fountain?
However you look at it, the British are mak-

transmission-line prejudices, the system can

ing speakers to satisfy lovers of tympani, reg-

hardly be faulted for either extension or quan-

gae, steam train recordings, heavy metal, and

tity. TDL's six-model line-up contains two
compacts, but the remaining models are floor-

anything else requiring weight. They always

standing systems so far removed from the

have; they've just been subtle about it. What's
noteworthy is the recent activity in products

observers who think such minis are all that the

targeted at the high end (home and abroad)
from an industry which always regarded with

British produce.
From the pro sector, we now find ATC, a

maybe jealousy) the American/Japanese fas-

driver manufacturer—their dome midrange

cination with expensive products.

LS3/5A or Celestion SL600 that they will shock

amixture of amusement and contempt (or

unit appears in models from Nelson-Reed and

It just may be that Iunderestimated the

ProAc—producing four models for the domestic market, starting at over £000 and far from

growth of the "serious" sector in last month's
column, where Idiscussed the considerable

minuscule. The models—two primary designs
available in active or passive mode—were con-

action in the installation market. High-end
systems and custom installations aren't the

ceived using studio criteria, resulting in products offering the kind of unburstability de-

same thing—one is motivated by sound quality,

manded by studio denizens. Those selfsame
studio types are even more bass-hungry than
Stereophile, April 1988

the other tempers it with aesthetics—but the
price tags are not dissimilar. It's not inconceivable, therefore, that the custom-installation
35

0 1987 Museatex

The Meitner ST 50 amplifier
and PA 6pre-amplifier.
Musical. Transparent.
Powerful.
Together they promise flawless
music reproduction.
A Total System Approach:
Meitner Electronics, CD Players,
the AT 2Turntable and
Museatex Accessories.
Museatex Audio Inc. (514) 333-666/.

MUSEATEX

as with trompe be!!, may find the thought of

refrigerators aren't enough to worry the guys
making bookshelf systems. (Dollar sales is a

a£5000 all-in, remote this'n'that setup as too
too good for mere wall-mounts—at least, for

whole different issue, with one pair of Duntechs equalling the take on a40' container-load

the main listening area. And when you con-

of rack-system speakers.) But don't gaze across
the Atlantic with asneer. The European pen-

customer, concerned as much with prestige

sider that the finish on atop Tannoy, the Mordaunt-Short 442, the Monitor Audio speakers,
or any of the others is amatch for fine furniture, then the likelihood of anon-tweak finding floor-space for aprestige speaker isn't all
that farfetched.
If bigger, beefier speakers are the next trend

chant for sensibly sized cars has affected
Detroit, and the UK bias toward small speakers
has its undeniable merits, too. And it's probably safe to assume that American manufacturers will always rule the roost when it comes
to making big speakers. But isn't it ironic that

for well-heeled British buyers, don't expect a

made-in-the-USA JBL will let the British have

sudden, lemming-like stampede away from

their flagship Everest, while the American mar-

Wharfedale Diamonds and suchlike. Even in
America, the unit sales for speakers the size of

ket isn't deemed suitable? Oh, and Gordon,
they are terrific!

Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides a
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable
%mien

191 11
music ...above all.
In the US AudsoStream Corporation, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
In Canada Paradigm Electronics Inc., 4141 Weston Rd 05, Weston, ON M9L 2S8
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"Martin-Logan
makes the
speakers that
Mozart and
Beethoven
would have
used ... "

...and Iwouldn't think of listening
to any other loudspeaker." LEONARD SLATKIN*

W

hen most audio manufacturers speak of
"technology," it's
usually to discuss the amount
of distortion their product
produces. When MartinLogan uses the term, it's to
expound on the musical experience of listening to a
symphony played through
"Monolith's." Or perhaps a
concerto as rendered by a
pair of "CLS."
It is an experience that transcends cartridges, electronics, and speakerwire. It avoids the anxiety
of slew rate and damping factor. It's an
experience that amazes the world-class
conductor to the extent that he would give
this unqualified endorsement.
The experience is MUSIC. The product
of musicians and Martin-Logan's "technology."
A New Standard of Design
When Martin-Logan employs the term
"technology," it's to amplify a philosophy
of electrostatic loudspeaker design. A
design far beyond the capabilities of any
other speaker company.
*Mr. Slatkin is the conductor of the St. Louis Symphony.

It's adesign that employs
electrostatic diaphrams whose
mass is so light, it equals that
of acubic inch of air. Adesign
so advanced that it is both
acoustically AND physically
transparent. Adesign so revolutionary that its only requirements are better than average
quality amplification and an
unremitting zeal for musical
performance.
A New Standard of
Performance
Mr. Slatkin also stated,
"The Martin-Logans are extraordinary
speakers that decisively establish new
standards of loudspeaker performance."
The creation of which was more than the
handiwork of technocrats.
We invite you to experience their musical
technology personally at your authorized
Martin-Logan dealer.

Martin -Logan, Ltd.
The Electrostatic Loudspeaker
Technology Company
P.O. Box 741, 2001 Delaware
Lawrence, Kansas 66046
(913) 749-0133

THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE
•. hears the ultimate 'table, tweaks his AR, and other adventures.
Sam Tellig

Versa Dynamics 2.0

The Versa Dynamics 2.0

the Goldrnund Reference at any length, Ihave

A dealer friend, at whose place Ido much of

listened to many other high-end 'tables and

my listening, called the other day to invite me

arms. The Versa Dynamics wipes them all out

down to audition the Versa Dynamics 2.0

—no contest.
Since the Versa Dynamics—VD for short—

record-playing system. "You've gotta hear
this," he said, with breathless excitement.
Was he ever right!

retails for $11,500, that should make me feel
pretty bad. It doesn't.

We began, natch, by playing audiophile

Is the Versa Dynamics 2.0 worth $11,500?

favorites, which meant that the superiority of
the 'table wasn't immediately apparent. Finally,

Iwould have to say yes. No other 'table/arm
combination 1 have heard comes close,
although JA says Imight experience the same

we put on a"real" record—a late '60s Hungaroton recording of the Tatrai Quartet playing
some Haydn quartets. Cartridge was aVirtuoso

kind of frisson with the Goldmund Reference—no wonder HP went out of his mind in

Dti moving-coil, with Wilson WA'rTs speakers

ecstasy. Needless to say, nothing Ihave ever

driven by the Rowland Coherence 1preamp
and Rowland 7amp.

heard from CD comes even remotely close.
The Versa Dynamics puts things into per-

My, my—what a revelation! No wonder

spective for me in away Ididn't expect. Istill

Gordon gave up playing CDs. What the Ver-

like my AR ES-1 (modified, see below)/Rega

sa Dynamics does is present musical nuances

RB300 combination—more now than ever.
Because in order to get significantly better

so convincingly that, for the first time with hifi, Icould feel that the musicians were in the
room. The performance was palpably real—

sound, Ifeel Ihave to get the VD—love them

with all the subtleties of intonation.

best from analog, well, maybe most of us are

We went on to Jascha Heifitz playing the

initials. And if this is what it takes to get the
better off with CD.

Vieuxtemps Violin Concerto, on an old RCA

Maybe aCD player will come along that

Shaded Dog. Sad to say, Ihad never heard

sounds as good, or almost as good, for afrac-

Heifitz live. Well, now Ihave.
We then substituted another turntable/
tonearm combination for the Versa Dynamics—

tion of the $12,500 you would pay for aVersa Dynamics 2.0 with cartridge. For me, the
VD will be areference—this, as Iavowed to

and no slouch of acombination, either: probably the dealer's second best. The magic was

JA and LA, is perfection.

gone. We were listening once again to hi-fi.

wondering what another cartridge would

Along with JGH, Ifeel that the Versa Dynamics is the finest 'table/arm combination

sound like—say, aShure V15 Type V MR or

I've ever heard. And while Ihave not auditioned
Stereophile, April 1988

Well, almost perfection. Icouldn't help but

Ultra 500. Imentioned that to my dealer
friend, who found the thought mildly amus39
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reshold

Threshold
model FET ten pc

field effect transistor
phonograph cartridge
preamplifier

Threshold
model SA 1
pure class A
STASIS power amplifier
opbcal bas

Threshold

there are Threshold components
and there is everything else
Threshold uses imaginative and unique circuit concepts to reach levels
of performance that will impress the most critical music listener. The
sonic purity and sculptured elegance of these sophisticated instruments
await your appreciation at select dealerships.
For alist of Authorized Threshold Dealers and color brochures detailing
Threshold optically biased STASIS power amplifiers and high accuracy
FET preamplifiers write
Threshold Corporation
1945 industrial drive
auburn california 95603

Threshold
more than audio excellence
Threshold products are engineered by Nelson Pass, styled by Rene Besne,
and handcrafted under their supervision in the U.S.A.

ing. If it weren't such apain to change cartridges with the Versa Dynamics, Iwould have
asked him to try.
Just for the heck of it, Itold my wife Iwas
going to buy one. "Over twelve thousand
bucks, with cartridge, and we'll have to tear a
hole in the wall for the compressor. You'll also
have to find somewhere else to store your
laundry detergent. I'm taking the shelf over the
washer and dryer." (Why does she need to
stock 12 different types of detergent?)
Ihad expected Mrs. Cheapskate to blow a
fuse. But she didn't.
"We could put that money into aswimming
pool."
"Waste of money. Idon't like chlorine in my
eyes."

AR ES-1 turntable

"We could turn the deck into ascreened-in
porch."
(Pause.)

if Irepeat myself, but that's important.)

"You're going to buy that turntable."
Stay tuned.

written about is the aluminum armboard for

The Cheapskate Modified AR
ES-1 'table.

So, what's new, Sam? Well, what Ihaven't
the AR 'table, manufactured and sold exclusively
by one Crown Books—er, Audio Advisor, of
Grand Rapids, Michigan. No, Iam not recom-

Oh, not again with the AR ES-1 'table. Can't

mending one dealer at the expense of others—

you find anything new to talk about, Cheapskate? Well, Ido want to write about SOTA's

you can only get this nifty piece of metal

new $500 turntable mat at some point—I can't

call ametal board aboard, comes predrilled
for the arm of your choice Good thing, too, as

wait to get it on my AR and try it with my
trusty Shure. But Idon't have the mat yet.

from Audio Advisor. The board, if you can

this would be adevil to drill through. All the

The AR ES-1's availability has been ques-

screw holes are in the right place—the board

tionable, but latest word is that it will remain

is really nicely made, and abargain at $34.95.

in production, at $500 with arm and $375

You just remove the old board and install

without. Basically, the problem has been
distribution: not many AR dealers—or their

the new.
Well, not so simple. You'll have to rebalance

customers—are into manual 'tables.
Actually, Ihave something new to tell you

the suspension, because the metal board

about my favorite 'table, this 'umble every-

which Ithink is made from some kind of fiber-

weighs more than the conventional one,

man's 'table, originally designed by Edgar

board. More on that in amoment.

Villchur and which every other three-point
suspension 'table, including the Linn LP-12,

What does the metal board do? It turns the
AR 'table from apussycat into atiger—makes

more or less copied.
With the AR ES-1, you get the original. The

the 'table sound much more dynamic. Gives

original Villchur suspension, that is, not the

over this—pace drive, and all the other things

crummy dedicated tonearm that came with
the original. There has been some speculation

ing to put up with the Linn LP-12's mid- to

it balls, in other words. Linnies will freak out
that Hi-Fi Heretic goes nuts over. Without hav-

that the new 'table's suspension is not as good

upper-bass bump—coloration. What the AR

as the original's. Well, it is the original—made

metal armboard comes down to is energy: it

from the same dies tooled by Villchur himself.

enables you to couple the arm to the suspen-

As you know, Ifavor the Rega FtB300 arm on

sion (the fiberboard board partially decouples

the AR 'table, because it, too, is cheap and
good. (Remember to ask for two spacers to use

the arm from the suspension, Iguess). This

under the arm pillar to adjust the height. Sorry
Stereophile, April 1988

mod, which any idiot can install, including me,
works wonders with the Rega RB300 arm in
41
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The New Electronic Cl Deck
—winner of What Hi -Fis 1988 award
for best turntable and aprestigious Chicago C.E.S. Design Award the 0Deck has
established itself as the leader in its market place.
Now with aremote power supply the reduction in
spurious mains noise provides cleaner, more precise power,
producing the best ever 0Deck -setting even higher standards
of performance for $279.
The New Icon—a completely flexible package that, together with
the 0Deck, has become an industry standard at an affordable
•
price. Featuring asemi-automatic operation with auto lift off and
•
electronic speed switching, the Icon provides all the functions
e
j, •
of the QDeck. The 3point spring suspension, precision Icon tone
s •
e) • arm and precise remote power supply results in asound quality
•\ that will satisfy the most demanding listener for $399.
%, •

Hear for yourself -cut out the coupon today for further
\ information and alist of your nearest dealers.
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ARISTON ACOUSTICS
Ariston Acoustics Ltd.
PARAMUS PLAZA IV
12 ROUTE 17 N.
SUITE 309.
PARAMUS. NJ. 07652
201-845-9265
TLX 49702985AP N.J.
FAX 2018450719

particular, which sounds alittle wimpy with
the regular board. With the metal board, the
AR becomes what Linnies call a "tuneful
'table." You know, you can tap your feet to the
music, hum along with the tune—something
Iinvariably want to do when listening to
Mahler's Seventh Symphony.
One word of caution, though. You may not
like the sound of the metal armboard if you
have avery bass-heavy, ballsy sounding cartridge to begin with—a Nagaoka, for instance,
or aGoldring Epic, cartridges more favored in
England than they are here.
The second thing Ihave to tell you about is
the new mat that now comes with the AR
'table—it's aspongy polymer mat, not the old
black shmata (felt rag) that used to come with
the 'table, which wasn't all that bad, although
athin felt mat was even better.
Poor AR—they could make one of the best
turntable mats available (and they do), and no
one would pay the slightest attention. This mat
is terrific—I should know, Itried at least 14
others. Not too soft, not too hard. Just right to
put afirm foundation under the record with-

Sims Vibration Dynamics CD Rings

10-cent gasket at most—let's allow for the
adhesive. What amark-up! What arip-off?
Well, not quite.
These are permanent, stick-on gaskets that
ring the 'label side of your CDs—you use a
locator, sold with astarter kit, to install. The

out making the sound overetched and hard

product's claim is simple enough: the rubbery

(easy to do with ahard mat). It's agreat mat,
and there is absolutely no reason to buy an

rings (some space-age material, no doubt—
maybe the same stuff found in the space shut-

Audioquest mat from Audio Advisor to go with

tle's 0-rings) are supposed to stop your CDs
from vibrating as they spin in your player. By
doing so, the laser has an easier job of focusing

the metal board (they seem to want to sell
you one).
Now, the Audioquest mat is one of the best
mats around—and Ican recommend it for
your belt-drive (pooh-pooh) 'table But not for
the AR with the metal board. The mat is too
heavy and the suspension won't balance! The
suspension rocks back and forth, and while
this rocking does not appear to degrade the
sound, it will drive you insane looking at it,

on the pits and less error correction comes into play. Ihave no way to verify that this is what
happens, but it probably does. ,
The CD rings work. That is, they change the
sound—make it more dynamic (this on several
players Itried them with, including aSony D7S
Discman). And they appear to enhance detail.
For the first time, Icould make out the Russian

worrying about whether it should degrade the

words in the new Previn recording of Pro-

sound. Just take the board and use the AR mat.

kofiev's Alexander Nevsky, on Telarc. As for

If you have one of the old shmatas and want
the new mat, it will cost you $11.75, including

sound more like analog. They also sound less

shipping, direct from AR, at 330 lbrnpike
Street, Canton, MA 02021. Good thing about
the AR mat is that it's thin and practically
weightless.

imaging, that, too, may be enhanced. CDs
peaky—not so strident.
Nifty, huh?
Well, hold on. There is some controversy.
A few of my friends aren't so sure they like the
rings, which is too bad since, once installed,
the rings cannot be taken off without possibly

Sims Vibration Dynamics
CD Rings

(probably) damaging the discs. My friends say

Iam reminded of the Department of Defense.

there's less air (funny—I hear more) and less

You know, $1500 for a$7.50 hammer. We have
here, for about abuck apiece retail, athing that
looks like a 5-cent rubber gasket. Well, a
Stereophile, April 1988

IAudioquest states that the rings are not intended to damp
Cl) vibrations. but to enhance gyroscopic stability. something
which is measurable and verifiable.
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HEARI \G AID
Your ears are acute enough to
hear the ultimate reproduction that
your system is capable of delivering.
But does your system deliver'?
It won't if you overlook one of its
most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter-Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

your system has to offer.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio interconnect
systems or simply send S2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited

ESOTERIC
AUDIO USA
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680

ambience than without the rings. Maybe they
like their error correction. Maybe the error

Isuggest that you clean the record before
you treat it with Static Guard—a VPI or Nitty

correction introduces a phasiness to the
sound—a fake ambience—the way Isuspect

Gritty machine would be best. But at least give
it agoing-over with abrush. You will have a

some cartridges do. Or maybe my friends are
right.

spotlessly clean record, free of static. And the

What do you do? For the moment, maybe
you should do nuttin: Do you want to ring all

time—maybe even ayear or more. Less groove
noise, more dynamic sound, cleaner, more

your CDs simply on Sam's say-so? I'm not
going to tell you to do it. Actually, Ifeel alittle

sparkling highs.
Will you ruin your records?

record will stay free of static for aconsiderable

hesitant myself—I want to hear what others

Heh-heh. No guarantees. Not from me. Not

think. Gordon, Dick, John, what do you

from Alberto-Culver, either—except the

think?

money-back guarantee on the can. In other

Ican't imagine that damping and stabilizing
the discs would degrade the sound in any way,

words, they'll refund your money if you don't
like the product, but won't pay for any records

but who knows? (The rings did cause skipping

you ruin.

on acouple of my discs, which wasn't aprob-

Iwrote to Alberto-Culver twice, under two

lem before, when played in my Sony D7S,

different names—once as the Cheapskate,

which is prone to skipping. No problem with
these discs in other players.)
The trouble is, these rings are permanent—

once as aconsumer. They aren't saying anything, except that, yes, they know the product

you can't change your mind. And costly. If we

has been used this way. If your records start
to disintegrate in five years, you have no re-

all wait, maybe the price will come down.

course to Alberto-Culver. They didn't tell you

If you want to try them, astarter kit of 35
rings and locator is $40 direct to the consumer
from Euphonic Technology (additional rings
are $50 for 50), or $45 retail, via your Audioquest dealer.

Alberto-Culver Static Guard

to use it on LPs. Iwill say, though, that Ifirst
began to fool with Static Guard in 1984, and
records treated back then still sound great and
still seem relatively free of static! Ihave found
no adverse effects, except when 1overdo the
application. Then the grooves gum up, but the

Regular readers of this column will know that

stylus tends to clean them out.
Is Static Guard better than that other stuff?

Ihave raved about acertain spray-on record

Idon't know—what am I, achemist? Ithink

destaticizer, available in a4.5-ounce can with

it's just as good. And it's one heck of alot

two powder-puff applicators for $21.95. Ihave
also found something else, which appears to

cheaper. Not counting the powder puffs,

do more or less the same thing. This comes in

Static Guard, the cost is thus: approximately
$4.88 per ounce for the other stuff, about 47
cents an ounce for Static Guard, not counting

a6-ounce can and sells for about $2.79. Igot
my last can for $2.29 because Ifound a$0.50-

which are on you, your daughter, or wife with

off coupon in the newspaper. Sorry, but you'll

the cents-off coupon. I would welcome

have to buy your own power puffs...or have
your wife/daughter buy them for you. You

evidence that shows the other stuff is superior,

should see how strangely they looked at me

Static Guard. Who knows—maybe the prod-

in Woolworth's!
The product is Alberto-Culver Static Guard,

ucts have the same ingredients. Both seem
to lubricate the surface of the record, but they

but in the meantime, I've switched over to

the stuff you spray on clothes and carpets to

smell different. Static Guard doesn't smell

cut down static. To destaticize an LP, simply

at all.

spray avery light burst of Static Guard onto
powder puff A, then rub powder puff Bagainst

Ihave yet to ask Bill Firebaugh about Static
Guard, but will pass on one of Bill's recom-

it to spread the stuff around. Now clean side
A of the record with powder puff B, side Bof

cleaning eyeglasses and computer screens.

mendations. Armorall. Bill says it's great for

the record with powder puff A. Got it? A light

He's right. Hey, Bill, how about Armorall on

application will do it—you don't want to gum

records? Since this is an auto-care product, 1

up the grooves, although nothing terrible will

think it only fitting that LA write it up,

S

happen if you do.
Stereophile, April 1988
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SHOW

The Best In the West!
BAY VIEW PLAZA HOTEL
West Pico and Third
(plenty of parking at the Santa Monica
Civic Center, Pico and Main)
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anufacturers
at the High End Hi -Fi Show
es, here we are again—
same time (almost), same station. The High End Hi -Fi Show
returns to Santa Monica to
once again give Los Angeles
area consumers those tastes,
smells, and—much more
important—sounds of the
best that High End audio has
to offer. So far, more than 55
exhibitors have signed up—a
66% increase over 1987—and
more are doing so every day.
The Bayview Plaza Holiday Inn
(West Pico and 3rd) will be
chock-full of manufacturers
eager to meet their most
committed audience: You!

o. ..
do you have the
fastest ears in the West? Will
you be the one to pick out the
latest and greatest preamp,
turntable, speaker system, or
amplifier from the many that
will be on hand? Don't miss
this show! Everyone will be
there.

Adcom
Apogee
Aragon
Arlston
Audio by John Dudley
Audio Research
Audioquest
138.K
B&W
California Audio Labs
Christopher Hansen Ltd.
Classical Music 8. Design
CWD
Dahlquist
Denon
dbx
Don Cochran
Dual
Duntech
Eminent Technology
Energy
Euphonic Technology
Fosgate
GNP
Gold Aero
Goldmund
Jadis

Meitner
Mitek
Mod Squad
Mondial
Monster Cable
NAD
Nairn
Nelson-Reed
Nitty Gritty
Onkyo
Optimal Enchantment
Ortofon
Revox
Rotel
Shure HIS
SOTA
Stax
Sumiko
Sumo
Tandberg
Teac
Threshold
True Image
Rogers Sound
Upscale Audio
Vandersteen
VTL

Kindel
Kinergetics
Koetsu
Krell
Kyocera
Live Wire
Martin Logan
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he emergence of CD has led many people to believe that the new era it has

was possible at Macy's, whose fifth-floor

generated is comparable to that fos-

record section—typical of many such New
York department stores at the time—boasted

tered by the birth of the LP 40 years ago. To
judge from the current state of the classical-

aconsiderably broader choice of domestic
items and about ahalf dozen listening booths

record business in New York City, this may
have some truth. Yet looking back at the

material to audition. There were, to be sure,

business as it existed in the late '40s and view-

occasional hostile glances from the clerk, who

ing it as it is today suggests that the analogy
may not hold completely.

resented a high-school student with little

It was shortly before the advent of the LP
that Ibegan buying classical discs. Living in
the northern part of Manhattan, Ihad to go no
farther than my local book or TV-appliance

into which one might lug two hours of

money to spend converting the record department into aprivate concert hall.
Isoon learned, though, that there were
other places, specialty stores like Elaine Music

store, both of which offered afairly wide varie-

Shop, Record Collectors' Exchange, the Gramophone Shop, and Liberty Music, where one

ty of classical singles and albums. Only Victor

could chat almost endlessly about record-

and Columbia releases were available from

ings with salesmen who were delighted to
catalyze enthusiasm in an adolescent. In addition, these stores stocked anumber of ex-

such sources, and not all of each company's
catalog was stocked. But one could pull from
the shelf recordings of aBeethoven symphony
conducted by Weingartner, Walter, or Tosca-

otic labels such as HMV, English Columbia,
and Decca FFRR that were not to be found

nini and audition part of each on the portable

elsewhere Thus, in 1948, the year the LP made

record players that invariably sat behind the

its debut, New York's classical-record buyer

counters of these stores.

had an abundance of sources from which to
build alibrary and nourish his enthusiasm.

A more adventurous listening experience
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When the LP appeared, it was clear, of

unprecedented low prices hard-to-find 78rpm

course, that major changes were at hand. Most

recordings of Furtwangler, Schnabel, Szigeti,

obvious among them was the opportunity to
hear awork without interruption. No other

and many others. The store also carried LPs,

innovation—stereo, quadraphony, even CD—
brought about such aradical and welcome
revision, and to this extent the LP remains
unique. In addition, it provided tremendous
savings in storage space. Long-time collectors

ostensibly at list price. One day, as atimorous
16-year-old, Iapproached Mr. Goody and asked
if he might consider discounting LPs. Instead
of responding with asimple "yes" or "no," he
countered with a brusque "What's your
name?" Istated my name.

may well recall the Life magazine photograph
featuring LP inventor Peter Goldmark of CBS

"What do you do?" he then asked.

standing beside a ten-foot stack of 78rpm

"Where?" he retorted in atone that sug-

albums (weighing several hundred pounds)
and holding under his arm the identical record-

"I go to high school."
gested he had experience with the CIA.
"Stuyvesant," Ireplied.

ings in their then new format. What is more,

"Come with me," he ordered.

the LP was cheaper; the Brahms B-flat Piano

At this point Ifelt as if Imight be sent to jail.

Concerto, for instance, which cost $8.50 for
aset of six 78s, was contained on asingle LP

Instead, Iwas led to aside counter, where a
clerk was directed to give me ablue card with

for $4.85. In this regard, the LP differed from

acode number on it. Closing this little scenario

today's CD, which is more expensive than its

were Goody's instructions: "This is your card.

predecessor.
But the changes wrought by the LP went far
beyond matters of continuity and economy.
Complemented by the then newly emerging
magnetic-tape medium, the LP permitted an
extension of the recorded repertory into what

Present it to the cashier, and you will be given
a30% discount on all LPs."
It did not take long to recognize that Iwas
part of agrowing army of card holders, many
of whom had given up their allegiance to small
record shops that were fearful—owing to LPs

had previously been little or totally unexplored

being "fair-traded" —to take Goody's legal

areas: Bach cantatas, early Haydn symphonies,

gamble. By the end of 1951, Goody had

Mozart piano concertos, symphonies of
Mahler and Bruckner, unfamiliar operas, and

outgrown its Ninth Avenue shabbiness and

apanoply of works by relatively unknown
composers from Monteverdi to Varese soon

larger store just east of Eighth Avenue on 49th
Street. Stocking every classical LP in print and

became catalog staples.

offering every one at adiscount, the store soon

So far as the consumer was concerned, one
of the most sweeping changes effected by the
advent of LP was the rise of aphenomenon
that, had the 78 prevailed, would have been
unthinkable: the record supermarket. In New

moved to acomparatively lavish, considerably

cornered the retail classical-record market in
New York.
In such astore, past privileges granted a
customer in more intimate surroundings
vanished. No longer was it possible to audition

York such a store was epitomized by Sam

records. Instead, Goody offered areturn op-

Goody, and the story of Goody's rising domin-

tion so long as the record "was only played

ance is, in effect, ahistory of how the selling
of classical recordings changed radically with

once." As was doubtless the case with most
customers, Isoon discovered that the store

the arrival of the long-playing record.
When the new medium was first marketed
by Columbia and subsequently by other major
companies, surplus stocks those companies
still held of the older 78s required stock
disposition. To expedite that disposition, 78s
were heavily discounted from 35 to 50%
below their list price. Many collectors took advantage of this to acquire sets that seemed
unlikely to appear in the new format, and
Goody, then asingularly unattractive warehouse-styled store on Ninth Avenue, sold at
Stereophile, April 1988
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like Newton, Fourier, and Ohm. And we
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feel at home. Hardwired systems of perfectly
matched components enable you to compare
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we have the highest level of audio expertise
in Orange County.
Our location just south and east of Long
Beach is freeway accessible.
HAVENS & HARDESTY AUDIO SYSTEMS
15102 Bolsa Chica Road
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
(714) 897-0166

determined the number of playings adisc had
received by the number of spindle marks on
its label. (To this day, whenever Iput an LP on
the turntable, Iam careful to ensure that the
spindle goes through the center-hole without
touching the label.) Under these circumstances,
it was again possible, despite the disappearance
of listening booths, to audition awide variety
of records, now for but amodest investment
and in the comfort of one's home. If the record
store was no longer apotential private concert
hall, it had become apeculiar kind of lending
library.
Ultimately, Goody's discounting of LPs was
challenged in court by Columbia under the
fair-trade laws. Employing abrilliant defense,
Goody argued that Columbia itself had
displayed utter disregard for the law by en-

Shortly after it opened, Tower attracted a
large portion of New York's classical market.

couraging the discounting of its (also fairtraded) 78s. The store won the case, further

(The

securing its hold on the New York classical

thereafter.) Offering, as it does to this day, an

nearby

Discophile

closed

shortly

market, and, in the process, driving out of

exceptionally wide variety of domestic and im-

business nearly all of the smaller shops that

ported releases, including many historical

were unable to regain the customers lost to

reissues and "unofficial" items not to be found
elsewhere, Tower provides arich choice of

Goody's aggressive and imaginative merchandising. A few specialty stores—notably

discs. And only one block east of the 4th Street

Discophiles on Eighth Street and Music Mas-

store is its "annex," amply stocked with

ters on 43rd Street (about which more present-

domestic and imported cut-outs at bargain-

ly)—managed to survive, but for more than a

basement prices. Asmaller Tower store, located

decade Goody was the mecca for the classical-

two blocks north of Lincoln Center on Broadway, opened afew years later, but has never

record buyer, asuccess that led to the opening of asecond store on 43rd Street and Third

provided the variety or the bargains to be

Avenue.

found at the downtown locations.

Being on top makes descent the only open

Ray Edwards, Tower's National Classical

direction, and the decline of Goody paralleled

Manager, feels that both stores have "taken

the increasing urban decay around the 49th

over amarket that once belonged to Goody."
To some extent, this may be true at 4th Street,

Street store and the growing inability of
classical music to sustain the portion of the
market it had attained when the LP was

which probably remains the one store acollector coming to New York should visit if he

relatively new. It thus became more and more

has time for only one. But whereas Goody

difficult for aconsumer, whether at Goody's

managed to maintain anear-monopoly on the

or elsewhere, to find astore carrying all of the

city's classical market for some time, Tower
faces competition from several other dealers

burgeoning number of classical releases that
were to be had in the early '60s. (That such a

specializing in classical sales.

store was nonetheless viable was exemplified

Somewhat out of the way but well worth

by the success of Chicago's Rose Records.) As

the trip is J&R Music World, at 23 Park Row in

the '70s dawned, it was clear that the classical-

lower Manhattan. Randy Puddu, the store's

record buyer was, at least insofar as New York
was concerned, asecond-class citizen. By the
time San Francisco's Tower Records made its

Manager, claims to carry all domestic releases
and many imports. To attract customers to its

bold leap across the continent to open astore

slightly inconvenient location, J&R applies
minimum markup in establishing its prices.

in New York on 4th Street and Broadway in

Like Tower, J&R continues to stock all domestic

June of 1983, things were already in another

LPs currently in print.

state of flux.
Stereophile, April 1988
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releases are two Barnes & Noble outlets, one

Manager Denise Tineau and Assistant Manager

at 18th Street and Fifth Avenue, the other more

Martin Kugler claim asales ratio of 8:1 and the

centrally located between 47th and 48th

Record Hunter's Bill Delp has found the ratio
to be astill higher 10:1.
Yet despite these figures, each of these stores

Streets on Fifth. Although the 18th Street store
features amarginally wider selection, both
stock avaried cross-section of CDs and LPs
and have the additional advantage of
bookstores on the premises where many

continues to stock LPs because customers still

reasonably priced remainders can be found.

older format. Thus when aJapanese series

The Record Hunter on 42nd Street and Fifth

devoted to the almost half-century-old Telefunken recordings of Willem Mengelberg was

Avenue, identical only in name to the old out-

want them. Sometimes, to cite akey case, an
important release appears exclusively in the

of-print and imported collector's shop that
collapsed with the rise of Goody, no longer of-

released on LP as aone-time limited edition,

fers the wide selection of classical releases that
it did adecade ago, especially with regard to

preference for the black disc can still be found
among a large (if undoubtedly shrinking)

imports. Still, it often places all of its CDs on
sale for $12.98, and gives to those who receive

number of buyers. As one customer put it to
Randy Puddu, "Thank God you still sell LPs."

its mail-order catalog adiscount not always
available in the store.

for some time to come, if not as along-range,

Tower did not hesitate to import it. And a

It is quite likely, too, that the LP will survive

These establishments comprise New York's

commercially viable product, at least as avital

major source for classical discs. Sam Goody,

portion of an individual's collection. For one

admittedly, remains, but is no longer the force

thing, it remains relatively easy to store and

it once was. The 49th Street store is gone, and

does not invite, as did the 78, quick disposal

although two Goody stores still exist (the old

in order to create needed space. Furthermore,

one on the corner of 43rd and Third and a

it is conceivable, given the way recording costs

newer one at 51st Street and Sixth Avenue),

have soared in the past two decades, that the

neither has the variety of classical releases to

extraordinarily rich repertory preserved on LP

be found elsewhere, the major emphasis at
Goody—now owned by alarge corporation—

may never be duplicated fully on CD. And
finally, although there have been far more

having shifted to popular and rock releases.
The presence of so many competitive
retailers sets today's New York classical market
apart from what it was when the LP was but

historical reissues on CD than one might have
anticipated, many important performances
recorded in the early years of LP seem destined
to be permanently confined to that format.

afew years old, asituation made possible by

It is probably acombination of these factors

the absence of fair-trading, "list" prices being

that has fostered the growth of afew New York
shops specializing in out-of-print recordings.

more afiction than areality. In addition, the
role of the CD as an innovative medium is not

Only a half-minute's walk from Barnes &

quite the same as was that of the LP. Granted,

Noble's downtown store is Academy Records

both required new playback equipment and
brought about improvements in sound. But

and Books at 10 West 18th Street. Here are

the LP of today, unlike the 78rpm disc of 40
years ago, has refused to die. Four years after
the advent of LP, for instance, the 78 had

more than 40,000 LPs and some secondhand
CDs. Many of these LPs are merely "used," in
other words items that either may be still in
print or of no interest to specialized collectors.
These can be bought for as little as $2. And

vanished. A little more than four years after the
CD first appeared, the LP remains alive if not

sometimes one stumbles on arare item, which

completely well.
In the classical market, the silver disc, to

giveaway. Not too long ago, for example, Ipur-

judge from figures provided by New York's

chased for acouple of dollars Hans Schmidt-

major stores, is easily outselling its vinyl

Issertedes recording of the Tchaikovsky
Patbetique Symphony. In contrast, an intense-

because it is not in demand, becomes avirtual

forerunner. At Tower, Ray Edwards claims the
ratio is 2:1. At other stores, many of them

ly sought rare LP like that of the Rachmaninov

carrying fewer LPs, that ratio is considerably
greater. J&R's Randy Puddu credits 65 to 70%

cello sonata with Edmund Kurtz and William
Kapell may fetch $150. lbrnover at the store

of his classical sales to CD. At Barnes & Noble,

is large, and its owner, Alan Weiner, claims "we
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see every LP that's ever been made." Academy

record store, the shop has been a favorite

welcomes customers' want-lists, and abonus

gathering place for collectors, critics, and "in-

for some collectors may be the store's large

siders." Although it carries a substantial

selection of out-of-print books in all major

number of hard-to-find discs, it is not primari-

subject areas.

ly the place to buy out-of-print items. Rather,

Remarkably different in style if not in coned its store devoted to out-of-print material to

it is aprime source for tapes and privately
issued discs of otherwise unobtainable live
performances of familiar and unfamiliar operas

second-floor loft-like quarters at 251 West

featuring distinguished singers in roles they

72nd Street. Here there are more than 50,000

may never have had the opportunity to record.
Many tantalizing live concerts are available as

tent is Gryphon Records, which recently mov-

LPs in greater disarray than at Academy, with
either Manager Gary Allabach or Raymond
helpful assistance or simply to chat. Part of

well. Nothing in Music Masters is cheap. Airchecks of Toscanini concerts with the New
York Philharmonic in antediluvian sound from

Gryphon's attractiveness, in fact, is its propri-

the mid-'30s sell for more than $100. But for

Donnell almost always on hand to supply

etor's warm informality and in-depth knowl-

many specialized collectors, this store has pro-

edge of recordings. Also attractive are its
prices. A fairly rare LP that Isaw in Academy

vided aunique service that has gained it a

for $25 turned up in Gryphon in equally fine

devoted following. This is doubtless why it has
survived the many vicissitudes that have af-

condition for $15. And in its new quarters,
Gryphon is now remaining open on some

ing the past 40 years.

fected New York's classical-record market dur-

evenings until midnight. Unlike Academy,

What direction that market may take as the

though, this store has no CDs or readily

CD becomes increasingly pervasive is hard to

available (used) LPs. For those items, one must
go ten blocks north to Gryphon's bookstore

ascertain. Past predictions about the death of
the LP and of the exclusion of historical

between 82nd and 83rd Street on Broadway.

material from CDs have proven inaccurate.
Still, one thing seems certain: Despite the

Like Academy, both Gryphon stores are constantly receiving new inventory, and anyone

tenacity of black vinyl, the silver disc is here

enjoying alengthy stay in the city would do
well to make more than asingle trip to each.

to stay and will be the dominant format. And

Long established in New York and different

with it, areturn of the smaller, more congenial
record shop is apossibility. Competitive price-

from any other record store in town is Music

wars that once wiped out the small dealer may

Masters. Founded in the '40s by the late Willie

well be athing of the past, and with the CD
being impervious to wear, listening booths

Lerner, Music Masters moved to its present
location at 25 West 43rd Street many years aga
More redolent of aVictorian parlor than of a
Stereophile, April 1988

might even have arebirth. The more things
change, the more they remain the same.
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Adcom GFA-535 power amplifier.

Sometimes products are too cheap for their

"I've never heard the Quad ESL-63 sound

own good, and people don't take them seri-

better," Rob said. Of course, he was hardly an

ously: the Superphon Revelation Basic Dual

impartial observer, but the sound was extraor-

Mono preamp, Rega RB300 arm, AR ES-1 turn-

dinarily clean, detailed, and musical. If it

table, Shure V15-V MR cartridge, and the B&K
ST-140 power amp. They can't be any good

wasn't the best sound /have ever heard from
Quads, it was pretty close.

because they cost so little, right?
Wrong, of course.

pair of very revealing $3000 speakers and giv-

This humble $300 amplifier was driving a

Adcom appears to be having the same prob-

ing avery good account of itself. (We listened

lem with their $299.95 GFA-535 amp. Credibility.

first to some Goran Sollscher classical guitar.)

Now if this amplifier were imported from

"So how come this product isn't flying off
the dealers' shelves?" Iasked Rob.

England and sold for $599.95, then maybe it

"I don't know. Everyone wants the GFA-555

would be taken seriously. And highly praised,

with 200 watts per channel. Including people

no doubt.
For the baby Adcom is one of the finest

who don't need it."

solid-state amps Ihave heard. No, not the best;

asked.

I'm not sure what is the best. But it's an
amplifier that is so good for so little money as

"It's our aim to have all our amps sound
pretty much the same. You pay more money,

to be practically agift.

you get more power."

Actually, when Rob Ain from Adcom called,
Iwas about as enthusiastic about the GFA-535

rated at 60Wpc, it puts out more like 80. And

as you were before you finish reading this

"Does the GFA-555 sound any better?" I

Rob pointed out that while the GFA-535 is

piece But Rob insisted, "You've gotta hear this

while Idid not do any measurements, my experience with other amps tells me Rob's right.

amp."

Isuppose Adcom doesn't want to steal sales

He brought it over the next day, along with

from its GFA-545, rated at 100Wpc and selling

the GFP-555 preamp ($499.95), and we put
both pieces into the rest of the system: aShure

for $200 more.

Ultra 500 in aRega RB300 arm on an AR ES-1

from ear to ear, and Ilater sat down to listen
alone. True, when Itried certain Telares and

table, with Quad ESL-63 speakers on Arcici

After acouple of hours, Rob left, grinning

stands. Then we chatted for ahalf hour or so

pushed hard Icould get the amplifier to clip—

while the electronics warmed up.

two LEDs quickly light up (very useful). But

And then, simultaneously, the two of us
decided to shut up and listen.

the Quads were running out of the ability to
use the power anyway. My first impressions

Advert isemeht
were confirmed: the GFA-535 is one of the
best amplifiers around for driving Quads.
Spendor SP-Is, too.

The bass, like everything else, is neutral, certainly not fat and overdone But it's here where
you notice that this amp is not apowerhouse

Suddenly, it hit me what this meant. Con-

You just don't get the solidity and extension

ventional wisdom had been dealt asevere

you get with avery powerful (and expensive)

blow. You know, the old saw that you should
never power agood pair of speakers with a

solid-state amp. Nor do you get the breadth
and depth of soundstage that you often find

"The GFA-535 reminds
me of... amplifiers that
sell...for about three
and five times the
price:'

with avery powerful amp. The Adcom GFA535 sounds awee bit small, which it is.
My only criticism, and it's more of aquibble, is that the speaker connectors are nonstandard and unique (so far as Iknow). You insert bared speaker wire into ahole and twist
the connector tight aquarter turn. Most speaker
cables will fit, but some will not. Certainly MIT
won't. Neither will the best Kimber, the kind

cheap amplifier. Here was acheap amp—one

with eight clumps of strands. The less costly

of the cheapest on the market—that sounded

four-clump Kimber will, and proved an ex-

good with Quads, Spendors, later Vandersteens. Probably Thiels, too—at least the CSI.

cellent choice. My sample amp was quiet—

What it means is you can stretch your speaker
budget abit and get the speakers you really
want, then economize by buying an Adcom
GFA-535 for $299.95. True, you may be alittle
power shy, but probably not much. And to say
the least, the GFA-535 would make adecent
interim amp.
What does the GFA-535 sound like? (You
thought I'd forget that part, right?) Well, this
is one of the most neutral amps I've heard.

"...the baby Adcom is
one of the finest solidstate amps Ihave
heard...so good for
so little money as to
be practically agift:'
While it doesn't sound particularly tubelike,
it avoids the typical transistor nasties through
the midrange and into the treble. Iwouldn't
call it sweet—there's no euphonic coloring—
but it isn't cold or sterile What it is, is smooth.
And detailed. Far more detailed than Iwould
ever imagine a$300 amplifier could be. The
GFA-535 reminds me of the Eagle 2A and PS
Audio 200C, amplifiers that sell, respectively,
for about three and five times the price. Of
course, they have more power. And they are
more detailed. The point is, the Adcom comes
close. Very close.

"This amplifier is so
good and so cheap that I
think any CD owner who
buys an integrated amp
is nuts:'
no hum—and ran cool. There are selectors for
two sets of speakers. And the 535 looks nice.
And talk about economy: If you're not into LPs anymore, you could buy aMod Squad,
dbx, or Old Colony line-level switching box
—or possibly aB&K Pro 5preamp, with its
switchable line amp section (only $350), or the
Adcom SLC-505 passive preamp ($150)—and
run it with aCD player. In fact, if you are into
CD only (no tape, no tuner, no phono), you
could buy aCD player with avariable volume
output and run it directly into the Adcom. This
amplifier is so good and so cheap that Ithink
any CD owner who buys an integrated amp
is nuts.
In its price category, the Adcom GFA-535 is
not only an excellent choice; it's the only
choice. The real question is whether you
should buy one even if $299.95 is much less
than you planned to spend for an amp —ie,
whether you should put the money into abetter CD player or pair of speakers instead.

ADCONt

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 081316

201-390-1130

Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS, INC
Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5
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DIFFUSION

Keith Yates'
examines the
acoustics effec
of Reflection

tioned trailblazers their due, it is my lot to report that apeculiar-looking device called a
"quadratic residue diffusor" leaves little doubt
that what largely separates the listening room
from the concert hall is the acoustic "fingerprint" of the listening room itself. Most anybody could have told you so (my grandma for
one: "can't put agallon in aquart jar, son"),
but I'm here to say these diffusors represent
apowerful new way to address the fact. They're
already turning up in recording studios and
some concert venues, and once you've heard

L

ike many Stereopbile readers, Ihave
often sped home from aconcert to fire

them, as you will, in the soundrooms of
dealers and the living rooms of fellow

up the audio system and then, to the

audiophiles, you're likely to accuse your own
listening chambers of having heretofore ob-

sore vexation of my wife and guests, spent the

structed your very pursuit of the high end—of

rest of the evening plunged in the morbid con-

having bludgeoned sonic detail, mocked cor-

templation of what, exactly, was missing.

rect instrumental timbre, and thwarted the

Every lover of music has his pet theories and

replication of concert-hall soundfields.

every theory, it seems, its season. Speaker efficiency and wide frequency response were
popular in the 1950s, during the heyday of

Diffusion

those hulking Klipschoms and James B. Lans-

The concept of diffusion will be new to most

ings. The Quad ESLs caught on afew years
later, when midrange transparency seemed to

audiophiles. By and large, we're accustomed

be what separated hi-fi from the real McCoy.

be either reflected (as when a billiard ball

In the late '60s Amar Bose of MIT concluded

bounces off aside cushion) or absorbed (as
when it drops into apocket).

that the ratio of direct to reflected sound was

to thinking that sound striking asurface can

lopsided, and redressed the ostensible im-

Think of diffusion this way: The billiard ball

balance with his model 901s. Jon Dahlquist,
Richard Vandersteen, and others converged on

strikes the cushion and is instantly shattered

loudspeaker time and phase discontinuities in

across the whole table You need reflection and

the '705. Up in Canada, Mike Wright reworked

(especially) absorption to win at billiards; to

the textbook electrostatic speaker for maxi-

get your living room to sound like asymphony

mum bass slam and dynamic scaling; he had

orchestra playing in agood concert hall, you'll

to seal the resulting apparatus in a fragile
shroud of sulphur hexafluoride gas to keep it

that, at your ear, the arrival schedule of acoustic

from arcing itself to death. Near Los Alamos,

reflections supplies the brain the information

physicist Alan Hill blamed excessive moving

it needs to get a"fix" on the listening room:
its approximate dimensions and geometry, and

mass; he weighed in with a near-massless

into sawdust-sized microballs that scatter

need diffusion, too. To grasp why, consider

tweeter comprised of ahelium-bathed plasma

to some extent the treatment of wall surfaces

that expanded and contracted in mid-air at

and other large objects. Let's assume that, with

audio frequencies. While Pass (Threshold),

software of appropriate quality, your audio

Iverson (Electro Research), Curl (Mark Levinson), Otala, and others tackled amplifier lin-

system successfully resolves the nuances of
timbre imaging, and acoustic space that mark
the recording site as Carnegie Hall. What hap-

earity problems, over in Scotland Ivor Tiefenbrun impishly insisted the front end was to

pens in your listening room? The ear-brain is

blame, eventually elevating the turntable in

presented with two conflicting acoustical field

general and the Linn Sondek in particular to

reports: Carnegie Hall on the one hand and

new import.
Without wishing to deny the aforemen-

trained yourself long enough, you could be-

your living room on the other. Maybe if you
come deaf to the living-room layer and ex-

IKeith Yates Audio, Sacramento, CA.
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Ipromise you'll be the subject of great cu-

sensation of complete envelopment or immer-

riosity among psychoacoustics researchers.)

sion in amusical event, as opposed to the

At best you'll learn to live with the dichotomy

disengaged puzzling over sonic minutiae that

you've got.

too often passes for the audiophile listening

Theoretically, diffusion chips away at the
listening-room layer in several important ways.
First, it tampers with the arrival schedule of

experience.
In sum, with adequate diffusion, you can
theoretically get a small listening room to

normal room reflections in ways that make it
hard for your brain to get aclear fix on the

sound rather like avery good concert hall

listening-room layer. In an untreated room
there will be clearly defined energy spikes over

ingredients are there: alarge enough time gap
between direct sound and first reflected spike;

time as the sound ricochets off hard surfaces

lack of slap and flutter echoes and comb-filter

and arrives at the listening position. The posi-

colorations characteristic of small rooms; and

because, psychoacoustically, all the same basic

tion of these spikes on the time track is what

the envelopment that comes from adense,

tips off the ear-brain as to the location of side

smoothly decaying reverberation that perme-

walls, ceiling, floor, and other large planar sur-

ates the whole room.

faces. Increase the distance between your

The trick to designing an efficacious diffusor

speakers and room boundaries and you move
the spikes further down the time track, away

is to get it to exhibit no prejudice for frequency, amplitude, or angle of incidence or reflec-

from the direct sound. A strong energy spike

tion. This is not an easy task, for physical struc-

arriving 15ms after the direct sound suggests

tures generally operate, acoustically, only on

areflecting surface, say aside wall, nearby.
Because sound travels about a foot every

narrow slices of the frequency band and within
arestricted range of incidence angles, making

millisecond, the reflected path length is only
about 15' longer than the direct path length,
putting the speaker rather near the reflecting

them effective only for asmall percentage of
the total sound energy impinging on them. To
be sure, recording studios and the like have

surface. (If the time gap between the direct

relied on large polycylindrical diffusors for

sound and the first reflected spike is less than

years, but these have been cumbersome, re-

10ms, the ear-brain processes the information

stricted in frequency range, and impractical in

as adisruption, or shift, in image.) Place adiffusor at the reflecting site and you scatter that

domestic environments. The upshot is that diffusion—at least up until now—has been more

energy across avery broad angle (functionally

atheoretical solution than apractical one.

180°), meaning only avery tiny fraction of the
reflected energy will be steered directly to the

RPG

listening position. Deprived of the clear 15ms

What amounts to the first commercially viable

spike, the ear-brain should not be able to accurately "fix" the location of the side wall.

broad-range diffusor is the main enterprise of

Secondly, the diffusor breaks up irritating

‘Vorking off the findings of Dr. Manfred Schroe-

slap and flutter echoes that often plague
playback in domestic listening environments.

der, the German mathematics professor and
Bell Labs researcher who conceptualized an

These echoes—artifacts of reflective, parallel

acoustic "reflection phase grating" (RPG)

room surfaces—overlay the music that follows
and obscure its inner details.

device afew years ago in the AESJournal, the

Thirdly, the diffusor tames comb-filter-type

aluminum. For all the higher math involved,

frequency colorations, previously addressed
only by laboriously tweaking the physical

it is alow-tech-looking affair comprised of
thin aluminum slats defining wooden "wells"

position of the speakers relative to

bound-

of constant width (about 31
2 inches) and vary/

aries. By decreasing the depth and increasing
the density and irregularity of comb-filter

ing depths. The exact depth of these wells and

100111

RPG Diffusor Systems of Largo, Maryland.

RPG is a2' by 4' by 8"-deep affair of wood and

their sequence are what, according to the

notches, the diffusor makes optimum speaker

literature, imbue the RPG with its nearly ideal

placement decidedly less critical.

diffusion characteristics. The RPG diffusors I
tested cost $295 each, and are available

The fourth and potentially most remarkable
benefit of diffusion is that the flooding of the

through RPG directly at 12003 Wimbleton

listening room with diffuse sound fosters a

Street, Largo, MD 20772.
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The Set-Up
Coached over the phone by RPG president Dr.
Peter D'Antonio, Ideployed 24 of his model
QRDe -734W diffusors in my store's main

Walls and ceilings are of conventional %"
sheet rock nailed to 2x6 studs. The room is of
the "single-speaker demonstration" variety,
meaning that speakers not under direct audi-

soundroom, apurpose-built facility some 19'

tion are normally ensconced in aseparate,

wide, 23' long, and 10' at its highest point, the

acoustically isolated closet to prevent interac-

ceiling being acoffered affair. The wall directly
behind the speakers (hereinafter called the

tion with the pair being played. Over the years
the room has seen afair amount of acoustical

front wall) is a55-ton construction of concrete,

experimentation, including full Sonex treat-

cork, and sand; it is well over 2' thick and nearly 20' high (the upper floor is used for storage).

ment on the front wall, dozens of ASC tubetraps crammed into corners, and half-rounds
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RECALIBRATING THE LISTENING ROOM
onex and ASC Tube Traps are per-

mestic listening rooms have erratic energy/

haps the best-known acoustical

time curves as aresult of inadequate diffu-

treatments. But the successful recalibration

sion and/or unfavorable ratios of room

of most listening rooms will require more

dimensions. Ideally, reverberation will

diffusion than broad-range absorption

ramp down to -60d13 in approximately

(Sonex) or low-frequency corner attenua-

-300ms (RT„„ =0.5 sec.).

tion ("Ube Traps). Before spending dime

There is an audiophile wrinkle to this

one, its imperative that you understand

classical prescription. Many, perhaps most,

just what you're trying to accomplish.
The goal of room makeovers is generally

audiophiles own or at least hanker for
speakers that happen to have polar patterns

to remove the room's characteristic small

that assume areflective, not absorptive,

acoustic "fingerprint" and replace it with

area behind and around them.

the space, warmth, envelopment, and live-

planars—e. those from Quad, Magnepan,

Most

ness of avery good concert hall. These—

Apogee, Martin-Logan, Eminent Technol-

the removal of one "layer" and the installa-

ogy. Acoustat. Sound Lab, Infinity IRS, and

tion of another—are two separate tasks.

old-timers like the KLH 9s and the Dayton-

Broad-range

Wright XG series—are configured as

absorbers

like

Sonex's

sculpted open-cell foam can remove the

dipoles, meaning they direct as much

cues that cry "small" by killing the early

energy backward as they do forward. Many

reflections from nearby surfaces that tip off

others, like the Ohm Walsh units, Bose

the ear-brain as to the real

901s, dbx Soundfield series. ESS/Heil air

size

of the room.

The best locations of these absorbers are

motion transformers, and dozens of others

typically arrived at by placing amirror on

similarly not on the current "best-dressed"

the front and side walls and moving it until,

list, also rely heavily on broad polar shap-

from the listening position, one or both

ing to achieve their characteristic sounds.

speakers are visible. At these points. attach

By installing too much absorption in the

Sonex, Owens-Corning, Armstrong Sound-

areas around planars and these latter'

Soak, or similar acoustical products.

devices, you disrupt their intended tonal

The second task, the setting up of a

and spatial properties. as the foldback of

soundfield that cries "big, - requires diffu-

the rear and side waves figures prominent-

sion, especially in the areas flanking and

ly in establishing the speaker's "musicality:"

directly behind the listening position. The

For these reasons, it is often desirable either

ideal diffusor takes broad-range acoustical

to replace the absorbers with diffusors

energy and scatters it in anon-frequency
and non-temporally related way through-

(which are, after all. aspecial kind of reflector) behind and around the speakers, or to

out the room, regardless of the angle at

mix diffusors with broad. range absorbers.

which the energy initially impinges on it.

Consider experimenting with absorption

By eliminating hard "specular" reflections

by constructing an absorbent "muffler" to

and flooding the listening environment

go around the back side of the speaker,

with ambient energy, the diffusor fosters
the smooth, logarithmically decaying

more or less rear-radiated sound into the

reverberation that marks the hest concert

room. (If you're not ado-it-yourselfer, look

Poor concert halls and most do-

scattered around side walls
For critical auditioning, 6 RPGs were

varying its distance (or angling it) to allow

into aset of Watkins "Echo

ffs.")

monolith afew feet behind the listening positions (see diagram). It was an imposing sight,

elevated about 2' off the floor and screwed into

to be sure.

the front wall; up to 7were set along each side
wall; and up to 12 were stacked in a16' by 6'

was used during more than afull year of listen-
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ing evaluations, beginning in late 1986. Frontends included a Goldmund Studietto/T5
'table/arm set-up with Linn Karma or Koetsu
Black Gold Line cartridges; aLinn Sondek/
Ittok with Grace F9E Super, Linn Troika, or
Linn Karma; several Michell Gyrodecs with
Zeta, SME, or Eminent Technology tonearms
fitted with Madrigal Carnegie, sundry Koetsu,

neer, John Oster, to record the sound of the
system playing both with and without the
RPGs deployed. A pair of the new B&K omni
mikes, placed at the listening position, fed a
modified Revox B77 reel-to-reel and aNalcamichi Dragon cassette deck. Later Iwent back

or Grado Signature series cartridges; and The

and "A/B'ed" the room with and without the
diffusors by replaying the tapes over Stax
Lambda Pro electrostatic headphones and

Source turntable from Scotland, fitted with

comparing my original notes.

SME V and aCarnegie One. Original master

Although the more controlled part of the

tapes and dubs, played on aDon Alley-modified Revox B77 and astock Tandberg TD20A-

test involved evaluating the diffusors with
speakers of various types, it is worth noting

SE, were also used on occasion. On the digital

that substituting any of the other source com-

side, CD players seeing the most action were

ponents, electronics, or cables for those in the

the Meridian 207 Pro, Nalcamichi OMS7A MkII,

reference playback system had little or no effect on results found for the RPGs. In other

Tandberg 3015A, and California Audio Labs
Tempest Revised; an Accuphase DC80/DP81,
Kinergetics, and Stax Quattro were also used

words, there was no case in which adifferent

for shorter times. Electronics included the

tronics, and/or cables produced results that

Mark Levinson ML7A and prototype No.26

were at odds with those produced with the

preamps; Levinson No.23 and No.20 Class A

reference system and described in this overview. However, the RPGs did alter the sonic

monoblock amps; the full assortment of Con-

combination of source components, elec-

rad-Johnson Premiers; aSpectral DMA-100;
the Jadis JA-30 class-A monoblocks; Bryston

environment in ways that often made it easier

3B and 4B; and various loaner or trade-in elec-

component; they illuminated certain equip-

to get ahandle on the sound of aparticular

tronics from Audio Research, Krell, Cello,

ment characteristics that previously lurked

Rowland, and Accuphase.

only as vague impressions. Isuspect this was
due to the fact that the diffusors remove sonic

Iused arange of speakers familiar to most
Stereophile readers: the Apogee Diva, Scintilla,
and Duetta ribbons; Quad ESL-63 electro-

grundge (comb filter and echo effects) that
otherwise masks some of the subtleties of cer-

statics; Magnepan MGIlla planar magnetics;

tain components. At any rate, the fact that the

and KEF 107, Vandersteen 2C, Spendor SPI,

diffusors did not turn component preferences

and SpicalC50 electrodynamics Ialso included
two new electrodynamics that may be un-

topsy-turvy is interesting.

familiar to most: the Waveform Loudspeakers

The Particulars

and Booth Curvefront Ils. Although many

I'll begin with the clearest success story: the

others were tried as well, Ishall restrict my

KEF 107s. In the untreated soundroom the

comments to the aforementioned, as they

much-praised 107s betrayed ablare and honk

cover a broad and representative range of
operating principles, polar patterns, tonal personalities, and, as it happened, results.
For the formal listening sessions Isettled on

that deepened my appreciation for unalloyed
silence After finding the speakers and the supplied equalizer (the KUBE) to be in proper
working order, Igot a feeling worse than

aGyrodec turntable fitted with SME V tone-

buyer's remorse:1 felt I'd been saddled with

arm and Carnegie One cartridge feeding the

apatient with severe personality disorders—

Levinson ML7A preamp (L3A phono modules)
and Levinson No.23 power amp. The amplifier
was selected after much care because it was

and one that was hard to move, took up
valuable floor space, and cost me afair chunk
of change into the bargain. When the diffusors

found to be particularly well suited to the test,

were deployed it was as if the patient had

displaying both the iron grip to deal firmly

undergone electroshock therapy. A ratty blare

with the unruly Scintillas, and the finesse to

gave way to asweetness and harmonic balance

coax the Quads and Spicas to their delicate

of which Ihad never thought the speaker

best. Cabling was by Monster, MIT/Brisson,

capable Violins and violas shed their pinched,
hollow sound; and the brass —jeeminee, I

and Belden. Ibrought in my recording engiStereophile, April 1988
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about wore out the preamp's mute switch

about, and Ernest Bloch's Scbelomo on Mer-

every time they started that insufferable blat-

cury Living Presence unfurled aconcert-hall

ting and hooting—actually bore acommendable similitude to the real thing. The sound-

acoustic you wanted to reach out and touch.

stage virtually uncorked itself, opening up in
all dimensions, and the clumping of instruments around the speakers give way to ahand-

Once-submerged details of orchestration and
phrasing were presented with atangibility that
often brought anew sense of proportion and

some delineation of placement along all three

wholeness to complex orchestral music. On
many recordings, music flowed with arolling

axes—left/right, front/back, and up/down.

or "speaking" quality with the Diva/RPG com-

The whole room seemed acoustically and infectiously energized. Especially on orchestral,
big band, and Dire Straits-type pop music, the

anywhere to rival the hall-type glow that
music regained with the Divas played in the

effect was big, fleshy, and compelling. If not
in quite the same league as the admittedly
much more expensive WAMM, Infinity IRS, or
Apogee Diva systems, the 107s began to sound
like they deserved some of their glowing press
and word-of-mouth accounts. During one

bination. Certainly Ihave never heard Apogees

diffusor-treated soundroom.
With the Scintillas, Duettas, and MG1112s, the
diffusored systems improved markedly, yet it
must be said that never were the speakers
"transformed" into sounding like something
else—such as Divas or Quads or Acoustats, for

listening episode, acustomer who had heard

example Rather, they were clearly themselves,

the 107s in the room's pre-RPG days walked in

minus some familiar warts, and stretching out

and asked, incredulously, "What did you do

in afriendlier and more exciting space. With

to those things?"

all three, musical images appeared to move off

I'm going to lump the Apogees and Magnepans together —ah, what strange bedfellows

the surface of the speakers and into the room,
where they assumed more realistic shapes and

acoustics make—not because I'm ignorant of

positions. It should be noted that the diffusors

their political differences, but because the dif-

also ameliorated adry middle-treble range on

fusors are. Being dipolar line-source designs,

the MGIllas, yielding afuller, more harmoni-

both are sensitive not only to rear and side wall

cally natural lighting to violins, violas, clarinets,
and trumpets. Owners of the various Apogees

proximity, but to the physical attributes of
those walls as well. Highly absorptive surfaces

and Magnepans (and other dipolar line

like Sonex or Owens-Corning acoustical

sources) will likely find that acluster of RPGs

panels rob the speakers of their characteristic

on the walls behind and around the speakers

lively, expansive sound, while plain reflective

will facilitate placement of these otherwise

walls can impart a"slap" that creates an in-

fussy monoliths.
In the untreated soundroom the Booth

teresting but sometimes unnatural spatial effect. If you want the best from them, you seem

Curvefront 11s-43500 hand-finished beauties

forever consigned to fussing with their place-

resembling the Dahlquist DQ-20s or the larger

ment. With diffusors in place, the hard slap

Keveks and employing achoice selection of

gave way to amore evenly distributed foldback

Dynaudio drivers—had suffered alack of top-

of the rear wave into the room. Here Imean

to-bottom tonal consistency that bordered on

"evenly distributed" in both the tonal sense
(viz, no erratic or spiky colorations) and the
spatial one (eg, no more listening-position hot

discombobulation. Powerful and "physical"
nearly throughout their range, they unfor-

spots). The Divas offered aferocious grip on

unwind with the music. They displayed an
unhappy knack for taking arecording with a

the music coupled with arich ambience—
almost a"wraparound" effect—that seemed
to deposit the listener nearer the stage, but in
alarger and more acoustically inviting space.
It seemed the overall energy level had been
turned up. The change affected the very way
one experiences music The urge to dissect the

tunately never allowed one to settle in and

full soundstage, collapsing it into two small
boxes, then megaphoning what was left of it
into your face With the RPGs, the Curvefront
Ils were asomewhat different animal, with a
generous and sometimes downright comfortable presentation, and at least hinting at an

sound gave way to just basking in it. Record-

octave-to-octave

ings like Gary Karr's Albinoni Adagio, the old

previously seemed far away indeed. The mega-

Rachmaninov Symphonic Dances on Vox ltim-

phoning gave way almost to a dipole-like
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ability to illuminate all corners of the room ef-

saucier type. On Chicago Pro Musica's Till

fortlessly. A nasal, ringing coloration subsided,

Eulenspiegel (Reference Recordings), the effect

bringing amore natural timbre to male voices
of all types, from Fischer-Dieskau and Her-

was one of lusty and infectious merriment,

mann Prey to Johnny Hartmann and Mick

altogether closer in spirit to this ensemble's live
performance of the piece. The specificity of

Hucknall (Simply Red). The change'trans-

acoustic images the speakers suspended in the

formation," rather—was strikingly effective,

room (always aforte with Quads) was com-

and again 1suspect that, given normal, sheetrock sidewalls, the Booth's significant off-axis

plemented by awider, deeper soundstage, a

"
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M

decidedly less dry-sounding acoustic, and an

NUMBERSIIW
IMINIP

anfred Schroeder came up with
the basis for the RPG diffusor after

ber in the sequence by the longest wave-

studying over 20 famous concert halls in

scatter sound efficiently, then dividing by

'Europe. He and his associates found that

afactor that depends on the well's numerical position. Mathematical analysis shows

listeners preferred high, narrow halls to
low, wide ones. He reasoned it had to do
with the fact that in ahigh, narrow hall, the
first reflections come from the side walls.
These reflections are acoustically dissimilar, whereas in wide, low halls the first

length for which the grating is designed to

that for such an arrangement the spectrum
of energies scattered into different directions is essentially flat.
Schroeder says the reason number theory

reflections will be from the ceiling, and will

works so well is in the way waves cancel
or reinforce each other, depending on

he acoustically similar—actually, nearly

whether acrest of one wave meets another

monophonic. His next project was to de-

wave's trough or crest. For perfectly

sign acoustic ceiling "gratings," functional-

periodic waves, destructive interference

ly analogous to optical diffraction gratings,

(ie, partial or complete cancellation) occurs

to direct sound to the side walls.
Schroeder turned to quadratic residue

whenever one wave lags behind the other
by half awavelength or IV-2 wavelengths or

sequences for an answer. Such asequence

21
2 wavelengths and so on. In every case,
/

might be based, for example, on the prime

the result is the same.

number 17. The first sequence number is

Hence, in wave interference it's not the

the "residue" (or remainder) after the first
number, 1, is squared and divided by 17.

path difference that determines the result-

The answer is I. Squaring all the numbers

ing pattern, hut the residue after dividing
by the wavelength. Similarly, in modular

from Ito 16, then dividing by 17 to find the

arithmetic what counts is not the numeri-

residue, yields the sequence: 1, 4. 9, 16, 8,

cal value itself, hut the remainder after divi-

2, 15, 13, 13, 15, 2, 8, 16, 9, 4, I. For larger
numbers, the pattern simply repeats.

sion by the modulus (17 in the example).

Finding the depth of agiven grating well
involves multiplying the appropriate num-

(Adapted from Science News, Vol.129,
p.12.)

energy output had previously exaggerated and

addicting sensation of being in the middle of

distorted their true midrange potential.

the action. Listening analytically, you'd have

The Quad '63s have always seduced more

to say the changes were almost purely spatial

than impressed. By enlarging and enlivening
the room acoustic, the diffusors rendered the
Quads more extroverted, more "command-

or related to power level (the speakers often
sounding as if they'd been harnessed to amore

ing" and less reticent. Oh, they're still seduc-

assertive amplifier). This is probably because,
even in the untreated main soundroom, the

ers, these, but they're now seducers of a

'63s seem miraculously free of tonal aberra-
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MC-2
Building on Success:
a

"
have no hesitation in
recommending that you go
and listen for yourself to the
MC-2. . Then buy"
—Alvin Gold
Dec. 87 Hi-Fi Answers
". ..
one of the finest loudspeaker designs available
today at any price"
htµ.•

NIC-2

—Paul Crook
Oct. 87 Hi Fi News &
Record Review

Only $550 apr

BRITISH FIDELITY
Distributed in the U.S. by
RCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, NW
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 342-0400
US distributors for British Fidelity (Music Fidelity in UK

Spendor, Logic

tions, grundge, detail smudging, or other prob-

past the side walls. The speakers seemed to

lems—problems that the RPGs had aknack for
mitigating with other speakers. Listening

energize the room's entire air space, not just

naturally (emotionally), though, the RPGs
seemed to represent agiant step toward the

themselves. As with the Divas, Vandersteens,
and Quads, the diffusors often seemed to

the area between and behind the speakers

real, live experience of participating in the

escalate the overall musical energy level in the

original music-making event. This was heard

room. The diffusors did not alter the SPIs'

on many recordings, independent of genre or
technical quality Perhaps the somewhat different nature of sonic improvement with the ESL-

which probably issues from the speaker's thinwall cabinet construction rather than disper-

characteristic

upper-bass

"plumminess,"

63s has to do with their unique, electronically

sion problems or room interaction per se. The

steered directional characteristics: The speaker

Spica TC5Os fared similarly, sounding far big-

develops relatively little energy much off-axis,

ger than they look, and again seeming to drive

largely to minimize unpredictable interaction
with nearby surfaces. At any rate, the spatial

the 4500 cubic feet of listening room with

realism afforded by the RPGs seemed to ener-

relative ease. This effect was also clearly in
evidence when Isubstituted amodestly powered

gize the "retiring" Quad personality in an

integrated amp, the British Fidelity Al. With

altogether useful and flattering way.

diffusors, treble reproduction sweetened tonal-

With or without the companion powered

ly and deepened spatially.

subwoofer (the 2W), the Vandersteen 2Cs

Now we come to the puzzler—the $17,000

have always sounded coherent and believable
in the main soundroom. Pushed to around

Waveforms. Looking like nothing so much as
achopped-and-channeled pyramid in the Art

98dB or more, though, the upper midrange/

Deco style, this 200-1b. bruiser is based on

and

research done at the National Research Coun-

coarsen—an effect owing to either limitations
of drivers or room acoustics, Icould never

cil's facility in Ottawa, Canada. Furniture

lower

treble

begins

to

"trumpet"

clearly determine. The RPGs revealed the
blame to be with the room, not the speakers.
With the full diffusor complement the

designer John Otvos —a charming young
fellow from the old school—decided to leave
his imprint on the speaker architecturally
rather than sonically. For the sonics he sought

Vandersteens showed that they can be pushed
quite hard in alarge-ish room without distress.

Paul Barton of the NRC, requesting adesign

(A good test for this is the Vaughan Williams
Tanis Fantasia, Nimbus CD 5019.) The dif-

blind listening tests, would consistently out-

fusors did not seem to alter the specificity of

that, on the NRC's kind of controlled, doublescore all competitors. No constraints were
placed on driver technology, parts costs, or

the 2Cs' already sharply drawn images, but

enclosure design. Barton's prescription is sur-

they wrapped these images in alarger, warmer,

prisingly conventional: a 15" woofer, two

and more alive space. They also suppressed a
slight "a" (as in "cat") coloration in the

6-inchers, asoft-dome tweeter, and ribbon

speakers, previously evident at moderately

and the speaker must be biamped. This was
the first time Otvos had played the speakers
in aUS dealer's showroom, and he worried

loud levels and up. These were unambiguous
improvements: On apurely commercial level,

supertweeter. An active crossover is supplied,

we found sales of 2Cs to increase dramatically

aloud about the effects the RPGs might have

during the evaluation period. The diffusors

on the sound. Having experienced positive

had no detectable effect on the sound of the

results with all other speakers, and having con-

matching subwoofer, but did reveal the sup-

sidered the supporting technical rationale, I

plied crossover unit, with its 8-switch blocks,
to be wholly unsatisfactory. (Vandersteen sug-

wondered if Otvos wasn't voicing apreliminary objection in order to later dismiss the

gests using it only to establish the correct

auditioning results if they turned out unfavor-

capacitor value, then ordering that specific

able. We played the speakers—the Levinson

value in asingle-value, in-line package.)
Imaging on the Spendor SPIs has always
been strong at center-fill, even without toeingin; with the diffusors in place the space around
instruments seemed to expand literally, well
Stereophile, April 1988

Na23 on top, the stout Bryston 4B on bottom—
and found that Otvos had not worried in vain.
But let me give you the good news first.
Without the RPGs, the Waveforms had the upfront, grab-you-by-the-glands presence that
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Cello Showroom, New York, NY.

lifted you from mid-hall to the conductor's
platform. Music sounded zesty and sure-

fect was commented upon by other listeners

footed, an effect like that of acrack orchestra
triumphantly returning from along road trip

or my staff) to the Waveforms' "unsuitability"
with the RPGs. The soundstage became larger

to play a favorite old lollipop for eager
hometown supporters. Bass was generous,

and more credible, and even the lower-treble

who were not predisposed by Otvos (or me

peak seemed to lose its edge, but these were

lively, yet relatively free of overhang. Up to

"improvements" of an oddly unflattering type.

what I would guess to be 100dB or so,

After living with the Waveforms and RPGs for

dynamic gradations were first-rate, harking
back to those mammoth designs of the JBL

some months, Icalled "Dr. Diffusor" D'An-

era. (It turns out those 15" woofers issue from

count for the effect. Otvos could offer nothing

that very firm.) The Waveforms set up anicely

more than the observation that the speakers

delineated lateral soundstage, receiving markdowns for a foreshortened and somewhat

were designed to be used in afairly reflective
living-room-type environment. But there you

clouded front-to-back perspective. Iquibbled
with some lower-treble peakiness, caused, it

have it: a case where the untreated room

later turned out, by aminor miscalculation in

RPG complement.

tonio about it and he, too, was at aloss to ac-

"outperforms" the same room with the full

the crossover, and probably exacerbated by
those side walls. Yet on balance the musical ef-

The Big Picture

fect was one where the whole was greater than

Without question, the diffusors did more to

the sum of the parts. Here then were speakers

upgrade the overall musical experience in the

for the sybarite looking for arollicking good
time from his music, and who will trade away

main soundroom than any previous mitigation

some finesse to get it.

4'x8' Sonex sheets on the front and forward
walls, standing llibe Traps in corners, or iso-

With the RPGs, however, the speakers

measure, whether it happened to be installing

sounded tidier but strangely less involving.

lating all undriven speakers in the separate

The sound lost much of its spirit and hence its
fun. Although Iwas more engaged acousti-

holding area. The reduction in sonic gnindge,

cally—immersed in the soundfield, really—
emotionally Iwas oddly disengaged. This ef-

detail and interleavings, the marked sense of

Stereophile, April 1988

the exposure of previously obscured inner
envelopment within amusical event, and the
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perception that the walls had been blown
down all contributed to aheightened sense of
involvement in the music-making.
The results obtained in the main soundroom
were duplicated in asmaller adjacent soundroom as well. This room has alow ceiling and
asomewhat unpleasant sound, mitigated (partially) by the installation afew years ago of
Owens-Corning floor-to-ceiling acoustical
wall material on the front wall. When the diffusors were "parked" in this room (during the
times we were "A/B'ing" the main soundroom), the sound was transformed in ways
consistent with my descriptions of the treated
main room.

Final Thoughts and
Remaining Questions

Ii

Two ABFFUSORS' upholstered with standard silver neutral Guilford Panel fabric. 2'x 2',
2'x 4 and 4" x 4' panels are available. Thickness is 4". The ABFFUSOR provides broadbandwidth absorption down to 100 Hz.

Because all of us audiophiles—consumers,

or absorption on the floor and ceiling (to scat-

retailers, manufacturers, critics—are accustomed

ter or kill those strong and largely mono-

to seeing audio "solutions" take the more

phonic early reflections) and llibe Traps in the
corners. In the meantime, FtPG has introduced

familiar form of devices that can be set on a
shelf, plugged in, auditioned, paid for, and
carted home in the back seat of the car, there
is achance the diffusor may not get the real
"hearing" it so richly deserves. During the
course of my year-long evaluation, apromi-

their own line of additional products, including the ABFFUSOlte, abroadband absorber
offering some diffusion, and the TRIFFUSORe,
an equilateral triangular prism that can be
rotated to expose absorptive, diffusive, and

nent high-end firm informally introduced the

reflective sides. (The TRIFFUSORe) is also

diffusors to select dealers at Chicago CES. The

available as the Korner-Killer, which is one

feedback they got suggested that most audiophiles would not purchase anything as un-

diffusive and two absorptive sides, for "nbe
Trap" -type effects.)

wieldy, expensive, and aesthetically unflattering as the RPG units, despite clear-cut and

There is the issue of whether similar results
could be had without resort to brute-force

often dramatic sonic improvements. Ihope

acoustics, say with active electronic manipula-

this pessimistic prediction proves untrue, for
it seems unlikely we'll have much meaningful
audio progress unless and until we deal with

tion a la surround-sound or time-delay
systems. My experience to date is that existing
aftermarket components do not offer the same

the fundamental acoustic limitations of the

degree of blow-down-the-walls enhancement

average listening room.

because they leave intact the normal acoustic

Iwould also like to point out that in order

cues that aurally define the small room; they

to reduce the variables in the test, Iavoided

only superimpose another set of aural cues

mixing in other acoustical treatments, such as
Sonex or ASC llibe Traps, with the diffusors.

that suggests abigger room. Iwonder if the
mental "dissonance" of receiving several sets

Yet it is almost asurety that the diffusors will

of acoustic cues might not lead to confusion

work best as part of an overall listening-room

and perhaps listener fatigue for some. With ex-

overhaul that would include products like the

isting electronic enhancers, the time interval
between the arrival of direct sound and its first

'Me Traps in corners (for dipolar speakers),
and broadband absorbers against the front wall
and forward portions of side walls for most
forward-firing designs. The diffusors seem to

reflections remains that of asmall room; the
denser and longer reverberant tail of the sound
suggests abigger room, but for me it suggests

have little or no effect in the sub-150Hz region

more than it persuades. Undoubtedly units like

where llibe Traps can be effective in "equaliz-

the Yamaha DSP-1 six-channel system will

ing" pressure buildups in room corners. I

evolve, opening up at least the (admittedly
remote) possibility of some day getting RPG-

would like to experiment with diffusion and/
Stereophile, April 1988
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Introducing
the first Modular Preamplifier
available in
Small, Medium or Large.

One-size-fits-all preamplifiers are often
too big or too small. Because people
have different listening needs, our
preamplifiers come in different sizes.

Boulder has separated the audio functions and put them into attractive individual modules which can be configured
at your dealer or in your home.

Some listeners are devout record collectors. Some like the convenience
of CDs. Yet others want all kinds of
sources in their system. How do you
find apreamplifier that fits everyone?

You can get started on your preamplifier in asmall way and grow into larger
sizes. When you invest in aBoulder
Preamplifier, you won't wind up with
acloset full of preamps. You get the
size you need, instead of the usual
one-size-fits-none

Only Boulder Amplifiers has the
answer. The Modular Preamplifier
comes in Small, Medium, or Large,
and everywhere in between.

Boulder

A complete Boulder Modular Preamplifier is
typically $2,800. The Boulder 500 Power
Amplifier lists for $2,875.

AMPLIFIERS

4850 Sterling Drive •Boulder, Colorado 80301 •303-449-8220
Telex: 6503085376 MCI UW
See Your Boulder dealer for aperfect preamp fitting.

Another suggestion: The manufacturer

type improvements electronically.
There is no question of the diffusors' offering good value: few component upgrades or
acessories can approach their price/performance ratio. There remains, though, the question of whether mass production could sig-

should provide an easy way to affix grille fabric
to conceal the wells. The standard lacquered
birch versions Ireceived played to mixed
reviews in the looks department during their
year-plus of nearly continuous display. Of

nificantly lower the cost of the RPG units to
the consumer. As it is, you could "diffuse" a

course, care would need to be taken in the

couple thousand dollars in RPG's direction to

very shallow angles of incidence some
"acoustically transparent" material is actually

get the results I've described in atypical 12'xI8'
listening room. Iasked D'Antonio whether he'd
considered moving to an injection-molding

choice of fabrics, as at high frequencies and

quite reflective. Perhaps RPG could make
available swatches of acoustically acceptable

process instead of time-consuming assembly

fabric, along with replaceable speaker-grille-

of furniture-grade wood slats and metal strips.

type frames. On arelated note, D'Antonio in-

"Yes," he said, "but at the end of the day, you
have one configuration, one color, afire-rating

dicates that custom finishes—from plexiglass
for see-through applications to mirror,

problem, and an acoustically diaphragmatic
entity. Consequently, we made aconscious

available at extra cost.

decision to use wood, amaterial which has endured the test of time." Despite the diffusors'

could be that it catalyzes widespread interest

high value and good finish, Isuspect some

laminate, paint, and select hardwoods—are
Finally, the RPG's greatest contribution

Audio Cheapskate partisans will try to buy the

not only in acoustically rehabilitating existing
listening rooms, but also in the next logical

raw materials locally and copy the RPG design
as best they can. N.B. Cheapskates: D'Antonio

environments in the home. That is the high-

hints that alower-cost version may be in the
offing.

step: the construction of purpose-built music
end's next frontier, and it is now at our
doorstep.

NEW!

NITTY
GRITTY
HYBRID

The first cleaning machine for
both records and compact discs

he list of Nitty Gritty "firsts" just got one
T
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perfect record cleaning and state of the art
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represents adramatic savings over buying
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compact disc cleaning in one convenient
The Hybrid 1comes in an economical vinyland affordable unit.
wrapped wood box, while the Hybrid 2is fitted
with agorgeous, solid oak cabinet (pictured).
Introducing the "Hybrid."
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Call or write for afree brochure.
U.S.: Nitty Gritty, 4650 Arrow Hwy., *F4, Montclair, CA 91763
(714) 625-5525
Canada: May Audio, 646 Guimond BI., Longueuil, Quebec J4G 1P8
(514) 651-5707
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AIAU» RESIT

John Atkinson talks with
Sumo engineer Richard .'[ay

W

ay back in the mists of time, around
1980 to be exact, the Marantz company in Europe introduces a range

of ostensibly cost-no-object solid-state elec-

of Gramophone magazine last Christmas; he
is using a pair of the 30W mono class-A
Marantz amplifiers to drive KEF RIO7s—and
making very nice sounds.

tronics under the "Esotec" banner Manufac-

The paragraph above sounds like some-

tured in Japan, but apparently designed in

thing of a digression, but bear with me. The

the USA, these ruggedly constructed com-

scene changes, to California in the mid 70s.

ponents are noteworthy in that the power

Aforceful personality named Jim Bongiorno,

amplifiers are capable of being operated with

once responsible for amplifier design at

the output stages running under class-A bias

Dynaco forms a company called Great Ameri-

as well as class-B. The relatively expensive

can Sound to market his humongous solid-

Esotec amplifiers sell in small numbers in the

state designs, notably one of the first-ever
muscle amps, Ampzilla. For various reasons,

UK—remember that this is before the rebirth
of the British high end—and pass into the

GAS fails to work out, whereupon Mr Bon -

history books. Jam reminded of them, how-

giorno sets up a new company, Sumo, again

ever when Ivisit my friend Ivor Humphreys

to sell his amp designs. Ithink it fair to say

80
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that the original Sumo company never really
gets off the ground, despite having an interesting product line, culminating in the affordable Polaris amplifier Mr Bongiorno
sells his interest in the company, and Sumo
eventually winds up being bought by another
California company, Califone best known for

I'm firmly convinced we aren't
measuring all the things that we
need to measure to be able to
numerically assess the performance of an amplifier

dominating the educational record-player
market.
This is where the apparent digression is
resolved: the President of Califone, Michael
Custer, and Califone's chief engineer, Rich

duction as much as it was to control the voicecoil inductance and extend the high-frequency
performance.

May, were in the engineering division at

Nobody really understood what the silver

Marantz/Supemope in the late 70s and were
involved in the design of the Esotec gear which

was doing, but shortly before we left JBL, I
started awitch hunt, bitching about the distor-

bad made such a bit among the UK audio-

tion of compression drivers and trying to push

phile community. Rich, the son of famed

the company into direct radiators. So every-

drive-unit engineer Ed May—responsible for

body started measuring distortion: lo and
behold, the LE8 had the lowest distortion of

the design of low-distortion high-power
drivers forJBL and Gauss, among others—is
now responsible for electronic design at
Suma Before Sumo/Califone, Rich bad been
designing loudspeakers at Siefert-May Labs;
I met with him last November in Sumo's
Chatsworth, CA plant—unlike many American electronics companies, Sumo actually
manufactures in the US—and asked about
his background.

anything around. Six, seven months after Dad
and Istarted working together at Marantz, it
fell into place. We came across avery obscure
reference book published in the late '20s, early
'30s, called Loudspeakers, by McLaughlin.
Sure enough, there were the distortion reduction characteristics of ashorted turn on the
pole piece. Not amoveable shorted turn, like
a conductive voice-coil former, but a flux

RM: I've been with JBL, Superscope, Marantz,

stabilizing ring.

and Gauss Electrophysics, the high-speed tape

Iguess it was aparallel program, but we actually showed the system before JBL came out

duplicator. Gauss was great, because one of the
bright, really bright guys in this industry, Keith
Johnson of Reference Recordings, was over
there. The duplicator's Keith's baby. Keith was
also responsible for video disc Keith and Paul
Gregg were the original founders of Gauss, and
had the idea of doing avideo disk in '69! In
1969 Gauss had ablack-and-white video disk
up and running.
JA: }bu weren't working on the Gauss driveunits?
RAI: No. Those were my father's. Iliterally
grew up in this industry. I've done both electronics and transducers. The last time Iwas at
Marantz Iworked under Dad, in the loudspeaker group. It was good experience. Ihad
three years of working with him on adaily
basis. We did some very interesting magnetic

with their symmetrical-field geometry drivers.
We showed a symmetrical-field geometry,
undercut pole piece—we called it the T-Pole.
It was an outstanding loudspeaker.
JA: You left Marantz, however and went to
Califone in 1981. And then Califone bought
Sumo. ..
RM: Califone bought Sumo and we were off
and running in high-end electronics. And having agreat time doing it.
JA: What are your design goals as an electronic engineer? What are you trying to do
with your designs?
RM: Very bluntly, to reproduce music. And to
do that is avery demanding thing because I'm
firmly convinced we aren't measuring all the

circuit designs for our low-distortion loud-

things that we need to measure to be able to
numerically assess the performance of an

speakers. In fact the silver-plated pole-piece
that he introduced in the JBL LE series—the

tubes. My first amplifiers were vacuum tubes.

LE8, and then later the '8T as well as the LE 85,
LE 75 compression drivers—he did that as an
experiment. It wasn't used for distortion reStereophile, April 1988

amplifier. Igrew up in the days of vacuum
Fixed in the back of my mind is the line that,
given two amplifiers that have the same
numerical specs, the amplifier that does it with
HI
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the smallest amount of negative feedback

JA: If you have to have an amplifier which is

sounds better. And there's some pretty good

nonlinear then you must arrange its distor-

ground rules on it. This is one of the things we

tion spectrum to be both odd-order and low-

strive for: every one of my designs is astable
open-loop amplifier designed for minimum

order
RM: That's correct. To me, the only distortion—I'm talking about when an amplifier is

distortion open-loop. We do some feedforward error correction, and very large amounts
of local feedback, but we try to keep the
overall loop within reason.

approaching overload—that's at all liveable
with is third. Because it's symmetrical, it

good sound and low loop feedback is due to

cancels out. Have fun with the very highorder, odd-order harmonics. But stay away
from things that show DC level shifts.

JA: Do you think that the correlation between
the basic linearity of the circuit? Or is it due

JA: What you're saying is that you can't bave

to otherfactors? For instance i
fyou bave very

second harmonic distortion in an amplifier

high amounts of loop feedback, you can then
have time-domain problems.

because it represents the DC level shift, and
you can't have harmonics higher than fourth

RM: Well, the basic amplifier is more linear.

because their audibility is very severe. ..
RM: Yes, but then you have an amplifier which

But there are alot of aspects of it. You have to
look at what the open-loop frequency
response is with phase compensation. There
you want to keep the energy storage in the
loop as small as possible. In other words, get
the widest bandwidth open-loop. But the
phase-compensation should have adequate
safety margins when you close the loop.
And consider feedback itself: apaper that
came out of the Bell Labs Tech Journal in

is very symmetrical, an amplifier which is very
well behaved up to and in heavy overload. To
me agood amplifier is one which you can
overdrive by 6or 8dB and only just begin to
detect compression.
JA: Yet very often you get amplifiers that go
DC-unstable fyou drive them into clipping.
You start to see your woofer cones slowly
pumping.

about 1957 clearly points out that if you throw

RM: That's ano-na That's aproblem that just

feedback around an amplifier with secondharmonic distortion, you've then got an

absolutely shouldn't exist.
As ateenager, Igot my hands on an old Con-

amplifier with second and third. You have a
feedback multiplication factor. RCA and some

certone 15ips machine which could be set up
pretty good. An interesting thing about it was

of the individuals in the UK did some work in

that with the power amplifier Iwas using, I

the '40s related to vacuum tubes—I can't find

preferred the sound of program material that

any reason why it shouldn't be equally valid
today—they weighted the structure of the

had been recorded on tape and played back
to the sound of program material which passed

distortion, putting extremely heavy emphasis

directly through the electronics chain bypass-

on high orders of distortion and multiplying

ing the tape. When you stop and think about

it by the square. I'll take the fifth as an

it, the tape's agood low-pass filter.

example—it would be weighted 25 times

JA: It's conditioning the signal so that it

whatever it measured. The sixth would be
multiplied 36 times.

doesn't stress the following electronics.
RM: With alot of program sources, you end

My designs have very little even-order
distortion. And from alistening standpoint,

up with out-of-band components that'll create
havoc with the power amplifier. We don't

time and time again when we've taken ampli-

routinely think that there will be aproblem

fiers that have second-harmonic distortion

with apower amplifier with what's going to

and removed it, their sound cleans up. Stop

happen at 100kHz. But if you get acouple of

and think about it. Say we've got ahigh-level,
high-frequency burst of energy, from brass

you'll get intermodulation products. The dif-

tones up there and the amplifier is non-linear,

or something of that nature, that lasts for a

ference tone will come right back down in the

hundredth of asecond. If the amplifier in-

audio band. If the linearity isn't the right type,

troduces second-harmonic distortion, this is

you get athing called cross-modulation where

equivalent to aDC level shift in the amplifier,
which translates into hearing alow-frequency

amplitude and modulation on one tone transfer to the other tone. And these side-band prod-

tone along with the original sound.

ucts come crashing down into the audio band
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You hear the music, the instrument timbre, the depth of stage, and you
know it's right. The instinctive response to sound and music that existed
from the beginning tells you so.
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and you can hear it.
JA: But not with pure audio-frequency tones
when .ffli're doing your traditional distortion
measurements. You have a music-related
distortion which is not detectable on apure
tone.
KM: Absolutely. A dynamic distortion. A lot

Sumo Polaris

of factors we routinely look at concerning the
performance of the amplifiers are out in the
multi-MHz region—even driving capacitive
loads—because we want to find out if the

change in the base-emitter voltage. Is delta
Vbe. And that's asmall percentage of the total

amplifiers are stable; if they do, in fact, behave

power-supply voltage. MOSFETs, however, for

well out there. We have found acorrelation

want of abetter term, are "glitchy" in their
threshold region, very non-linear in the region

between the listenability of the amplifier, the
smoothness of its top end, and its performance
in the 100kHz to 1MHz region. As Isaid initially, there are alot of things that Iwould like to
be able to measure that we don't routinely
measure; I'd like to bring them back to
something that we can correlate to.

that corresponds to zero crossing. Take alook
at MOSFET amplifiers: most have their output
devices turned on pretty hard. Their bias currents are set pretty high.
JA: That would be appear to be supported by
the fact that about five years ago, there was

JA: The most recent Sumo amplifier is the

much discussion in the audiophile press

Polaris. Iunderstand that you inherited the
brieffor the design—a 100W single-ended

about improving the sound of what was then
a very common MOSFET amp, the Hafler

class-AB amplifier using MOSFEn— when

DH200. Ifyou up the quiescent current of the

Califone took over Sumo. How have the
resources been allocated in that amplifier? Is

output stage of each channel to 450mA, it'll
sound like a whole different amplifier

the power supply most important, or is it the

KM: It will. We run bias currents of 100mA per

use, say, of special output transistors?
KM: I've got to say that it's pretty well broken
up, distributed over the whole amplifier. It's

dissipating 6W per part. Yeah, the amplifier is
sonically improved when you drive it alittle

apretty stable power supply—not that any
unregulated supply doesn't have its limitations—but it's agood transformer, agood
power supply. Ithink the real breakthrough
on Polaris was the linearity correction circuit

part on Polaris, which on 60V is quiescently

bit harder. It then takes apretty demanding
source to reveal the differences in the amplifier.
JA: Your next power amplifier is a Mark II
version of the class-AB Andromeda. What
will be the major differences?

for the MOSFET output stage. Basically what

KM: We'll be providing more output-current

we do is compare an idealized output signal
And introduce local error-correction networks

capability, repackaging the unit, taking advantage of some of the later-generation output
devices and small-signal devices, and incor-

within the output stage proper. It's asmall
feedback loop existing right around the output

porating the output-stage linearity correction
that we use in Polaris. I've run an Andromeda

with the actual output signal of the amplifier.

stage.
And if you read the manufacturer's data—I

prototype, 400W into 4 ohms, at less than

can show you the phrase out of the Toshiba

0.05% distortion without loop feedback. And
Ijudged the damping factor on that amplifier

applications guide—they flat-out say you've

open-loop to be well in excess of 100, carried

got ten times the distortion from MOSFETs
than you do from bipolars.

out to a frequency-5, 10kHz—where it's

JA: Are you saying that the highly touted

gonna fall out of the question.

than agood bipolar? That aMOSFET bas a

JA: So when you close the loop, you're only
going to introduce asmall amount of overall
negative feedback.

crooked-looking transfer function?

KM: You really need aminimum of 20dB feed-

KM: Yes. Consider that theoretically the maximum error you can have with agood bipolar

back to get the amplifier to be under the loop
control. 20dB is arealistic target figure. Feed-

transistor used as an emitter-follower is a

back is there to stabilize; not to Band-Aid. And

power MOSFE7k are basically more nonlinear
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Low Price Accessories
For CD Players

1 Audloquest (AO) CD Stabilizer Rings
Starter kit. 5 Rings wflocator
25 Rings xi/locator
Set of 50 extra rings
2 AO Sorbothane Isolation Feet (4)
3 DB Passive CO vol control w/5 inputs
4. Interconnects:
Monster Cable, Dlstech,
FMS/Livewlre, MIT, Van den Hul
5 Magnavox C09470 CD Player
.Only:
CDB472 Player w/remote95"
CDB473 Player w/vol on remote
CDB650 CD Player #1 Rated!!!
6 Mod Squad CD Damper Kit
VPI Magic Brick CD Chassis Damper

For Amps di Preamps

9.115
29.95
49.95
34.96
99.95
Call
149 95"
219
269 95"
349.45 23 50
34 50

For Turntables
8 Audiophile Record: & CD's Chesky. Proprius,
Reference & Sheffield Labs
Call
9 AD Automatic Tonearm Litter
39 95
10 AO Sorbothane Record Mat
31 95
It AO Sorbothane Feet Set of 4
34 95
12 50-16 HeadsheII **Top Rated!
49.95
13 AD Livewire Headshell Leads
695
14 AP Electronic Stylus Cleaner
39.95
15 AR ES-1 Turntable W/AO Tonearm
Call'
16 Precut Metal AR Armboards (MMT/AR)
34.95
17 DB Cartridge Alignment Protractor
24 50
18 Grado Phono Cartridges: OIE +1
15.00
Signature BMX Call
BMX Stylus
95.00
Signature MCX Call
MCX Stylus
169.95
19 Electronic Stylus Pressure Gauge
99 95
Shure Stylus Force Gauge
999
20 HO Deluxe Carbon Fiber Brush
14 95
21 Tonearm Interconnects: DIN to RCA:
AD EMS Blue III Tonearm Cable 3It
129 95
1pr Monster Genesis Lightspeed 1.5m
159 95
Van den Hul TSF TAC 15M
89 95
22 LAST Record Care Products
#1 Power Record Cleaner
11 95
02 Record Preservative
14 95
#3 Record Cleaner
795
004 Stylus Cleaner w/2 Stylus Brushes
695
#5 Stylast Stylus Preservative
16.95
23 Nitty Gritty "First" Record Cleaner
6 oz
14.95
18 oz.
24.95
First Applicator brush
995
24 Sota Reflex Clamp
69.95
Sota Acrylic Mat
129.95
25 Sunk() FB-1 Fluxbuster MC Demag
209.95
26 Sumiko Acrylic Mat +Reflex Clamp
149.95
27 Sumiko HS-12 (MMT) Headshell
29.95
28 Tip Toes/Counter Feet
C-3 For AR Turntables (4)
31.75
C-17 for VPI Turntables (4)
35.95

29

30.

31
32
33

C-37 for Sota Turntables (3)
C-10 For Oracle Delphi (3)
C-12 For Oracle Alexandria (3)
Turntable Stands:
Lead Balloon
Target TT2
Torlyte - Type A.B.C.
Turntable Wall Shelves:
Target TT-1
080 WF-2C (Holds VPI 8. Sota Tables)
VPI Record Cleaning Machines
VPI PLC: Power Line Conditioner
VPI Record Brush
Record Cleaning Solution . 1gal

26.95
26.95
26.95
219.95'
135.00'
209.95 9995"
149.95 Call
Call
19.50
19.95

34. AO Sorbothane Isolation Feet
lea) 899
Set of Four
34.95
35 AO Sorbothane Self Stick Sheet
6"06"x1/4"
12 50
12" x6" x1/4" .24.95
36. Datagard Electronic Protection PowerstrIps:
6outlet w/spike/noise protection
39.95
Deluxe w/7 stage noise protection
89.95
37 Interconnect Cables: Cardas. Distech.
FMS/Uvewlre, MIT, Monster, VandenHul
CNN
38 Interconnect Cable Termination
AO Wonder Solder 1.5 oz
11 N
WU 0820 250g (Silver Solder)
_29.95
Tiffany RCA's 4mm/5 5mrn/7mm/9mm
(pr) 13.50
WBT RCA 40101 (9mm)
39 Target Equipment Racks:
TT3 33" tall with 3shelves
TT5T 40" tall with 5shelves
48. Tubes: RAM/Gold Airs Premium Grade
AO Sorbothane Tube Damper Rings
41 TWEEK . For All Electronic Contacts
42 VPI "Magic Brick - Vibration Damper

.0)0 36 95
199.95'
.159.95'
CaM
2.50
14.95
.34.50

Limited Edition Preamps:
4.3 Superphon OM+ Astonishing(
399.00"
44. Moscode Minuet in -A" Hybrid Preamp
699.00 -Limited Quantities Call To Insure Availability

For Loudspeakers & Rooms
45 ASC Tube Trap Acoustic Room Dampers
Call
48. Speaker Stands:
Hercules 15"
1099a5
11 *
Hercules 20"
115 00'
.119 95'
Rigid Riser from OM:
25"

47
48
49

49

-Adiusts from 20" to 36" in Height
109.95
Sound Anchors for Vandersteen 2C
219 95
Target Speaker Stands
Quad Stand from ARCICI
149 95
Sonex Juniors 2'x2'x2" Squares
(4) 49 95
Speaker Cable:
Cards:, FMS/Livewire, MIT, Call
Monster Cable
Call
Speaker Cable Ends
King Size (8ga) Dual Bananas
Monster X•terrninators
(pr) 247.9
95
5
Interchangeable Spds/Pins/Banana ends
Call
Speaker Switching Boxes.
OED UHSS2 2pr w/headphone lack
79.9
a
5
ll

OED UHSS4 4pr for Heavy Cables
50 Tip Toes

104.95

1/2"
4.50
1-1/2' .6.50
1-1/2" w/wood screw
895
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
Shipping Charges (UPS, insured, 48 States)
Accessories One Item
•Turntables/S Each
E
taan Extra Item1
•"Electronics
Express Delivery Available. We Ship Worldwide'

123:9
:1
5
895

Charge Itl AmexTDiscover/MC/OptimaNISA

(616) 451-3868

ns (DUO IC
_

advsor, Inc

225 OAKES SW • GRAND RAPIDS, Mi 49503

Sumo Athena

20dB of feedback with awideband amplifier

of open-loop gain at low frequencies; they are

is going to pull that distortion to 0.005%. Now

intrinsically high-negative-feedback devices.

how does it correlate with what we hear? I

Idon't know to couch this because it's adif-

think that'll be agood-sounding amplifier.

ficult thing. I'm not totally against negative

JA: Iunderstand that one thing you felt was
very important for apreamplifier; something

feedback—a little bit of feedback is good—but
Irepeat that alot of it tends to be aBand-Aid.

you have incorporated in the Athena, is the
ability e drive relatively high currents. Ibu've

could get high voltage capability. We've got the

In addition, by going totally discrete, first we

got high voltage swing and you've got high
current swing. Why is that necessary in aline-

bipolars running on 35V rails in the Athena.

level preamplifier?
RM: You've got a large amount of cable

which you can't get from aconventional opamp. And even if you do, you've got aheating

capacitance. Some of the cables around are
40pF per foot or higher. And you just want the

problem. A thermal problem. What you do in

amplifier to be able to totally control what the

JA: You mean an IC's characteristics change

cable is doing and not get it into asituation

as the output current modulates its temperature

where you're slew-rate limited by its limited
current capability.

RM: Yeah. And this will show up at low frequencies. this is athing which can get you into

Second, we can get the output capability

the output stage goes right back to the input.

JA: It would appear that some preamplifiers

trouble playing aphonograph record with the

are intrinsically unstable into highly capaci-

inherent 6-cycle warp component. That can

tive loads; their designers bave to buffer the

come right back and haunt you.

output with a bighisb- value series resistor

An excellent article by National Semicon-

our Athena preamplifier is very small, and we

ductor points out that, hey, thermal limitations
are the real problem in the amount of gain in

deliberately put in arelatively low-value resis-

IC op-amps. Not electrical problems. To give

KM: Yes, they are. The output impedance of

tor, 75 ohms, so the output resistance of the

an example, the open-loop gain of some of

preamplifier typically looks like 75 ohms. The

their earlier ICs is considerably less than the

output stage itself runs in class-A. Of course,

gain of the identical configuration built with

it will revert to class-AB if pushed really hard,
if you swing about 20V into 2k. But you've got
to push it hard. For any practical load, or the

discrete components.
JA: Despite being on achip where you bave

IHF standard load of 10k and 1000pF, it's

careful matching?

class-A.

RM: You get better chance of match, you also

much better opportunity to do some very

JA: Preamplifiers in the Athena's price range

have much better thermal coupling. And there

tend to have at least some integrated-circuit
operational amplifiers. The Athena, however;

are areas where you want the thermal coupling, other areas where you want to avoid it

is totally discrete. Why is that?

as much as possible. The Athena has afeedfor-

RM: We don't like the sound of ICs. One, they

ward error-correction circuit used in the in-

require tremendous amounts of feedback.

put stage. Very low noise, very low distortion.

Two, their open-loop frequency response is
horrible. Even the fastest devices open-loop
are down 3dB at 100Hz. They have like 120dB

And without feedback and out in free air, you
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The Oracles
of Pasadena

W

...are perfectly calibrated
by Brooks at GNP AudioVideo

e at GNP believe that the Oracle
turntable is something special. It is
the culmination of 110 years of turntable
design. It is the pinnacle of turntable
performance and aesthetics, the first
component in an uncompromising music
playback system.
Unlike other turntables, the Oracle is
engineered to eliminate any vibrations that
might interfere with its performance.
Vibrations from external sources, vibrations
from interna sources, even vibrations from
the record itself. No other turntable
accomplishes this fundamental task with
near perfect effectiveness, or with this
degree of neo-classic beauty.
The Oracle is amodern day Stradivarius,
capable of producing the most heavenly
sounds. But like a Stradivarius, a master
craftsman is required to achieve idyllic
results. Each component part, however
well-designed, formed and finished must
yet be perfectly assembled, balanced, and
calibrated within the system as awhole or
the overall performance may not transcend
mediocrity.
Brooks Berdan is our master craftsman
of turntable physics. He perfects each
new Oracle into the state-of-the-art
performer it was intended to become. With
Oracle's approval he even exceeds

accepted factory performance levels. His
many years of expertise and dedication to
the details of mechanical engineering
make every turntable he works on as good
as, or in many cases, better than its
designers envisioned. He is the
consummate turntable technician.
Brooks and Oracle are two reasons
that audiophiles in Los Angeles have
shopped at GNP for more than seven
years. Audio Research, Audible Illusions,
B&K, Cal Audio Labs, Carnegie, CWD,
Eminent Tech, Entec, GNP Loudspeakers,
Kiseki, Klyne, Martin-Logan, Magnum,
MIT, Mitsubishi, Monster, Nakamichi,
Nitty Gritty, Proton, PS Audio, Shinon,
SME, Stax and Threshold are still more
reasons.
The primary reason for shopping at
GNP, however, is our dedication to the
musical experience -it is our first priority,
our ultimate goal, and our company policy.
We invite you to talk turntables (Oracles
preferably) with Brooks and to experience
the music our systems produce.

CNIP

AudioVideo

1244 E. Colorado BI., Pasadena, CA 91106
(818) 577-7767

your hand and watch the distortion go up and
down as the air currents change the temperatures of the input devices.
JA: If you regard your circuits as always
being the perfect circuits you work with in textbooks, you wouldn't dream of looking for
these things. Do you think analogs of such
problems exist in all components, including

ferential outputs, like those on the Delilah active crossoven so that you can run the entire
signal chain in balanced mode? What are the
advantages of doing that?
KM: One of the advantages, if the amplifier
design is well carried out, is to make the
amplifier quite immune to any noise picked up

supposedly passive components such as resis-

by the audio cable between the preamplifier
and the power amplifier. And while we haven't

tors and capacitors? Do components tend to

achieved it, my Utopian goal is to make the link

change what they are according to the level
of the signal that you put into them?

between the preamp and the power amplifier
atrue transmission line, so that all its charac-

KM: Capacitors change, resistors change. It's

teristics fall out. It ceases to be acapacitive

not widely known that resistors have athing

cable, it looks like aresistor at both ends.

called avoltage coefficient, where their value

Maintaining the amplifier differential all the
way through does have some advantages. One

changes as afunction of the applied voltage.
In fact they're varistors. And they can introduce large amounts of third-harmonic

of the problems with aconventional, singleended, class-B amplifier is the garbage thrown

distortion.

off by the power supply wire. The intercon-

JA: Again, if you try to measure these things
by just using pure sinewaves, everything will

nects between the filter capacitors and the output stage carry .

appear to be really quite good. But when you

JA: ...balfwave-rectified audio signals!

process a music signal, that just isn't the case?

Mk Absolutely. It radiates all over the place.

KM: We're still at somewhat of aloss as to how
the ear works. But maybe if we put in as many
different sinewaves as we have in the music

And how many amplifiers do you know that
you can put on something as mundane as a
bench and tweak the output or the power-

signal, we could find measurable differences.

supply wiring around and watch the THD

Right now, however, what are the most difficult test signals we use? Two-tone, either
CCIF or SMPTE IM. And Idon't think two
tones are enough. Califone did some work for
the cable TV industry some years ago, and it's
really interesting how, when you start piling
anumber of signals into agiven spectrum, the
distortion components add up astronomically.
There are amplifiers that measure very well
with two tones that are just totally unusable
with 30 or 40 different frequencies going into
them, the IM products are so severe. Now
we've got some tests we want to do; it's amatter of getting a few new things out in the
marketplace then going back and doing alittle
more R&D effort.
Iwould really like to have abetter under-

move all over the place?
JA: )bu 're changing the way the RF garbage
is induced into the low-level circuitry.
ItM: And even the board layout is extremely
critical. Minimizing the amount of loops
within the grounding circuitry—not ground
loops per se, but how the signal flows in the
board—is amajor problem. A fully differential
amplifier, if well designed, is immune to things
floating around on the ground because the
amplifier is only measuring the differences between two inputs.
JA: Professionals have worked balanced for
a long time. Why is it only now that this is
being worked into consumer products?
KM: For professional applications, they throw
atransformer in there. But we've got to do it
actively. Actively and discretely. One of the big-

standing of all the components that go into this
whole chain. Some of the things we've done

gest tasks that Iface in doing that is finding a

have an absolute correlation with measured

low-feedback, unity-gain inverter so that Ican

observable phenomenon. Other things are in-

provide an inverted replica of the signal.
JA: For LP playback, you can arrange to have
abalanced output from your cartridge. You

stinctively right. You can't put it any other way.
JA: Both the Sumo Andromeda and the classA Nine Plus amplifiers are basically balanced

have both in-phase and anti-phase outputs

designs, the load being hung between two out-

from the cartridge.

put stages in push-pull. Are you looking at the

KM: You do have ahandle on the two ends of

possibility offitting apreamplifier with dif-

the cartridge Unfortunately, amoving-magnet
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is not well-balanced capacitively to ground.
It is not a symmetrical signal. Now, on a
moving-coil, yeah. Iwould very much like to
come off amoving-coil cartridge differentially,
and use anumber of matched paralleled transistors to get the minimum possible noise;
operate with relatively high currents and keep

Popular recording is an impressionistic art form. The monitor
loudspeakers are your canvas,
the microphones your
paintbrushes.

it differential all the way through the preamp
and the power amp.
JA: When it comes to listening to what you've

he was with MGM, he recorded Sinatra in

designed, do you worry that you can find

quad, the special with Sinatra that Magnavox

yourself liking something which is actually

did sometime in the '70s. Ed's recording puts

wrong? For example, ifyou add second-bar-

you about five rows back, with the audience

monic distortion to the sound without too

behind you and the performance in front of

much intermod, the sound actually gets rather
fat and soft and blurry, which some people

you: you were immersed in the hall, and it was
overwhelming.

appear to like. How do you keep yourself on
track?

rock; it's an art form. Certainly it's amoney

I'm not as negative as Iseem to be about

RM: You have to have ahandle. Again, it's

maker. But if you've got engineers who have

where you start correlating between what you

come up in this art form with aphilosophy of

measure and what you observe.
One of the things I'm very cautious about

"We'll catch it in the mixdown," do they really
appreciate or understand?

is that the vast majority of my listening is done

JA: it's ironic tbat in an age when we bave the

on carefully selected big-band or classical
material. Rarely do Ilisten to popular material.

technology to dojust about anything we want,

A very good friend of mine, [any Philips, who

posed to reproduced, seems to be getting

the intrinsic quality of recorded sound, as op-

was with JBL—a superbly creative individual—

worse.

came up with an absolutely beautiful analogy.

RM: Ican't give agood answer to that. Iposed

Popular recording is an impressionistic art

asimilar question to John Eargle: Iasked why

form. The monitor loudspeakers are your canvas, the microphones your paintbrushes. The

research into microphone placement for two-

equalizers, level controls, limiters, compressors, reverberators, clippers, or whatever,
are your color palette. And any similarity between what exists in reality in the studio and

is it was that the Europeans had done all the
channel stereo recording?' And John said,
"Well, stop and think about it this way. They
have more access to live music in good halls
in Europe. Where does the average American

what's laid down on the tape and presented on
this acoustic canvas is entirely coincidental.

interested in classical music go to hear alive

And it is so true. You look at the things

California? The Dorothy Chandler Pavilion?

engineers use, like Kepex, or Gain Brains, or

The Ambassador Auditorium? The Hollywood

performance?" Where do we go in southern

20:1 limiters, or multi-mikes. There is aline

Bowl, where they have asound reinforcement

that drives me up the wall: "It sounds like hell

system? We don't have the reference. We don't

now, but we'll catch it in the mixdown."
Ihave some big-band recordings that were

have the exposure on which to base our
judgments.

done over at Capitol. Multi-miked: they are ab-

JA: So modern recording just chases 'round

solutely two-dimensional. Yet Creative World
released athree-mike stereo recording of Stan

in circles, farther and farther from the real
thing.

Kenton in concert back in Ohio in 1959 that

RM: There is aclassical recording which sticks

is so utterly unbelievable sonically, it's threedimensional. Totally three-dimensional. In

cracker, Minneapolis Symphony in mono. I

"September Song," awoman in the audience,
it sounds like she's been smoking for 55 years,

have access to the same recording in stereo.
Three microphones, engineered by Bob Fine.

in my mind. Ihave aMercury original Nut-

coughs. And people who are listening to this
record whisper, "What the hell was that?" Talk
about being captured live. Or Ed Green. When
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IOne of the only exceptions being, of course, John Eargle
—JA
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Ihear more inner detail in that orchestra in the
mono recording than Ido in any of the recent
multi-microphone recordings. Absolutely
without question. Now, I'm not saying that

I've gone for two months
now without buying a
record. A sad commentary.

A

you don't hear technical limitations in the
stereo recording. You hear the cutterhead,
which had severe problems. But, oh my God,
you want to listen to it. There was aCapitol
recording back in the days of mono—Dances
Sacred and Profane and Introduction and
Allegro—recorded with a single Altec 21C
microphone with the performers just circled
around it. Absolutely flawless from an
acoustical standpoint, from the point of listen-

JA: If you go into a record store and buy
classical records at random, there's no correlation between the recording date and the
quality. Though it is possible to make very
fine recordings nowadays, the chances are

ing to aperformance. Even though, technically,

that they won't be.

you'd laugh it off now because of the inherent

IIM: I've gone for two months now without

equipment limitations.

buying arecord. A sad commentary.

for your home.
High performance home
audio and video
systems from New
Jersey's premiere
dealer. Only the
finest.
•conrad johnson
• Infinity
• Linn Products
•Adcom
•Stax
•and much
more.

PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO
CONSULTANTS INC

182 Essex Street
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Millburn New Jersey 07041

201 467 1950
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"Lyric respects you as

much as your equipment!'
Iremember many years
back one of our salesmen used to grab the
equipment by the tail
and run.

the servicemen to the
cabinet maker. There's
no better place to buy
audio and video equipment than Lyric.

The person who was
having the installation,
avery old, dear friend
of mine, got very upset. He said, 'I can't
possibly stand your
technician grabbing my
equipment like arabbit
from the ears and running away. Irespect the
equipment, I'm amusic
lover, and Iwant him to
handle it with care.'

That's why the
Magneplanars at Lyric

Now, Iknow that it
doesn't matter to an amplifier how you handle
it. But it does matter to
aclient. How you handle your equipment is
how you handle yourself.
That's why today,
when we do an installation, you will see our
technicians put down
ablanket. They'll put
their tools down on the
blanket. They respect
the people and they
respect the items that
they work with.
And the same goes for
everybody at Lyric,
from the salespeople to

sound better than the
Magneplanars in other
stores. And it's why
equipment from Lyric
will sound better than
the same equipment
you buy elsewhere."

Mike Kay, President & Owner, Lyric Hi-Fi

Lyric

iFi &Video. The Legend Lives.

1221 Lexington Ave.
New York, NY
10028

2005 Broadway
New York, NY
10023

146 East Post Road
White Plains, NY
10601

212-439-1900

212-769-4600

914-949-7500

Call for an appointment to audition these and
other hard-to-find high-end components.*
Many are exclusive at Lyric.
Accuphase
Audio Research
Ariston
Bryston
B&W
California
Audio Labs
Carnegie
Carver
Celestion
conrad johnson
CWD
Duntech
Entec
Goldmund
Grado

Infinity
Jadis
JVC
Kyocera
Magneplanar
Mark Levinson
Meridian
MIT
M&K
Monster Cable
Motif
NAD
Nakamichi
Oracle
Proton
Pulsar

'220 volt models available

Quad
Rega
Revox
Rogers
Shure
SME
Sonographe
Sony
SOTA
Spectral
STAX
Sumiko
Tandberg
Velodyne
VP!

omponents listed here are ones which

nents—recorders, amplifiers, monitor speaker

we have found to be among the best
available in each of four quality classes,
and whose purchase we most highly recom-

systems—can be obtained secondhand and

mend. Following each listing is abrief descrip-

"Recommended Components" listing is exclusively concerned with products offered
through the usual hi-fi retail outlets.

tion of the product's sonic characteristics and
acode indicating the magazine Volume and
Issue in which the product's report appeared.
Some products listed have not yet been reported on; these are marked (NR). We recommend that any product's entire review be read
before purchase is seriously contemplated;
many salient characteristics, peculiarities, and
caveats appear in reviews, but not here.

can sometimes offer performance which would
otherwise guarantee inclusion, Stereophile's

How to read the listings
We try to include in "Recommended Components" every product which we have found
to be truly excellent or which we feel represents good value for money. Many different
tastes are represented. There are five amplifiers

The ratings are predicated entirely on per-

in Class A alone, while in the days when JGH

formance —je, accuracy of reproduction—and

alone composed this feature there were seven

are biased to an extent by our feeling that

recommended in all four Classes together. The
nearest analogy to our Class Aamplifier ratings

things added to reproduced sound (flutter,
distortion, various forms of coloration) are of

is agood wine store's recommendations on

more concern to the musically oriented listen-

California Chardonnays at 820 abottle: there

er than things subtracted from the sound, such

are at least 12 or 15 you shouldn't miss, and

as deep bass or extreme treble. On the other
hand, components markedly deficient in one

who's to say which will be the best?

or more respects are downrated to the extent
that their deficiencies interfere with the full

acase in point—the problem exists throughout the list) don't cost $20 each —$4000+ is

realization of the program material.

Of course, Class Aamplifiers (which are only

more like it. And, in spite of our oft-repeated

Some of the listed items are discontinued

advice to try them at home, most dealers won't

models (t), retained in this list because their
durability and performance distinguish them

dise to play around with. You'll have to read

lend you $12,000420,000 worth of merchan-

as "classics," and because they sometimes may

carefully: our descriptions here, the original

be obtained for substantially less than their
original cost. (Upgrade modifications are avail-

reviews, and (heaven forbid) reviews in other
magazines to try to determine which group of

able for many.) In general, however, discon-

amplifiers to choose from. Carefully evaluate

tinuation of amodel precludes its appearance

your room, your tastes, your source material
and front end(s), your speakers, and then your-

here. In addition, though professional compo94
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self: with luck, you may be able to come up
with an intelligent selection. "Recommended
Components" will not tell you just what to
buy, any more than "Consumer's Union"
would presume to tell you whom to marry!
We are not sympathetic toward letters complaining that the Symphonic Bombast A-123,
which we recommended heartily two years ago,
no longer makes it into "Recommended Components" at all. Where deletions are made, we
endeavor to give reasons (there always are reasons). But remember, deletion of a component
from this list does not invalidate a buying
decision you have made.

!Class A:
Best attainable sound, without any practic
considerations; "the state of the art."

i'tlass B:
he next best thing to the very best soun
production; cost is a factor, but most Cl

Ë
-,
components are still quite expensive.

as part of apreferred turntable/arm/cartridge combination before purchase is mandatory. If an inexpensive turntable has not made its way into Class D or K,
assume that it is not recommended under any circumstances. Underachievers are more common in the
world of turntables than in any other area of hi-fi.
A
Versa Dynamics 2.0: $11,500
Ingenious vacuum hold-down, air-bearing, suspended-subchassis turntable with integral air-bearing
toneann. JGH felt the complete player to give the "best
sound from analog disc" that he has heard, particularly
in its presentation of silent backgrounds and tight lowbass response. Only drawback is the need to house
the noisy air-pump module—for once not 2 reworked
aquarium pump—in a separate room. (A noisereduction housing, which we regard as essential, is
available for 1600.) (Vol.10 No.8, Vol.11 Nos.I & 4,
Cheapskate)
Goldmund Reference: $25,650 (inc. arm)
Limited experience of this outrageously priced,
limited-production tumtable/arm combination in two
systems, coupled with MC's more extensive auditioning, leads us to believe that it offers true cost-no-object
turntable performance, rivalled only by the Versa
Dynamics. A full review is planned, but don't hold
your breath waiting for it to appear: the Goldmund's
availability is very limited, to say the least. 'fluntable
only: 119,900. (NR)

lass C:
Somewhat lower -fi sound but far more musl
catty natural than average home -componen
high fidelity; products in this class are of hi
quality but still affordable.

Class D:
Satisfying musical sound but significantl
lower fidelity than the best available. Many o
these products have obvious defects, but are
inexpensive and much better than most procts in the price category. Below this level,
ystem colorations start to become so great
at guidance becomes almost impossible.

lass K:
'Keep your eye on this product." Class K is for
omponents which we have not tested (or
ve not finished testing), but which we have
son to believe may be excellent performers.
are not actually recommending these comnents, only suggesting you take alisten.

hmitables
Editor's note: An audiophile worth his or her salt
should consider at least one of our Class D recommendations or, preferably, one of the five Class C turntables and their variants as the essential basis of a
musically satisfying top system. An in-depth audition
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SOFA Star Sapphire Series III: $1995
A synergistic match with the SME Series V tonearm,
the Series III, complete with the acrylic Supermat,
is significantly better than earlier versions, due to its
use of an aluminum armboard, new motor drive
pulley, new suspension springs, and ribbed platter construction. Compared with the standard SOTA Sapphire, the vacuum holddown significantly improves
bass range and detail, as well as resolution across the
audio range. The SOTA "Electronic Flywheel" line
conditioner improves performance very slightly further. If you find the cost-no-object "superdecks" to
be tantalizingly out of reach, JGH recommends that
you set your sights on the SOTA Star Sapphire. "The
best turntable performance you can buy for anywhere
near its cost," quoth JGH. (Vol.10 No.5, Vo1.11 No.1)

Linn Sondek LP12: $995
The standard against which newer turntable designs
have been measured for 14 years now, the Linn is felt
by some to be more colored than the other Class C
'tables (particularly in the upper bass). Certainly it is
harder to set up and more likely to go out of adjustment, though it is much better now in this respect
than it used to be (low-bass extension suffers when
the LP12 is not set up correctly). Latest version has
anew laminated armboard which, with Zener mods
to the Valhalla board, results in aconsiderably more
neutral sound. Despite flirtations with other decks,
JA remains true to the basic design he has used now
for 10 years. (Vol.7 No.2)
RATA Torlyte-modifled Linn Sondek
Russ Andrews' drastic Linn modification alleviates the
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lack of transparency in the upper bass, rendering it
more compatible with such tonearms as the SME V.
The Linn guarantee will be voided, however. Recommended only to those who have aLinn that they will
not mind irreversibly modifying. (Vol.10 No.3)

two-speed belt-drive deck with electronic speed
control and ingenious suspension. "Smaller" sound
than the Sondek, perhaps limited by the good, but
not outstanding, performance of the Linn tonearm.
(Von() No.1)

Oracle Delphi Ill: $1395
Setting the standard for elegant appearance, the Oracle
also works superbly, giving up some bass extension
to the VPI and SOTAs. If appearance matters at all to
you, give the Oracle alisten. (Vol.9 No.4)

Rega Planar 3: $575
Synergistic mix of no-nonsense deck with superb
arm. Lack of environmental isolation may be problematic; some recent reports of variable wow & flutter;
limited cartridge compatibility; but asafe recommendation, nevertheless. (Can be obtained in adedicated
version for playing 78s.) (Vol.7 No.1, Vol.8 No.6)

SOTA Sapphire Series Ill: $975
($1075 wiacrylic mat)
The standard SOFA lacks vacuum disc clamping but
is easy to set up and use, attractive, ingenious in design,
and sonically excellent. With the new Supermat it
comes close to its much more expensive brother, the
Star Sapphire, in sonic neutrality midrange naturalness,
and high-end sweetness. Vacuum clamping is available
as a$695 upgrade. (Vol.10 No.5)
The Well-11-mpered lbrntable: $1695 (inc. arm)
An integrated belt-drive tumtable/tonearm combination featuring an acrylic platter and aunique fourpoint wobble-free bearing. Lacks asuspension, but
designed with attention to detail, particularly concerning the maximizing of speed stability and the rejection
of motor noise. Most obvious sonic characteristic is
stability both in speed and harmonic structure, coupled
with cleaned-up sound quality: "The quiet between
the notes is suddenly more silent," said AB in his review. In addition, dynamics seem to be enhanced,
though the sound is more lightweight than that of,
say, the VPI. Only significant drawback, as far as
mix'n'matchers are concerned, is its dedication to the
Well-Tempered Arm. No other can be fitted, but it's
available w/o arm for $975. (Vo1.11 No.3)
VPI HW-19 II: $925
The latest VPI has achieved a standard of sonic
neutrality that puts it close to the latest scrrA Star Sapphire, and at 2 much lower price. The latest version
is cosmetically more elegant than the original, and
readily aCCOITUTIOdates 2 wide range of tonearrns—the
air-bearing designs in particular—and is very stable.
The $300 Power Line Conditioner is aworthwhile accessory. (Vol.9 Nos.4 & 5)

Acoustic Research Connoisseur ES-1: $375
This is one low-cost turntable we can heartily recommend. Compared with the original AR, this has much
better cosmetics, comes with its own arm (for $500)
or can be fitted with yours—the Cheapskate just loves
the AR with the Regs RB300. Intrinsic character is a
bit fat in the upper bass, but is musical nevertheless.
Can produce hum problems with unshielded cartridges like the Grados. Acoustic Research EB-101
($425) is 2111105t as good 25 the Connoisseur, but comes
fitted with a no-more-than-adequate tonearm.
Availability of both models may now be limited.
Merrill's modifications of the Connoisseur are said
to be worth investigating. (Vol.8 No.7 Connoisseur,
Vol.9 No.4 EB-101, see also "The Audio Cheapskate"
in this issue.)
Linn Axis: $675
Versatile, competitively priced, "turnkey operation."
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Sonographe SG3: $495
Better-sounding than the AR and abit more expensive,
the Sonographe may be hard to find, but is worth seeking out. Good value in the armless version. (Vol.9 No.7)

Alphason Sonata, Lurne Audiomecap, Basis Debut,
Roksan Xerxes, Dunlop Systemdek, Elite Rock, Heybrook HB2, Michell Gyrodek, Revolver Mk.II, Pink
Triangle P-TOO
Deletions
Harman/Kardon T-65C, Dual CS505-2, and Dual
CS-5000 as being not really good enough for recommendation in this revised listing.

Toneanns
A
SME Series V: $2025
Extraordinarily neutral pivoted tonearm, with the lowest resonant signature of any. Easy to set up, VTA and
overhang are adjustable during play, but no azimuth
adjustment. The best bass performance on the market,
says SWW, but JGH feels that the whole bass range
is somewhat exaggerated. Certainly JA feels the latter to be the case when used with the Linn LP12. Some
compatibility problems with cartridges having low
height, but otherwise the new reference. Very pricey,
but ergonomically and aesthetically awork of aft. A
finish worthy of Tiffany's, according to AHC. Probably
the best arm available today. A new, less versatile version, the IV, appears to offer many of the V's sonic
virtues at alower cost ($1210). (Vol.9 No.6)
Wheaton Triplanar II: $1795
Limited-availability unusual-looking pivoted tonearm
with logically thought-out VTA and azimuth adjustments. While not as neutral as the SME V, and not
having as much bass—the balance is on the lightish
side—the latest version of the Wheaton excels in its
ability to enable the cartridge to retrieve spatial information and present adetailed, solid soundstage.
(Vol.11 No.1)

Aiphason HR-I0OS: $795
Neutral, very low friction. An advantage is the availability of different tonearm-tube and -counterweight
inserts to vary the effective mass, thus enabling matching of virtually all medium- to low-compliance cartridges (even some moderately high-compliance ones).
A version wired with vdH cable is available for another
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$100. (Vol.7 No.3, Vol.8 No. 7)
Eminent Technology Two: $950
The ET Two corrects its predecessor's cueing difficulties and comes up with ahost of ingenious extras,
including VTA adjustable during play. More important, it has "an extraordinarily live and open soundstage," according to Anthony H. Cordesman, and gets
the best results from awide range of cartridges. Idiosyncratic nature of low frequencies precludes aClass
A rating. Wry fussy to set up and use and needs avery
stable subchassis turntable-VPI, SOTA -to give of
its best. Surpassed overall by the SME V, which has
as neutral amidrange and significantly better bass
definition and extension. At less than half that fixedpivot arm's price, however, the ET ikvo is an excellent
value. (Vol.8 No.7)
Linn Ittok LVII: $850
Slight resonant colorations in the upper midrange
compared with the best arms, which can add both
hardness and 2 false sense of "excitement." Bass and
lower midrange still among the best, however, and
superior to the similarly priced competition in these
areas. (Vol.8 No.7)
Souther Triguartz: $850
Now made by ClearAudio (see Vol.11 No.1, p.35), the
latest version of the Souther SLA-3 shows obvious
signs of refinement. The whole arm is less resonant,
the sound more solid. iHC feels it to be aclose call
between the Souther and the Eminent Technology,
both offering very close to Class A sound. Possesses
amore "live" sound than the ET, and works better
with highish-compliance, low-mass moving-magnet
cartridges, and, of course, very well with the ClearAudio Ventas (imported by Souther). Souther now supplies amodification to overcome rumble problems
due to the turntable spindle having to act as an additional bearing (see Vol.10 No.6, p.I53). (Vol.8 Nos.5
& 7)
Premier FT-3: $475
Solid sonic value for money, audibly superior to the
MMT, though finish is abit rough compared with the
best. VTA adjustable during play. (Vol.9 No.4)
The Well-Tempered Arm: $720
One of the most neutral arms available, according to
JGH, this odd-looking arm is hard to fault on any
count. Superb highs, stereo soundstaging, and midrange, and excellent compatibility with MC cartridges
that put alot of energy back into the arm. Some deficiency/softness in the low bass and, according to some
listeners, an undynamic sound, but virtually no other
problems. Good value for money. (Vol.8 Nos.4 & 7,
Vol.9 Nos.3 & 5)

and Sonographe 'tables. Lacks any form of height adjustment, however: VTA can only be adjusted by adding spacers under the base. Even-cheaper RB250
dispenses with the spring downforce adjustment and
the sintered tungsten counterweight, but sacrifices
little in sound quality. (Vol.7 No.7, Vol.10 No.1)
Premier MMT Revised: $290
A simple, removable-headshell arm that is less than
the best but not by that much. Well-suited to either
MM or MC cartridges. (Vol.8 No.5)

Air Tangent, Graham Engineering Unipivot
Deletions
Sumiko's "The Arm" used to be the pivoting arm
against which others were measured, but is no longer
manufactured. Worth looking out for secondhand.

Cartridges
A
Koetsu
Rosewood/Rosewood
Signature:
$1200/$1750
If the Ortofons and ran den Huls appeal to the brain,
then the Koetsu appeals to the heart. Romantic sound
despite neutral tonal balance: "a cartridge for music
freaks rather than detail lovers." The Rosewood's
soundstage is superbly delineated; the Signature is the
champion in this area. (Vol.8 No.7, Vol.10 No.5)
Linn Troika: $1350
Lightish balance, but musical integrity not compromised
by superb retrieval of information. As good as the
Koetsu Rosewood at presentation of the soundstage.
Unique three-point fixing maximizes mechanical integrity but means that it can only be easily used in the
Ittok tonearm. (Vol.10 No.6)
Monster Alpha Genesis 1000: $800
As sweet in the top five octaves as the Koetsu
Rosewood Signature but more detailed, in the same
league as the Virtuoso Uri. The best cartridge Monster
Cable has produced. (Vol.10 No.5)
Ortofon MC-3000: $1500
The "second most neutral cartridge" JGH knows of.
This ceramic-bodied, higher-output, twice-the-price
child of the MC-2000 has aslightly warm balance, with
silky highs producing asumptuous sound from massed
violins. Lateral imaging excellent but presentation of
depth not as good, paradoxically, as the more forward
MC-2000. (Vol.11 No.1)

Alphason Xenon: $525
Very similar to the HR-100S, but cheaper bearings and
internal wiring downgrade the sound by 5% and
knock nearly $300 off the price. (Vol.8 No.7)

Ortofon MC-2000: $750
The MC-2000 can make most good discs sound very
much like their CD counterparts. Superb trackability,
very good soundstaging and imaging, excellent bass,
extremely smooth highs, but sudt alow output (0.05mV!)
that hum and noise will be aproblem in many systems. Must be used with Ortofon's T-2000 step-up
transformer. (Vol.8 Nos.2, 4, & 7)

Rega RB300: $300
The Regs offers very good detail, depth, midrange
neutrality, ambience, and precision of imaging, almost
creeping into Class B. Works well with the Regs 'table,
but also recommended by Audio Cheapskate as an
ideal substitute for the arms that come with the AR

Sumiko Virtuoso DTI: $1200
The first high-output 'coil to make Class A. Warmer
balance than the "Bilisman, with first-rate imaging and
excellent harmonic contrast. The champ when it
comes to retrieval of HF detail, but atop end that is
free from the problems that plague most MCs. Accord-
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ing to SWW, it has the "uncanny ability to reproduce
the natural weight and authority of live music." vdH
stylus requires careful setup; output alittle on the low
side for some MM inputs. Somewhat forward balance,
but up with the best in terms of transparency. The
music emerges from anear-silent background akin
to CD. (Vol.9 No.4, Vol.10 No.5)
van den Hul MC One: $1075
Not particularly cable-fussy, but does require attention
to arm damping. Works very well in the WTA and
SME. Carries the vdH MC-10's resolution of soundstaging, tonal neutrality, and naturalness of timbre a
stage farther to compete with the best. Bass alittle
slow, perhaps. (Vol.9 No.8, Vol.10 No.5)

Adcom SXC/van den Hul: $500
"Sounds like agood dub of the master tape," said ARC,
but lacks too much detail when compared with the
best Class B cartridges. (Vol.10 No.5)
ClearAudio Veritas: $800
The Veritas has amazing resolution and definition, superb dynamics, excellent bass, exceptional imaging and
depth, very sweet highs, but is not natural-sounding
enough to make it into Class A. A special version and
aheadshell-mounted RIAA amplifier are available for
the Souther tonearm. (Vol.8 Nos.4, 5, & 7, Von() No.5)
The Decca cartridges
The Deccas are perhaps not competitive in these days
of rapid cartridge development, but many perfectionists still have alove-hate relationship with these
moving-iron cartridges. They combine superb soundlow-frequency dynamics are perhaps the best aroundwith shoddy construction, somewhat "frazzled" highs
in standard trim, and apropensity for causing incurable hum. (Based on asum-and-difference sensing
circuit, the channels share aground.) The van den Hul
Decca has very good trackability, sweet (tapelike)
highs, excellent speed and detail, and very dynamic
and lifelike sound: "One of the most seductive cartridges on the market" (Vol.7 Nos.4, 5, & 8). The Garrott Decca (Vol.7 No.8, Vol.8 Nos.1 & 3, Von° No.5)
is slightly superior in every way to the van den Hul.
The Super Gold, actually marketed by Decca, is similar
to the Garrott but is alittle more forward-sounding
and colored, and suffers from inadequate quality control. (Vol.8 No.4, Vol.10 No.5)
Grado Signature MCX: $300
The only MM cartridge to make it into Class B. Superbly
natural midrange, coupled with smooth, extended highs.
Soundstaging and imaging very good, but not up to
the standard set by the top moving-coils. (Vol.10 No.5)
HighPhonic MC-R5: $595
"One of the best MCs I've tested" for the price, said
JGH about this mid-priced cartridge, referring in particular both to tracking ability and to the breadth and
depth of its soundstage. Its euphonic balance would
suit speakers with an uptilted HF balance, such as the
Martin-Logan Monolith and CLS. (Vol.9 No.8)
Linn Karma: $995
Forward balance, with good, but not excellent, imaging. The whole is better than the sum of the parts, the
result being consistently musical, particularly on rock
and jazz material. (Vol.10 No.5)
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Monster Alpha 2: $650
Smooth, musical, good bass and soundstaging, very
quick and detailed, but lifted high end can make
choice of ancillary equipment important. "More agreeable than accurate," said JGH, due to the high-output
Alpha 2's recessed midrange, but he did feel that the
soundstaging, imaging, separation, and trackability
were all superb. Not at its best with Conrad-Johnson
or Krell preamps, or Martin-Logan loudspeakers.
Samples may vary; ours did (though one had become
magnetized). (Vol.7 No.8, Vol.8 Nos.1 & 3, Vol.9 No.4,
Von() No.5)
Ortofon MC-30 Super: $450
Much less expensive derivative of the MC-2000
features almost Class A performance in some areas,
particularly regarding bass performance and tracking, but less good soundstaging. Slightly less neutral
tonal balance then the '2000, being alittle bright and
forward, will render it incompatible with systems optimized for CD playback. (Vol.10 Nos.! & 5)
Signet MK-440ML: $600
The Signet stands out as the only cartridge JGH has
found with sonic accuracy comparable to the Ortofon
MC-2000, and at lower cost. Its neutral (rather than
laid-back) upper midrange is not like most MCs, and
its strength is accuracy rather than euphony. A very
good, not excellent, tracker best used with alow- to
medium-mass arm. (Vol.9 No.4)
van den Hul MC-10: $775
The first vdH to provide midrange and bass extension
to match the typically excellent vdH high-frequency
extension and detail. 'Ibnal balance more like CD than
the Koetsus. Superb decoding of recorded detail, but
requires careful setup. (Vol.9 No.6, Von() No.5)

A&R P77big: $150
Polite, sweet sound and aneutral tonal balance, but
alittle undernourished, dynamically. Will work wonders in an otherwise brashly balanced system. (Vol.10
No.4)
Adcom XC/Microrldge 11: $360
Wry smooth and neutral, much like master tape, with
excellent trackability. Highs perhaps alittle sweeter
than more expensive vdH version. (Vol.7 No.8, Vol.10
No.5)
Denon DL-160: $115
KK felt the highs to be alittle too soft, but deep, deep
bass and wide, wide soundstaging gave this budget
high-output MC aBIG sound. The Cheapskate was
less impressed with the bass, but felt that its smooth,
relaxed presentation of detail was most seductive. A
winner in systems tending to be too upfront. (Vol.9
No.8, Von() No.!)
Grado Signature 8 MX: $200
As good abass as the Siggie MCX, but less neutral midrange and less detailed sound, despite stronger HF.
(Vol.10 No.5)
Linn K9: $225
Remarkably neutral, clean-sounding MM fitted with
agood diamond, features good transient response and
bass dynamics, though slight tendency to edginess
and upfront balance will favor systems optimized for
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nonclassical rather than classical music reproduction.
(Vol.10 No.1)
MAS Econocoil: $179
An extraordinary buy, this is fast, very smooth, and
has very good trackability, good soundstaging and imaging, and aslightly laid-back quality. (Vol.7 No.8)
Nagaoka MPI IBoron: $135
Clear, precise midrange and treble are allied with
rather veiled bass, but the mixture will work well in
inexpensive systems where the need for unfatiguing
highs outweighs the lack of low-frequency clarity.
(Von° No.2) Less expensive MPII Gold (5100) almost
as good. (Ml.10 No.4)

conventional-output MC, with aperformance evenly
balanced across the board. Sins of omission rather
than commission lead to 2 recommendation, despite
being alittle expensive for Class D. (Vol.10 No.2)
Shure M1OSE: $107.95
Excellent tracking and neutral sound compromised by
rolled-off extreme HF octave restricted soundstage and
mechanically inadequate P-mount adaptor. Low frequencies tighter and better defined than the cheaper
M104E, which lacks the flip-down damper. (Vol.10 No.4)

Madrigal Carnegie

Ortofon MC-20 Super: $300
Wide but shallow soundstage and somewhat exaggerated high end will mean careful attention to system
matching. Like the new X3-MC, the MC-20 Super will
do well in systems having 2 depressed top octave.
(Vol.10 No.5)

Deletions
Audioquest B-100L-a potential Class B candidatedue to lack of recent auditioning; and Koetsu Black
Goldline, no longer distributed in the US.

Ortofon X3-MC: $200
First in anew range of reasonably high-output MCs
from Ortofon, the X3 features excellent tracking and
portrayal of recorded space, with fine retrieval of
groove information. In many ways the opposite in
character to the Denon DL-160, the X3 will shine in
systems that lack alittle sparkle. (Vol.9 No.8, Vol.10
No.1)

Editor's Note: The class ratings are alittle different
for CD players: whereas the phrase "state of the art"
can be interpreted literally for other categories, here
it means the best CD sound available as of the time
we write this. We all urge caution to someone about

Shure V15-V MR: $297
Very neutral midrange and bass, slightly soft high end,
high compliance. Excellent value at often-discounted
price. You sacrifice abit of detail both compared with
MCs and the more expensive ($400) Shure Ultra 500.
A "budget reference," according to both AHC and the
Cheapskate Recommended for its unsurpassed tracking ability, excellent reliability, and listenability. (Vol.7
Nos.5 & 8, Vol.10 No.5)

D
Goldring Epic (US version): $70
At last achallenger-albeit amore expensive one-for
the budget crown of the cheap Grados. Good trackability, and more extended I-1F response than the Epic
sold in the UK (but less good soundstaging), make it
suitable for use in relatively expensive LP players until
the budget can be stretched for aClass B or C cartridge. (Vol.10 No.1)
Grado XTE+1: $20
The best buy in areally cheap cartridge, this 820 MM
has excellent trackability and sounds rather like agood
MC. When your friends need to change the cartridge
on their old Dual or Garrard, this is the one to recommend. Will hum if used with AR decks; lack of suspension damping can lead to woofer pumping, even flutter, with high- or even medium-mass arms. Dealers
aren't in love with it; at $20, how much profit can
there be? (Vol.7 No.8; actual review was of an earlier
version, the GTE+1)
Nagaoka MP10: $50
Rivals the cheap Grado as abargain-hunter's dream.
Lacks attack and detail, but sounds well-integrated
across the frequency band. (Vol.10 No.4)
Ortofon MC-10 Super: $150
"Uncolored, detailed, and composed," said KK of this
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Compact Disc Players

to purchase an expensive "state-of-the-art" CD player.
Such is the rate of progress that it will probably be
superseded, or equalled at 2 lower price, in less than
ayear. And no matter how good aplayer is, it can't
do anything about sonic problems on the discs. There
are signs, however, that the latter are diminishing. (See
JGH's report on discs made with the Colossus digital
recording system elsewhere in this issue.)

A
Accuphase DP-80/DC-81: $8000
At 88000, this beautifully constructed two-box CD
player is the most expensive on the market but is also
the most listenable, according to LA and JA. UGH hasn't
heard it.) Not quite as detailed or as good at resolving very-low-level information as the Stax and abit
woolly in the bass, but always musical. (Von() No.6)
Cambridge Audio CD1: $3498
England's finest, atwo-box 4x oversampling solidstate player using three Philips I4-bit DACs per channel
to obtain 16-bit resolution. The best-focused, most
stable, and widest soundstage MC has heard, coupled
with excellent dynamics. Offers achoice of low-pass
filters to best match those used to make recordings.
Very expensive, and early samples were said to suffer either from alack of QC or problems in shipping.
New Mk.II version, to reach the market in late Spring,
will feature 32-bit decoding (!) and 16x oversampling.
(Vol.10 No.3)
Stu CDP Quattro: $2500
Offers filtered or direct (lacking analog low-pass filtering) outputs; via the latter is the champ at information retrieval. Can be alittle unkind to already excessively bright recordings, but with appropriately
high-quality systems will give 2 sound that is both
analytical and musical. Soon to be replaced by new
version. (Vol.10 Nos.6 & 7)

California Audio Labs Aria Revised: $1595
The first version of this hybrid player failed to impress,
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but amajor circuit revision in Summer '87 results in
aplayer that, according to LL, "doesn't get in the way
of the music." More open sound than that of the Sonographe and excellent at decoding the spatial and musical characteristics of arecording, though not up to
the standard set by the Accuphase. (Vol.11 Nos.1 & 3)
Denon DCD-3300: $1700
"Remarkably smooth sound," noted JGH, but lacking 2 little detail when compared with the Class A
players. Of comparable subjective quality with the
Sony '705, is sweet where the other player is forward.
Sound quality is noticeably improved when used with
Denon's DAP-5500 preamplifier/decoder. ()A31.10 Na7)
Denon DAP-5500: $1500
This product is hard to categorize: ostensibly
preamplifier, it lacks any phono section but incorporates serial digital inputs and an excellent DAC section. Sound of the high-level sections is excellent.
Couple this "preamp" with an inexpensive CD player
having adigital output, and you get state-of-the-art
CD sound and acontrol preamplifier. (Vol.11 No.1)
Kinergetics KCD-20A: $895 (Iv/remote $995)
Some controversy over this player, due to its use of
patented circuitry to cancel out the inherent errors
in digital recording. A little lean in tonal balance, according to MC, perhaps abit "solid-state," according
to DO, but has superbly detailed midrange. High
enough output to feed power amplifier direct. More
expensive KCD-30 ($1495) currently under review.
(Vol.10 Nos.3 & 4)
Sonographe SDI: $695 (w/remote $775)
Sweet highs and alack of grain, but perhaps aslight
loss of transient detail and resolution when compared
with the best. A consistently musical performance,
bettered only by the best analog front ends, at an affordable price; hence a"best buy" rating. (Vol.10 Nos.1,
3, 4, & 7)
Sony CDP-705E5: $1500
As good as the Sony CDP-650ES/DAS-703E5 combination at half the price. Superb bass, both in terms
of extension and definition, coupled with aPhilipslike resolution of detail. Probably the best Sony yet.
Wry soon to be replaced by 707 ESD, which features
I8-bit DACs and 8x oversampling. (Vol.10 No.7)
'Ihndberg MP-3015A: $2500
Fundamentally a Philips I6-bit 4x-oversarnpling
machine, this modest-looking but expensive player
has had rigorous attention paid to the design of its
analog circuitry. The result is 2 sound which, while
not quite as detailed as the top 16-bit, 4x-oversampled
Sony players, is similar to that of the Denon '3300 in
being sweeter, richer: "smooth and relaxed," said JGH.
Bass quality is excellent and imaging is solid and stable.
(Vol.11 No.2)

Audio Concepts/MSB: $779
TJN yeas impressed with this modified Magnavox CDB650, finding it to have marginally better HF resolution than the CAL Aria and agutsy, lively bass quality,
while not quite up to that player's integration of performance across the band. The cost of the modification alone is $400, but purchasers should be warned
that this player has abumongous turnoff pulse, implying that it should be left on all the time. (Vol.11 No.3)
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Mission PCM7000: $999
Fully loaded with features (including remote control
and digital output), the Mission Was the best of the
machines featuring Philips' 16-bit chip set until the
appearance of the Tandberg. A tight, extended bass
is coupled with avery clean but somewhat soft treble,
rendering listenable CDs with hitherto fatiguing
balances Resolution of low-level detail among the best
in this class. JA loves the remote volume control.
(Vol.10 Nos.2, 4, & 7)
Nakamichl OMS 5A II: $1650
Wry much better than the first generation of Nalcamichi players, the '5 is aless-featured version of the
identical-sounding OMS 7II. Still abit expensive for
Class C but sounds open and lively, with excellent
soundstaging. (Vol.10 No.4)
Technics SL-P1200: $1300
A sound that is easy to live with, and, with its "professional" styling and features, ergonomically one of the
best. (Vol.10 No.4)

D
Denon DCD-1500: $675
Now in Mk.II form, 2 best buy, featuring amore laidback balance and abit less detail than the Sonys.
(Vol.10 No.2)
Magnavox CDB-473: $399
Featuring a less flimsy loading drawer than the
previous generation of Philips machines, the '473 has
abrighter, more etched character than the more expensive solid-state players. Nevertheless, it is excellent
value for money and a safe buy. (\b1.11 No.3)
Accuphase DP-70, Euphonic itchnology 650 modification, The Mod Squad Prism
Deletions
California Audio Labs itmpest replaced by two-chassis
version yet to be auditioned; Sony CDP-505ES replaced by new model with I8-bit convertors; Magnavox CDB-560 replaced by new CDB-473; Meridian
207 now supplied in 16-bit, 4x-oversampled version,
yet to be auditioned in Santa Fe at time of writing.
Discrete Technology ISI Mk.II replaced by Mk.III, yet
to be auditioned.

Preamplifiers
A
Audio Research SPII Mk.11: $4995
JGH found that the Mk.I version of this tube/FET
hybrid was both musical and quite accurate. Inputs
and controls for every possible need—except bass
and treble—and sound improves even further if most
of the switching and controls are bypassed via provisions on the preamp. Requires significant warmup
for the best sound, to the point of leaving it on all the
time Early reports on the Mk.II are that it is even better. (Vol.9 Nos.4 & 7)
Krell KRS2: $4500
Less forward than the SPI I, offers an exceptional
amount of music, even with very-low-output MCs.
Line stage the most neutral AHC has heard. Overall,
sets anew standard for transparency. (Vol.10 No.4,
Vol.11 No.3)
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Rowland Research Coherence 1: $3950
Lewis Lipnick's reference—"The least sonically colored Ihave heard" —this two-chassis solid-state
preamp excels in spatial reproduction and in the ability
to present amusical whole. Early sample suffered from
aslight lack of soundstage focus, which turned out
to be due to apoorly performing balance potentiometer. Like the Klyne, the Coherence 1has two sets
of outputs, one inverting, to drive suitable power
amplifiers in balanced mode. (Vol.10 No.8, Vol.11 No.1)
Threshold FET 10: $3200
Two-box solid-state preamplifier —phono ($1200) and
line stages ($2000) available separately—with separate
power supplies. Not quite as rich-sounding as the
SPI I, according to JGH, and not quite as much image depth, but astonishingly accurate, transparent, and
capable of intensely musical sound. Class A sound for
Class B cost. (Vol.10 No.6, Vo1.11 No.1)

Audio Research SPIO 11$
This versatile all-tube preamp has afatter low bass and
amore colored midrange than its hybrid sibling, the
SPI I, which also has better detail. Line stage somewhat
lacks transparency. Main practical limitation is its inability to use very-low-output cartridges without additional gain devices, but has yet to be bettered on
musical grounds for LP playback, feels JA. A good
secondhand buy (but bear in mind the ongoing cost
of tube replacement). (Vol.7 No.7, Vol.9 No.7)
Conrad-Johnson Premier Three: $2950
Soon to be superseded, this tube preamp is similar
in overall quality to the SPIO II, but more "tubey":
little warmer, more luscious midrange, less analytically detailed, less frequency extension at either extreme.
JGH's reference until the SP11 came along. Can be
improved by bypassing switching and balance control. Latest version reputed to be better than this
description, but 25 yet unauditioned. (M31.7 Na3, Vol.8
Nos.2 & 4)
Electrocompaniet EC-1: $2095
Aclean and detailed sound, especially at low frequencies, with realistic dynamics. Balance alittle on the
warm side. "Excellent value for money" and 'An outstanding recommendation," proclaimed SWW, if not
quite reaching the standard set by the more-expensive
Klyne. (Vol.10 No.9)
Klyne SK-5A: $3250
Incredibly clean, quick, detailed, smooth, open, and
solid, with superb imaging and soundstaging. One
of the most neutral preamplifiers, but 2 lack of sympathy for systems having aforward balance precludes
aClass A rating. Particularly suitable for moving-coils
(includes avariable-gain head amp and HF roll-off
switching). (Vol.10 No.6)
Motif MC-7: $3500
The Motif is an all-FET preamp designed by ConradJohnson, and sounds it. In fact, it has the same virtues as the all-tube Premier Three, but is better at
them: the high-frequency sweetness is there, but highs
have more extension; the imaging is as three-dimensional, but more specific. Highly recommended; the
only thing missing is the warm glow of the tubes.
(Vol.9 Nos.1 & 7)
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Adcom GFP-555: $500
A slight loss of transparency and arestricted soundstage keep this otherwise excellent $500 preamp from
competing in Class B. Unique for an "audiophile" product in that it features tone controls (though these are
of the conventional sort). A best buy. (Vol.9 No.7)
Denon DAP-5500: $1500
A line-level-only preamplifier with excellent D/A stage.
See "CD players." (Vol.11 No.1)
Lazarus Cascade Basic: $650
Lively and clean sound, superbly transparent and easily surpassing, for example, the classic Beming TF -10.
A slight glare in the upper mids and grain in the treble
bar it from Class B, and DO worried about the fact
that it cannot be turned off, which could lead to excessive tube-replacement costs. The Cheapskate loved
it, however, feeling that it was the ideal preamp to
render silver-disc reproduction nearer to that of black.
(Vol.9 No.2)
The Mod Squad Line Drive: $500
The ideal "preamplifier" for aCD-based system, given
that its passive nature will mean that cables must be
kept relatively short. (Vol.10 No.3)

D
Dynaco PAS-3X*
Owners of this venerable classic should not yet throw
it out; if you come across one at agarage sale, snap
it up. Replacement of capacitors, upgrading of the rectifier and power supply, and replacing resistors can
turn an old PAS-3X into arespectable preamp. You
can buy aVan Alstine update kit ($100) and turn your
old PAS-3X into 2 very nice-sounding product.
(Review of Van Alstine modification forthcoming.)
Quad 34: $695
A lack of transparency prevents the latest version of
this well-made solid-state preamp from attaining a
Class C rating, but superbly thought-out tone controls will make it the model of choice for many audiophiles less concerned with the ultimate retrieval of
information than with the need to render poor or badly preserved recordings musically acceptable. (Vol.10
No.3, Cheapskate)
Mark Levinson No.26, Dolan, Drell KRS-1A and KRS
Balanced, Cello Audio Suite, Conrad-Johnson Premier
Seven, Counterpoint SA-3.I.
Deletions
Conrad-Johnson PV3 no longer available; ConradJohnson PV5 now too expensive for Class C; Superphon Revelation Dual Mono, NYAL Minuet-in-A and
Moscode Superlt no longer available; Convergent
Audio Technology SL-1 and PS Audio 4.5 replaced by
new versions yet to be auditioned; Phoenix Systems
P-100 not auditioned in three years.

Moving-Coil Step-up Devices
A
Editor's Note: There are no Class A MC step-ups
listed, as the best-sounding step-up is not to use one
at
te, use a preamplifier with 2 dedicated MC input.
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Audio Research MCP-33: $1395
Much the same open, three-dimensional sound as the
SP-10 preamp (with which it's not intended for use),
the MCP-33 will benefit many preamps. Front-panel
switchable cartridge loading (a big plus). Not for use
with really low-output cartridges such as the Ortofon
MC-2000. (Vol.8 No.5)
Audio Research MCP-2: $1395
A transistor step-up that provides almost the open
sound quality of the Klyne SK-2A (see below), for the
same price as the tube MCP-33 ($1395), with greater
ease of use and slightly less flexibility. Rolls Royce construction. (Vol.8 No.5)
Conrad-Johnson Premier Six: $985
Possessing colorations and transparency similar to
those of the Premier Three, the Six can be ideal for
use with transistor preamps, but requires careful matching. Quite expensive. (Vol.8 No.5)
Counterpoint SA-2: $1045
Superb preservation of detail, low distortion, lovely midrange. The noise is noticeably higher than that of the
Klyne (see below), but the problem with fat bass on
early units has been corrected. Comes with an interesting tube-bias adjustment for tailoring the sound
to your tastes; the SA-2 can be made to sound rich and
euphonic or somewhat lean—as long as you don't go
crazy wondering what's right. (Vol.6 Nos.2 & 3)
Electrocompaniet MC-2: $450
Deleted from "Recommended Components" in 1986
due to lack of availability in the USA, this solid-state
head amp is now distributed by Music & Sound Imports. In the original review, AHC felt it to be better
than the Klyne in terms of openness and dynamics,
though less universally applicable. Must be used with
cartridges having less than 50 ohms source impedance
Must be auditioned with your chosen cartridge before
purchase. (Vol.8 No.5)
Klyne SK-2a: $750
A close rival to the Counterpoint SA-2, the basic difference here being solid-state vs tube. Superb bass,
very deep and tight, excellent high-frequency extension, excellent imaging. It still lacks the three-dimensionality of tubes, but only slightly. Adjustable highfrequency rolloff and cartridge loading is aboon for
those with several MC cartridges. A bargain at $695.
(Vol.7 No.3, Vol.8 No.5)

Music Reference RM-4C: $750
Not as good as the best tube step-ups, but similar in
character and less expensive. The RM-4 is flexible and
agood deal. (Vol.8 No.5)
Deletions
Fidelity Research XG-5; Princeton Design Group Active Cartridge Stabilizer; SOFA He2damp II no longer
available.

Power Amplifiers
A
Editor's Note: Class A amplifiers differ sufficiently
in character that each will shine in an appropriate
system.
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Audio Research M300: $9990/pair
Hybrid tube/FET 300W design is the best amplifier
yet to come from ARC, with the best low end JGH has
ever heard from a tube output stage and superb
spaciousness to its sound. MC agrees, provided the
amp is used on its 4-ohm tap, and admired the M300's
"authority" and transparency. JGH felt the sound to
be alittle forward in balance, while MC found ahint
of grain in the treble. The design was revised in midOctober 1987 to include a"Ilibe-Saver" circuit; this
essential modification prevents output-tube failure
and is available as an update to owners of units made
before then. (Vol.10 No.9, Vo1.11 No.!)
Don; Cochran Delta Mode: $10,000/pair
According to DO, this balanced-output amplifier improves on the M300's already outstanding performance in the following areas: amore extended bass,
asmoother and better-extended treble range, and better resolution of low-level detail. Highish output
impedance—maximum current swing is just 8A—will
render it a less universally applicable amplifier,
however. Some evidence of variability in sound quality (Vol.10 No.8, Vol.11 No.1)
JadisJA-30: $4300/pair
Auditioned by DO with old Quads, this modest (but
not inexpensive!) mono tube amplifier produced Class
Asound quality, striking the right balance between
tube "liquidity" and tube midrange glare. Strictly
speaking, aClass A amplifier should offer more than
30W, but the JA-30 is probably the finest-sounding
all-tube amplifier available Imaging, timbrai accuracy,
and transparency are exceptional. Audition carefully
with your chosen loudspeakers; they may require
rather more drive than the Jadis can provide, even
though the latter overloads very gracefully. (Vol.10
Nos.2 & 7)
Krell KMA-100 Mk.11: $6000/pair
By all accounts, the latest version of this 100W mono
amplifier is the best Krell has yet produced, eliminating virtually every trace of upper-midrange glare. Exceptionally transparent, it gets close to getting the best
from any loudspeaker with which it is used. Forget
the apparently modest power rating; this amplifier
is almost atrue voltage source and can dump current
into very low loads. (Vol.10 No.2)
Mark Levinson No.20: $11,000/palr
Class-A 100W monoblock with fully regulated power
supply for output stages. Successor to the legendary
M12, this is possibly the finest power amplifier JA has
used in his current system. Review in preparation.

Boulder 500: $2875
This class-AB unit, based on Deane Jensen's 990
discrete op-amp design, extends the traditional bass
strengths of solid-state amps throughout the audiofrequency spectrum. Very neutral in character, but
with atrace of hardness in the midi and treble. Transparency and resolution of detail rival those of the best
cost-no-object designs. (Vol.9 No.5)
Classe DR-3: $2995
Low 25Wpc and class-A operation remind one of the
classic Mark ILyinson ML-2. Mellower and richer than
the Krells, and lacking dynamics, the Classe DR-3 produces asweet, detailed sound, with surprising out-
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put capability for the modest power rating. Particularly
well suited to Apogee Scintillas. (Vol.8 No.8)
Krell KSA -100 /KSA -50 Mk. II: $3650/$2550
For awhile more popular in Japan and Europe than
in the US, these elegant pure-class-A dual-mono muscle
amplifiers, now in Mk.11 form, are becoming recognized here as totally unflappable when it comes to
driving real-life loudspeaker loads. Bass from the
KSA-100 is the tightest you will hear, apart from the
KMA-100; soundstaging is excellent, with depth aplenty
on recordings possessing it; but choose ancillaries with
care as the Krells' transparency wallet you hear exactly
what's wrong farther upstream. The latest '50 sounds
similar to the '100, giving up 3dB or so of ultimate
level, but has less good-if still outstanding- soundstaging. (Vol.8 No.5, KSA-50 Mk.1)
Meitner MTR100: $3000/pair
Impressive and physically attractive solid-state monoblock; despite very transparent sound, lacks soundstage depth when compared with tube units. One of
the more musical amplifiers around, according to
Al-IC. (Vol.10 No.2)
Motif MS100: $3250
Solid-state power amplifier from C-J with neutral, if
slightly laid-back, midband and, according to TJN,
"gorgeous" highs. Works best with high-quality movingcoil loudspeakers. (Vol.10 No.9)
Nestorovic NA-1: $4750/pair
Formerly called the Alpha-1, this tube monoblock,
when driven in balanced mode (by, for example, the
Klyne SK-5A preamp), comes close to combining the
best of solid-state performance with the best of tubes,
being euphonic-sounding but with atight, well-controlled bass. (Vol.9 No.8)
Quicksilver: $1495/pair

Adcom GFA-555: $750
Originally designed by Nelson Pass, we are informed,
this solid-state amp offers wide, deep soundstaging,
excellent imaging, very neutral sound with smooth,
detailed, and open highs, and excellent low-end heft
and control. As Adcom has apparently changed subcontractors twice on this model since its initial review
by AHC, our recommendation must be guarded
(though TJN's mid-I987 sample does sound good).
(Vol.8 Nos.4 & 7)
Aragon 4004: $1495
Attractively styled class-AB solid-state amp, designed
by Krell's Dan D'Agostino, and capable of high current delivery into awkward speaker loads. Fuller sound
than the Adcom '555, being less dry in the top octaves,
and even better soundstaging than the Onk yo M-508.
A little expensive for Class C, but very high power
rating-200Wpc. (Vol.10 No.9)
Bedini 150/150 Micah $1000
An early sample of this solid-state amp failed to impress, but the Mk.II revision proved to be an exceptional performer with dynamic loudspeakers, matching the low-frequency performance of the nolonger-recommended Eagle 2A with aconsiderably
greater degree of transparency and neutrality. Tonality
is somewhat "dark-sounding," according to DO.
(\b1.11 No.2)
BEL 1001: $1395
A versatile and very powerful 100W amp with extended
high end, sweet upper midrange and lower treble, and
tremendous drive in the midbass. Not as powerful in
the very low bass (below 30Hz) as its brother, the
2002, but perhaps abit more listenable on awider
range of systems, and significantly less expensive at
$1395. Potential Class B, SWW feels. ('*l.7 No.7)

The Audio Cheapskate found the mono Quicicsilvers
to be ideal with the Quad ESL-63s. Others have found
them to work beautifully in alot 0110w-power situations. Wonderfully tube-like, superb, standards-setting
midrange; can drive low impedances due to an excellent output transformer. A bargain, even at 51495i
pair. Additional version using KT88s yet to be auditioned. (Vol.7 No.3, Vol.8 Nos.2 & 4)

Conrad-Johnson MV-50: $1685
Expensive for Class C-unavoidable with atube amplifier. Classic tube sound, with an under-controlled
bass, but also 2 quite superb midrange and lower treble, which happen to be the most critical regions for
music reproduction. Wry liquid. The antithesis of
grainy sound. (Vol.9 No.2, Vol.10 No.8, Cheapskate)

Rowland Research Model 5: $4600
Stereo amplifier with warmish balance that LL feels
to be ''capable of credibly recreating the power and
weight of afull symphony orchesua.' Sample reviewed
had user-variable input impedance; latest version has
fully balanced inputs. (Vol.10 No.8)

Counterpoint SA-12: $1045
Hybrid (tube driver stage, MOSFET output) design
which the Cheapskate felt to be "the best all-round
amp" he'd heard in its price class. libe -like character,
with amore forward balance than the MV-50 but a
"smooth, delicate midrange" (Vol.10 No.8, Cheapskate)

Vacuum llube Logic Dual 75/75: $1950
Low-power stereo tube design with somewhat forward balance offers Class A performance in several
areas, notably soundstage definition and high-frequency quality. Low end excellent for atube design.
Weak lower midrange, howevet precludes the highest
ranking. (Vol.11 No.1)

Discrete Technology L52: $950
More musically natural than the PS Audio 200, and
awarmer balance than the Adcom GFA-555, the solidstate Distech is less powerful than either. A touch of
highest-end sound with ataste of tube quality for less
than $1000. (Vol.10 No.2)

Wingate 2000A: $3700
Units made before late Fall '87 suffered from aslightly
woolly midrange and an uninvolving quality. Latest
version of this pure-class-A design (upgrades are
available) is sufficiently better to warrant DO's enthusiastic recommendation, having acleaner, more
transparent midband than the Krells, though not as
much low-bass authority. (Vol.11 No.2)
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Onkyo M-508: 81150
Unusually good soundstaging, with sweet top-end
reminiscent of tube designs. Bass perhaps lacking the
last amount of visceral wallop, but excellent value for
money. (Vol.10 No.4)

D (Separates)
Adcom GFA-535: $300
"Extraordinarily clean, detailed, and musical...Far
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more detailed than Iwould ever imagine 2 1300
amplifier could be," said the Cheapskate of the '535's
sound when this budget amplifier drove his ESL-63s.
While not apowerhouse, it works well with speakers
which usually demand amore expensive amplifier.
Only negative point is the nonstandard output connectors. (Vol.10 No.8, Cheapskate)
B&K ST202: $595
This 150Wpc amplifier features tube-like tonality with
smooth, sweet midrange, and is pretty much 2 more
powerful version of the ST-I40. Ahigh-current version
is available for 5649. (Von() No.8, Cheapskate)
B&K ST-140: $440
The 100Wpc '140 costs little enough to make it into
Class D, and the sonics are almost good enough for
C12.Ss C. It features avery easy and enjoyable high end,
deep but not extraordinarily powerful low bass, and
good performance elsewhere We can't figure out how
13&K does so well for so little. (Vol.7 No.4, ‘b1.10 NŒ7,
Cheapskate)
Carver M1.0t: $610
The result of Bob Carver's notorious challenge to
Stereopbile that he could make an amplifier sound the
same as aselected tube amplifier, the MI.Ot's sound
is definitely tubey, although in our opinion, the production version doesn't sound like the target amplifier
(now revealed to be the Conrad-Johnson Premier 5).
Dynamic range is excellent, soundstaging is somewhat
two-dimensional, low frequencies are extended but
little ill-defined in the upper bass, and the treble is
"tinkly." A lot of watts for the money. (Vol.10 No.3)
Quad 306: $595
The best current-dumping amplifier yet from Quad.
A little expensive when compared with the B&K
ST-140, but recommended nevertheless. (\b1.10 No.3,
Cheapskate)

D (Integrated Amplifiers)
Audiolab 8000A: $695
Probably the finest-sounding British integrated
amplifier, as well as one of the most versatile. Perhaps
alittle expensive in the US. (Vol.9 No.1)
Lux Brid LV105: $900
Unusually good Japanese integrated amplifier features
tubes in the driver stages. Excellent dynamic contrast.
A little expensive for Class D. (Vol.10 No.3)
Rotel RA-82011X2: $279
Only 25Wpc, this integrated amp has good bass and
is an excellent introduction to high-end sound at the
very cheapest level. Slight treble hardness (N431.8 No.5)
Mark Levinson No 23, Rowland Research Model 7,
Audio Research D-I25, Spectral DMA-50
Deletions
Audio Research M-100 and D-250-1I Servo in favor
of ARC hybrid designs; Counterpoint SA-4, Beming
EA-230, Hamon/Kardon PM-655 and British Fidelity
P170 due to lack of recent auditioning; Threshold
SA/1, Mirror Image 1.1s, NM) 2600, Haller XL-280 due
to revised models still to be auditioned; British Fidelity
A-I due to lack of power; Mission Cyrus ltvo and
Cyrus 'Ruler replaced by more expensive redesigns
yet to be auditioned; Electron Kinetics Eagle 2due
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to very restricted availability (manufacturer only sells
direct); VTL 30/30 discontinued.

Speaker Systems
A
Editor's note: At present there are no Class A loudspeakers listed in"Recommended Components," the
latest version of the WAMM, the Infinity IRS Series V or
IRS Beta, the big Sound Labs with matching subwoofers,
the Martin-Logan Statement, the Apogee Diva, the Synthesis Reference, and the Duntech Sovereign—the
only realistic contenders—not having been auditioned
under familiar conditions. Watch this space.

Editor's note: We make no apologies for the wide
variety of loudspeakers listed in this group. Polling
Stereopbile's reviewers resulted in 2 IOW lack of consensus, implying that all the following speakers will,
in the right room with the right ancillaries, give true
high-end sound. (Something to note is that, with the
exception of the Celestion SL600, all are floor-standing
models.)
Apogee Duetta N1k.II: 82995/pair
Elevated low frequencies, arolled-off high treble, and
chronic insensitivity prevent this superbly transparent
and always musical loudspeaker from becoming auniversal recommendation. Coupled with Krell-standard
electronics and 2 light-balanced cartridge—the Carnegie, for example—the latest Duettas could be the
basis for asystem capable of giving extended musical
enjoyment, due to the lack of any kind of resonant
signature impressed upon the sound. West Coast price:
$3100/pair. (Vol.9 No.7, Von() No.1)
Apogee Scintilla: $3995/pair
Very fussy in set-up and revealing of the quality of the
electronics used to drive it, the Scintilla can provide
very revealing and coherent sound when everything
is just right. Low bass is generous but integrated and
cohesive; midrange has extraordinarily natural timbre,
and detailed soundstaging. You'd better have an amp
capable of lots of current as the load impedance dips
below 1ohm. (The previous 4-ohm option has been
discontinued.) West Coast Price: S4150/pair (%61.8 No.3)
B&W 801 Matrix Series 2: $5000/pair
A complete redesign of the classical recording industry's standard monitor loudspeaker—aluminumdome tweeter, extension to 19Hz with the help of a
line-level equalizer, and B&W's patented "Matrix"
enclosure, where the cabinet is effectively transformed
into asolid body—has resulted in a moving-coil
speaker capable of competing with the best planars.
As LL put it, "a true musician's reference transducer."
Strengths include excellent low-frequency definition,
ahighly detailed midrange, and unrestrained dynamics. Early samples reportedly have a rather fragile
tweeter. Bass-alignment filter now included in purchase price. (Vol.10 No.9)
Celestion SL600: 11898/pair (stands necessary)
A miniature, adrnittedlv; lacking the bottom octave -anda- half of bass extension, and possessing slightly depressed mid-and extreme treble ranges that makes
system optimization difficult, the SL600 combines transparency and holographic imaging with amusical balance unique for abox speaker. Poor perceived value
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for money but sees off most of the moving-coil competition in these areas. Worth using with high-end (solidstate or Audio Research) electronics. (Vol.10 No.2)
Celestion System 6000: $4596/system
Based on what is possibly the finest subwoofer extant, the 6000 combines the virtues of the SL600 with
atrue 20Hz bass extension and improved midrange
transparency. Expensive, however, not even including
the need for aseparate stereo power amplifier to drive
the enclosureless subwoofers. (Being dipoles, the latter,
costing 52698/pair, are worth auditioning with both
the Quad ESL-63 and the Martin-Logan CLS to endow
those systems with bass extension and low-frequency
power handling.) (Vol.10 No.2)
GNP Valkyrie: $1895/pair
Laid-back tonal balance but superb soundstaging,
low coloration, and good highs. May be hard to find.
(Vol.10 No.3)
KEF RI07: $4500/pair
The first British loudspeaker with truly extended bass.
JA feels the '107 to be one of the best speakers to come
from the UK, main shortcomings being alack of transparency in the treble, perhaps due in equal parts to
its aging tweeter design and to the solid-state active
equalizer, and upper-bass fatness. Low frequencies
are capable of an exceptional level of fine-tuning to
best suit room acoustics and positioning. (\b1.9 Nos.4
& 7, Vol.10 No.2)
Magneplanar Tympani IVa: 13750/pair
Offering excellent performance for their price, the
IVAs have exceptional high-frequency performance
and adelicate midrange with excellent harmonic accuracy. Though not as fussy as the Scintillas, room
considerations and placement are more important
than with most speakers for proper imaging. Bass is
good, but requires an amp with high current capability. Most serious weakness is alack of impact, particularly in the lower midrange. (Vol.8 No.6)
Magneplanar
$1995/pair
Hard to set up, requiring more than the usual love and
care, but uncolored and easy to drive. Works beautifully with smaller ARC amplifiers. Tonally very neutral,
apart from atendency to brightness in smaller rooms,
which can be alleviated by inserting aI- or 2-ohm
resistor in ribbon tweeter feed, and adegree of "Maggie slam" in the upper bass. Coherent, transparent,
musically satisfying, excellent value for money. JA and
MC recommend this speaker highly; JGH could not,
based on its failing his "goosebump" test, albeit when
compared with more expensive speakers. (.131.7 No.4,
Vol.9 No.4, Vol.10 No.1)
Mordaunt Short System 442: $2500/pair
Unusual dynamic loudspeaker from the UK features
an integral stand, "floating" enclosure, and asecond,
reaction-cancelling woofer to achieve low levels of
midrange coloration. Tonal balance is alittle forward,
and HF from the titanium-dome tweeter is alittle
wispy (though free from grit or sizzle). Best used bior even tri -wired. (Vol.11 No.3)
Quad ESL-63: $3600/pair
Very musical, natural imaging, excellent soundstaging,
tight but not-very-deep bass, very good resolution,
limited maximum-volume capability (In Santa Fe, with
its 7000' altitude, this was astrict 97dB on peaks.) later
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models are less dry-sounding than early production;
from 1987 on, more rigid frame benefits the sound.
Can really come alive with the right amp, usually tubed
(Futtermans are ideal). Benefits from numerous modifications, most especially suitable stands (we have
found Arcicis to work well). Aficionados should investigate the Celestion dual-mono subwoofers. (1b1.6
Nos.4 & 5, Vol.7 Nos.2 & 7, Vol.8 No.3, Vol.10 No.1)
Sound Lab A-3: $6350/pair
JGH's current reference, this big curved-panel, full-range
electrostatic produces exceptional imaging and astunningly natural midrange. Wann-balanced, the treble
is sweet and musical. Sensitivity and dynamic range
are on the low side Unlike all other Class 8speakers,
is very close to JGH's personal Class A. (Vol.9 No.6)
Synthesis LA1300: $2450/pair
Tonal balance somewhat bright, but excellent detail
and an "open and coherent treble," noted TJN in his
review, coupled with deep, well-defined bass and welldefined imaging. (Vol.10 No.7)
Thiel CS3.5: $2450/pair
One of the finest US-designed box speakers, the 3.5
is the result of along collaboration between designer
Jim Thiel and the drive-unit manufacturers. Combines
excellent low-bass extension-an active equalizer is
used-with superb transparency and imaging. A
balance opposite to that of the Apogee Duetta, with
aslight tendency to 2 tilted-up 1-IF, makes system matching crucial. (Vol.10 No.1)
Wilson WATT: 15200/pair (stands necessary)
When polled, not one of our reviewers would recommend the WATT, feeling that its lean tonal balance,
lack of bass, and somewhat cruel impedance-it drops
well below Iohm at 2kHz-compromised its performance. However, the fact remains that while Martin
Colloms agreed with these criticisms in his review,
he also found it to be one the most transparent loudspeakers available, with asuperb ability to delineate
the layers within 2 stereo image. "A view of Heaven
[but] aglimpse of
Conditionally recommended
on the grounds that whether to reject or accept its
idiosyncratic nature will be apersonal decision and
dependent to amuch greater degree than usual on ancillary equipment. (Vol.11 No.2)

Celestion SL6S: 1898/pair (stands necessary)
A little lean in the upper midrange but excellent imaging, coupled with musical tonal balance and good
bass definition and dynamics (when used on appropriate high-quality stands). (Vol.10 No.5)
Kindel Purist LT: 1850/pair
Top octave alittle soft and an apparent lack of weight
in the lower midrange of this floorstanding loudspeaker are offset by low levels of coloration and
respectable LF extension. Excellent performance at
the price. (Vol.11 No.2)
Monitor Audio R952MD: $1549/pair
Borderline Class B performance with the right ancillaries from afloor-standing English loudspeaker
equipped with twin woofers and afine aluminumdome tweeter. (The latter seems to be fragile, however.)
Coloration levels are mild, apart from asomewhat lively box, though the balance is alittle forward in the
presence region. This is offset by highish sensitivi-
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ty and an astonishing transparency in the midrange
and treble. Sealed-box bass is lightweight, but articulate with reasonably good extension. (Vol.11 Nos.1
& 2)
Spendor SP-1: 81150/pair (stands necessary)
The Cheapskate reports that these successors to the
classic BC' don't do anything wrong! Wry neutral,
excellent imaging and depth, tight and moderately
deep bass, somewhat lean, forward sound, sweet and
liquid midrange, smooth yet crisp highs. DO concurs
down the line. Class B if you lean to aclassic British
sound, otherwise high Class C. (Vol.8 No.3)
Spica Angelus: $1050/pair
Only the second fullrange model to come from this
Santa Fe manufacturer in five years, this idiosyncratically styled, floor-standing speaker has much in common with the TC-50, including asuperbly defined,
if lightweight, bass register and the ability to throw
an astonishingly accurate soundfield. Treble transparency is alittle lacking when compared with most
Class B speakers, but still one of the best $1000
loudspeakers JA has heard. (Vol.11 No.2)
Spica TC-50: 8550/pair (stands necessary)
The coherence and imaging of the mid- to upper
midrange rival the Quads and would be considered
excellent in aspeaker of any price; at $550 they're a
steal. The high frequencies roll off above 14kHz and
the low end is designed to be very controlled down
to the lower limit of about 55Hz. This makes it perfect
for matching to asubwoofer-Spica subwoofer is best
used in pairs though dynamics are still limited-but
it sounds alittle lean as astand-alone. Easily damaged
by amplifier overload. Latest version features acrossbrace between front and rear panels. (Vol.7 Nos.2 &
3, Vol.9 Nos.5 & 7, Vol.11 No.1)
Synthesis LM-210: 81195/pair
Excellent dynamics and very transparent sound from
this floor-standing model, coupled with agood standard of neutrality. (Vol.10 No.8)
Thiel CS1: $950/pair
Balance alittle tilted up in the treble, but superb
midrange, well-tuned low frequencies, and precise
stereo imaging lead to very musical results. (Vol.10
No.5)
Thiel CS2: 81550/pair
The CS2 has aslightly better high-end balance than
the earlier CS3, and amarkedly lower price, but lacks
an LF equalizer. The CS2 does it all: remarkable coherence, excellent imaging, natural midrange, extended
highs. Based on experience in Santa Fe, though, the
HF content has to be watched-anything too extended or peaky preceding the speakers will make the
sound abit relentless. (Vol.8 No.6)
Vandersteen 2C: 81125/pair (stands necessary)
After nine years of continual refinement, an excellent
full-range box speaker, according to AHC. Balance a
little rolled off in the highs but "a joy" in the midrange
and bass. Borderline Class B. (Vol.9 No.6)

D
Acoustic Research 35T: 8700/pair (stands
necessary)
Neutral HF balance, coupled with good imaging and
well-controlled bass. Recommended only when used
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in biwired mode, otherwise lack of transparency exacerbated. Availability uncertain at time of writing
(February 1988). (Vol.10 No.7)
JBL 18Th 8590/pair (stands necessary)
Sound abit exaggerated in the lower treble and bass
is lightweight and rather loose, but excellent dynamics.
Good value for money. (Vol.10 No.5)
Magneplanar SMGa: $495/pair
Musical sound, with relatively well-extended low frequencies, considering the size of the panel. Not that
transparent, and high frequencies recessed, but a
musical bargain nonetheless. (Vol.10 No.7)
Monitor Audio R352: 8639/pair (stands
necessary)
A large well-balanced box, offering good bass quality
and high sensitivity at acompetitive price. (Vol.10
No.7)
Paradigm 5se: $339/pair (stands necessary)
A rather soft midbass, aslightly colored midband
when compared with the better Class D loutispe2kers,
and atypical soft-dome tweeter treble, but excellent
performance at the price. A well-balanced design.
Needs to be used on good stands. (Vol.11 No.1)
Quadrant Q-250: 8695/pair
Not outstanding in any one area, but overall quite
musical. lower midrange alittle uneven despite claims
made for unusual box shape minimizing resonances.
Price includes matching wooden stands. (V)l.10 No.8)
Rauna Tyr 11: 8625/pair (stands necessary)
A small, concrete-enclosure loudspeaker with very
smooth, neutral, musical balance and excellent imaging and soundstaging. A good musical buy. (Vol.9
No.2)
Siefert Maxim 111D: 8599/pair (stands necessary)
Very good high frequencies and surprising bass extension for what is quite asmall enclosure. Upfront
balance will mean some care in system matching.
(Vol.10 No.4)
Apogee Diva, Infinity IRS Beta, Magnepan MG2.5,
Celestion SL700, British Fidelity MC-2, Epos ES-14,
Synthesis Reference, Vandersteen Models I& 4
Deletions
The WAMM due to lack of recent auditioning; Martin.
Logan Monolith extensively revised since review;
Angstrom Reflexion no longer made by original
manufacturer; Snell lype C/i, Spectrum 410 replaced
by updated versions yet to be auditioned; Nelson Reed
5-02 Satellites/Subwoofers, Spectrum 108A and 208A
not auditioned in along time; Siefert Magnum III, as
price rise to 5839/pair makes it too expensive for aaSS
D; Monitor Audio R652MD, asJA ultimately felt the
low-frequency character to preclude aClass C rating
and the speaker is then too expensive for Class D.

FM Tuners
A
Denon TU -800: 8475
Excellent sound-"smooth and tubelike"-coupled
with good RF performance, particularly selectivity,
and very low distortion in super-narrow mode, put
this modestly priced tuner into Class A. (Vol.11 No.5)
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Luxman T-117: $550
"One of the best-sounding tuners ever!" said DAS in
his review of this extremely sensitive tuner, pointing
out its very low distortion. (Vol.11 No.2)
Magnum FT-101: $649
An analog tuner, the FT-101 is superb from an RF
standpoint, particularly in quieting and sensitivity.
Selectivity is bettered only by the Onkyo, Denon
TU -800, and Citation 23, but the 101 consistently
sounds superior on most stations. Examination of
three different samples confirmed good quality control as of February 1988. (Vol.8 No.4, Vol.10 No.3)
Magnum 205 FM Booster: $229
Not atuner, but an excellent RF amplifier to optimize
selectivity and reception in areas of poor signal
strength. (Vol.10 No.6)
Onkyo T-9090 II: $700
This Mk.11 version of an old favorite is an excellentsounding tuner in its Wide mode, offering very low
noise and superb stereo separation, though switching
to Narrow or Super-Narrow noticeably degrades audio
quality. Bass response is quick and dynamic. RF performance is excellent, though not as good as the Luxman T-117 in fringe reception areas. (Vol 11 No.5)

Accuphase T-107: $1200
Good looks. Only flaw is amechanical mono-stereo
relay that makes popping noise. Less selective than
Class A tuners but achamp at capture ratio. Very effective noise reduction does not significantly reduce
stereo separation. Good sound except for bass dynamics-lacks the punch to really impress on rock or
pop. $1200 price tag makes it expensive for Class B.
(Vol.8 No.7)
ADS Atelier T2: $539
Offset tuning for use on cable FM. Good high-blend
and no serious problems. No built-in antenna on AM.
(Vol.8 No.1)
Haller D11-330: $425 ($375 kit)
In its current guise, one of the finest-sounding tuners
DAS has reviewed, with good sensitivity and stereo
separation and low distortion. (Vol.10 No.9)
Harman/Lardon Citation 23: $595
Excellent selectivity-"it can separate closely spaced
stations where others fail"-but sensitivity rather on
the low side. Excellent AM section, top-notch sound.
(Vol.10 No.8)
Luxman T/02: $500
Excellent S/N, good selectivity, and superb SCA rejection. Sounds best in narrow-bandwidth position
on most stations. Good AM. (k)l.9 No.3)
Onix BWD1: $885
Minimalist design with separate power supply, but a
sound "transparent to the music source," with good
soundstaging. Will give excellent sound, as good as
that of the Luxman T-117, with classical stations broadcasting aclean, uncompressed signal, but not as good
at snatching signals from the ether. Among the bestsounding tuners. (Vol.10 No.8)
Onkyo T-4087: $400
Most selective of all tuners in group B. Does most
things well, but not quite up to the more expensive
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T-9090. low noise reception on cable FM. (M31.9 NŒ3)
Quad FM4: $595
Good quality construction. Very sensitive with flawless
audio if properly aligned. Lacks high adjacent-channel
selectivity and mono-stereo switch. (Vol.8 No.4)
Yamaha T-85: $499
Excellent noise performance-one of the quietest DAS
has tested-is coupled with good selectivity and asensible balance between sound quality and RF performance. "A winner!" Long-term stability may be aproblem. (Vol.9 No.8)

Arcam Alpha: $299
Straightforward analog model, with tube-like sound
quality that lacks the graininess common to many
tuners. Recommended within its RF limitations. (Mal.9
No.8)
Nikko NT-950: $260
Good RF performance, but not good enough sound
to make this aClass B tuner. Low distortion in wide
IF mode, but quite high in narrow. Replaces NEC T-6E
as best buy. (Vol.10 No.6)
Proton 440: $259
The best of the Schotz noise-reduction tuners.
Superior fringe performance when high adjacentchannel selectivity is not needed. Audio good, but
not as clean as Class B tuners. One of DS's favorites.
(Vol.8 No.1)

D
Bogen TP-100: $387
Very clean sound; good stereo. Small size, good looks
make it agood choice where space is at a premium.
Usable only for medium-strength signals. Sensitive
AM. (Vol.9 No.3)

Alcai T-93, Arcam Delta 80, JVC FX1100BK, Klimo Ertanax, NEC T-710, Nikko Gamma 600, Philips
FT565XBX
Deletions
Marantz ST551, due to uncertain availability. Altai ATS7BN, Harman/Kardon TU905, NEC T-6E, Pioneer
TX-V1160, Sansui TU -D99 AMX no longer available.

Signal Processors
Editor's Note: Ifeel that to continue to recommend
dynamic-range expanders, compressors, aural exciters,
equalizers, ambience extractors, etc, etc, is not in the
true spirit of high fidelity, where the reproduction
should be true to what the engineer and producer intended. UGH disagrees.) The only processors still
recommended are those which can prove useful in
rendering acceptable the playback of historical
material.

A
Packburn 323A disc-noise-reduction device:
$2650
Quite expensive, and frankly intended for professional
(archival) use, the Packburn is the best such device
made It can remove the maximum of surface noiseticks, pops, and hiss-from shellac or vinyl discs with
aminimum of signal degradation. (Vol.5 No.8)
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Surround Sound Decoders
(Dolby MP, Ambisonic UHJ,
SQ)
A
Shure HTS-5200: $1000
Full logic-directed Dolby MP decode—including
Center-Front output—with IR remote control and
low-pass output for subwoofer. BS feels the Shure to
be the most neutral-sounding decoder with excellent
spatial decoding, though Front-to-Back movement
of images is alittle smeary; JGH feels that the Front
stage narrows somewhat when the Center-Front channel is used. (Vol.11 No.3)

Fosgate DSM-3602: $999
Full logic-directed Dolby MP decoder with IR remote
control with widest variety of decoding enhancements of any. (Built-in Rear-channel amplifiers and
gold-plated jacks add another $200.) JGH's favored
decoder. Spatially almost as good as the Shure, and
more versatile, though BS feels it somewhat veils the
sound. (Vol"' No.3)

Fosgate 'rate 101At
Best SQ decoder yet produced; discontinued, but
worth looking for if you need SQ decoding; has position for Dolby MR but there is some Front/Rear spill
at higher frequencies; hard-wired remote control;
rough top end and some veiling.
Minim AD-10
Though not available in the US at present, BS judges
this to be the best UHJ decoder for the best (Ambisonic) surround system; ambience extraction dependent on quality of program material, but generally very
good; excellent full-surround effects, which are continuously variable; can produce stable side images
from both UHJ and stereo material; outputs for up to
six speakers; dull, slightly veiled sound. (NR)

order to synthesize the reverberation of either anumber
of real halls or that specified by the user in the listening
room. "Rush out and buy!", said BS, but use with the
Front-channel sound routed directly rather than via
the processor Dolby MP circuitry only fair (\ko1.10 NoA,
Vol"! No.3)

Sony SDP-505ES: $700
Excellent-sounding and versatile I6-bit digital delay line
running at 44.IkHz for Rear-channel ambience synthesis Maximum delay is 90ms Integral I4Wpc amplifier
for Rear channels. Front channels do not pass through
active circuitry so veiling of main-system sound is
(Vol.11 No.3)

Home Recording Equipment
Editor's Note: uall the exception of the Fostix listed
bekm, microphones have been dropped from the list
as no one on the staff has had extensive enough experience with the latest types to make accurate
judgments Professional models to look out for on the
secondhand market, however, are cardioids from Sony
(C37P & C500), Milab, and Calme, figure-eights from
AKG, B&O, and Coles, omnis from Schoeps and B&K,
and PZM mikes from Crown. The Shure C8I cardioid
is also reported as having quite 2 fiat response. Ignore
all "amateur" microphones; as arule of thumb, you
should spend as much, or more, on agood pair of
mikes as you do on your recorder.

A
dbx 700 processor: $4600
"A more solid sense of the fundamental," said BS in his
review when compared with the Nakamichi DMP-I00,
with asmooth brass tone. Expensive, but undoubtedly
the best recording system this magazine has yet reviewed. With mike preamps, $4995. (Vol» No.5)
Sony Dit-1000ES R-DAT recorder
Still unavailable in the US, due to uncertainty over the
question of Copycode Offers all the sonic performance
and more of Sony's PCM-Fl/VCR combination in a
small, user-friendly package, with all the convenience
of CD. We understand that Sony is to launch expensive professional portable models in the US this Spring.
(Vol.10 No.5)

D
Sansui DS-77: $400
Basic non-logic surround-sound processor—Rear
channels don't have delay or Dolby-B noise
reduction—with built-in amplifier for Rear-channel
loudspeakers Excellent stereo synthesizer circuit. Surround decoding "only alittle worse" than the logicdirected models, says BS, though basic sound quality
only average. (Voll INo.3)
Deletions
Fosgate 3601, Shure HTS-5000, Aphex AVM-8000 all
replaced by improved versions.

Surround Sound Synthesizers
A
DSP-1 dIgitalsœmdtield pl'ocessor: $949
Digital processor supplies suitable signals to feed up
to :our additional amplifier/speaker combinations in
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Fostex M22RP/S M-S microphone: $1095
Integrated ribbon M-S stereo microphone. While not
quite as open at the top as the best capacitor mikes, and
pocsessing asomewhat lightweight bass, the M22RF/S
captures the original soundfield extremely accurately. (Vol. I1No.3)
Nakamichl DMP-100 PCM processor$
Almost identical to the Sony PCM-FI, the DMP-I00 is
built by Sony for Nalcunichi, but Nak has done some
additional work to the analog circuitry The DMP-100
sounds somewhat sweeter than the Fl. (Vol.7 No.5)
Sony PCM-Fl digital audio processor
Professional recordists report some (but not huge) differences between their Fl tapes and tapes made on
highly modified, 30ips analog machines The first practical digital home-recording system. JGH has reponed
acertain ineradicable dryness on his Fl recordings.
(Vol.5 No.7, Vol.6 No.1)
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'fluxberg TD20A SE Open-Reel 'Ripe Recorders
The best buy in an open-reel deck, this nowdiscontinued model offered professional-caliber performance at arelatively modest ($1695) price. Better
sound than many professional decks, but ergonomics
less good than the still-current Revox B77 Ill. (Vol.7
No.7)

Aiwa AD-F770$
Almost Nakamichi quality at bargain price Rather bright
in tonal balance. (Vol.9 No.7)
NAD 6300 cassette deck: $898
Remote-control three-head deck offers effective playtrim control for restoring the HF on tapes made with
machines having offset azimuth. Sound smooth, with
slight loss of detail set against afreedom from hardness
(Von() No.6)
Nakamichi ZX-7/2X-9 cassette deckst
Excellent controls and adjustments, very extended
high frequencies, sophisticated tape transpon. Neither
of these Naicamichis is current, but the latest model
from Nak is likely to be just slightly better. (Vol.7 No.1)
Revox B-2I5 cassette deck: $2300
Automatic bias adjustment, superb transpon. According to JGH, "A superb cassette recorder, for the person
who wants and is willing to pay for the best quality
cassettes have to offer." AHC emphatically disagrees.
The latest Nakamichis, with their automatic playazimuth adjust, probably get a slight bit more off
prerecorded tapes. (Vol.8 No.7)
Sony TC-K700ES cassette deck: $700
Minimalist, three-head, twin-capstan cassette deck,
built-surprisingly- for sound quality. Outstanding
soundstaging (for cassette), good dynamics (with highbias tape), and an airy top end led AG to suspect that
this was adeck that had more to do with commonsense engineering than with features (Ma1.11 Nol, Pure
Gold)
llandberg 'TCD 3014 cassette deck: $2500
Superb midrange headroom, good transport, accessible
and useful controls. A little better at $1995 than their
previous $2200 model, the 3004 (also agood-sounding
deck). Not the most extended high end, but overall the
hest sound from acassette deck. (NR, but see kr1.7 Nul)

Sony WM-136C Pro Walkman cassette system:
$380
A pocketable stereo recording system of surprising
quality and versatility. AG feels that to spend more on
acassette deck would be awaste of money. JA pretty
much agrees. (Vol.7 No.6, Vol.11 No.1)

Any cheap Dolby-C cassette deck
Buy the cheapest with the longest manufacturer's warranty; don't expect to get high-end sound quality from
it; use it to makes tapes for your car or Walkman until it breaks; throw it away; buy another one, advises
The Cheapskate in Vol.10 No.9.

Accessories
A
Arcici Quad ESL-63 stands
LtiteSt and greatest method of getting the Quads to per-
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form as God and Peter Walker intended. Clamps the
ESL-63 in arigid embrace, also raising it an optimum
16" off the ground. (Vol.10 No.1)
ASC ibbe Traps
Relatively inexpensive (Ha!) but remarkably effective
room-acoustics treatment. These soak up low-to-high
bass standing-wave resonances like sponges (Vol.9 No.3)
CD Saver
Eliminates scratches from CDs and LaserVision discs,
rendering the unplayable playable. (Vol.10 No.8)
Cramolin Contact Cleaner
The right stuff for cleaning up dirty and/or oxidized
plugs and contacts. (Vol.10 No.6)
DB Systems DBP-I0 Protractor
Fiddly but accurate guide for setting cartridge tangency
JA:s and JGH's preferred alignment protractor. (NR)
Mobile Fidelity Geo-tape
A valuable test and shopping aid for cassette decks.
(Vol.8 No.5)
RATA lbrlyte Ihrntable Support
Elegant, low-mass stand that enhances the performance
of suspended-subchassis turntables Recommended to
owners of Linns, SOTAs, and Oracles. (NR)
Signet Contact Cleaner Kit
Contains abrasive plastic tools for effective inner cleaning of phono plugs and sockets in combination with
Cramolin. (Vol.10 No.6)
SOTA & Goldmund record clamps
Though these clamps have asomewhat different sound,
they are the best record-clamping devices on the
market. They can both improve top- and bottom-end
extension and reduce resonances on any table, including
those employing vacuum clamping systems \ICU worth
their cost in ahigh-resolution system. The SOTA Reflex
clamp gives asomewhat richer, warmer sound and is
more effective against upper-midrange and lower-treble
resonances. The Goldmund shapes up 2 flabby lower
midrange and controls the more serious lowertreble/upper-midrange problems Both work well with
the SOTA Supermat.
StyLast Stylus Treatment
StyList won't make adifference every time you put it
on, but it will help provide smoother high-end sound,
and is claimed to extend stylus and cantilever life (NR)
Sumiko FluxBuster
Moving-coil cartridge demagnetizer: it really works;
you need one. (Vol.9 No.4, Vol.10 No.5)
Sumiko Tweek Contact Cleaner
This contact enhancer for use on plugs and terminals
actually does improve the cleanness and resolution of
the sound of an already excellent system. Keeps freshly
made contacts fresh. (Vol.10 No.6)
TipToes
The least expensive way of improving the bass and
midrange definition of virtually any loudspeaker.
Watkins Echo-Muffs
Effective means of reducing amplitude above 200Hz
of early reflections of loudspeaker from nearby surfaces, thus improving imaging. Whether or not the
aesthetics will be domestically acceptable will be up
to personal taste. (Vol.10 No.4)
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wirr RCA plugs
The best, although steel locking collett gives rise to
neurosis (NR)

market. (The other is the Sennheiser HD 540.) A less
detailed sound than the electrostatic models precludes
aClass B rating. (k)l.10 No.9)

Good Speaker Stands
There are too many possibilities, but, briefly, agood
stand will have the following characteristics: good rigidity; spikes on which to rest the speaker, or some secure
clamping mechanism; the availability of spikes at the
base for use on wooden floors; if the stand is steel, provision to keep speaker cables away from the stand, to
avoid magnetic interaction; and the correct height,
when combined with your particular speakers (correct
height can be anything from what you like best to the
manufacturer's design height for best integration of
woofer and tweeter in time-aligned systems). Though
Stereopbile has neglected to review speaker stands, it
doesn't mean we think them unimportant. Brands we
have found to offer excellent performance are Chicago
Speaker Stand, Airier (but not their Rigid Riser), Celestion (a version of the excellent British Foundation),
Target, Heybrook, and Linn.

Sennheiser HD 540 Reference: $199
One of the two best dynamic headphones on the
market. Slightly less neutral than the Beyer DT990, being more laid-back with a"wispy" high end. (Vol.10
No.9)

Headphones
A
Staz Lambda Pro 3: $1200
The latest version of the flagship Stax headphones,
supplied with adedicated class-A solid-state amplifier,
the SRM-1 Mk.II, features atotally transparent sound
with, according to BS, "oodles of detail." Unlike most
'phones, the listener gets atrue idea of the surrounding
ambience on arecording. Balance is laid-back and
bass is abit fat, not quite blending with the rest of the
range, but distortion levels are astonishingly low, and
the Pros have an astonishing dynamic-range capability
As delivered, the Lambda suffers from upper-midrange
suckout, which disappears after some hours' use Very
comfortable. Even more expensive model, yet to be
auditioned, features atube direct-drive amplifier.
(Vol.10 No.9)

Signet TK44: $300
Transient response and "snap" are not up to the standard set by the Lambda Pro, neither is the sound as
open, but there's plenty of detail, and coloration levels
"are close to zero," according to BS. Wry comfortable.
(Von() No.9)
Stu( SR-5 NB: $399
More colored in the midband and above than the Scot
SR-34 or Signet models, and balanced alittle on the
bright skin the '5 scores when it corms to reproduction
of low frequencies and overall transparency. (Vol.10
No.9)
Staz SR-34: $160
Very similar performance (and construction) to the
Signet TK44, though less comfortable and lacking the
latter's overload monitoring, at asignificantly lower
price. The bargain in electrostatic headphones. (Vol.10
No.9)

Beyer Dynamic 01990: $199
One of the two best dynamic headphones on the
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D
Sennheiser HD-420 Mk.II: $99
Veiled in the upper mid, but these inexpensive,
dynamic, all-purpose cans are good value. (NR)
Sony MDR-282 Turbo: $40
Best of the in-the-ear cans, with LC-OFC wiring, excellent bass response, and arelatively uncolored treble,
despite asomewhat overbright balance. (NR)
Sony MDR-CD6: $120
A little expensive for the sound quality offered—too
much midbass, sound somewhat unsubtle—but recommended on the grounds that BS feels these to be the
ideal cans for location recording, due to their high sensitivity and good isolation. (Von() No.9)
Sony MDR-S101: $40
A light balance with alively, open sound, but free from
coloration and distortion. A bargain! (Vol.10 No.9)

Record-Care Products
A
LAST record-preservation treatment
This actually works. It significantly improves the sound
of even new records and is claimed to make them last
longer, though we haven't used it long enough to verify
the claim. (Vol.5 No.3)
Nitty Gritty Pro II record cleaner
This semiautomatic wet cleaner cleans both disc sides
at once Slightly less rugged than the VPI, but both do
an excellent job and the Nitty Gritty Pro Il is faster.
Significantly better design than earlier Nitty Grittys.
(Vol.8 No.1)
Rozoil Gruv-Glide
Record destaticizing agent that also leads to better
sound. Apparently doesn't leave afilm or g,rundge up
the stylus. (M)I.9 No.8)
VP! HW-17 record cleaner
Clearly an industrial-quality machine of reassuring quality the VP1 does one side at a time, semiautomatically, and is slower than the Nitty Gritty. "A highly
functional and convenient luxury" Latest version has
aheavier-duty vacuum system. (Vol.8 No.1)

Nitty-Gritty 2.5P1 and 3.5 record cleaners
Instead of avacuuming tonearm as on the professional
Keith Monks machine, the NG cleaners use avacuum
slot. Cleaning is efficient, but they are noisy and harder
to use than the Monks. Cleaning is just as good as Nitty
Gritty's Pro, at half the price. (Vol.7 No.5, Vol.8 No.1)
VP! HW-16.5 record cleaner
Manually operated version of HW-17 (above), noisier
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motor; less money Adjusts automatically to thickness
of record. (M)l.5 Nos.7 & 9, review was of earlier but
substantially identical HW- 16.)

van den Hul D-102 Mk.II
Not as good as the majority of the other Class 8cables,
broadly comparable with the Aural Symphonies, with
abetter treble but slightly worse focus. (Von() No.2)

D
Decca, Hunt-EDA, Goldring, or Statibrush
record brushes
Properly used (held with the bristles at alow angle
against the approaching grooves and slowly slid off the
record), these are the most effective dry record-cleaners
available UGH strongly disagrees, feeling that they leave
the dust on the record.) No substitute for an occasional
wet wash. (Vol.10 No.8)
DiscWasher record brush
If you don't have acleaning machine, the DW system
will do an adequate job on relatively clean records, but
won't get out the deep grundge. If you begin to accumulate kits of gunk on your stylus after cleaning your
record with an older DW brush, the bristles are worn
out; send it back for resurfacing or buy anew one. A
high-torque turntable is required. (NR)
We have yet to try the latest version of the classic Keith
Monks record-cleaning machine.

Component Interconnects
A
van den Hul MC Silver
A silly price, but this elaborately wound coaxial cable
is apparently flat up into the microwave region, which
suggests precision construction. "The best there is!",
according to DO (and also MC) as of Spring '87. The
least signature of any interconnect, with the most improvement noticeable on soundstaging and imaging.
(Vol.10 No.2, see also vdH interview in Vol.9 No.8)

Discrete ltchnology
Available in two versions, differing in quality of highfrequency reproduction and midrange balance Almost
uncolored; highly detailed; smooth, excellent resolution. A "fast" cable, sometimes at the expense of musical
coherence. (Vol.9 No.1)
DNM Interconnect
Alvin Gold is totally convinced by this small-gauge
solid-core cable imported by Music Hall. Even if you
are not convinced that single-conductor cable is the
answer to everything, this fiat, spaced-twin interconnect
represents undoubtedly good value for money. (8,61.10
No.4)
Monster Cable Interlink Reference A
Reasonably neutral. but with slight HE sweetening
tendency and afat bass. Asafe recommendation, but
not in the same league as Monster's new M1000. (\b1.8
No.2)
Straight Wire LSI
A clear best buy in Class A just over ayear ago, such
has been the pace of development that this undramaticsounding cable drops to class C, lacking the degree of
focus and transparency of the Class Aand 8cables. Excellent detail and open, airy highs, however, and still
an AHC favorite. (Vol.9 No.1, Vol.10 No.2)

D
Hitachi LC-OFC
Open, clean, transparent, but high frequencies can get
frazzled and low-level detail obscured when compared
with the best. Always listenable. (Vol.10 No.2)

MIT
Aural Symphonies As-One
90% of the performance of the other Class Et cables
for asignificantly lower price will make this Tefloninsulated cable abest buy. (V)l.10 No.2)
Magnan Type 2
Remarkable clarity and focus, but less spacious than
the Monster, Siltech, or vdH. Midrange is slightly rich,
but overall laid-back balance will render its performance
somewhat more system-dependent than usual. (Vol.10
No.2)
Monster Cable M1000
Pristine bass, smooth mids, spacious highs, and atubelike dimensionality render this the best interconnect
ever produced by Monster. (Von() No.2)
Siltech 4-24
Astounding transparency and imaging even better than
the already outstanding Monster M1000. (less neutral,
though.) The best, were it not for the three-times-asexpensive vdH Silver. Needs "running in." Distributed
by SOTA. (Vol.10 No.2)
Siltech 2-20
lower-cost Siltech preserves the 4-24's remarkable
midrange but sacrifices overall cohesion and some
definition at frequency extremes. (Nb1.10 No.2)
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Loudspeaker Cables
Editor's note: DO is working on athorough update
of loudspeaker cables. His findings will appear in the
magazine as soon as possible In the meantime take the
following ratings with agrain of salt; the original reviews
were published in Vol.8 No.2 and Vol.9 No.1, and all
recommended types will undoubtedly have changed
somewhat since then.

A

Kimber et and grc
The latest Kimber has greatly improved Teflon dielectric,
and widely varying glues among its strands. The result
is widely compatible in different systems, and not too
expensive. (Vol.9 No.1)
Livewire Type 10
Polypropylene insulation and 2kind of LC copper.
Clean and extended highs, deep bass without overhang. Class A sound quality will be more systemdependent than some. (Vol.9 No.1)
MIT MH-750 "Music Hose"
Winner rake all! This is the best of the best, almost impossible to fault; bulky stiff, and awkward to get around,
expensive. Still the best.

Ill

Randall Research 64TBC
Similar to the MIT, but can become very subtly bright
with certain components.
Straight Wire Teflon 12
Wry neutral, fast, clean, extended treble & bass, excellent HF resolution.

Distech
Teflon dielectric and OFC conductors. Fast, detailed,
extended HF and LE unusually good bass range and
heft. Expensive, though
Kimber Kahle 4VS and 8VS
Excellent, coherent across the board, not quite as
transparent at frequency extremes as the A cables.
Monster Cable Powerline II and Ill
A cables except for some HF softening; the Ill is
softer than the II.
CUSS

Straight Wire Music Ribbon
Used straight (Ha!) from the packaging, this has good
frequency extension and timbre, but variable soundstage
characteristics. TWeaking the options, however, can give
aClass A sound. (Vol.9 No.1)

Kirnber Kahle 4PR and 8PR
Good imaging, balance, and dynamics, but not quite
as transparent as some.
Livewire BC-4
Excellent except for some upper-midrange hardness.
Monster Cable (Original)
Wry good, but lacks the resolution and upper-range
openness of the better cables.

Siltech, Monster MI, van den Hul, MIT Shotgun, DNM,
Czardas, Madrigal

"The Rolls Royce
of Entry Level Audio"
Idon't have the nerve to write ad copy like that.
It came from an enthused Parasound dealer. And it makes an important point for
audiophiles whose budgets—or values—won't permit unlimited indulgence.
Icreated Parasound so people who thrill to the reproduction of music by the finest
equipment won't have to settle for less.
Each Parasound model approaches very closely
those attributes that elevate esoteric high end
audio above mass market mediocrity
At honest prices that are something of a
sensation.
Word is spreading in the high end community
that Parasound delivers unprecedented performance for your money. Great reviews are
adding up. From the New York Times. Stereophile.
Audio.
.s..

And now Parasound is sold in the same audio
salons you already know and trust for their
product selection, knowledge and service. They
know agood thing when they hear it.
You will too.

Richard Schram
President

Parasound Products, Inc.
945 Front Street. San Francisco. CA 94111

415/39/-7100
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
DOLAN PM] PREAMPLIFIER
Stephen W. Watkinson

Dolan PM-1 preamplifier
Solid-state preamplifier. Phono inputs: MM, MC. Line-level inputs: 3. Tape loop: 1. Price: $2395.
Approximate number of dealers: 8. Manufacturer: RA Dolan Electronics, Inc., 130 Slater St.,
Suite 750, Ottawa, Ontario. Canada K1P 6E2. Tel: (602) 594-8701. US: Audiophile Accessories,
119 E. Wayne St., Butler, PA 16001. Tel: (412) 282-7195.
It happens every time Igo out on a limb:

some unwritten rule of modern high-end

Someone comes along and saws it off. A few
issues back (Vol.10 No.9), in my review of the

audio, the unit is supplied sans tone controls.

Electrocompaniet EC-1, Imade arather am-

least for areviewer) features of the Dolan are

bitious statement to the effect that the EC-1

phono-impedance and capacitance-selection
switches on the front panel. This eliminates

had no serious competition in the $2000 price

Two fairly unusual, but quite convenient (at

range. So what's the next thing JA sends me?

the need to open up the case and change DIP

Of course: a$2000 preamp that's so good the
publisher's been using it in his own system for

switch settings or resistors when changing car-

several months, unwilling to part with it for a

limited to six resistance (10, 30, 100, 300, lk,

review.

and 47k ohms) and three capacitance settings.
If one of these isn't ideal for your cartridge,

Needless to say, Iliked the Dolan. Just how
much I'll describe later, but first, I'll get the

tridges. On the other hand, the selection is

short of sending the unit back to the factory

requisite preliminaries out of the way. The PM1
is an attractive but conventionally styled low-

(which would involve atrip through customs

profile design, finished in black with gold

and voiding the warranty, you have to make
do as best you can. There is also aphono-stage

fascia and trim. The overall size is somewhat

each way) or whipping out the soldering iron

smaller than the typical high-end preamp, but
the moderately massive internal transformer

gain selector switch on the rear panel with

makes the Dolan deceptively heavy for its

from low-output moving-coils (0.15mV) to

dimensions. The first time Ipicked it up,

standard-output moving-magnets. The female

three settings intended to handle everything

straight out of the box, Itried aone-handed

inputs on the rear panel are gold-plated

jerk which almost resulted in the Dolan crash-

Tiffany-style connectors. High-quality components appear to have been used throughout

ing onto an Italian tile floor. Iimmediately
gained some respect for this product.
The Dolan's controls are laid out in afairly
conventional manner using your basic round
knobs and toggle switches. All the controls
one would expect on apreamp in this price

the PMI, and the overall impression is of very
high-quality construction.
The Dolan was evaluated against an SPI1
Mk.II, the Klyne SK-5A, and Electrocompaniet

range (volume, balance, tape/source and input

EC-1, with Audio Research tube amps, and the
BEL and Eagle 2solid-state amps. In all cases,

selector) are there. There is even amute switch
which actually works. Of course, following

subwoofers and avacuum SOTA Star 'table
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Magnepan Tympani IVa speakers with separate
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were used. NAD, Kyocera, and PS Audio CD

in this region. Idon't, and found the Dolan to

players were used for evaluating the line stage

be simply superb in the upper midrange, with
no elevation and atotal freedom from glare.

The musical selections were catholic, including classical, rock, jazz, C&W, folk, and
blues. Classical selections included 18th Century (Bach, Mozart, Handel, etc.) and earlier
music on period instruments, and moderninstrument performances of 19th and 20th

It outperformed all of the comparison
preamps in the upper midrange, including my
overall favorite, the Klyne SK-5A.
In dynamics, the PM1 came off alittle weak
when compared with the other preamps. The

century potboilers, including recordings from
several small but well-regarded audiophile

Dolan just couldn't belt out the codas like the

labels. Pop and rock selections included Rickie

trance on "In the Air Tonight" from Phil Collins's Face Value clearly lacked impact on the

Lee Jones, Phil Collins, Peter Gabriel, Laurie
Anderson, Dire Straits, George Thorogood,

Klyne or the EC-1. The dynamic drum en-

PM!. On the other hand, dynamic contrast and

and several others. Jazz and blues tunes were

harmonic detail and preservation were ex-

provided by BB King, Robert Cray, Steve
Douglas, Bill Laswell, and some well-known

cellent, coming very close to the Klyne and
the SP!!, and bettering the EC-1. The har-

(in audiophile circles) Scandinavian pressings.

monic subtleties of chamber and wind

Bypass tests were conducted using the tape

ensembles were presented with arelaxed, but
accurate, effortlessness.

loops of the Klyne and Electrocompaniet. The
line level of the Dolan was also compared with
the sound from CDs run directly into the amps.
The overall sound of the Dolan was somewhat warm and mellow, and came very close
to atypical, moderately high-end tube preamp
in many respects. One tube aficionado who
heard the Dolan thought it had many of the

Soundstaging and imaging are good, but a
bit unusual. The soundstage is recessed and
individual voice and instrument size seem
somewhat small. The SPI 1made an interesting
comparison to the Dolan in this area. Both
preamps present the soundstage as atrapezoid.
The SPI l's soundstage places the wide side in
the rear, whereas the Dolan places the wide

characteristics of the SPIO, though Iwould
describe it as closer to aConrad-Johnson in
sound. The PM! performed noticeably better

side forward. Thus, which preamp had the

with the tube amps, and in ahead-to-head test

On most classical recordings, which tend to

with the SPI! using ARC amps, the Dolan

be more distantly miked than pop albums, the
SPI 1had anoticeably wider soundstage. But
on closely miked pop recordings, the Dolan's
soundstage was wider. As is to be expected

came off surprisingly well. The biggest difference was the Dolan's noticeably recessed
midbass and its lack of prominence in the up-

wider soundstage depended on the recording.

per midrange in comparison with the SP11.

with any high-quality preamp, instrument

Whether the latter characteristic is avirtue or

placement was stable and well-defined.
The PMI did not fare as well with either

detriment depends on your taste (I view it as
avirtue of the Dolan), but the softness in the
midbass clearly seemed wrong in comparison
with all three other preamps. The SPI also
had somewhat more transparency, and was

solid-state amplifier as it had done with the
ARC tube amps. The solid-state amps tended
to emphasize the Dolan's weaknesses and sup-

simply less veiled. On the other hand, the

press its virtues. The Dolan's recessed midand upper bass and lack of attack speed became

Dolan had excellent low bass (below 40Hz),

very obvious in comparison with the Klyne

clearly bettering the SPI 1in this regard.
Attack in the mid- and upper bass and lower

and EC-1 on the BEL amp. For example, the
subtle differences in the different types of elec-

midrange seemed alittle slow and fuzzy on the

tric bass used on Bill Caswell's Baseline album

Dolan, but this problem disappeared from

were clearly discernible with the other two

about the center of the midrange on up. High

solid-state preamps. This was not the case with

frequencies were gorgeous, being clear and

the Dolan, and the midbass sounded distinctly
recessed and soggy. The same problem also

well extended, with absolutely no harshness
or hardness. Experience has taught me that the
upper midrange is the one area where people
are most likely to disagree on electronics.
Many audiophiles prefer some elevation or zip
116

was noticeable in the walking bass lines on the
Rickie Lee Jones album. Since this characteristic also was quite noticeable on CDs, Iconclude that it lies principally in the line stage.
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But the low bass still remained excellent,

at about 40% of the SPI 1's price, the Dolan

bettering the EC-1 but not quite equalling

was clearly the better return for the dollar.

the Klyne. The upper midrange and high fre-

With solid-state power amplifiers, Istill have

quencies remained gorgeous on the solid-state

aclear preference for the EC-1 in this price

amps, but the lack of dynamics became more

range. The Dolan did nothing to change this.

apparent and objectionable.

It simply can't offer the bass performance,

To sum up, the PMI is an excellent preamp

speed of attack, and dynamics of the Elec-

with several very strong virtues and afew clear

trocompaniet, and these are three of the main
reasons Iprefer solid-state amps and preamps.

weaknesses. More than most components, it
needs the right kind of system. But in awell-

The Dolan is highly recommended to

matched system, it performs magnificently for

audiophiles with tube amps as an excellent

its price. The head-to-head comparison of the

performer, subject to the above-mentioned

Dolan with the SPI 1using ARC tube amps

caveats. Overall, it is the approximate equal of

proves the law of diminishing returns as well

the EC-1, but radically different in its strengths
and weaknesses.

as any example I've heard. The SPI Ioutperformed the Dolan, but only marginally. And

NELSON-REED 8-04/B
LOUDSPEAKER 8(1204 SUBWOOFER
J. Gordon Holt
Manufacturer's specifications: Model 8-04/B: Floor-standing three-way dynamic system. Drivers:
two 8" cone woofers, one 3" dome midrange, one 3
4 "soft-dome tweeter. Crossover frequencies:
/
300Hz, 4kHz. Crossover network: 22-element, hand-tuned. Nominal impedance: 8ohms, 6
minimum. Frequency response: 32Hz-20kHz ±3dB. Sensitivity: 92dB. Maximum acoustic output:
120dB SPL at 500W RMS in. Linear continuous output (3dB compression): 114dB at 320W RMS.
THD at 1kHz: 0.15% at 100dB, 035% at 110dB SPL. Dimensions: 39" H by 12" W by 15" D, w/out
stand. Weight: 86 lbs. Price: $2850/pair.
Model 1204: Floor-standing dynamic subwoofer system. Drivers: four 12" cones. Nominal impedance: 2, 4, or 8ohms selectable, minimum 6ohms on 8ohm setting. Frequency response:
6-65Hz ±3dB. Sensitivity: 93dB, 16-60Hz. Maximum acoustic output: 120dB. Crossover frequency: 65Hz. Dimensions: 39" H by 18" W by 18" D. Weight: 120 lbs. Price: $1200 each.
Model AC-1204 electronic crossover: Crossover frequency: 62Hz. Crossover slopes: 6dB/octave
initial, 18dB/octave final. Gain: OdB (high-pass), 0-20dB (low-pass). Dimensions: 19" W by 2"
H by 10" D. Price: $570.
For all three: Approximate number of dealers: 20. Manufacturer: Nelson-Reed Co., 15810 Blossom
Hill Rd., Los Gatos, CA 95032. Tel: (408) 356-3633.

According to designer Bill Reed, the Nelson-

original power and dynamic range of live

Reed 8-04/B was not originally intended to be

music is aformidable challenge, which prac-

an audiophile speaker system, but was instead

tically no audiophile speakers have met suc-

designed as a high-quality monitor for the

cessfully. On the other hand, so-called studio

critical recording engineer who wanted to be
able to walk from the studio into the control

monitors, which can do that routinely, have

room and hear the same thing from his

generally lousy in all areas of fidelity except

speakers that he heard "live." The fact that

output capability. The 8-04/B was an attempt

tended to be highly colored and otherwise

modern studio mike technique ensures that

to combine the strengths of both kinds of

this could never happen is probably beside the

speaker, while avoiding their usual weaknesses.

point. The point is that reproducing the

Reproducing original "live music" volume
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Nelson Reed 8-04/B & 1204 subwoofer

levels requires three things in aloudspeaker:
high signal-to-sound conversion efficiency
(sensitivity), high power-handling capability,

90dB, the compression is rarely noticed, although our reviewers frequently observe in
their equipment reports that some speaker

and freedom from amplitude compression.

systems seem to be "more dynamic" than

The first two are self-explanatory, but the third

others. Asecond, much more noticeable result

may not be. In the ideal loudspeaker, the for-

is that some upper-range drivers start produc-

ward and backward displacements of the
driver diaphragms should be directly related

ing large amounts of harmonic distortion
when approaching their displacement limit.

to the amplitude of the input signal. This is
usually the case only up to acertain output

sounds fine at moderate listening levels, but

This explains the occasional system which

level, beyond which all speakers start to run

which seems to change its spectral balance

out of travel range. That is, the diaphragms

when driven hard, becoming excessively

start to approach the mechanical limit of their
flexible suspension system, which begins to
impose increasing amounts of stiffness on the
diaphragm. The effect of this is that, when the

bright or shrill.
There is no generally accepted measurement for dynamic range, and pertinent infor-

signal amplitude increases by 20%, the amplitude of diaphragm displacement may increase

specifications. Its efficiency (or, rather, sen-

by only 15%. This causes an effective form of
mechanical volume compression.

only to SPL output for 1W of input signal, at
which level no loudspeaker will be compress-

mation about it is rarely included in published
sitivity) spec is of no help, because it relates

With most loudspeakers intended for home

ing at all. But if amaximum-output figure is

use, some degree of amplitude compression

cited, along with the necessary input power,

starts setting in at output levels (Sound-

you can (assuming the figures are accurate) get

Pressure Levels) of around 85 to 90dB. Since

an idea of the speaker's dynamic-range
capability by how well the numbers correlate

few people listen at peak SPLs of more than
118
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frequency driver at the top and the woofers at
How to Calculate Maximum SPL

the bottom. The speakers are centered across

Since asensitivity rating is astatement
of SPL of acoustic output with 1W of signal
input (at 400 or 1000Hz), it will be increas-

the front panel; they are not displaced to either
side (as in amirror-imaged pair). The midrange
driver is supposed to be at ear height for a

ed according to the difference in deciBels

listener of average size seated on asofa of

between the amplifier's rated maximum
output and that IW reference level. To
calculate this, take the amplifier's rated out-

average height, and pink-noise tests indicated
that midrange colorations were minimal when

put, find the base-10 logarithm of that,

listening from right on that driver's axis. (Optional 10" stands are available from N-R if ad-

multiply that by 10, then add that to the

ditional speaker height is required.)

loudspeaker's sensitivity figure. The result

The enclosure construction is excellent; it

is the maximum SPL the amplifier/loud-

is very well braced and internally damped, and

speaker will produce before the amplifier
starts clipping.
For example, the Nelson-Reed 8-04/B

produces no perceptible resonances when
pounded with the fist. There are two sets of
input terminals-5-way binding posts—

has arated sensitivity of 92dB at 1W of in-

providing

put. Iam using them with amplifiers rated

speakers. They are shipped with heavy cop-

the

option

of biamping the

at 160W output. The base-10 log of 160 is

per jumpers installed, for full-range operation;

2.2, multiplied by 10 is 22, added to 92.
That combination of amp and speakers

biamping only requires that they be removed.

will, in theory, put out an SPL of 114dB

The midrange driver, sourced from the
British ATC company, has one of the biggest

before the amplifier overloads. Most lis-

magnets I've seen on any domed unit: Weigh-

teners would overload first.

ing in at 10 lbs, and about 8" in diameter, it is
undoubtedly one reason for the 8-04/B's
unusually high sensitivity. (Each Volt woofer

with expectation (see sidebar). For example,
if aspeaker is rated at 84dB SPL sensitivity, and
at acertain SPL for 200W of input, the latter
figure should be 23dB higher than its sensitivi-

has a5-lb magnet.) Another reason, according
to Bill Reed, is that all the drivers have avery
narrow magnet gap, to increase the flux density across the voice-coil windings. This, of
course, makes the voice-coil alignment much

ty, or 107dB. If it's lower than that, the dif-

more critical than in conventional speakers,

ference is probably due to amplitude compression. But asevere disparity here may not in fact

apotential problem which has been addressed
by the use of dual spiders, one at each end of

tell you much, because that second SPL figure

the voice-coil form. Since the spider is typical-

may have been measured at the level where

ly amajor source of amplitude compression

amplitude compression puts a cap on the

in speakers, it is atribute to the drive units'

speaker's maximum output; compression may

designer's ingenuity that the 8-04/B, with two

be far less, or only negligibly less, at an input
power of only afew watts less. Only if the

spiders per speaker, seems to have less
amplitude compression than do most other

rated maximum output is 10dB louder than

loudspeaker drivers.
Equipment used for my tests included the

you will ever listen can you safely assume that
the speaker will be reasonably free from com-

Ortofon MC-3000 cartridge with its T-3000

pression at your normal listening levels.

stepup transformer, the Well-Tempered Arm

The 8-04/B's 92dB sensitivity rating is very
high for adirect-radiator speaker. (Only horns

on the Sota Star Sapphire turntable, aSony

can provide significantly higher efficiency.)

CDP-705ESD CD player, aSony PCM-F1 digital
processor and SL-2000 VCR, the Threshold

And its specifications do include information

FET-10 preamp and line controller, and Octave

about its amplitude linearity, which suggests

Research, Threshold SA-1, and Audio Research

it is something the designer is not at all ashamed

M300 power amplifiers. Audio interconnects

of. And, as it turns out, for good reason.
The 8-04/B is a moderate-sized tower

were Monster M-1000s, speaker cables were

system, with all its drivers mounted in a

MIT Music Hose, and the listening room is extensively treated with ASC lübe Traps. Pro-

straight

gram material consisted of CDs and analog

vertical

line
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discs from Sheffield, Opus 3, Telarc, and

ings' Beethoven violin and piano sonata. This

Reference Recordings, and live-performance

is arare quality among loudspeakers; most of

PCM tapes from anumber of sources.

them excel at rock/pop and high-powered
classics or at gentler, more introspective music;
very few are equally good at both.

The 8-04/Bs proved to be generally quite
forgiving of room placement. Istarted with
them subtending an included angle with my

The system has superb lower-midrange per-

listening "sweet spot" of 80°, about 5' from the

formance, reproducing cellos, large brasses,

rear wall, and aimed straight forward (without

and piano bass strings with great authority and
power Most other instruments, too, are rendered

toeing-in). This starting location was more
than just an educated guess, though; it is
where most other speakers in my room have
given of their best. Subsequently, Ifound it

massed violins, which occasionally came
through with atouch of hardness. Sibilants

possible to move them alittle farther apart, to
90°, without impairing midspeaker imaging,

and cymbals, too, are subtly exaggerated, and
while there is no HF deficiency that Iwas

but obtained the widest listening area by toeing them inward so their axes converged on
my ears.

aware of, there is also no question that the
8-04/B is abit less transparent and delicate
than my standards of comparison here: full-

Idon't know whether or not the 8-04/Bs

range electrostatics. There is, however, no

were "broken-in" at the factory before they
were shipped to us, but indications are that

tendency for the sound to become harder at
high listening levels. At 108dB on peaks (with

they either were or they don't need it. They
showed no sign of performance change during
the two weeks Iwas using them. When Ifired

response, C-weighted ,)the sound was still
clean and unchanged in spectral balance,

them up, my instant reaction was shock! I
believe it was Doug Sax of Sheffield Records
who coined the term "jump factor" to describe
aloudspeaker that is so alive that an unexpected sound from it elicits an involuntary startle reaction. When Iput the first record on—

with equal realism, the only exception being

a General Radio 1565A SPL meter, fast

although Ithink my ears were on the verge of
overload. That is loud! A small combo, that
could conceivably fit in my listening room,
can sound about as convincingly "here" from
these speakers as Ihave ever heard. Speaking
voice is spookily real!

Sheffield's Dave Grusin D-to-D-1 was of

The system's Q is rated at 0.8, just ashade

course expecting to hear sound, and Istill

higher than the classic Butterworth alignment,

jumped.

which is supposed to yield maximum LF out-

This is one of the most alive and punchy—
dare Isay "dynamic"?—speaker systems Ihave
heard for some time. Idon't know whether to

put linearity with aslight compromise of damping. But it must be stated that the 8-04/B's
transient performance does not appear to be

attribute this to its frequency response, its
dynamic range, or its unusually high sensitivity

appreciably compromised. Its low end is very

(or, possibly, all three), but whatever the
reason, this system has much of the immediacy

detailed and controlled by any standard, but
particularly by comparison with the majority of systems of this size. There is hardly even
atrace of the monotonicity —the tendency for

and impact 1normally associate only with
large horn systems, but without the usual
midrange honkyness of horns. On my GQ

all bass notes to sound alike—supposed to
characterize all reflex-port systems. Yet the

(goose-bump quotient) scale of 1to 5, Iwould

system Q could, Ibelieve, be profitably set

rate this speaker at avery respectable 4.0. Its

lower than 0.8, because the 8-04/Bs have a

sound is so emotionally involving, Ifound

definite tendency toward LF heaviness which,

myself becoming completely immersed in
some performances Ihad previously considered rather lackluster.

in some rooms, can become wretchedly excessive. The solution is simple enough, in

This is not, though, just acase of spectacular

those cases where one is needed: Simply place
foam-plastic plugs in the reflex ports. The in-

coloration—of asystem that screams "listen

structions for the speakers describe how to do

to me, I'm hi-fir In fact, the 8-04/B is remarkably

this, and N-R supplies suitable inserts with the

uncolored. It is only spectacular when the
music is, and is capable of doing equal justice
to agentle, delicate work like Wilson Record-

lIn an SP!. meter, C•weighting pnwides the flattest frequency
response the meter is capable of.
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speakers. Unfortunately, the 4"x10"xl 1
2 "ones
/
from N-R are too effective, rolling-off the
whole bottom range below 90Hz, but you can
experiment with different amounts of penetration into the port until you find the optimum,
then use arazor blade to lop off the unwanted
portion, so the needed portion will fit flush

improved when Iused the Audio Research
M300s on the 8-04/Bs. (ibbes always seem to
produce more of it than transistors, possibly
because of some as-yet-unidentified form of
euphonic distortion—or possibly because
they retain some depth information "discarded"

with the front panel. (I would advise retaining

by transistor equipment.) Iwas surprised,
though, at how little difference the M300s

the leftover pieces for possible future use in

made at the low end. Neither its quantity nor

case you change amplifiers.) In my case, a11
2 "
/
thickness worked best: The low end had
tremendous visceral impact, and still sounded
subjectively flat down to around 35Hz. Bass

its quality changed dramatically, although
there was aslight increase in midbass and an
equally slight weakening of the extreme low
end. The most noticeable changes were in the

reflex or not, the 8-04/B produced some

midrange, which became better focused and

of the highest-quality bass Ihave heard for

abit more alive, and at the extreme high end,

some time.
These speakers can float a soundstage
almost as well as the smallest mini-monitors,
placing the performers (with appropriate

which became so soft as to verge on dullness.
The high-end difference, attributable to the
amplifiers, is just that and nothing more; there
is no "correct" amount of extreme HF content,

recordings) between the speakers rather than

only that amount which best suits the par-

stretching them from speaker to speaker. With
many systems, including my Sound Lab A-3s,

ticular speakers being used. The fact here is
that the 8-04/Bs have amore natural extreme

the sides of aperforming group rarely detach
from the loudspeakers; the performing group

top with the best solid-state amps than they
do with the best tube amps.

is not heard framed by the space of the surrounding hall.

In short, 1was very impressed with the
8-04/Bs. Iam still in love with my Sound Lab

With the speakers aimed parallel to one

A-3s, but there are many ways in which the

another, it was necessary to place them fair-

8-04/Bs give me more musical satisfaction

ly close together, for an included angle of

from many recordings. When it comes to

about 60°, in order to get solid center-fill and
imaging. When toed-in, though, the 8-04/B

dynamic range, for example, the A-3s are
wimps and, at 77dB sensitivity, formidably
power-hungry. (A recent factory modification,

produces an outstanding center image, even
when the speakers are spaced much farther
apart than Ican usually get away with. The
center is solid and stable when listening from
dead center, but tends to lose specificity as one
moves to either side, even with the speakers
toed inward toward the center seat.
Audiophiles in general seem to like their
speakers to sound laid-back— largely, it would

which increases their efficiency by about 6dB,
has been promised but has not yet arrived.
And 6dB more sensitivity would still make
them 9dB less so than the 8-04/B.) However,
regardless of how enjoyable Ifind the 8-04/B,
there is no way Icould describe it as an
audiophile loudspeaker, because its strong
points are not important to most audiophiles

seem, because this enhances the illusion of

while its weaknesses very definitely are. If the

depth in the reproduction. But there is depth
and there is depth, and much of what passes

ultimate in soundstaging and subtlety are your

for it isn't. The laid-back midrange produces

be better off with large electrostatics or

an artificial depth, in which all instruments

Apogee ribbons, or maybe even a pair of

sound farther behind the speakers than they

Celestion SL600s. But if it's emotional involve-

should. True depth is the reproduction of dif

ment you're looking for from your reproduced
music, these will provide it, from awider varie-

ferences in distance between the listener and
the ranks of onstage instruments. The 8-04/Bs
are not at all laid-back, but they do avery
good job of reproducing true depth perspec-

prime criteria for judging sound, then you'd

ty of musical fare than any other speakers I
know of.
Ihave only listened to the N-Rs for two

tives, although (again) not quite as impressively

weeks, but Ihave still not found anything

as some very small speakers.
Not surprisingly, depth reproduction was

about them that irritates me. These are very
musical speakers, that do for me what Iask of
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reproduced sound. Whether their special
qualities will ultimately seduce me away from

aroom, the more trouble you are likely to have
with standing waves. It took me about 10 hours

my (legendary?) attraction for full-range elec-

of sweating and cursing (they're heavy and

trostatics is something Icannot predict at this

bulky) to get the 1204s in satisfactory locations,

time. But right now, the Sound Labs are in the

and I've had more experience doing this sort

storage area, the N-R 8-04/Bs dominate my
listening area, and Iam in the process of

of thing than most audiophiles.

relistening to much of my record collection
that Ihaven't dragged out in years. Hike these

start with them right next to and beyond the

speakers, but if you don't, Iwill not be at all
surprised.

check either pair for phasing (unless you're
certain neither of your power amps inverts

Adding the Subwoofers

use acontinuously variable oscillator to sweep

About the only advice Ican give is that you
outer edges of the upper-range speakers,

phase), and rephase them if necessary. Then
Iwas so impressed by the 8-04/B's low-end

through the low-end range, starting from

range that Iseriously doubted the add-on sub-

about an octave above the crossover point, and

woofers could add enough of significance to
be cost-effective Iwas wrong. l‘vo of the sub-

listen for peaks and dips. There will be lots of
both. Then start moving the woofers toward

woofers were provided, along with the
necessary electronic crossover unit. Each 1204

you're looking for is acombination of maxi-

unit contains four 12" woofers in avery solid

mum smoothness and strongest output through

sealed enclosure, with two facing to the front
and two facing the rear. The electronic cross-

the 20-to-25Hz range. Don't try for best

over has three controls, besides the AC power

the rear room corners, symmetrically. What

LF/upper-range balance; you can always correct that with the crossover's balance control.

switch: ahardwire , bypass switch, astereo/

Two cautions: You don't want to end up with

mono switch, and asubwoofer level control.

adeep dip at around 40Hz; that's the frequency of abass drum and the bottom of adouble

In the stereo mode, the low frequencies are
kept separate, left from right; in mono mode,

bass's range. And avoid any speaker location

they are blended together for feeding to a
single subwoofer. Iwill not resurrect the ques-

that gives asharp 60Hz peak; this will exaggerate hum from any available source. (If you

tion of whether or not it is important to maintain stereo separation into the LF range, except

about.) Practically any amplifier of adequate

live in Europe, it's 50Hz you have to worry

to echo N-R's observation that there is no LF

power (50W and more) will suffice to drive

separation on analog discs to begin with;

subwoofers, but solid-state amplifiers do better

the lows are mixed together, to limit vertical

than tubes, and more power and/or more cur-

excursions of the cutting stylus that could

rent capability will improve LF detail and con-

cause it to rise above the disc surface or, worse,
dig into the aluminum base of the master disc.

trol. Iused an Octave Research, and also tried

There is, however, LF separation on all other
signal sources, and Ican vouch for the fact
that, when the blend switch was set to Mono,

the Threshold SA-1s (while Ihad the M300s on
top), and it was atoss-up.
The 1204 subwoofer is claimed to be flat (to

there was aslight loss of LF detail. There was

within 3dB) down to an astonishingly deep
16Hz. There is practically no musical material

not, however, any effect on the stereo sound-

available with that kind of bottom on it; only

stage that Icould hear. The point here, though,
is that the 1204's crossover allows the option

afew very large pipe organs can produce a

of blending low end so that asingle woofer

heard anyway, but is felt as apressure on the

may be used if desired, or until you can afford

body. (In fact, Icould not verify N-R's 16Hz
claim. In my 19'3c24' room, the best Icould do

to buy asecond one.

16Hz tone, which (in fact) is too deep to be

Anyone who has ever tried using subwoofers

was get the system fairly flat down to 20Hz,

knows that they are fiendishly difficult to place
optimally in alistening room of average size,

which is still astonishingly deep when you actually hear it.) Even then, the only material

because the lower the frequencies you put into

with deep enough low end to show off the

2Hardwiring means the bypass is direct, and will feed signal
through even when the device is turned off.
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1204's low end really spectacularly was nonmusical stuff like trains, of which Ijust happened to have two CDs on hand: the two
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Solid line: Measu ed frequency response of the Nelson-Reed 8-04. average of 6curves.
Dotted line: Same but with one subwoofer added, average of 6curves.

"Sounds of Trains" discs from Bainbridge

always an unmixed blessing. There is low-

Record (see feature record review in this issue).
Because trains are very big and heavy, they

man was never intended to hear. For example,

frequency stuff on some recordings which

produce sounds which range well down into
the subsonic The "real" sound of heavily loaded

Reference Recordings' "Tafelmusic" and the

steel wheels crossing a track join literally

test and demo CD have constant underpin-

Bruckner symphony excerpt on the HFN/RR

shakes the earth, and there are many examples

nings of random, unidentifiable thuds and

of that sound on these two discs. The effect
was truly awesome! My listening room has a

rumbles (nids and thumbles?). For such record-

concrete floor, and Iknow the system doesn't
have the power to set that floor into vibration,
but with the 1204s in action, it certainly felt

ings, you can always switch the crossover to
Bypass.
Other than proper room placement, the
most important thing about any subwoofer

as if the floor was shaking. They produced

system is that it be operated at ajudicious level.

what was without adoubt the deepest low end
Ihave ever heard in my listening room. And

There is always the temptation to set it too

the quality of that bass was outstanding, too.
While it never had that powerful throb you

no point paying all that money for it if you
can't hear it most of the time. But not only will

hear from alive pipe organ or double bass, it

excessive level sound wrong, it will also tend

high, apparently due to the feeling that there's

was very well controlled and had excellent

to muddy up the low end. Generally, the less

pitch delineation. As amatter of fact, the 1204
subwoofers meshed very well with the the

deep bass you have, the tighter it will sound.
(This is at least partly because real-life bass

Sound Labs, too, using the same crossover. I
believe they (or one of them, anyway) would
be ideal for use with Quads, but didn't get a

decay remains audible for too long, because
of exaggerated level, it will sound like hangover.)

chance to try that combination. (DO has apair
of the ESL-63s; perhaps he can be persuaded

tends to die out rather slowly, and if that slow

The only problem Ifound with the 1204s

to try this combination.)

was in the crossover, which adds asubtle veil
to the sound. The high end passes through ac-

But just because powerful subbass is rare
from music recordings doesn't mean that ex-

tive circuitry, and designing active circuitry
that has no effect at all on the sound is still a

tended bottom is wasted on them. Far from it!

supreme challenge even for preamp and

It makes asubstantial difference with largescale musical material, even though none of

power amp designers. But not to worry; N-R
has afix for that, too. The PC-1204 is asmall

the actual notes go below 40Hz, because it

box containing apassive high-pass crossover,

gives amuch-enhanced sense of the hall sur-

which you can use in place of the active one
to solve the problem completely. It has outputs

rounding the musicians. All very large enclosed
a continuous

for the upper-range amps and for the active

background of infrasonic rumble, which is
rarely missed when it's not reproduced, but

performing

spaces

have

unit. At $25 from N-R, $50 from adealer, it's

does wonders for realism when it is. But the

worth it, although it would seem to make
more sense if N-R included the passive circuit

addition of that low-end extension is not

in the main active crossover unit.
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The Nelson-Reed 1204s are excellent sub-

state-of-the-art, supremely musical system that

woofers, well worth their price in my opinion.

may be hard to heat, especially at this price.

And the combination of one or two of these

Iam impressed.

and the 8-04/Bs yields what Ifeel to be anear-

SUMO SAMSON SUBWOOFER
DELILAH ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER
John Atkinson

Sumo Samson/Delilah subwoofer/crossover
Samson: reflex-loaded subwoofer. Drive-unit: 15" (380mm) pulp-cone woofer with 4" (100mm)
edge-wound voice-coil. Frequency response: 25-125Hz +1dB. Recommended crossover frequencies: 50-125Hz. Sensitivity: 91dB (2.83V, 1m). Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Minimum recommended amplifier power 200W RMS. Maximum recommended amplifier power: 1000W. Dimensions: 22" (560mm) H by 29" (740mm) W by 19" (480mm) D. Weight: 150 lbs (68kg). Price: $650.
Approximate number of dealers: 80. Manufacturer: Sumo Products Group, 21300 Superior Street,
Chatsworth, CA 91311. Tel: (818) 407-2426.
Delilah: two-way electronic crossover with high-pass outputs, in-phase and anti-phase lowpass outputs, and summed mono low-pass output. Crossover frequencies: 50, 63, 80, 100, 125Hz
independently switchable for low- and high-pass. Crossover slopes: 12dB/octave (high-pass),
12 or 18dB/octave (low-pass). Signal/Noise Ratio: 95dB. THD & IMD :both less than 0.007%.
Dimensions: 19" (480cm) W by 8.75" (220mm) D by 1.75" (40mm) H. Weight: 12 lbs (5.5kg).
Price: $550. Approximate number of dealers: 80. Manufacturer: Sumo Products Group, 21300
Superior Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311. Tel: (818) 407-2426.
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Welcome back, Ladies and Gentlemen, to the
continuing saga of the Englishman's Search for
True Bass. In the previous episode,' you
witnessed Our Hero tussling with the problems of ported vs sealed-box woofer loading
for full-range speaker systems. His conclusion?
That ported designs may offer low-frequency
quantity but it always seems to be at the expense of quality. If it's bass quality you want,

That vintage and model ofJanis 1found to be
alittle too colored in the midrange to form a
successful match with the '3/5M. "Colored in
the midrange?" Why should that matter with
a speaker only destined to handle music's
grunt region? It does, however. Ifound that
you should cross over to the main system at
as low afrequency as you can manage. The

you are better off with well-tuned sealed

'3/5A pretty much dies below 100Hz, implying
acrossover frequency to the subwoofer of

boxes, which explains why he is an unashamed

around 125Hz. A typical crossover slope of

fan of relatively small speakers with fast, tight

12dB/octave will mean that any lower-

upper bass. In this month's thrilling installment, JA—stiff upper lip thrust forward—

midrange information will still be emitted by

wrestles with the problems of extending the
bass response of his preferred speakers with
asubwoofer from the Californian company of

the subwoofer only 12-24dB down, to the
detriment of the stereo imaging. And if the
subwoofer is colored in that region—the Janis

Sumo! Now read on ...

Ifound to have asomewhat woody sound, a
slight "honk" —or has a rising response

Subwoofing

through the midrange, that coloration will be
audible.

Along with graphic equalizers, subwoofers are

In addition, most bass and tenor instru-

the classic example of aproduct being widely

ments have aconsiderable part of their spec-

promoted and bought as (be solution to prob-

trum in the 70-140Hz region. Placing a

lems which may or may not turn out to be

crossover frequency, with the attendant prob-

real. To quote recent ad copy from that
purveyor of dream machines, DAK Industries, ,

lems of phasing and integration, toward the
higher part of this region will not be the for-

"You'll hear the awesome effect of thunder

mula for the best sound of these instruments.

rumbling through your home. You'll hear a
depth and dramatic fullness to your music that

All such problems can be ameliorated by
positioning the crossover frequency lower.

won't be heavy but will thrill you with its
massive strength." Whether or not subwoofer

Dropping an octave to 63Hz helps alot by suppressing midrange spuriae by at least another
12dB. Iused the Janis in this manner with

customers have aneed for low-bass extension,
or even alistening room suitable, that doesn't

some success with both Celestion SL6s and

appear to be relevant to sales, particularly

old Quads—sadly, my second wife got

when the customer owns a pair of small
minimonitors. "TRY AUDIOPHILE'S BEST

custody of the latter when we divorced.
Lowering it to 50Hz would help even further.

FRIEND RISK FREE," encourages DAK Industries (with somewhat peculiar syntax).

You get my drift? In true Zen manner, subwoofers are best suited for use with speakers

"Come on," Ihear you saying, "What's

that ostensibly don't need their help. Those

wrong with that? Surely minimonitor owners

that could do most with low-bass reinforce-

are the people who would most benefit from

ment are the hardest to make work, if at all.
In addition to the direct problems, Ialso

subwoofers?" "Ha!" reply I. "Let me tell you
atale ..."
Way back in the early '80s, one of my

room to be critical. You can read in almost any

speakers of choice was the Rogers LS3 /5A.

mainstream audio publication that subwoofer

(In fact, Istill have apair.) Natural candidates,
you might think, for use with asubwoofer. I
thought so too, and spent most of the Spring
of 1983 experimenting with aJanis W3 subwoofer. Ultimately, however, Iadmitted defeat.

IThe introduction to the Spica Angelus loudspeaker review
In Vol.11 No.2 (February 1988)

found placement of the subwoofer in the

placement is noncritical, the ear/brain not
being able to determine the direction of lowfrequency soundwaves. To quote that DAK ad
again: ". ..
the subwoofer can be placed anywhere because low-frequency material is
totally non-directional." The latter part of that
statement may be true (assuming that by "material" Mr. Kaplan meant "sound"), but it isn't

2Stereo Review, January 1988

strictly relevant. M you move your head, the
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pattern of standing waves set up by the sub-

These days, Randy heads up the Sumo divi-

woofer's excitation of room resonances will

sion of Califone. Maybe the quality of the bass

tell your ears that there is asoundsource in that

at that Universal City Amphitheater concert
had stuck in his mind also—or maybe it was

particular position in the room. In general,
stereo subwoofers placed adjacent to the main
speakers, asingle subwoofer positioned direct-

just his need to add some low bass to his KLH

ly between the main loudspeakers, or, in the

be introduced by Sumo after Randy joined

Nines. Whatever, one of the first products to

worst case asingle subwoofer directly behind

them was asubwoofer, Samson, and amatching

your listening seat, are the only positions
which Ihave found to work.

line-level crossover, Delilah.

The Janis was eventually replaced by an
AudioPro Ace-Bass subwoofer. This offered a

Samson. ..

cleaner, if less powerful bass, but was let down
by an integral electronic crossover that was,
sonically, awoeful underachiever. This underlines the fact that no matter how good your
electronics, the signal has to be passed through
the crossover, which may or may not be of

Daniel Reilly, pugilist, philosopher, and
Stereopbile's shipping and receiving clerk, is
not one to shirk grunt work; indeed, he almost
seems disappointed when mere pickup cartridges or small parcels of interconnect pass
his desk on their way to the appropriate

high-end pedigree Ultimately, Ifound that bet-

reviewer. But when the truck arrived at the
Stereopbile building with Iwo Sumo Samson

ter amplification rather than asubwoofer gave

subwoofers for him to deliver to my home,

me more of what Iwas looking for in terms of
bass, and Ibought my first Krell KSA-50.
Thus the matter lay; Idevoted my attention
to maximizing the intrinsic performance of

surprised at their heft: "Good gracious!", he
was heard to mutter. He had no choice but to
concede defeat and ask my help in getting

whatever speakers Ichose to use, mainly Celestion SL600s. The results were sometimes surprising, considering the limited low-frequency
extension of these speakers, and always
musical, which explained my surprise when

each on its own wooden pallet, even he was

these monsters in the pickup. For amonster
the Samson surely is. The generous-sized
enclosure is constructed from Yi" Medite, with
a11
/ "Medite front baffle (covered by awrap2
around grille). In addition, the top is concealed

Anthony H. Cordesman put forward in

by a1"-thick hardwood board—in the review

Stereopbile3 the notion that such speakers had

samples, this was of oak—and the whole sits

no place in ahigh-end system. However, I

upon asmall plinth, the edges of which are
finished to match the top. Add in a15" drive-

wouldn't argue that the Celestions never suffered from their lack of the bottom octave. I

unit with an 18% lb magnet, and you have a
sturdy piece of furniture that doesn't take

never hear from them, for example, the ability
to move air that you occasionally get live—
the sound of apipe-organ's 16' and 32' stops

kindly to being moved around in afrivolous
manner.

flat-out, for example, or the bass guitar of the
Grateful Dead's Phil Lesh, or, apropos this

The driver—a version of the classic JBL
paper-cone 15" unit that Iused to use to ampli-

review, aLinda Ronstadt concert some years

fy my Fender bass when Iplayed professionally—is centrally placed on the front baffle and
reflex-loaded via two large, 4"-diameter, 19"-

back in Los Angeles Ihad attended with Cambridge Audio's Stan Curtis and Randy Patton,
then with JBL.
Not only was Linda's band superb—it in-

deep ports toward the back of the right-hand
side. Fitted with afoam-roll surround and a

cluded Bill Payne, once with Little Feat, on

4"-diameter voice-coil, made from edge-

piano, and Andrew Gold and Danny Kortchmar

wound copper ribbon, moving in amagnetic

on guitars—but the quality of the musicmaking was matched by that of the sound.

field shaped for low distortion (the pole-piece
is fitted with aflux-stabilizing ring), this is a

Bass guitar and kick-drum—reproduced by a
horn PA system with multiple JBL LF

ing alot of air. Sumo recommend aminimum

drivers—had aweight to their sound that I

amplifier power of 200W and amaximum of

hardly ever hear from live rock.

1000 RMS watts!

3 Who Stole the Bass?". Vol.10 No.3.
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high dynamic-range driver, capable of mov-

Electrical connection is via true five-way,
gold-plated binding posts on the rear, and
Stereophile, April 1988

puts for feeding asingle subwoofer. The fact
that both low-pass signals of either polarity are
available makes it a cinch to use bridged
amplifiers to drive the subwoofers—one output is taken to one half of astereo amplifier,
its inverse to the other half, and the subwoofer
connected across the two "hot" speaker terminals. (The amplifier in question must not
have "floating" outputs.)
Getting the top cover off is an easy matter,
involving undoing four Philips-head screws
on the sides; getting it on again proved more
difficult, for some reason known only to Murphy. Construction is to ahigh standard. (Sumo
actually manufactures their electronic products in their Chatsworth factory.) Inside, DeFig. 1

lilah's circuitry is laid out on one large pcb.

nominal impedance is quoted as 8ohms. In

former, with ±17V DC rails supplied by
discrete regulators. Though the high-pass stage

Mains power is supplied by atoroidal transfact, Imeasured aminimum value of 8ohms
at 170Hz, the value below that frequency

is discrete, the low-pass filter circuitry is based

averaging about 12 ohms. This is an easy load
for any amplifier, and supports Sumo's recom-

on LM833 dual op-amps, this afairly recent

mendation that bridged amplifiers work best

tor,* with extensive use made of 1% metal-film
resistors—though not in the output stages—

with Samson. (Bridging a4-ohm rated amplifier may double the voltage swing into the

audio-quality IC from National Semiconduc-

and Sumo's own-brand polypropylene-dielec-

load, but it effectively turns the amp into one

tric capacitors, these having stranded-copper

best suited to 8-ohm loads.) The plot of impedance with frequency (fig]) revealed the
basic box resonance to lie at 52Hz with the

lead-outs. The bass-level control is agoodquality component from Noble.
The filtered signals are buffered by discrete-

reflex ports tuned to 27Hz, both appearing to
be of quite ahigh Q.

transistor output amplifiers, these running in
class-A and biased by LEDs. (A turned-on LED

The passive Samson lacks any kind of lowpass filter, so must be used with aseparate
power amplifier .. .

ence, without the noise problems featured by

...
and Delilah

acts as apretty constant voltage-drop referZener diodes.) Output impedance is low-1
measured 108 ohms, high-pass, 'kHz, and 123

Delilah is a remarkably versatile line-level

ohms, low-pass, 50Hz—implying that Delilah
will not be fazed by lengthy or overly capa-

crossover, housed in aslim 19" rack-mount

citative cables.

enclosure styled to match other Sumo components. From left to right, the front panel
contains the mains on/off switch, three rotary
controls for subwoofer level, low-pass and
high-pass crossover frequencies (50, 63, 80,

Measuring the output responses with the
high- and low-pass frequencies set to 80Hz and
the low-pass slope to 18dB/octave revealed the

100, 125Hz, with Bessel functions specified),

outputs to be perfectly tailored, -3dB points
for both outputs being 80Hz and slopes being
correct. It also revealed that, as supplied,

and three pushbutton switches, these selecting

Delilah incorporates some equalization on the

12dB/octave or 18dB/octave slopes for the
low-pass outputs—the high-pass output is fixed
at 12dB/octave —and bypass, more of which

low-pass output. This Imeasured to be aboost
of around 5dB centered on 27Hz—the specs

later. The back panel carries the output jacks,
all gold-plated, for: high-pass outputs, inverting and non-inverting stereo low-pass outputs,
to feed apair of subwoofers, and inverting and
non-inverting summed mono low-pass outStereophile, April 1988

state 26Hz—with the response rolling off at
12dB/octave below 25Hz (fig.2). This EQ is
specifically intended for use with the Sumo

Walt Jung suggests the Signetics NE5535 as aworthwhile
upgrade in the Four/87 Issue of The Audio Amateur
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Sumo recommends high crossover frequencies if the main speakers are two-ways or are

Sumo Delilah
80Hz crossover, 18d 131%lave low-pass slope

limited in dynamic range, in order to minimize
intermodulation distortion and thus maximize
midrange clarity. Although both the speakers
Iwanted to use with Samson, Monitor Audio

ow
me.

7.

air

r'

R952MDs and Celestion SL600s, are two-ways,
neither has a dynamic-range problem and

PASS

I

both give output to below 50Hz in my room.
Iwould be free, therefore, to choose alowish

200

frequency, 50Hz or 63Hz, for both high- and
low-pass sections, using Samson to cover just
the one missing octave. Ordinarily, the user

USS

‘s

so

y
ie0
WO
ritieetticy om Wg.

S.

e

would make the crossover frequency the same
km-both sections, but in case of bass heaviness,
sumo recommends staggering of the crossover
frequencies, ie, 63Hz low-pass and 80Hz high-

Rg. 2

pass. Delilah's low-pass slope can be set to
either 12 or 18dB/octave. The former, of course,

Samson, said to give it aflat anechoic response

will give faster rejection of midrange frequencies from the subwoofer feed; 12dB/octave is

to 25Hz, with then a6th-order high-pass rolloff. If the Delilah owner wants to use the
crossover with adifferent subwoofer model,
this EQ can be switched out with an internal
switch, the bass response then measuring flat
below the hinge frequency but lacking the
subsonic roll-off.

preferred, as it makes possible in-phase operation at the crossover frequency of subwoofer
and main system.
The phasing of the subwoofer will be
dependent on anumber of factors, including
the positioning of the subwoofer relative to the
main speakers, the crossover slope chosen,

System Set-up

and whether the amplifiers used are both in-

As mentioned earlier, one of the problems in-

verting, both non-inverting, or amixture This
is where the bypass switch and the fact that

herent with one or more subwoofers is integrating them into the system so that their
response runs seamlessly into that of the main
speakers. Delilah has been very well thought
out in this respect, and the fact that it has a

Delilah has both inverting and non-inverting
outputs come into their own. Start with an arbitrary choice of phasing to the subwoofers
and the lowest crossover frequency. Play music

bypass switch, enabling the sound with sub-

with arepetitive, percussive bass content. Ad-

woofer to be A/B'd against the main speakers

vance the bass-level control to the point where
no difference can be heard in LF volume when

driven full-range, coupled with the advice in
the excellent handbook, enabled me quickly

the crossover is bypassed. Now reverse the
polarity of the subwoofer feed and repeat the

to zero in on set-up problem areas.
Subwoofers, in general, are large pieces of
furniture, which restricts choice of positioning

process. If, when the subwoofer is switched
into circuit, there is now less bass audible, the

in an average-sized room. Sumo's advice is to

original phasing was correct; if there is more,

keep it or them within three feet of the line
between the main speaker systems, which will

then the new phasing is correct.

ideal position was with the two subwoofers

Setting the level of the subwoofer is also
critical. It is also somewhat program-dependent.
It is only too easy to have the subwoofer

adjacent to the main speakers, on their inside
and about afoot behind. This was domestical-

easily audible; you then often end up with
abass "continuo" accompanying the music.

ly unacceptable, however—it blocked the
fireplace. Iended up with each Samson be-

The level should be set so that you are not
aware of the subwoofer working—except

tween two and three feet behind its respective

when the program has true bass content!
Finally, an amplifier has to be used with the

ensure optimum phasing. In my room, the

speaker, along the line of sight from the listening chair, and quite near the rear wall.
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subwoofer (although aversion of Samson with
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an integral IkW switching amplifier designed

reached for the Telarc CD of Michael Murray

by John Ulrick, once of Infinity, is also

playing Bach organ works from the First Con-

available for $1295). It is very tempting to use
any old amplifier to drive asubwoofer. Ifound,
however, that it does need to be of good quali-

gregational Church in Los Angeles (CD-80088).
With one Samson driven by half of aPolaris,

ty if it is to provide an adequate degree of con-

word for it, majesty in their reproduction of

trol. More on this topic later.

Sound quality

the D-Minor Toccata and Fugue. This was
awesome bass. Iput on other organ recordings. Again, that majesty! Ireached for my

Ichose to use R952s and SL600s to audition

acid-test rock recording, the 12s-single of

the Samson & Delilah combination, as both
speakers feature the bass quality Ilike: avery

(Chrysalis 4V9 42889). Ah hah. Now Iheard

fast, tight low end, with very well-defined

a discontinuity between the '952s and the

leading edges to the sound. Both speakers are

Samson. The body of the bass-drum sound
lagged alittle behind the sound of the beater

free from upper-bass overhang; although the

the Monitor Audios took on, there is no other

Huey Lewis & The News' "The Power of Love"

ultimate weight of bass-guitar tone may not be
there, the considerable degree of clarity very
easily allows the listener to identify the type

striking the skin. The obvious solution seemed

of instrument and how it is played, both fac-

still not fully integrated, the thunder still

tors germane to the music.
Auditioning involved the following permuta-

following the thud.
Looking at the spectrum of the sound at the

tions and combinations of equipment: the

listening position (with the bass-level control

main system used Krell amplification, KFtS2/

set correctly) using aHeathkit audio analyzer

to be to turn down the subwoofer level, but
though this took down the overhang, it was

KSA-50; the subwoofers were driven first by

revealed the response in-room to extend to

asingle Sumo Polaris power amplifier, then by

25Hz, the -3dB point lying at 20Hz—truly
excellent low-frequency response. However,
the 40Hz S -octave band was about 6dB

two Polaris amps in bridged-mono mode.
Speaker cables and interconnect were Monster
MI and M1000 respectively, though Mission
speaker cable was used for the subwoofers.
Source components included aMission PCM
7000 CD player (used both direct and driving
aSony DAS-703ES outboard decoder from its
digital output), aLinn Sondek/Ittok/Troika
combination (with the latest composite arm-

higher in level than the 50Hz and 63Hz bands,
and the 31.5Hz band was also alittle high. That
this was aroom problem was shown by the
fact that this peak did not appear on the nearfield response, but Icould not solve it by
repositioning the single Samson.

board) sitting on aSound Organization table,

Maybe driving the room acoustics in adifferent way, using stereo subwoofers, would

an LP12/SME V/Koetsu Red player sitting on

tame the 40Hz problem. Two Samsons were

aRATA Torlyte stand, and atrusty Revox A77
to play my own master tapes. One Samson,
driven from Delilah's summed mono output,

positioned as outlined above and driven by a
single stereo Polaris. Again the majesty was

was used first, then two Samsons were used
with both pairs of main speakers. Needless to

present on the organ recordings, but in addition, comparing the sound of the Monitor

say, no other speakers were in the listening

Audios full-range with that of the '952/subwoofer system revealed an unexpected effect.

room the whole time.

Switching in the Samsons, even on music

Upon first being switched on, Delilah had
rather agrainy, forward sound quality on its

added depth to the soundstage and increased

which didn't have any low-bass content, both

high-pass outputs. The graininess disappeared

the delineation of individual images within

after an hour or so and the forward character

that depth. If the David Willcocks/New Phil-

diminished, but did not disappear altogether.
This might be arelevant factor in asystem

harmonia recording of Faure's Requiem with

already somewhat forward in balance.

boy trebles (Seraphim SZ/4XG 60096) is my
favorite, musically, then the more recent (1978)

When first connecting asubwoofer to a
system, there is agreat temptation to play

LP by the City of Birmingham SO and Chorus,
conducted by Louis Fremaux (HMV ASD 3501),

records with "demonstration-quality" bass.

qualifies on sonic grounds. (Don't bring up

I, of course, succumbed to this temptation and

the subject of the highly touted, original-version
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Conifer CD with John Rutter. Forward? Lack-

te, at the speaker positions. With the Sumos

ing air? It sits on your lap gasping for breath.)

in circuit, these images came from beyond the

Despite the Fremaux being SQ-encoded—

SL600 positions and were stable. And the

Bah!—it beautifully captures the ambience of

thwack from the bass drum at Letter 10 in the

Birmingham University's Great Hall. With the

introduction now knocked off not only my
socks but my Reeboks too.

stereo Samsons handling what really could
only be the lowest notes of the string basses

Gerontius is the kind of work to bring an

and what English writer Rex Baldock used to

evening of classical listening to an end. It was

refer to as the "sound of the floor" most of the
time, the soundstage opened up even further.

therefore time to put some rock, or at least
some electric jazz, on again. Richard Lehnert,

Solo voices somehow became "smaller," more

aware of my erstwhile career as abass guitarist,

natural-sized.

had lent me the live Miles Davis double album
from 1982, We Want Miles (Columbia C2

This freeing of the imaging was also heard
to happen with the Telarc Bach CD mentioned
above. This spaced-omni recording has the

38005). "Here," he whispered furtively, "Take
this home. Tell me what you think of Marcus

three mikes pretty close to the instrument, to

Miller."

judge by the dryness of the presentation.

What do Ithink of Marcus Miller? The man

Again, stereo Samsons inserted depth between
the layers of pipes in the image, to the benefit
of the music. Adding that final octave of bass

is a monster! And on this live album, the
engineers have captured the sound of his

is perhaps not so important in terms of frequency response, but in the way it allows the
perspective enhancer.
At this point, it seemed appropriate to
replace the Monitors with the Celestions

punches the music from its fretboard. George
Gershwin's "My Man's Gone Now," from Porgy
and Bess, is metamorphosed into aprecessing series of solos floating over Miller's exploring of what could be the ultimate bass-guitar
riff. 5Surprisingly, the CBS engineers have cap-

(which excel in this area) to extend the system's

tured afair sense of the space around the in-

capabilities further in the same direction.

struments on this recording. Al Foster's drums,

stereo soundstage to breathe. It operates as a

Yep!

Fender to perfection as he plucks, slaps, and

in particular, have alive feel to their sound

Space! More space! (Tbis, Gordon, is why
the SL600s are in Class B of Stereopbile's

which enables the SL600s, unassisted, to
throw a convincing soundstage. Switch in

"Recommended Components.") With the Samsons in circuit, even further space was added,

stereo Samsons and that soundstage expands

with asuperb degree of magnificence to the
sound. The system was now capable of

in width and depth; the additional octave of
bass extension also adds both the right degree
of live weight and asuitable "purr" to Miller's

reproducing organ and orchestral music par
excellence. Iput on my live recording of Elgar's
The Dream of Gerontius. It was the best Ihave

percussive tone, even though the quantity of
LF information being put out by either sub-

heard it reproduced: the Celestions' midrange

once again heard the slight lack of integration

woofer appears to be minimal. However, I

seemed unrestrained; the Samsons enabled

between the main speakers and the sub-

such spatial detail as the disposition of the

woofers, particularly on kick drum. (Oddly,

layers in the choir, and the decay of the organ
chord at the end of the climax in Part Two to
be effectively resolved. They also recreating

it was much more noticeable in the second
half of the Gershwin arrangement.)
Iwas still using asingle stereo Polaris to

the chest-shaking feeling that the Ely Cathedral

drive both subwoofers, whereas Sumo recom-

organ has in real life. Inoticed another soundstage enhancement due to the stereo sub-

mends using a bridged Polaris, capable of
delivering 375W into an 8-ohm load, for each

woofers: due to Cathedral regulations, Iwas
forced to place the Calrec Soundfield mike

Samson. Ihadn't thought that Ineeded to do
this: playing "The Power of Love" with the

some 15 feet above the conductor's head,
meaning that some instruments—bass drum
and timps—and the soloists were to the side.
Conventionally, these are reproduced as coming from the extreme sides of the soundfield,
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5 Ifind this album fascinating on musical grounds: while truly
achild of the 80s, being totally electric and spawned by Miles
fmm the best of funk, it echoes '50s small-group jazz, replacing the litter's ubiquitous piano camping with chopping,
block-chording electric guitar
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Krell flat-out resulted in the subwoofers handling

Sumo Samsons and Delilah, Iam not sure

just 6V RMS of signal, compared with 15V RMS
for the main amp, well within the capability

ultimately how to rate this electronic menage
a trois.

of aconventional Polaris. Nevertheless, Ihad

Samson is awell-thought-out, beautifully
constructed subwoofer with excellent dynamic
range and power handling, capable of true ex-

another Polaris at hand, so it took no time at
all to fix the system up as Sumo would like.
Time for another rock album—unlike
classical music, that four-to-the-bar beat really
shows up low-frequency idiosyncrasies. I
reached for Jackson Browne's lawyers in Love
LP (Asylum 96-0268-1), mastered by Doug Sax
and featuring agreat sound. Again the producer and engineer have attempted to create
asense of space in what would otherwise be
atotally artificial image. "Say It Isn't True"
features "acoustic" drums with mighty kick-

tension to below 25Hz. Its price is almost a
bargain, considering the performance. Used
in pairs, it enhances the spatial resolution of
the main speaker system, as well as adding effective weight. It also raises the dynamic-range
capability of the main speakers considerably.
Freed from the need to reproduce either lowbass information or warp signals, the available
headroom of the main amplifier is noticeably

drum sound. Now, with the bridged Polaris

increased. This also clarifies the midrange performance of the main speakers.

amplifiers, the integration was considerably
better. The drums had the necessary weight,

Delilah is well-made and has obviously been
designed by someone au fait with the system-

the bass guitar the requisite degree of thunder,
yet the delineation of depth within the soundstage was still excellent. The bridged amplifiers

integration problems presented by subwoofers.

obviously were the way to go.
Back to The Power of Love." Damn. The

mittedly much more expensive components

midbass was still not as tight as with the Celestions alone.
Time for some lateral thinking. The EQ built
into Delilah is intended to endow it with aflat
anechoic response to 25Hz. Yet my listening
room, while not small, is still acoustically finite

Its sound quality is very good, but does not,
feel, quite reach the standards set by the adIregularly use. Time ran out before copy !date,
but 1would like to try using Delilah just to
tailor the signal for Samson and feed the main
system via apassive first-order, high-pass network consisting of just an audiophile-quality
series capacitor working in conjunction with
the input impedance of the power amplifier.

compared with an anechoic chamber. A factor which may be relevant is that it is of very

(My early experiments with the Janis ultimately

solid construction, with adobe walls and a

this gave the most transparent sound, you do
not get any midrange, headroom, or dynamic-

concrete floor. It is also smaller than the other
two rooms where Ihave heard Samson-based
systems: Randy Patton's own room, where he
gets an excellent sound from KLH Nines; and
Michael Harvey's listening room at Upscale
Audio, where Iheard them in conjunction
with Martin-Logan CLSs. Perhaps Samson
would be strong enough on its own in my
room, without the EQ. Iswitched the EQ out
and sat down again to Huey Lewis at 100dB.
Got it! Now Ihad the weight and the coherence Iwant—no, need—from reproduced
rock bass. Measurement-wise, the in-room
bass roll-off moved up to —3dB at 25Hz,
otherwise there didn't seem to be much
change, the 40Hz band still being too high.
Without the EQ, however, the enhancement
of soundstage space was not so noticeable.

Conclusion
At the end of four weeks of living with the
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let the main systems run full-range. Though

range benefits from the use of the subwoofer.)
Against this must be set the problems Iencountered in integrating the system, which, to
be fair, are common to subwoofers in general.
The exception is Sumo's choice of areflex tuning for Samson, coupled with active equalization. This, 1feel, makes the integration of Samson with the main speakers alittle hard to optimize in less than large rooms where the subwoofers must be positioned relatively clase to
awall. It also dictates having to change the
bass-level setting, according to the record being played, alittle more often than Ilike. (I am
basically lazy.) Given the considerable peak excursion capability and the low intrinsic distortion of the JBL drive-unit used, Iwould have
thought that asealed-box loading would have
been feasible.
There is also the point that, from the
simplest configuration auditioned—Delilah,
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one Samson, one Polaris; total cost $1847 plus
cabling—to the most complex—Delilah, two

CLSs, the Samson/Delilah combination will be
well worth investigating.

each of Samson and Polaris; total cost $3145

One final note: at the end of the review

plus cabling—the user is faced with arelatively

period, Itook delivery of apair of Mark Levin-

large entry fee to the world of the missing octave. Might he be better off replacing his cur-

son No.20 amplifiers. Retail price? $11,000.

rent speakers with atrue full-range loudspeaker?

SL600s, Ihave never heard such bass definition and weight—well, mid-bass weight—

The answer to that question will have to be

Within the dynamic-range limitation of the

up to the customer, though even the fully loaded

from these speakers as when they were driven

Samson set-up is still competitively priced

by the ML behemoths. Given the choice be-

when compared with the Celestion System
6000 and B&W 810 Matrix, both of which offer

working in harness, if Ihad unlimited funds

similar low-frequency extension. But if he

tween this set-up and the Samsons and SL600s

loves the sound of his existing speakers, par-

Iwould have to choose the former—if Inever
wanted to play organ recordings or that Geron-

particularly if they are limited-dynamic-range

1
Ms again.

dipoles like Quad ESL-63s and Martin-Logan

THE PKR80-MODIFIED ACOUSTAT
1+1 LOUDSPEAKER
Dick Olsher
Modifier: Phil Keck, PKR&D, 2370 Grande Vista PI., Oakland, CA 94601. Tel: (415) 436-7297
(10am-4pm PST, Monday-Thursday).
Phil Keck has been modifying Acoustat loud-

stood the test of time and in the process have

speakers for the past seven years or so. His
philosophy is to start with agood product and

garnered their fair share of critical acclaim.
PKR&D offers acommercial service. The

make it great through the application of expen-

mods are not available as kits, and it's doubt-

sive parts, better wiring, and engineering solu-

ful they'll ever be available as such. You must

tions that may not be suitable on a massproduction basis. That's easier said than done.

send the interfaces and panels (in frames only,
please!) of your Acoustats to Phil who will

Anyone can modify aproduct simply by substituting acapacitor or aresistor and bring

perform the mods for areasonable fee. Three
types of mods are available: interface, panel,

about asonic difference. Is different always

and frame. Both the interface and panel mods

better, though? From my own experience, I

are applicable to all Acoustat models using the

think not. For example, there's alarge elec-

Magne -Kinetic interface, and the frame mod

trolytic capacitor in the Dahlquist DQ-10

is available for all models.

crossover that Itook the pains to replace with
alarge number of polypropylenes in parallel.

The interface mod involves completely
rewiring the chassis, changing most parts as

Common sense dictated that there should be

well as adding new parts. The transformers,

an improvement in the sound quality, but the

however, are not modified in any way, and as

end result was subjectively disappointing:
much of the speakers' incisive dimensionality

the newer Medallion transformers enhance

disappeared. Modifying electronic circuits, on
the other hand, may lead to reliability prob-

recommends that you avail yourself of the
Acoustat Medallion update before you send

lems. The thing may sound great for awhile,

the interfaces to them. The basic cost of the

the benefit of the PKR&D mod, PKR&D

but then either blow up or just go sour. How-

PKR&D interface mod is $425 to $460 per

ever, because Phil Keck's mods have evolved

pair—depending on the style of the interface

slowly and carefully over several years, it

Several additional options are available, the

stands to reason that they are both sonically
mature and viable. They appear to have with-

most costly of which ($50) replaces the existing binding posts with high-quality copper
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and new ones added, at acost of from $125 to
$140 per panel. The frame mod provides
primarily diffraction control around the periphery of the frame, and the cost is from $200
to $250 per pair. If you went all out and got
all three mods for apair of Acoustat 8s, your
cost could be as high as $3150, therefore, but
it could be as low as $425 for just the interface mod.
How far should you go? Well, according to
Phil, assuming everything is installed, the
gains in clarity and resolution are about 55%
due to the interface mod, 40% due to the
panel mod, and only 5% due to the frame
mod. However, the frame mod is claimed to
be 70% responsible for eliminating uppermidrange grain and emphasis. In the areas of
imaging specificity, soundstaging, and bass
definition and extension, the panel mod is
said to account for 65% and the interface
mod for 25% of the benefits. Of course, I
have no way of verifying these percentages,
but it seems to me that if imaging is asignificant priority of yours, then the 1+1s would be
the model of choice.
There's one mod you can do yourself, and
this is something that PKR&D also recommends. Remove the grille cloth. The reduction
in veiling should be immediately obvious.
The speakers then take on asomewhat industrial look, but will not be sufficiently ugly
to offend most spouses.
The review pair came complete with MedalAcoustat 1+1s

lion transformers, sans grilles, and with the
panel and interface mods installed. Iwould
estimate the cost of these mods to be about
$975, exclusive of shipping costs.
PKR&D offers a90-day warranty on materials

connectors. Two options are, in fact, free of
charge. You may choose to eliminate the input

and workmanship (you pay shipping, though).
That's nice, but because PKR&D is not exactly

fuses and simply rely on the amplifier to pro-

a blue-chip industrial giant (to be fair, of

vide overload protection. The bias-supply

course, this kind of statement could be made
about most high-end manufacturers), it's too
early to be sure that they'll be around when

fuses may also be eliminated, but you must
first sign awaiver releasing PKR&D from any
liability and accept the increased risk of starting a fire. The bypassing of the bias fuses

you need them many years down the road. In
any case, Acoustats are known to be very

does indeed present afire risk, but only in the

reliable and I'm not aware of any panel failures

unlikely event the bias supply should short.

in the field. And as far as the transformers go,

For your trouble, Phil claims that the dynamics and clarity of the sound improve
noticeably.

it takes over 850W peak to harm the lowfrequency transformer. Idoubt that you'll be
resorting to Acoustat or PKR&D for repairs.

The panel mod, by comparison, is straightforward. Some of the interconnecting wires

However, you should know that Acoustat
does not approve of the PKR&D modifica-

between the grids and interface are replaced,

tions and that they will void Acoustat's war-
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ranty. That was not always the case. Several
years ago (before the reorganization), Acoustat

become slightly blurred, otherwise. On my
sample (fairly new 1+1s), this adjustment was

was not only willing to honor their warranty

apain in the you-know-what. You have to get

for modified units, but offered to provide
PKR&D with parts. At one point Acoustat

into the interface (high voltages and all) and
move the tap on the variable resistor. Not being

even bought Phil's interface mods, though

calibrated, it becomes very difficult to balance

they never used any of them in production.
All of this has changed. Acoustat presently

the two channels precisely. Ihave not as yet

does not want their products modified, and
as Iunderstand it, have condemned PKFt&D's
mods as unreliable fire hazards. Phil claims
that, except for the bias-supply fuse-removal
mod, his end product is as reliable as Acoustat's
and that he has not had any interface failures
since going commercial. Phil views his efforts
as an indirect compliment to Acoustat, having
chosen their products over the competition
as worthy of tweaking. And besides, he feels
that since you need apair of Acoustats before
you engage his services, that the end result is
additional business for them.
It boils down to Phil's integrity. Is he doing
it right? Will he give you afair deal? Integrity

been electrocuted by electrostatics, but I've
come close once with my old Quad ESLs—
as witnessed by JGH. I'm sure that neither of
us will ever forget that acrid smell of burning
hair and flesh. It is not surprising, therefore,
that I'm just alittle nervous about having to
stick my hands into the bowels of interface
units. Of course, Icould unplug the speakers
and discharge the bias supply and wear my
seat belt at all times, etc., etc. Before Iforget,
soundstage depth and width were as well
delineated as I've experienced in my listening
room.
I've got to tell you at this point that these
speakers did not sound at all like any Acoustats
I've ever heard. Sure, stock Acoustats possess

is very much like virginity: once you lose

many electrostatic virtues—but not this level

either one, it's hard to get it back. The fact
that Phil has been around as long as he has is
significant. You just can't survive in the high-

of detail and spatial resolution in my ex-

end business seven years without offering an

perience. 1remember Acoustats as having a
slightly homogenized soundstage that slightly
obscured the retrieval of both inner detail and

honest product.

hall information. It has been about acouple
of years since I've lived with apair of stock

Sonic Impressions

1+Is, so it is difficult for me to recall their
sound with great precision. However, with

Let me get to the good news first. There were

caliber. No, they're not the most resolving,

that caveat in mind, I'm still struck by the
dramatic improvement over what Iremember
to be avery good speaker. Of course, there

clean, or transparent speakers I've heard. But

have been improvements to the stock 1+Is in

they come awfully close. The noise or dirt
floor was very low, and it was consistently

a fair comparison. There are also improve-

possible to retrieve low-level detail without
straining. The fabric or essence of the music

ments in the areas of dynamic contrast and
bass impact. By comparison, the PKR&D 1+Is

emerged through these speakers with almost

are less distressed by heavy bass transients
and appear capable of more convincing

several performance aspects of the PKR&D
1+Is that struck me as being of world-class

no grain or grit. The music ebbed and flowed
with fast transient attacks and clearly resolved

the meantime, so perhaps this is not entirely

dynamic shadings. On an absolute scale, Phil

decays free of muddy resonances. It was this

Keck's 1+Is score very highly in their strong

combination of clarity and time-domain ex-

suits and compare very well in these areas
with my personal ESL references, the Kovalmodded old Quads and the Audiostatic ES-

cellence that Ibelieve accounts for these
speakers' superbly transparent soundstage. It
was indeed possible to look far into the
soundstage and resolve spatial relationships
between instruments while getting aclear no-

240s (only slightly modified).
JGH, who assisted me in setting up the
speakers (a two-man job, you know), stayed

also exceptional, provided care is taken to fine-

around for the preliminary listening session.
Listening through the Lesley test (where Iuse
PCM-FI master tapes of my wife's voice), it

tune the treble controls. Instrumental outlines

was quite obvious that Lesley's voice took on

tion of the recording acoustic.
Instrumental focus or image specificity was
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aslightly hollow quality. Ifound the altered

discover, this is not possible, the treble con-

tonality quite unsettling, the more so because

trol only affecting the range above about

of the attendant excellent focus and trans-

10kHz. Ithen attempted to improve the situation by tilting the speakers slightly forward.

parency. On analog program material, the
sound was consistently back-of-the-hall. The

This decreases the depth of the valley by

sound was so laid-back, in fact, that JGH
accused my cartridge (the Monster Cable

about IdB, which is not really enough.

Genesis 1000) of being recessed in the mids.

centered at 50Hz, only part of which is a

There is also apronounced (+6dB) peak

He complained that the sound was uninvolv-

room artifact. Keck claims that this is due to

ing and ran off to get some of his own PCM-

adiaphragm being too loose. Since this is a

Fl master tapes. His recording of alocal or-

secondary issue at this point, Idecided to in-

chestra sounded tonally identical to that of the

vestigate it in more detail only after the more

analog program.
Idon't think that this balance is a room

serious midrange coloration problem is re-

problem. The speakers were positioned away
from the back and side walls in the dead-end

the tonal balance by revising the interfaces. I

of my LEDE room in positions where my
other ESLs perform very well. Ieven went as

report on the results at alater time.

far as putting my ear right up against the
panel—headphone fashion—to assess the
tonal balance in the nearfield. The perceived
midrange recession was audible just the
same, leading to the inescapable conclusion
that this was indeed acharacteristic of the
speaker. To corroborate this finding, Imea-

solved. Keck also felt that he could improve
fired the interfaces back to him and hope to
For now, I'm inclined to regard the foregoing as areport on work in progress. For one
thing, there's so much promise here. "Brilliant but flawed" comes to mind as an apt
description of the current state of affairs. But
more importantly, there's a basic question
that keeps gnawing at me. Are the stock 1+1s
similarly balanced? Is the Keck mod simply

sured the in-room frequency response of the

highlighting a problem inherent in the

PKR&D 1+1s. Not surprisingly, Idiscovered a

original design? Ican't really answer this

broad upper-midrange valley, 2-4dB deep,

question satisfactorily at the moment. Those
of you out there who own 1+1s should be in

spanning the frequency range from 1to 4kHz.
This valley narrows to just the 1-2kHz region
at aheight off the floor of about 5feet, confirming an earlier finding that the speakers

abetter position to judge the intrinsic sound
of the stock speakers. My recollection of the
stock 1+1 is that it is slightly laid-back, but it

sounded best while the listeners were stand-

is not fresh enough to be conclusive. So I

ing up. Perhaps abar stool will be amandatory accessory for these speakers.

ly, Phil Keck is really on to something. Gains

Ientertained some hope of linearizing the
tonal balance of the speakers by tweaking the
treble controls. Unfortunately, as Iwas later to

leave you with some unresolved issues. Clearin resolution and transparency of this order are
very hard to come by, but as it stands, this is
not aspeaker Icould live with.

THREE AC POWER-LINE
CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
Lewis Lipnick
Adcom ACE-515 AC Enhancer: Dimensions: 17" W by 3" H by 61/
2"D. Weight: 7lbs. Price: $180.
Approximate number of dealers: 300. Manufacturer: Adcom, 11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick,
NJ 08816. Tel: (201) 390-1130.
Straight Wire Power Purifier Eight: Dimensions: 17" W by 21/
4 "H by 11" D. Weight: 14 lbs. Price:
$495. Approximate number of dealers: 125. Manufacturer: Straight Wire, 1909 Harrison Street,
Suite 208, Hollywood, FL 33020. Tel (305) 925-2470.
Distech Powerbridge Iand II AC Cables: Dimensions: 6' and 8' long. Prices: Powerbridge AC
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Cable $100 (6'), $120 (8'); Powerbridge II PC Cable, $170 (not sold in pairs). Approximate number
of dealers: 100. Manufacturer: Discrete Technology Labs, Inc.. 3254 5th Street, Oceanside, NY
11572. Tel: (516) 764-1121.
The following reviews began with an informal

designated for use with power amplifiers, the

audition of the Adcom ACE-515 one evening

remaining five for preamplifiers and other ancillary equipment. The total rated capacity of

in my home. The significant changes that this
"little black box" immediately effected in my

the ACE-515 is 1800W, with asplit of 1500W

reference system caused me to rethink the im-

for the two amplifier outlets, and 300W for the

portance of AC line quality and substance. AC
line conditioners are not anything new; the

two wall outlets for its two AC cords: one

computer industry has utilized this technology
for some time, with positive results. Indeed,
some of the products currently offered within

five accessory outlets. The ACE-515 requires
heavy cord powers the seven outlets, and the
other activates the time-delay relay built into
the unit. This relay delays activation of the two

the audio industry result from manufacturers'

power-amplifier outlets for 10 seconds after

and consumers' exposure to units intended

the accessory outlets are activated, and also
delays turnoff of the accessory outlets for 30

primarily for use with computers. This review
is certainly not the first mention of such products designed for audio application, but may
be the first to address the resultant musical
byproducts of three specific systems.
Although several highly visible voices within
the audio community have extolled the virtues
of "clean" AC power in high-resolution
systems for several years, many members of
the high-end manufacturing community and
audio press have, in my opinion, unduly ig-

seconds after deactivation of the amplifier
outlets. By utilizing aseparate power cord and
circuit for the relay, any possible deleterious
effects to the multiple outlet circuit have been
eliminated.
According to the manufacturer, the ACE515 serves two functions, those of RF filter and
voltage-spike protector (in fact, this unit functions similarly to many computer-protection
devices). It also does not, according to the

Imust admit that, although Iknew that RF in-

manufacturer, limit current in any way (although
a15-amp circuit breaker is located on the rear

terference and voltage spikes could cause sonic

panel).

degradation in worst-case scenarios, Iviewed
those "AC purity crusaders" less than seriously.

Sonic and Musical Impressions: As Imen-

Now that Ihave had the opportunity to exten-

tioned earlier, the ACE-515 was the first power-

sively audition three different systems of
power-line conditioning, Icannot say that

line conditioner Ihad the opportunity to hear
in my system. The immediate sense of improved
clarity and focus when used alone with the

nored further investigation into the subject.

Iam any more convinced than Iwas before
that line conditioning is apanacea for such ills
as foreshortened soundstaging, harmonic aberrations, poor signal/noise ratios, and uppermidrange glare. But Iam certainly willing to

Rowland Research Model Five amplifier was
nothing short of remarkable. The Rowland
Research Coherence One preamplifier, on the

admit that RF filtering can unquestionably

other hand, didn't seem to be greatly affected
by the presence of the ACE-515 (the Coher-

make asignificant contribution to accuracy of

ence One, according to Jeff Rowland, already

musical reproduction.

has an AC-filtering device built in). Although
background noise appeared to be slightly
diminished with the inclusion of the 515,
ultimate dynamic expansion suffered! Results
with three CD players (California Audio Labs
Revised Aria, Sonographe SD-1, and Sony

Adcom ACE-515 AC Enhancer

unit, with atotal of seven AC outlets mounted

IAlthough to be fair to the ACE-515, the Rowland Coherence
One preamplifier likes to be placed on its own dedicated circuit, something that Icould not do when llt ilizing the 515.
Adcom has promised me at least one more 515 in the near
future, so Ican have separate 5I5s for each separate circuit
and component. Iwill be sure to comment in print if any

on its rear panel. Two of the outlets are

dramatic changes occur.

Adcom ACE -515: $180
The ACE-515 is acompact, well-thought-out
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CDP-705ESD) were consistent and positive.
It is no secret that the power supplies present
in most CD players are not the greatest, and the

515 were being exceeded, Itried it with only
one Seven connected, but with similar unpleasant results. Iwould suggest that if you intend
to use the ACE-515 with any large, high-

effective suppression of AC "RF hash" by the
ACE-515 improved clarity and lowered noise
levels in all three players.

current-draw amplifier (such as Krell, Audio

Musically, the ACE-515 represents much better value than the $180 price tag would suggest. Although Iliked the performance of the

tion the specific component with the ACE-515
before purchase.

Research, Rowland Research, etc.), you audi-

Rowland Five before the arrival of the Adcom
unit, the significant improvements in instrumental and vocal harmonic retrieval and hall
ambience are superb. Iam now more aware of
the spatial relationships between individual
performers, as well as the placement of the
ensemble or soloist in different recording
venues. The ACE-515 does not ameliorate the

Straight Wire Power Purifier 8

"nasties" common to many overly processed

Straight Wire Power Purifier

digital recordings, nor does it alter the overall

Eight (PP-8): $495

tonal or harmonic quality of the connected

Like the Adcom ACE-515, the Straight Wire
PP-8 is a multi-outlet unit, with outlets

audio component(s). Rather, it simply appears
to allow musical information to be passed
through to the listener with less veil and electronic "haze."

dedicated to "noise-generating" components
(units with motors, such as turntables, tape
decks, CD players, etc), and four reserved for

A contrabassoonist by profession, Iam

"noise-sensitive" components (preamplifiers,

naturally very sensitive to pitch and harmonic

power amplifiers, and tuners). These two types

textures in the lowest octaves of music. With

of outlets are color-coded: white for noisesensitive and black for noise-generating. According to the manufacturer, the PP-8 is the
first such "practical" device that provides
"pure power" without limiting current. They

the ACE-515/Rowland Five combination, I've
noticed that pitch definition of string-bass pizzicato is better defined, as well as the leading
edge of attacks of all low instrumental voices.
Additionally, tonal weight of organ pedals, as
well as low rumble from many organ wind-

claim that, by utilizing "Active 'Waveform Cor-

chests, is more audible (something 1find

coming power waveform and instantaneously

distracting, since this is never heard in live performance). I'm not an engineer; Iwon't attempt to explain why an RF filtering device
would make such asignificant difference in
low-frequency reproduction.
Listening tests with a late-model Adcom
GFA-555 power amplifier yielded similar

rection" circuitry, the PP-8 analyzes the incorrects voltage spikes and line hash with a
resultant nearly perfect sinewave. Pivo waveform-correction devices are used in series, in
order to effectively "double filter" and isolate
the four noise-sensitive power outlets. The

results, although inherent colorations (slight

PP-8 does not have atime-delay relay or power
switch, as does the Adcom unit, and therefore
utilizes only one 14-gauge power cord.

nasality and upper-midrange constriction) in
the Adcom were more pronounced with the

Sonic and Musical Impressions: According

addition of the ACE-515. Just before Ibegan
writing this review, asample of the new Rowland Research Model Seven Balanced Amplifier
(mono pair) arrived. After allowing three full

to the manufacturer, the PP-8 accomplishes
much more than competing units that "simply" provide RF filtering and voltage-spike pro-

days for initial break-in, Idecided to try it with

to slaved component power supplies, they
claim that their product will allow far superior
audible performance Although the PP-8 does

the ACE-515. The results were not good. Not

tection. By providing anearly pure sinewave

only did the Model Seven sound watery and
thin, but the ACE-515 loudly buzzed and
hummed as if it were going to do something

less background noise and smoother upper-

horrible Assuming that the capabilities of the

midrange performance), it appears, in my
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fulfil some of the claimed promises (slightly
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reference system, to inject avery distinctive

ties of this unit prevent any positive reaction

"gray" coloration and musically lifeless quality

on my part.

into every connected component. While some
audiophiles might not mind this added colora-

Postscript
When the people at Straight Wire received a

tion (providing apossible cure for some of
those overly bright, ear-bleed-producing high-

copy of this review, they immediately sent me

end electronics and speakers), this musician

another unit. Some defective PP-8s had ap-

would rather have his music served "straight

parently been sent out, and they felt that my

up," with alittle more background noise and

original sample was probably not operating

alot more personality. The PP-8 also appears

properly. (It is interesting that they did not in-

to limit dynamics; full orchestral crescendi
sound constricted and somewhat emaciated,

the review.) Iimmediately proceeded to con-

and deep-bass transients lose impact.

duct extensive listening comparisons between

form me of this until after they had received

The PP-8 is the ultimate equalizer; it some-

the original and replacement samples, and

how manages to make recordings produced

could not detect any significant sonic differences. It appears, therefore, that the original

in the Kennedy Center Concert Hall and Berlin
Philharmonie sound very much alike , Characteristics of individual musicians' performances

unit was performing correctly.

with which Iam well acquainted lose their
individuality, and the effective "laundry job"
that the PP-8 does on musical material robs
the performance of agreat deal of the fine
nuance and coloristic energy present in recordings. French and German orchestras begin
to sound alike (this requires major sonic surgery), as well as German and American choral
ensembles. Ensemble size and placement in
the soundstage are altered, and performer-tomicrophone distance is indiscernible Overall,
Ifind the musical effect of the PP-8 not unlike
my recent experience of having to play aperformance of Stravinsky's Rite of Spring with a

Distech Powerbridge AC cord

very congestive head cold: detached and dull.
As with the Adcom ACE-515, the PP-8 did

Distech Powerbridge and
Powerbridge H Cables:
$100-$170

not seem to like the load it was given when
used with the Rowland Seven amplifier. It also

to replace the standard removable stock power

The Distech Powerbridge cables are designed

buzzed and hummed, making it perfectly clear

cables supplied with many large components

that very large amps are not within its capa-

(ie, preamps and power amps). Although de-

bilities. Ialso tried combinations of CD players

signed to fit the male three-prong configura-

(as mentioned above), preamplifiers (Rowland

tion standard to components, the male end of

Coherence One and Motif MC-7), and
amplifiers (Rowland Five and Adcom GFA-555)

the power cord is terminated in two-conductor
form. Both Powerbridge and Powerbridge II

with the PP-8, and came up with consistent

are constructed of multicore, silver-plated,
oxygen-free copper wire, with Powerbridge

results (except for the Sony CDP-705ESD,
which seemed immune to the PP-8).
Ifound the PP-8 to be an unmusical product. Although it successfully removed some

Il being the heavier and more massive of the
two. Both are rated at 30A/50A capabilities
and, according to the manufacturer, filter out

sonic dirt from some components, the con-

RF interference and line hash without any

strictive harmonically homogenizing proper-

current-limiting effects. Powerbridge is not

2Even though Dr; is famous for their ability to place their
unmistakable sonic stamp on all their recent orchestral recordings, the significant differences between these two halls are
clearly evident through my system without the inclusion of
the PP-8.
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much heavier than the standard cable supplied
with large, high-current-draw components,
but Powerbridge II is very heavy massive, and
rather inflexible. I was supplied with 6'
samples of both products, and agreat deal of
Stereophile, April 1988

lateral distance with Powerbridge II is lost due
to excessive stiffness and bulkiness. Since
these are only power cables, they do not offer any kind of voltage-spike protection.
Sonic and Musical Impressions: Rather
than using awhole-system approach in the initial audition, Idecided to isolate different
components. My first experiment involved
only the preamp (Rowland Coherence One),
with Powerbridge cable. Ifound the sound to
be clearly degraded: athin, constrained quality
resulted, along with "phasey" midrange focus
and lack of deep-bass response Transients also
suffered, sounding "choked off' and muffled.

oboe) indistinguishable and edgy, upper brass
(horns and trumpets) nasal and thin, and, last
but not least, string bass, tuba, contrabassoon,
organ pedal, and bass drum lost pitch definition and impact. Ihave also tried Powerbridge
II with the recently received Rowland
Research Model Seven Balanced Amplifier, but
have not had adequate time to properly assess
the results. 3

Comparing the Results
Of the three products reviewed, Iwould have
to say that the Adcom ACE-515 yielded the
most consistent results. More to the point, I

Next, Itried Powerbridge II with the Coher-

feel that the Straight Wire PP-8 degraded the
musical integrity the most, while the Distech

ence One, and voila, what adifference! Frequency response appeared to extend at least

Powerbridge II and Adcom ACE-515 allowed
specific components to transmit more valid

half an octave more in either direction, and the

musical information. None of these units will

entire sonic presentation seemed as if agiant

function as an isolating transformer or variac;

lid had been lifted from the speakers. The

they cannot correct line-voltage variations.

soundstage became deeper and more focused,

Since all three including the cables, are basical-

and the harmonic integrity of individual instruments and voices became much more evident.

ly RF -filtration devices, they will probably
yield the most dramatic differences ii .
areas

Perhaps the most noticeable gain was in

where AC power supply is "dirty and con-

dynamic expansion: orchestral climaxes took
on amore visceral, lifelike quality, but with less
artificial edge and hardness.

positive way with all components. The use of
powerline conditioners is somewhat of acrap

Next, Iturned my attention to the Rowland
Five amplifier, and obtained disappointing
results. While the Powerbridge II sonically
"opened up" the Coherence One, it did just
the opposite with the Five. The overall sound
became thin and peaky, with massed strings
glassy and bright, upper woodwinds (flute and

taminated," but not necessarily in amusically

shoot; anyone contemplating the purchase of
such a device should carefully audition it
before making apossibly costly mistake. S
3Iwill comment on the results of the Powerbridge II/Rowland
Seven Balanced combination in greater deuil in my review
of thc Seven. Stereopblle's copy deadline prevents any further listening in time for inclusion in this review.

ACCUPHASE G-18 GRAPHIC EQUALIZER
J. Gordon Holt
Manufacturer's specifications: 1/
3-octave 2-channel graphic equalizer. Controlled bands: 33
per channel. Center frequencies (Hz, ISO standard): 16, 20, 25, 31.5, 40, 50, 63, 80, 100, 125,
160, 200, 250, 315, 400, 500, 630, 800, 1k, 1k25, 1k6, 2k, 2k5, 3k15, 4k, 5k, 6k3, 8k, 10k, 12k5,
16k, 20k, 25k, Band Q: 4.3 (constant). Equalization range: +12dB. Frequency response w/ controls set at OdB: 0.3Hz to 160kHz +3dB; 1.0Hz to 40kHz +0.2dB. Gain: OdB at OdB. THD: 0.002%
from 16Hz to 25kHz. Rated input, output level: 2V. Max input, output level: 8V S/N ratio: 110dB.
Impedances: Input 20k ohms unbalanced, selectable 40k or 600 ohms balanced; Output 10
ohms unbalanced, 50 ohms balanced. Dimensions: 17 1/
2"W by 6
5
/
16 "H by 14 11/
16
D. Weight:
26.4 lbs. Price: $3850. Approximate number of dealers: 38. Distributor: Madrigal Ltd., PO Box
781, Middletown, CT 06457. Tel: (203) 346-0896.
Ever since the first "perfectionist" preamplitiers without tone controls appeared on the
Stereophile, April 1988

market, audiophiles have had avery ambivalent view of equalization. There are times
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phile has no business listening to imperfect
recordings. Very few music lovers will agree.
If you're not sensitive to performance—if Ash-
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Accuphase graphic equalizer

kenazy's Rachmaninov Symphony 3 moves
you as much as Ormandy's—this will be of no
concern. But if performance matters, you may
find yourself listening to mediocre recordings
more often than good ones, and most of the
mediocrity will be aresult of lousy frequency
response. To most critical listeners, that thin
bottom and steely high end are much more irritating than the slight amount of veiling introduced across the board by an equalizer able

when it is clearly called for, as when an audio

to get rid of those things. (JA disagrees, arguing

system is consistently abit shy at the low end,

that those things don't bother him as long as

or when one tries to enjoy asuperb musical

the sound is clean.' Each to his own.)
Equalization can also be of value in tweaking

performance from arecording that was "creatively equalized" at the studio to sound best
on cheap-and-dirty phonographs. But because
tone controls and add-on equalizers introduce
additional circuitry into the signal path, they
have always tended to degrade overall sound
quality and are, thus, anathema to the person
who demands the cleanest, most transparent
signal he can get.
The purist view, as expressed by JA in the

asystem superb in every respect except frequency response, but the requirements for
program equalization and system equalization
are quite different. In arecording, deviations
from flat response tend to be fairly gradual,
spanning fairly wide ranges of frequencies—
tapering low end, tipped-up high end, middlehigh steeliness. Most discs can be pretty-well
corrected with conventional bass/treble con-

relevant section of Stereopleile's "Recommended

trols; virtually all can be corrected with any

Components" listing, is that the use of signal

equalizer having 10 or so octave-wide controllable bands (a so-called octave equalizer). 2

processors, including equalizers, "is not in the
true spirit of high fidelity, where the reproduc-

A complete system, on the other hand, will

tion should be true to what the engineer and
producer intended." The idea is that, if it is

usually exhibit larger response irregularities
occupying much narrower bands of frequen-

possible for the user to change the sound of

cies. Evert the best loudspeakers have afew

asystem as he sees fit, there is no way of telling

small peaks and dips in the frequency response,
and when the effects of listening-room stand-

what the recording or the system actually
sounds like, and thus no way of reliably judging the system's ability to reproduce good recordings accurately.

ing-wave resonances are factored in, the overall response can be very irregular. Correcting
for this calls for an equalizer with much bet-

Unfortunately, the vast majority of records

ter resolution (narrower bands) than full oc-

produced during the past 30 years do not themselves sound very good, thanks to acombina-

taves. For example, if amoderate peak is about
Va of an octave wide, bringing it down with an

tion of mediocre microphones and cynically
misguided equalization at the recording studio.

octave at one side of the peak, putting abroad

Reproduced accurately, they just don't sound
very good. Holt's First Law of Recording states
"The better the performance, the worse the
recording," and while it is gratifying to be able
to note that recordings today are generally
much better than they were five years ago,
it is also necessary to acknowledge that the
best performances ever recorded of many
works feature sound ranging from mediocre
to abominable.
The purist response to this is that an audio140

octave equalizer may also bring down the 2/
3

IActually, my position is somewhat more complicated than
that. Ifind that the better the intrinsic performance of my
and, therefore, the more clearly Ican hear such problems, the less they bother me. This apparent paradox is best
expressed a.s ahitherto unstated Audio Law: "The better the
system, the more musically enjoyable all recordings become.
SySICT

regardless of their recorded quality. -

—

JA

2 EQ can't always completely correct for badly equalized
recordings, because most of them were multi-miked: the individual mikes arc often equalized differently on the mixing
console before the final mixdown to two channels. Once
microphone A. which may have had a -Wiz peak EQed
into it. is MIMI with microphone B. which didn't, there is no
sr.iy of undoing A without degrading B. You just go for acompromise and put up with it.
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dip where previously there was anarrow peak.

woofers) in my room, and was able to effect

For system EQ, we need an equalizer with as

asignificant improvement in the sound of the

many and as narrow independent bands as
possible—such as the Accuphase G-18, which
has 33 of them. (Only two others have as many:
the Azden GX-500 and the Technics SH-8065.

former and alesser improvement in the latter.
Otherwise, the G-18 has practically no effect

The Nikko EQ-30 comes close, with 32 bands.)
Each band on the G-18 is operated by a

on the sound. It does have some, though; after
several hours of listening, with all controls set
to Zero (midpoint) and the equalizer alternately
in-circuit and out (via the 'Pape Monitor switch

straight-line potentiometer, and each has alinear (equal-increment) control range of ±12dB.

on the preamp), Ibecame consistently aware

The equalizer is unusual in that the Q (sharpness) of its filters remains at aconstant 4.3 at

stage depth when the G-18 was in circuit. It

all settings, rather than becoming increasingly
sharp at more-extreme settings, as is usually
the case. The advantage of this is that the overlap between adjacent bands doesn't change
with their settings, making it much easier to
obtain almost any desired curve-shaping through
the use of two or more adjacent controls. The
bands are so narrow, and so close together, that
it is unlikely one would find aresonant condition that could not be at least moderately
ameliorated by the equalizer.
The G-18 is equipped with both balanced

of avery slight veiling and diminution of soundwas barely audible—this is certainly the least
imperfect equalizer Ihave ever heard—but it
was audible. (I have not tried the Cello Palette,
which is also reported to be super-transparent,
but that is more of aprogram equalizer than
asystem equalizer.)
The Accuphase G-18, on the other hand, is
not very convenient to use as aprogram equalizer, for the very reason it is so outstandingly
effective as asystem equalizer: its 33 controls
per channel. Apart from the fact that V3 -octave
resolution is almost ludicrous overkill for something as simple as arising high end, resetting

and unbalanced inputs and outputs but, unlike
most such devices, it has no tape-loop connec-

that many knobs for each recording is such a
chore that only ahard-driven fanatic will con-

tions. Designed for connection between the
preamp and power amplifier, it will usurp your

tinue to take the trouble, once the thrill of being able to do it has worn off. An octave equal-

tape functions if connected in the preamp's

izer, with 10 to 14 bands, makes the most sense

tape loop. The only other control, aside from

for program EQing, particularly if—as in the
case of the dbx 1
4/
10—the device allows you

the AC power switch, is for asoftwire (viaactive-circuitry) bypass.
An additional, very valuable feature is asup

to store anumber of EQ curves in anonvolatile
memory 3and recall any one with the punch

plied lucite panel which can be attached to the

of abutton. The G-18 can, of course, be used

front of the unit to keep prying fingers away

for program EQing if you choose, at which
time it is handy to have on hand al' wooden

from the knobs. An inquisitive child could,
otherwise, trash many hours of painstaking

ruler, which can be used, like awindow-wash-

setup. (The courts do frown on infanticide.)
Associated equipment for my tests of the Accuphase G-18 included the PCM-F1 tape sys-

to their mid-settings. But Iwould never recommend trying to use the G-18 for both pur-

tem, aSony CDP-705ESD CD player, Threshold's FET-10 preamp and SA-1 power amps,

poses, because there's no easy way of returning to your system-EQ parameters when you

and PSB Stratus and Nelson-Reed 8-04/1204

want to play adisc that doesn't need EQing itself.

speaker systems. Audio interconnects were
Monster M1000s, speaker cables were Straight
Wire Ribbons, and the listening room is exten-

Before you sneer at the whole idea of system
equalization, bear in mind that an active equalizer like this is an important part of, and is
largely responsible for the musical accuracy

sively treated with ASC Ibbe Traps. Program
material was from CDs and live-performance

ing squeegee, to restore all the knobs at once

PCM tapes.

of. the most expensive and arguably the best
home loudspeaker system in the world: the

So, what does the G-18 sound like? In terms
of frequency response, of course, it sounds like

Wilson Audio WAMM. Dave Wilson feels—and
his clients have agreed with him—that the

whatever you make it sound like. Itried using
it to equalize two different loudspeakers (the
PSB Stratus and Nelson-Reed 8-04/B with subStereophile, April 1988

3Nonvolatile means the memory is not lost when the device's
power is switched off.
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by the equalizer he uses is more than offset by

really effective until after taming the standingwave problems which cause the irregularities.

the incredible degree of realism it allows him

The reason is twofold. First of all, the dips pro-

to get from his basic speaker system.

duced at the listening seat by standing-wave

small amount of signal degradation introduced

When you buy aWAMM, it is personally delivered and set up by the designer, including
final "tweaking" with the equalizer, using recordings Dave made of avery familiar sound

cancellations are often very deep; it is not uncommon for them to be 15dB below midrange
output. Even assuming the equalizer has
enough range to compensate for that, the

—that of his wife Cheryl's singing voice. But
how many ordinary audiophiles have such a

system may not be able to handle it. A 15dB in-

familiar source to refer to when EQing asystem?

your amp is putting out 25W prior to EQing,

In fact, one of the biggest drawbacks of an
equalizer is its almost limitless potential for
abuse Given the means for making his system
sound almost any way he wants it to, there is

crease represents a31x power increase, so if
that 15dB boost will call for 800W. Few
speakers would take that, even if the amplifier
could deliver it. And although resonance
peaks due to standing waves are rarely of such

astrong temptation for the user to go com-

magnitude, and can thus be effectively EQed

pletely overboard, losing all sight of what live

away, all their effects do not go away. Even if

music should sound like. Too often, the equal-

aresonance has been reduced in amplitude,

izer ends up with the bass and treble cranked

the room will still tend to resonate at those frequencies, causing smearing of detail. And

up, resulting in sound that may be impressive
but is in no way related to the real thing. (That's
okay if it's what you really want, but don't pretend then that you're aseeker of truth.)
Generally, it is not agood idea to try equalizing asystem, or combatting standing waves,
by ear. Ideally, you should use white noise as
atest signal, and aV3-octave spectrum analyzer
such as those made by Cetec/lvie or Audio
Control to monitor your progress. Many sys-

because most of the energy of those resonances
is from off-the-wall reflections, they can have
disastrous effects on imaging and soundstaging. If you wish to EQ your room, do your best
to smooth out its response by other means—
speaker placement, or the addition of ASC
lbbe Traps and/or Reflection Phase Gratings—
first. Then try EQ.
Do be sensible about it: don't try to boost
any band to beyond the power capabilities of

tem-test CDs have white-noise signals on them,
but the analyzer may be harder to come by.

your amplifier or of the affected driver of your

Some audio stores in major cities have them

loudspeaker. Remember that boosting output

for rent or loan, but if you can't locate one, you

by a"mere" 3dB will call for twice as much

may have to fall back on the second-choice
method: using an audio oscillator (preferably

amplifier power within that range.
The highest center frequency of the G-I8 is

with aV3 -octave warble) and asound-pressure
meter. Most audio service shops have an oscil-

the idea of trying to equalize-back their own

lator, which they may or may not be prepared

ears' fading high-end range. Don't. Never, ever,

25kHz, which may give some clever people

to rent, and Radio Shack sells an SPL meter for

try to use an equalizer to overcome your ears'

around $30 which is adequate over most of

high-frequency limitations. The ear's HF re-

the audio range.
Do not, however, try to get aflat-measured
high end, because what measures flat up there

sponse falls off extremely rapidly once it gets
going, and you'll fry your tweeters long before

will sound very much tipped-up. Go for agen•
tle but increasing slope-down above 4kHz,
ending up at about 5dB down at 10kHz and

any treble boost will have an audible effect on
your hearing range.
The Accuphase G-18 equalizer is auseful
tool and avery successful design job. No other

then flattening out above that.
There are other potential hitches. ..Super-

equalizer 1know of does as good ajob with

ficially, system EQing looks like an easier way

better suited, Ithink, as asystem equalizer than

of flattening out standing-wave peaks and dips

as aprogram equalizer. It's well worth its not-

than trying to find the optimum placement of

insubstantial cost for those who want to extract the nth degree of response smoothness

the speakers in the room. This is, in fact, what
Accuphase recommends using the G-18 for.
What they don't mention is that room EQ isn't
142

as few deleterious side effects. But it is much

from their already-top-notch systems, and are
confident they won't botch the attempt. S
Stereophile, April 1988

The
Most Knowledgeable
Audio Dealership
Many audiophiles who want high quality audio
systems are misled by well meaning—but misinformed
—salesmen, magazines, and friends whose understanding of sound reproduction is superficial or
incomplete. As aresult, many expensive "mistakes"
are made.
During the past 10 years, Gala
Sound has distinguished itself as the
preeminent high end audio dealership in the United States.

VI

Founded by pianist-acoustician
James Gala, audiophiles, musicians, and recording engineers
throughout the U.S., Europe, and
South America, rely on Gala Sound
for audio systems tailored to their
specific needs, listening environments and budgets.
These systems are second to none.
If you're serious about sound, you can own the
finest: adefinitive audio system from Gala Sound.
Phone (do not write) Jim Gala at (716) 461-3000.
KRELL •THRESHOLD •APOGEE •KEF
B& W •ACOUSTAT •MERIDIAN •REVOX •BRYSTON
BELLES RESEARCH •NAKAMICHI

GALA SOUND
3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618 •(716) 461-3000
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When AUDIO MAGAZINE
Wanted To Hear The

In the Best Of Audio '88
issue Anthony Cordesman

sad, "A dealer ultimately has
to be judged by his ability to
create good systems at a
given price level. ...Imention
this because Iwas struck by the
fact that the Divas performed
exceptionally well at Sound By
Singer:
Proof positive that the way a
system is set up is every bit as
important as its components.
Don't be mistaken: putting together
atruly musical system presumes that
you have selected each and every
component with painstaking care for
individual excellence as well as intrasystem compatibility.
But, as Mr. Cordesman noted, that is
only the first step. At Sound By Singer we
believe that where components are placed,
how speakers are angled and the way
cables are dressed is just as important as
selecting the system.
That's why expert installation services are
available to all of our customers.
What is extraordinary for other stores
is standard-operating-procedure
for us.
Sound By Singer is an
Authorized Dealer for:

APOGEE DIVAS
At Their Best,

They
Came To Us!

Sound By Singer, Ltd.
The Ultimate Link
Between You And Your Music!

165 E. 33rd St.
New York, NY 10016

(212) 683-0925

Accuphase
Adcom
Apogee
Ariston
Audio Research
Cal Audio Labs
Carnegie
Creek
CWD
Epos
Fosgate
Grado
Heybrook
Koetsu
Krell
Linn
Lurne
Meitner
Mod Squad
Aragon by Mondial
Monster Cable
NAD

Nitty Gritty
Onix
Pioneer Video
Elite Audio
ProAc
PS Audio
Quad
Rega
Revox
Roksan
Siltech
SUE
Snell Acoustics
Sonance
Stax
Talisman
Target
Talwar
Vandersteen
VTL
... and many more!
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Mozart's Piano
Concerto No. 20
in D Minor
Christopher Breunig
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twas probably the fact that Beethoven
had written cadenzas for it which first
aroused my interest in Mozart's Piano

piano concertos between 1782-6; thereafter
the economic and political climate in Vienna
changed, and repressive measures under Jo-

Concerto in d, K.446. Brahms, too, used to
play the work—did the manner of the soloist's

seph II and Leopold Il brought asharp drop

entry influence Brahms when he wrote his
own Concerto in that key? For fear of the tail

became less frequent, and many noblemen
disbanded their orchestras. Interestingly—and

in arts patronage. Private and public concerts

wagging the dog, several pianists on records

Iquote from the excellent Archiv booklet —

avoid the Beethoven cadenzas (Mozart left
none of his own); but this may present adilem-

83% of those subscribing to Mozart's concerts
in 1784 were male, nearly all from the nobility,
in contrast to the salon concerts given in Paris,

ma if you only want one recording. Do you
forgo the later composer's commentary upon
this daemonic piece? It takes an artist of Curzon's sensitivity to make them complementary.
With the ink barely dry on the pages—
Mozart was supervising the work of his copyist
on the morning of the first performance—
K.466 was premiered at asubscription concert
in 1785, the orchestral players sight-reading
their parts. The Concerto in C, K.467, most fre-

which were mostly attended by women.
Nowadays, the "authenticists" have established more than afoothold: orchestras using
period instruments, or accurate copies, under
musicologist-directors who try to re-establish
the kinds of performances heard in the 18th
Century, in terms of tempo, articulation, structure, and scale of forces. What do these authen-

quently coupled on disc, was written within

ticists have to tell us about K.466?
Listening to the two recent PolyGram pro-

the next four weeks: Mozart completed 17

ponents, Bruggen and Gardiner, Iconcluded

Stereophile, April 1988
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/ Mark Levinson

Meridian / MIT / Monster/Alpha / Nakamichi / Nitty Gritty /Panasonic Pro Video
Pioneer Pro Video /Proton /Pro Ac /Quad /Rega /SME /Spica /Stax /Sumiko
Talisman / Thiel / Van Den Hul /Wharfdale / Well Tempered Lab / Wilson Audio
To he on our mailing list ...send us your name and address or S5.0) for aMark Levinson Catalog.

CHRISTOPHER HANSEN, LTD.
646 NORTH ROBERTSON BLVD •LOS ANGELES, CA 90069 •213-858-8112
Major Credit Cards Accepted. We Ship Anywhere...

that neither really encompasses the richness

bado is on aGalleria CD, made one notori-

and expressiveness of the score. (With regard

ously rococo Mozart concerto recording in the

to the Archiv version, other reviewers have
judged it revelatory dramatically without peer!)
Of the two, the more musical is that under
Bruggen. A fine baroque wind soloist, Frans

'60s, by comparison amodel of restraint: at
least his additions to the line had the flavor of
inspirational freshness.)
Full marks, though, to Bilson and Gardiner

Bruggen is undertaking aseries of concert

in the finale, which really does convey two
minds in accord, and where the accompani-

recordings for Philips, with his Orchestra of
the 18th Century. The first disc contained a
Furtwanglerish, broadly paced Beethoven Symphony 1; more recently, his Mozart "Jupiter"
seemed to strain after originality to disastrous
effect.
In K.466 (and the coupled K.491) his soloist
is John Gibbons, playing on amodern copy of
afortepiano after a1795 Anton Walter instrument. The opening of the Romanza (ii) is

ments do not swamp the fortepiano. The
venue was St. John's, Smith Square, London:
aresonant acoustic. The fortepiano is consequently balanced alittle forward, but depth
perspectives are nevertheless realistic and the
period violins are sweet in tonal quality.
K.466 was the first of only two minor-key
Piano Concertos by Mozart, but he ended it
with 75 bars in D major. As Erik Smith observes,

rather flaccid, and (iii) is equally low in tension;

the mocking phrase for trumpets and horns

Gibbons does not over-elaborate the text, and
this is to the advantage of the slow movement.

there "gives Leporello the last word in apiece
that had been all about the Don [Giovanni]."

His very first entry in the concerto is amazingly
plodding, after an exposition in which the
disturbed atmosphere is nicely suggested and

Furtwang,ler saw himself as a"tragic" artist
and, on records, no-one has equalled his daemonic conception of the opening movement

forte accents are kept in dramatic scale. Beetho-

of the G-minor Symphony, K.550. A recording

ven's cadenzas are used. With a pleasingly
distanced sound—a bit woolly, though—this
is areading whose attractiveness grows with

taken from aperformance he gave of K.466,
in Lugano (1954), with Yvonne Lefebure (on

familiarity. Certainly the orchestral accompani-

Cetra and other LP labels) is worth seeking out
for the masterly handling of dynamics. Though

ment is distinguished and orderly. The mood
has a Furtwanglerish overlay and warmth.

Furtwangler catches the deeply troubled atmosphere of the opening, he is no less sen-

Quite why the soloist favors so low-key an approach remains amystery; the emphasis on

sitive to such details as the dancing bassoon

tidy symmetries borders on camp. The CD
booklet note, incidentally, implies that K.466

that leads gently away from the first-movement cadenza. Also on Cetra is a—unique?—
collaboration between Kempff and Karajan.

was composed in one day (Philips 420 823-2).

Significantly, these two DG artists never re-

The stark textures of the Eliot Gardiner alter-

corded together for the company. Kempffs

native, with his hand-picked ensemble, the

K.466 (Berlin 1956) is utterly magical in the
solo writing after the turbulent middle episode

English Baroque Soloists, are in total contrast
to the Bruggen. The first sforzando comes as
apunch on the nose And after the first-movement cadenza—a quiet, intimate improvisation by the soloist —Gardiner's brusque and
loud-mannered return strikes me as exaggerated and coarse rather than enlightening. The
coupling with K.467 (Archly 419 609-2) comes
in aseries by Malcolm Bilson —also using a
Walter fortepiano copy, but differently sourced.
It has ahomely, rather weak voice. Although
the practice is highly authentic, the elaboration of the printed text in the second paragraph
of the Romanza, here twisted and twirled to
excess, robs the line of its innate dignity. (The
controversial Austrian pianist Friedrich Guida,
whose 1975 recording of K.466 with VPO/AbStereophile, April 1988

in (ii), and it is apity that Karajan's preoccupation with smooth legato Mozart is ill-fitting.
A third historical recording, from Educational
Media Associates Berkeley (RR527), catches
Annie Fischer in her prime in a1956 broadcast
with Zinman/Netherlands CO (K.482, w.Klemperer/Concertgebouw). She plays along but
lovely cadenza in (i), unknown to me, and
brings the work unusually close in spirit to
K.467. Fischer is eloquent, generous in manner, fabulously toned here. The music is in
parts made sunny and warm, but never effusive. Zinman is most stylish.
Of four recordings made with the English
Chamber Orchestra, two are outstanding: it
would be hard to say which was more treasur147

UPSCALE AUDIO
SECRETS REVEALED

_CALEALDIO

Here are some of our more recent
"discoveries". Products whose exceptional
performance and value makes their relative
obscurity undeserved.
THE WELL TEMPERED TABLE. Unlike some
dealers, we're not afraid to admit that this is
hands down the finest turntable value ever.
No-frills in appearance, truly ingenious in design
The Well-Tempered Table sacrifices sacred cows
on the altar of sonic truth. Simply put, this
turntable brims with musical vitality.
NITTY GRITTY. Less obscure than simply
misunderstood and under-demonstrated. These
remarkable devices do far more than merely
remove record dust and static. Visit Upscale
Audio and hear an overall improvment in the
very sonic qualities of your favorite record.
AUDIO RESEARCH CABLE. Involvement in
snake oil and mythology isn't Audio Research's
style. So they've intentionally underplayed the
obvious virtues of a great product. Not a "magic
wire". Just, in our opinion, the best.
THE POWER PURIFIER EIGHT. A brilliant
solution to a common and potentially dangerous
problem: Power surges and AC pollution. Forget
anything you've heard about line conditioners
until you've experienced an A/I3 test of the Powe
Purifier in our listening room.
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able. Of the others, Iwould say that Barenboim's (EMI) stressed the urgency and turbulence of the music just alittle too insistently
and predictably; yet the solo playing is full of
imaginative touches, and you could hardly
find it lacking in interest. No doubt today he
would tame the cruder impulses, and risk losing pace in the finale to secure tidier orchestral
control. The cadenzas are Beethoven/Edwin
Fischer in (i), Barenboim in (iii). Murray Perahia's (on LP with K.413 or K.467) came early
in his CBS cycle, where he also directs from
the keyboard; Perahia plays Beethoven in (i),

Mozart's ear.

in (iii) the cadenza is his own. The aura of melancholy at the beginning of (ii) is very affecting, but the grey coloring of winds in adisappointingly wan recording is souring. To me,
the evident concentration on the solo part is
such that the benefits of having aseparate conductor are only too apparent; yet in 1984,
when K.459/488 were recorded, ahappier
feeling of unanimity was projected. Perahia the
pianist and Perahia the ensemble director were
now on equal footing.

Common ear.

she decided to record them she insisted on Jeffrey Tate as conductor. (In the March issue of
HFN/RR Ireport along conversation with

In 1970 he directed the ECO (with which he

Tate. In this he expands on their rare musical
rapport, and talks of the comparative tensions
of first recording together in London's Henry
Wood Hall, because of its acoustic problems;

had close conducting ties) in Decca sessions

later sessions were scheduled for St. John's.)

Benjamin Britten's special affinities in the
classical repertory were Schubert and Mozart.

held at the Makings, near Aldeburgh. The pianist

Their first disc (Philips 416 381-2, K.467) is

was Clifford Curzon, afastidious and acutely
self-critical man. They completed K.466 and

equally one of refinement and sensibility. But

K.595, but Curzon did not agree to the release

from ravishing delicacy to spontaneous concession to attack. The Romanza moves at a

of the tapes until, reluctantly, he passed them

Uchida spans agreater range than Curzon,

in 1978 subject to an agreement that he would
re-record K.595, to go with aplanned K.467.

more convincing pace than with Curzon, and

In the event, those sessions never took place.

veys all that the authenticists do, yet with all
the advantages of the modern grand's beauty

The Makings K.466 (Le SXL7007; CD, 417 288-2)
has something of the urgency and large scale
of Barenboim's conception. Although Baren-

what Tate calls her detacbe style surely con-

of sound. How thoughtful is the string phrasing in the slow movement, the gentle quaver

boim used his mentor's elaborated Beethoven

pulse both supporting yet "listening to" the

cadenza, he kept strictly to the printed score
in (ii) 40-60, where Curzon allowed himself

bird-free solo line, the Mozartian intervals so
full of implications.

decorations of some intricacy (yet these were

In the middle section, where many pianists
indulge in a Beethovian tornado of notes,

so tastefully accommodated that they could
pass as Mozart's own thoughts).
Above all, you get afeeling of poise from this
valedictory Curzon/Britten reading. Though the

Uchida suggests an observer: the wind parts
sing out, the piano writing (which circles
round and round, exhausting itself finally in

Beethovenish undercurrents are there, these

the sequence of longer written note-values)

artists seem to have "time" for the expression,
and the shadings are subtly graded. The ripe

in fact speaks of nothing apart from "motion."
It seems to me that Tate's classical approach,

sound is acontributory factor.
A few season ago the complete cycle of Mo-

always scrupulous about dynamic markings,

zart Piano Concertos with Mitsuko Uchida and

clined keyboard color range—but she too is
always faithful to the Mozartian boundaries.

the ECO proved an absolute sell-out, but when
Stereophile, April 1988

is the perfect foil to Uchida's romantically in-
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The sound is finely balanced, and it is as if a
rare fragility of spirit has been caught on tape,

of vision and the spontaneity of Andas play-

to be freed, experienced at will, by the listener.
Other noteworthy versions are Richter's
1959 DG, long deleted, with the Warsaw PO/
Wislocki; and Rudolf Serkin's Columbia SO

lagging uncertainly behind in places, yet acertain freshness prevails, and the soulful, short
cadenza in (i) is rather lovely. Anda repeats his

ing. Ensemble is rather ragged, the orchestra

recording with Szell (CBS). Although the sound

own cadenza on Ariola, but by then it had lost
its Schubertian grace.

is dated, with fizzy strings, some congestion,
and aforward balance to the pianoforte, the

The major figure Ihave left until nearly last
is Alfred Brendel, whose D-minor was issued

musical approach is aclassical one, free from

in 1974, with the St. Martin's Academy under

expressive inflation, and with superb orches-

Marriner (on Philips). Brendel's cadenza is full

tral discipline. Serkin is in his prime: his later
Mozart recordings with Abbado/LSO (DG) are

of dark corners and cunning: an eccentric and
wilful-seeming avoidance of Mozart's own
material—though when it comes, the reference

for those who must have everything by him.
Like the Telarc Beethoven Concerto record-

is rhythmically distorted. All highly intelligent,
of course, but the fascination is tempered by

ings, they flash only intermittently, even if
Serkin's interpretative wisdom is as articulate

one's acute reaction that the emotional issues

as ever. Heavy accompaniments from Abbado.

are wholly side-stepped. Cerebral Mozart that

Geza Anda was the first to undertake the

makes Ingrid Haebler's (a noted Mozart classi-

dual role of director/pianist, in acomplete
series of recordings for DG with the Salzburg

cist) 1966 Philips, with LSO/Galliera, sound
desperately romanticized in a patently too

Mozarteum Orchestra. His earlier K.466 was
one of the best of that cycle, and preferable to

slow Romanza. And so it is! Iturned with
relief to my even older copy of Gieseking, with
Rosbaud/Philharmonia (Columbia). Now there's

his remake with the Vienna SO for RCA/Ariola.
Nowadays, Andas Mozart has become unfash-

authenticity! But the LP is arare collector's
piece. If only there was more Hans Rosbaud
on disc. ..

ionable (it happens!), but if you see an old
copy of 138 917, snap it up for its consistency
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introducing

COLOSSfS

BEETHOVEN: Sonata No.32, Op.111; Sonata No.21,
Op.53 ("Waldstein")
Tibor Szasz. piano
Bainbridge BCD-6275 (CD). Leo de Gar Kulka. cog. & prod.
DUD. TT: 58:03
MOZART: Piano Concerto No.13, K.4153 Overture to
Ludo Milo, K.135

J. Gordon Holt
reviews the first CDs
recorded with the
Colossus system
which designer Lou Dorien claims to be different from every other digital system in several
ways, none of which has ever been disclosed

Jeremy Menuhin, piano; George Cleve. 198" Midsummer

to us. Ihad achance to listen to some tapes

Mozart Festival Orchestra
Bainbridge BCD-6273 (CD). Leo de Gar Kulka. cog. & prod.
DOD. IT: 36:58

article, but since they were made with acom-

PROKOFIEV: Alexander Nevsky. Lieutenant Rife
Andre Previn, Los Angeles Philharmonic
Tame CD-80143 (CD). Jack Renner. cog
DDD. Ti: 63:37

Robert Rbods, prod.

RACHMANINOV: Sonata for Cello and Piano, Op.19
Steven Kates, Montagnana cello; Carolyn Pope Koblet Bosendorter piano
Bainbridge BCD-6272 (CD). Leo de Gar Kulka. cog. & prod.
ODD. IT: 40:42
THE SOUNDS OF TRAINS, Vols. 1& 2
Bainbridge BCD-62 70. -6271' (Co-). Brad Miller. ere & prod.
ODD. TIS: 60:45, 50.14 •

made on it shortly after writing the C&TSRR
pletely unfamiliar microphone (Mobile Fidelity
Productions of Nevada's own design) and
featured mainly the sounds of trains, airplanes,
and other sources of potential ear damage, I
couldn't really tell anything about the recording system, except that it had the kind of low
end Iexpect from any respectable digital
audio. A sonic evaluation had to wait until I
heard Colossus on more familiar terms—that
is, with music recordings. Now, that time has
come.
Colossus is not yet in commercial production, but By the Numbers—the firm that's pro-

t ou read my article in these pages about

moting it—has had several prototypes made

recording the Cumbres and Toltec Scenic
Railway steam trains (Vol.10, No.1), you

up, and has been loaning them out to recording companies that might appreciate what's

may recall the mention of Colossus. Colossus
is the name of anew digital recording system

special about it. Telarc, Sonic Arts, and MFPN
are three such. (Actually, MFPN is apartner in
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By the Numbers.) In recent weeks, we received

precise. Isuspect that this is due to the fact that

for review four music recordings made with
the new systems, and all but one feature bowed

Brad Miller has mixed the two rear channels—
the original recording was on four tracks—
into the front.

string instruments, which happen to be one
of the most stringent tests for adigital recording medium.
First, to the amusical recordings. As you
might guess from their titles, these are sounds
of trains—steam trains. Although MFPN's Brad

Now to the musical material. The Tibor
Szasz piano disc is an excellent recording of
slightly idiomatic but immensely satisfying
performances of two Beethoven sonatas,
recorded sequentially and without edits—the

Miller likes to pretend that his business is
recording sound effects for film and TV post-

closest it is possible to come to alive perfor-

production, his recordings would seem to
belie that. Brad simply likes the sound and

place. Having myself recorded, many years
ago, the Op.111 with another virtuoso techni-

mystique of steam trains, and he records them

cian, I'm aware of the difficulties of many sec-

for maximum emotional effect. That some of

tions of this work; Istand in awe of Mr. Szasz's
prodigious ability to sail through them without

the recordings may be usable for foleyi work
is coincidental; many of the train recordings
are marred for that purpose by excessive use
of the whistle, which adds aromantic aura to
the sounds and shows off the infinitely varied

mance without actually having an audience in

apparent effort. But apart from the fact that the
sound of this recording is alittle more transparent and much leaner in balance than most
piano CDs, it is hardly adramatic illustration

reverberant nature of the surrounding terrains,

of what Colossus is all about. Likewise the

but will rarely suit the needs of filmmakers

gorgeous reading of the Rachmaninov sonata,

(who usually prefer separate recordings of train
and whistle, mixing them to taste). So forget

but that one does gives us more of aclue than

really are—evocations of the romance of old-

the Beethoven, because it's the most naturalsounding CD recording of acello I've heard;
by comparison, others seem to present too

fashioned railroading—and you have acouple of very atmospheric and effective records

much of the instrument's normal guttiness.
With the two orchestral recordings, we have

to be listened to for sheer enjoyment. The
sound, by the way, is extraordinary, with in-

something completely different. All symphonic

credible dynamic range—much wider than

lesser degree of a peculiar, and peculiarly

that of any music recording—and some of the

digital, grundginess (digititis) elicited mainly
by massed strings—cellos and violins—and

the filmmaker, and think of these as what they

deepest low end ever committed to any recording. (Listen in particular to Track 8 on Disc
I. If your system has good LF extension, the
visceral pressure from one of the sounds on
that track may drive you screaming out of the
room. It makes some listeners dizzy.) Acautionary note, though: Like many digital recordings
of amusical sounds, The Sounds of 7)-ains

CDs to date have suffered from agreater or

also to alesser extent by male chorus. It is conspicuously audible on some discs, only slightly
audible on others, and while Ihave never been
particularly horrified by small amounts of it,
some listeners find even the slightest trace intolerable. They are in for two shocks when
they listen to these discs.
Shock No.1 is the Telarc. So proficient have

discs are potential system busters, partly
because of their tremendous dynamic range,

the Telarc engineers become that, regardless

partly because most cuts start out with the

of what orchestra they record where, their

almost-dead silence of the outdoors just be-

symphonic CDs have adistinctive and im-

fore the locomotive becomes audible in the
distance. Don't set your volume control any

mediately recognizable sound. They tend to
be rather fat and bass-heavy, and distant, with

higher than you normally do when listening
to music, or the first whistle blast could take
out your midrange drivers, power amps, or both.
The imaging is poor until the train arrives
at the speaker positions, but then is pin-point

I"Foley" is film-production terminology for sound effects
added to asoundtrack after original filming.
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lots of teverb and amazingly amorphous imaging. Some of their sound has always included
an element of typical digititis, varying from
slight to obnoxious. (Yes, it's on all other symphonic recordings too, but most have so many
other things wrong with them that asmall
overlay of grundge hardly merits comment.)
Telarc's first Colossus recording, believe it
155
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oldest, nor the glossiest — but it can lay claim to being the most
stimulating.
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or not, has no digititis at all! It is totally clean,

the most underrated recording engineer in the

amazingly liquid and transparent, and seem-

business today, as this Mozart recording is,

ingly finer-detailed than previous Telares. All
instruments sound more natural than before,
and harmonics seem to "hang together" more

quite simply, the best-sounding orchestral CD
Ihave ever heard. Tony Faulkner has never
come close!

convincingly. Cymbals sound like brass rather
than like escaping steam, cellos have bite

No.13 is acharmer, as is the disc filler—a lit-

without exaggeration, while massed violins are
amazingly clean. When combined, all these

tle gem of an overture from an opera nobody's
ever heard of—and both performances are

The rarely played "lightweight" Concerto

things have several unexpected effects on my

delightful (though the "filler" hardly fills the

reaction to other aspects of the "Telarc sound."
First, Ifound the performances of the music

disc-36:58 is pretty short shrift). The recording is an example of how all acoustical music

much more involving than usual. This Nevsky
is, in fact, the first Previn performance for

should be recorded. First of all, it was done at
aperformance, with an unusually attentive and

Telarc that literally stood my hair on end—my
acid test for any recorded performance of this

excitement that often result from that. It is

kind of music. And Kije has animation and
humor coming out its seams! Ihave been so

recorded from anatural-sounding audience
perspective, and is refreshingly free from the

quiet audience, and has the spontaneity and

consistently disappointed with Previn's Telarc

billowing ambience that seems de rigeur these

work that Ifind it hard to believe that he was

days for any "audiophile" recording. And in-

suddenly seized with inspiration for this latest
effort. Imust attribute alot of the change to

stead of cutting to dead silence between
movements, the sound has been allowed to

the recording, which—even though the listening distance still sounds like 80' or so—seems

carry over with faint audience rustlings and
hall ambience, adding a greater degree of

to bring everything into sharper focus than
before. Second, Ibecame aware for the first

realism to the recording than one might guess.
Finally, there's applause at the end, which is

time that the Schoeps mikes Telarc uses have

something Iheartily applaud. 2(The applause

aslightly aggressive steeliness to them. Relistening to some other recent, pre-Colossus

sound, by the way, is very realistic.)

Telarcs verified this, although this steeliness
is less evident on them than on this recording

hears at alive concert, and there's anice feeling
of space surrounding the instruments. And
although the piano sounds alittle more distant

because it tends to be obscured by the veiling
so conspicuously absent here. And listening,
for comparison, to Leo Kulka's Mozart recording (below) confirmed the presence of this
steeliness on the Telarc. The effect is exciting,
but not very musical, and becomes rather
fatiguing after awhile. Nonetheless, this has
to be counted as the best-sounding CD Telarc
has ever done. The dynamic range is awesome,
yet effortlessly clean. No LP could possibly do
this. Telarc, you're onto something; buy, rent,

Imaging is about as tight and solid as one

than the instruments at left and right, the
balance between piano and orchestra is perfect
throughout; neither ever overpowers the
other, and you can easily follow all the solo
lines during the most tumultuous tutti. There
are a few of the inevitable live-audience
coughs (though they're all quite muted), and
the performances aren't as technically perfect
as the plastic-perfection product we are accustomed to buying, but there isn't asingle

or steal aColossus, and stick with it. But, dam-

flub here that's bad enough to impair the en-

mit now, get yourself some sweeter-sounding
mikes and move in closer. In your own way,
you're doing exactly what CBS and RCA did

joyment of these buoyant, spirited performances. The difference between this CD and
Telarc's Nevsky is in the instrumental timbres,

for 30 years: sacrificing alot of great perfor-

which are far more natural on the Bainbridge
disc. They suffer from the "affliction" which

mances to acowardly adherence to what you
believe to be a"commercial" sound.

bothers audiophiles when they listen to real,

The one symphonic recording on the Bain-

live instruments: There aren't enough highs.

bridge label was produced and engineered by
Leo de Gar Kulka, whose Sonic Arts records
were the first digitally mastered LPs that didn't
sound like digitally mastered LPs. Leo must be
Stereophile, April 1988

2Ihope. though, that the major record companies never adopt
it as SOP: you know as well as Ido that they'll abuse it, tacking
- Bravos!" and "Encores!** onto dull performances the way
TV sitcoms hype dumb jokes with hysterical canned laughter.
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In fact, the highs are just about perfect on this

to illustrate unless you actually buy some of

Mozart disc, unless you're steadfastly seeking

these CDs, because massed-violin sound as

hi-fi instead of musical realism. (The main
stereo mikes, by the way, were Neumann
TLM-170s, which were top-rated in alistening

natural as this has never been available on a
recording before, even from D-to-D. These

evaluation of professional mikes reported in
the April, 1984 Recording Engineer/Producer.) The only real flaws on this disc are a
couple of fairly prominent noises during the
program: aclick at 4:04 into the 3rd Concerto
movement, and aplop at 1:26 into the overture. (These were on two different pressings,
so they're obviously in the recording.)

recordings sound more like a live directmicrophone feed than any Ihave ever heard.
In other words, Ibelieve Colossus is amajor
technological breakthrough, destined to
change the way most of us feel about digital
in general and CD in particular. (See this issue's
"As We See It.")
As for these recordings, all are excellent,
but the Bainbridge Mozart/Cleve/Menuhin

So, what do Iconclude about Colossus? Is

recording is more than that: It's alandmark in

there any indication from these recordings that
Lou Dorren's system is basically better than

musical fidelity. This is one recording that
every high-end audiophile with aCD player

other digital recording systems? Iwould say,
emphatically yes. There is an ingratiating ease,

must own.
Since the chances are your friendly CD store

aliquid transparency, and an incredible delicacy about the sound of all of these recordings

can order these discs from: Bainbridge Enter-

that 1have never before heard from any other
recording system, digital or otherwise. The

has never heard of Bainbridge Records, you
tainment Co, Inc, PO Box 8248, Van Nuys, CA

massed violins on the symphonic recordings

91409. Tel: (213) 476-0631, (800) 621-8705.
$14.98 per disc plus $2.00 for UPS shipping

don't even sound like analog tape, which has

(CA residents please add 6% sales tax).

$

its own unique kinds of distortion 3;they
sound very much like real massed violins. The
difference is hard to explain and impossible

3The worst is scrape flutter, which in its own way does as
much damage to massed violins as digital abasing
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RECORD REVIEWS

CLASSICAL
is BACH: Brandenburg Concertos
Janos Rolla, Liszt Ferenc Chamber Orchestra
Hungaroton 12618-19(2 CDs). Ft?MC Pecsi. eng.; Janos Ro
prod. DDD. Tr: 98:28

Whether or not you find this new Brandenburg set appealing will depend very much on
your sentiments concerning performances of
baroque music that attempt to capture the

has caused more than afew topflight players
to wish they could disappear under the harpsichord lid. (I'll never forget an airing by awellknown virtuoso who immediately got off the
track and never recovered. During the work's
final four-bar statement, the by-then sweating,
red-faced trumpeter's top shirt button and
clip-on bow tie snapped violently apart, as if
to twist the dagger.) Trumpeter Edward H. Tarr

spirit of their time and those that do not. In
anutshell, this effort by the Liszt Ferenc Cham-

never gets close to derailment, however, and,

ber Orchestra has more in common with 20thCentury Russian violin technique than with

terial with shape and elegance throughout.
Given such winning qualities, Iwould un-

the sounds that probably swirled around in
Bach's head when he conceived these six mas-

doubtedly have preferred acollection such as

terworks.

ing on original instruments that typically passed

It should be noted at the outset, however,
that the Liszt Ferenc is not amediocre ensem-

for authentic performance practice. But our
understanding of 17th- and 18th-Century music

ble, and agood deal of first-rate playing is
lavished here. Hornists Adam Friedrich and
Istvan Borza perform flawlessly in No.1, as do

—largely through the efforts and instrumental
skills of anew breed of scholar-performer—

oboists Peter Pongracz, Gabor Dienes, and
Josef Gombai. An unspecified member of the
latter trio powerfully conveys the haunting
poignancy of the solo oboe lines in Nal's second movement, and harpsichordist Zsusza
Pertis sails through the legendary cadenza in
No.5 with the greatest of ease. He also solves
the mystery of the "missing" second movement in No.3 by effectively inserting his own
florid, toccata-like cadenaa.
And then there is the daunting piccolo trumpet part in No.2 which, during live performance,
Stereophile, April 1988

indeed, manages to infuse his altissimo ma-

this 20 years ago to the thin, out-of-tune play-

has deepened so markedly during the interim

that most modern-instrument realizations of
this repertoire have come to sound bloated
and cloying.
In this instance, the Liszt Ferenc's suave,
legato string playing frequently obscures rhythmic detail and thrust (take the opening movements of Nos.3 and 6). Moreover, Bach's often
subtle contrasting of instrumental timbres, so
deliciously revealed in the original-instrument
version by the Academy of Ancient Music
under Christopher Hogwood on L'Oiseau Lyre, is seldom in evidence. Neither is much
161

of the music's buoyancy, ebullience, and tex-

early 1950s for Discophiles Francais and re-

tural t
ransparency.

leased in this country by the old Haydn Society

Another problem: In anod to the composer's
stated instrumental intent, conductor/concert-

In the main, this newer cycle surpasses the
earlier one. What is immediately striking about

master Rolla has chosen to utilize arecorder

the Vegh's execution is the slight (and thor-

in the concertino group of No.2, while he in-

oughly apt) coarseness of its tone and the great

explicably calls upon flutes in No.4 despite the

weight given to the lower voices. By being

fact that Bach's specification in each case is for
flute abec (recorder). Given the lush string surroundings, however, Rolla should have opted

thought out from the bottom up, so to speak,
the playing italicizes the music's harmonic motion and closes the commonly assumed gap

for flutes all the way since the recorder's com-

between the six works of Op.18 and the five

paratively fragile sound and limited dynamic

late quartets. Throughout, voicing is uncom-

range doesn't stand achance next to Tarr's

monly clear, each instrumentalist obviously

trumpet and Rolla's own romantically poised
violin playing—even when the recorder clearly

attuned to what his colleagues are doing. And
rhythmically, these readings fascinate: sometimes abeat is anticipated, creating adriving

has been assigned the prominent voice. Unfortunately, Hungaroton's engineering doesn't

urgency utterly independent of sheer speed.

help matters (at times it sounds as if the recorder

(Some of Vegh's tempos are, in fact, broader

is offstage), and in general the ambience is on

than usual.) Other times, abeat is delayed,

the mushy side, particularly in the lower and
midrange/bass regions.

heightening tension. And all of these distenLions are made with such impeccable taste,

For those unfamiliar with Hogwood's account, it should be noted that it is not based

they seem completely natural, never violating
the basic rhythmic pulse. Only musicians sure
of themselves and confident of their grasp of

on the standard, published edition but on an
earlier construction which, among other things,
does not include the Polacca in the Finale of
No.1, the violin° piccolo in the same concerto,
nor the fully developed form of the harpsichord cadenza which ultimately came to grace

structure and of the direction in which they
are moving could present Beethoven with
such tightly controlled freedom.
Space limitations preclude citing all of this
cycle's compelling details, but afew worth

No.5. Of the standard recorded versions em-

noting are the Sturm und Drang fire projected

ploying period instruments, those by Concen-

in Op.18 No.4; the lyric, graceful delicacy in

tus Musicus under Nikolaus Harnoncourt and
the Amsterdam Baroque Orchestra under Ton
Koopman each have much to recommend

the opening movement of Op.18 No.5; and the
effervescent gaiety suggested in the opening
movement of Op.18 No.6. Then there is the

them by way of compelling expertise with

broadly sustained line of the very opening of

original (or faithfully replicated) sound sources,

Op.59 No.1 that clarifies the music's struggle

stylistic veracity, and expressive elegance.
—Gordon Emerson

in seeking out its own harmonic root; the

BEETHOVEN: The Sixteen String Quartets

sharply defined polyphony in the coda of the
first movement of Op.74 that brings out the
almost orgiastic joy in what is surely one of the

The Vegh Quartet
Valois V 4400 (8 CDs). Georges Kisselhoff. mg.: Michel Bern-

most remarkable passages in all of Beethoven.

stein, prod. ADD. TT 52618

And most extraordinary, perhaps, is the unor-

This release brings to the CD catalog one of the

thodox approach to the finale of Op.127, which

most distinguished cycles of the Beethoven

the Vegh broadens in tempo as the movement

quartets. Recorded between 1972 and 1974 and
initially distributed by London on the Tele-

progresses, apractice markedly in contrast to
the acceleration favored by every other quartet

funken label, these performances were reissued
in 1981 by Valois, the company responsible for
their production and for these splendid laser

1have heard perform the score; once the novelty wears off, the Vegh's view seems totally
convincing.

transfers in which hiss is virtually inaudible

Probably the best way to summarize the

and timbres are unaltered from the earlier
LP editions.
Long-time collectors will probably recall the

Vegh's performances is to say that they are at
once remarkably original without in any way

Vegh's earlier Beethoven cycle, recorded in the

prefer more orthodox readings might turn to
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being eccentric or unmusical. Those who
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the cycles of the Smetana Quartet (Denon, 9

to match Beethoven's controversial metronome

CDs, which also include Beethoven's arrange-

markings, the first movement is brisk and pur-

ment for string quartet of his Piano Sonata,
Op.14 No.!) or of the Talich Quartet (Caliope,

poseful, bristling with energy and drive. What
is immediately striking is the wonderful clarity

7CDs). Both are beautifully recorded, although
the Smetana's suffers sonically from obtru-

of texture created here, lucid enough for one

sively audible breathing, and both are available, as is the Vegh, on individual discs. My
preference rests with the Vegh in Op.18 for the
wide range of moods the group conveys. Here
the Smetana sounds comparatively genteel and
slightly affected, and the Talich, if thoroughly
polished and stylish, ashade less dramatic.
Elsewhere choices are not so easily made, as
each group in its own way proves thoroughly
winning. In the middle and late quartets, the
Smetana recalls the aristocratic classicism of
the Budapest Quartet in its glory years (193250). The Talich and Vegh are weightier, freer,

to hear the work afresh. The leaner orchestra
makes leaner, yet excitingly characterful sounds:
strings, without vibrato, have anaive yet bright
insistency, woodwinds are airborne, brass
plaintive and threatening by turns, and the
leather-headed drums startling as they fire
with gunshot-like precision through the orchestral body.
As the whole orchestra is lighter on its toes,
it can seem dramatically more threatening,
more stealthily inveigling and unpredictable.
Tension is never allowed to flag, here or in the
Scherzo of the second movement, where the
bite and attack of rhythms is as telling as in the

yet no less Beethovian. Ultimately, what mat-

opening Allegro, despite some less-than-pre-

ters most is that the availability of these three
magnificent cycles serves Beethoven and the
consumer extremely well. Those who love

cise coordination. In the 7kio, Norrington's

these works and delight in varied interpretations would not be amiss in acquiring all three.
One cautionary note: Two copies of the second disc in the Vegh set (containing Op.18

adherence to metronome markings results in
amuch slower pace than is usually heard. This,
he says, "lazily mirrors the frenzy of the de:
monic Scherzo in perfect balance." I, for one,
am convinced.
Many, however, may find that acceptance of

Nos.2-4 and sold separately as Valois V-4402)
posed tracking problems on one of my two

his view of the slow movement demands the
utmost persuasion. Crotchet =60 produces a

CD players. Return privileges should be se-

rather rapid tempo, which is fine for the initial
statement of principal themes, but sounds

cured before purchase. —Mortimer H. Frank

rushed and ungiving in some of the variations.
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9
Yvonne Kenny, soprano; Sarah Walker, alto; Patrick Power.
tenor: Petted Salomaa. bass; Roger Norrington. London
Classical Players
Angel DS-49221 (LP), CDC-49221 (CD). Mike Clements, trig.;
David R. Murray, prod. DDD. TT: 6205

This is the second release in Roger Norring-

The horn's interjections in the third movement
are particularly awkward, but on the whole I
welcome the new vistas that Norrington's concept brings into view.
As one would expect, the choral Finale offers new insights too. After an aggressive in-

ton's cyde of Beethoven Symphonies, performed

troduction, the cello and bass recitatives, in

on period instruments by the London Classical
Players. The project was launched by an ex-

strict tempo, begin an angry, bickering interchange with the woodwinds and horns before

tremely well-received coupling of Sympho-

settling the argument with amuch happier

nies 2and 8. For the 9th Symphony the 65-

statement of the principal theme The bass solo
entry is lusty and impulsive, wholly suitable

strong orchestra is joined by the Schuetz Choir
in aperformance that has been "rethought for
text, phrasing, bowing, playing and singing
style, articulation, balance, form and tempo,"

in its attitude but amite too florid in its lessfitting wide vibrato. Ihave no such complaints

comprehensive insert notes. He goes on to say

about the choir, or the tenor's marvelously sustained, though whimsically deliberate entry
at the Alfa Marcia. Here, again, the tempo is

that "by far the most powerful agent for the

slower than we have come to expect, but the

character of the music is, of course, tempo,"
and here arise the most distinctive differences
from other performances on disc.

precision in the orchestral playing is adelight
—it brings asmile to the face, banishing any

As the speeds of all the movements attempt

perienced when Beethoven is wearing his "mil-

to quote from Norrington's own extremely
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feelings of the embarrassment sometimes ex-
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other CD players were still
trying to sound like analog turntables. They still are! We have something
different in mind. We want it all! The dynamics, clarity and silence of digital with the sweetness, openness and
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The Best Deserves the Best
It should come as no surprise that these
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—Stereophile Magazine Vol 9, 0.1
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itary" hat. With some excellent quartet work
from the four soloists, and an equally compelling propulsion toward the work's glorious
apotheosis from choir and orchestra, the listener is left exhilarated and refreshed.
Admittedly, the recorded sound is slightly
raw-edged, but it is crisp and immediate, revealing the work's inner textural detail with a
rewarding clarity and balance The same could
be said of the performance itself; attention to
detail is admirable, and while elements of Norrington's interpretation may not be acceptable
to everyone, his overall view is startlingly vivid,
his commitment unquestionable and, for those
reasons alone, should win him many admirers.
The acid test is whether this performance

the infinite horizons. Many afiddler waits for
his rewards in aworld to come—and yet —
(do you blame him for that?) he hopes that
someone down in the street, maybe just a
passerby, is listening."
There is asad eloquence about this work—
at times highly charged, at others touchingly
sweet. Mr. Rosenblith demonstrates excellent
intonation, and both artists phrase in such a
way that the work never becomes overbearing, as easily it might if the interpretation were
not so well paced. The piece has aCentral
European character in its use of folk-dance
elements and by the suggestion of the Jewish
Cantonal style in the violin. A minor criticism,

would be selected before all others for repeated

whether of composition or performance, is a
lack of truly loud passages, and certainly in

listening. For me the answer would be adefinite yes.
—Barbara Jahn

composition there are very few staccato sections that perhaps would have added more

BERLINSKI: Return, Le Violin de Cbagall

preference that should not discourage the
reader from listening to this selection.)

textural contrast. (This is apersonal stylistic
Donald Boothman, baritone; Herman Berlinski. piano; Eric
Rosenblith, violin; Gabriel Chodos, piano
CRI SD 544 (LP). Curt Wittig, eng.; Rachel Siegel, prod.
IT: 50:33

Return, written in 1950 and revised in 1985,
is asong cycle for baritone and piano by Herman Berlinski. The work sets poems by Walter

In both offerings the sound quality is superb. The piano is well defined, with the bass
and treble notes right where they should be.
The record surface is incredibly quiet, and re-

de la Mare, Demetrios Capetanakis, Karl Sha-

mains so after five playings. The miking is
natural, giving astereo image that cannot be

piro, and Conrad Aiken. The first three are
songs of travel, while the fourth deals with the

faulted. This album is not to be missed.

mysteries of love and the question of the ultimate journey after life's end.
Berlinski's skill in adorning the programmatic aspects of each poem while sustaining
and embellishing his composition, integrating
apotpourri of contemporary accompaniment
techniques, is startling. He uses widely contrasting musical elements in the piano, and yet
it all works in its breadth and subtlety to weave
aperfect balance. Donald Boothman gives an
in-tune, controlled (not overly dramatic, but
appropriately so) performance with diction of
such clarity as to render the supplied libretto
unnecessary. The overall effect is listenable, enjoyable, and should stand as amasterpiece of
contemporary song writing.
Inspired by Chagall's Fiddler, Le Violin de
Cbagall is apiece with strong evocations of
emotion and introspection. The liner notes
supply Dr. Berlinski's thoughts about the 1985
composition: "Why does Chagall's Fiddler
play on the roof of his home? The roof is a
lonesome place, often cold and at times perilous. Above, however, is the sky, the stars and
Stereophile, April 1988

—James Berwin
BRAtiltS: Symphony 4; Academic Festival Orchestra
Andre Previn, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
'Marc CD-80i55 (CD). Jack Renner, eng.; Roben %Ws, prod.
ODD. Tl 52:I9

Here is aperformance that lends validity to the
oft-made (and utterly ill-judged) allegation that
Brahms produced "thick" orchestrations. In
fact, Andre Nevin's direction gives asemblance
of credence to Bernard Shaw's view that the
Fourth Symphony "has no more organic coherence than the succession of passing images
reflected in ashop window" Aside from offering another in the growing number of examples of how digital technology need not yield
a harsh, unmusical sound, this release has
nothing to recommend it. lémpos for the first
two movements plod along aimlessly, textures
are muddied, and phrasing is fussy—at times
even unmusical—to the point of seeming affected and self-indulgent. Nowhere is there a
sense of point-to-point progression and continuity required to produce the unified coherence that, contrary to Shaw's notion, lies at the
heart of this work.
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More than anything else, there is aprevailing
carelessness about Previn's direction that is

ing subtleties, and ademonic Scherzo of insistent purpose that envelops and threatens the

more redolent of afirst run-through than of

beguiling Dlo.
Recording balance in the first movement is

acarefully conceived and prepared reading.
This is especially apparent in the brief middle

better than on many of the preceding record-

section of the third movement, where—de-

ings in this cycle, although little can be done

spite Brahms's sparse orchestration and the
resulting contrasts in timbre and dynamics it

to boost the strings' lack of body at the dramatic culmination. In the Scherzo the brass are

produces—no contrast of mood is suggested.

still allowed to overpower alittle, although in
the Finale, despite their admirable precision

The performance of the overture that fills out
this disc is amicrocosm of the whole: far more
academic than festive.
For those seeking atruly distinguishable
Brahms 4on CD, Irecommend sacrificing a
few decibels of sonic brilliance for the recently
reissued RCA-Toscanini edition, which boasts
unique detail, continuity, drama, and timbral
color. And if sonic (as well as musical) values

with the double-dotted figure, they lack that
last nth degree of power to bring the work to
asuitably climactic conclusion. Again, weakness in the string section contributes to all this,
but perhaps the root of the problem lies in
Wand's deliberate tempo, which hampers spontaneity and vigor and denies this potent music
the opportunity to flower unhindered. Yet, I

are of major consideration, the new TeldecDohnanyi recording reveals far more of the

cannot say that Ihave enjoyed or been moved

quintessential Brahms than Previn manages to
expose.
—Mortimer H. Frank

ner cycle up to this point. Highly recom-

BRUCKNER: Symphony 7
Gunter Wand. Cologne Radio Symphony Orchestra
EMI Deutsche Harmonia!gundi CDC 747 7482 (CD). Otto

CHOPIN: Etudes, Op.10, Op.25; »via Nouvelles Etudes

Nielen. Hermann Ftantz. engs.; Dr Hermann Lang. Ronald
Halsband. prods. ADD. TT: 6450

This was the first of Bruckner's symphonies

more by any other symphony in Wand's Bruckmended.

—Barbara Jahn

Vlad,, Perlemuier. piano
NImbuN NI 5095 ICD) DDD TT 68.29

If Chopin is the father of modern piano technique, how fitting it was for him to dedicate

ever to be received with unqualified enthusi-

these wonderful exercises to his mutual ad-

asm, and, following Hermann Levi's performance of it in March 1885, aMunich critic

mirer Franz Liszt, another great technician of

wrote, "the Adagio. ..[a] truly awe-inspiring
movement, alone would be sufficient to bestow immortality upon its composer." Wand's
glorious but unpretentious reading certainly
validates that remark. Bruckner had apresentiment that Wagner had not long to live as he
was composing the symphony and, indeed,
the news of his great idol's death arrived while
he was at work on the Adagio. Thus the whole
movement is akind of threnody, typical of
Bruckner's self-abasing adoration, the Coda
added "In memory of the immortal and dearly

the time. To pianists, the Etudes are atwosided coin: intrinsically beautiful and apleasure to listen to, they are physically demanding
exercises that dare one to play them without
stumbling. As my piano teacher told me, "You
will play me Etudes this year!" Oh, well. But
how many grim-faced pianists have begun a
study of the Etudes as if starting on the Battaan
Death March, only to find that their musical
lives have been thoroughly enriched in the end?
Vlado Perlemuter's assay at the Etudes takes
asomewhat winding path. Rather than literally
attack this exercise en forme as a student

beloved Master." In deference, it uses aquartet

would, with premiums on definition and clar-

of Wagner tubas, adding acolorful orchestra-

ity, Perlemuter plays the Etudes with the grace

tional dimension new to Bruckner, that was to
be retained for Symphonies 8and 9. The CRSO

accorded to old friends. The letter of the law
is not being followed here, and yet it still seems

sustains here the steady stride of its beautiful
melodic line with compassion and attention,

to work, as Perlemuter's hands glide through
these obstacle courses, sustaining and blend-

the wonderful apotheosis acrowning jewel,

ing, and driving certain piano teachers wild.

and all finely recorded. This is flanked by the

But fortunately, music is subjective; many

Allegro moderato first movement, with its
equally delicate nuances of phrasing and shad-

listeners (if not most) will find the Etudes
played in this way most satisfying, and for the
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right reasons. The "Black Key," Revolutionary,"
Op.25 No.1, and Nouvelle No.I are just four of

Williams College; Gershwin's pencil holograph

Perlemuter's gems in this generous 68-minuteplus disc. The inclusion of the Trois Nouvelles

score he prepared for Grofe; and the famous

Etudes (written for aconcert at Louis-Phillipe's
court) is very much appreciated.

1924), has put together what he feels is the first
fully restored performing edition of the score.

in the Library of Congress; the two-piano
Gershwin/Whiteman recording from June 10,

Typically high Nimbus standards give this

The sparkle, bounce, and sass of Gershwin is

CD high sonic marks; combined with all other
artistic considerations, the Perlemuter/Etudes

communicated without ahitch by Davis, Peress, and company.

in Join agree with me well.—David B. Alfyin

Perms, who has among his accomplishments
the conducting of the premiere of Leonard

GERSHWIN:
The Iiirtb of Rbapsody in

BIM!

Ivan Davis. Dick Hyman. pianos: Maurice Perms. orchestra
Musical Heritage Society 82'53IY (2 LPs), 11238A (2 CDs).
Gregory K. Squires. eng and prod. ODD. TT '85 7
Gersinvin Overtures
John McGlinn, New Princess Theater Orchestra
EMI-Angel CDC- , 4'9 ,7 2(CD). John Kurlander. mg.; John
Fraser. prod. DOD. TT 42,05
¡(tri Sings Gersissein
Kill 1 Kanawa. soprano; John McGlirm. New Princess Theater
Orchestra
EMI-Angel CDC-7 4,454 2(CD). John Kurlander. mg.: John
Fraser. prod. ODD. TT 46:13

Gershwin's popular music has been subjected

Bernstein's Mass, began researching this original band version in 1976; it led him into the
entire Aeolian Hall concert. The restoration of
the concert, as Peress points out in his excellent notes, is ". ..
acollaboration between musicologists and performers who specialize in
historic replication: original instrumentation,
tempi, size of forces, and especially performance style." Banished is what Peress calls the
"Hollywood Bowl" version of Gershwin for
full symphony orchestra.

to much alteration over the years: reorchestra-

In this concert Whiteman took from the

tion, editing, and rearrangement for different
singers' styles. Many of the original scores have

classics (Elgar's First Pomp and Circumstance

been lost; some have been rediscovered, but
others have simply vanished. Such acavalier

familiar themes ("Russian Rose," which used
music by Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninov, and

destiny hardly fits this major American, if not

Rimsky-Korsakov, along with the "Volga Boat
Song"), and added dance rhythms to well-

world-class, composer. The outpouring of
original, memorable melodies, the dramatic
shifts of mood evoked, and the multiple levels
of experience reflected in his scores, all point
to Gershwin's unique genius.
One of the more important band directors

March, in aFerde Grofe setting), borrowed

known standards (Frederick Knight Logan's
"Pale Moon," Edward MacDowell's "To aWild
Rose," and Rudolf Frimrs "Chansonette").
These are done in inventive but respectful

of Gershwin's time was Paul Whiteman, "The

arrangements.
He used jazz ("Livery Stable Blues"), com-

King ofJazz," whose efforts crossed jazz and

edy ("Yes, We Have No Bananas"), and some

other forms in asynthesis he called "symphonic
jazz." In February, 1924, Whiteman assembled
alarge orchestra of expert musicians and of-

new compositions ("Limehouse Blues," from
the 1925 London production Andre Chariot's

fered to asophisticated audience jazz, jazzinspired arrangements, and some new music
in the old Aeolian Hall in New York City.
What we remember from this Aeolian Hall
concert is Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue. In
this Musical Heritage Society recording recre-

Revue, and "Raggedy Ann" from the 1925
Jerome Kern musical Stepping Stones).
Also played was aZez Confrey collection of
six piano solo items (including "Kitten on the
Keys"), and three items by Irving Berlin ("Alexander's Ragtime Band," "A Pretty Girl is Like
aMelody," and "Orange Blossoms in Califor-

ating that famous concert, Maurice Peress, his

nia"). The original concert scores for the Berlin

hand-picked band, and Ivan Davis (with 30

pieces were the only ones Peress could not

performances of the Rhapsody under his belt
with Peress and most of this group), perform
as splendidly as one could dream of.

the Confrey set, by Dick Hyman, with wonderfully suave virtuosity.

Peress, using the original jazz-band orches-

find. They are performed on the piano, as is

tration of the Rhapsody by Ferde Grofe, and

Something of acuriosity is Victor Herbert's
last composition A Suite of Serenades, an ima-

several other "originar' sources (including: the
original parts in the Whiteman Archives of

original harmonies and engaging melodies.
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ginative and splendidly scored collection with
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The Best Preamp
Under $1000?
Webster defines
MAGUS (ma-jus)
as magician,
sorcerer.
You may
define it as
pure enjoyment.

Announcing a Special Limited Edition
Moscode Minuet in "A" Preamp.
The best preamp under $1000? It's
the Moscode Minuet in "A". The sweet
sound of the Minuet in "A" is legendary.
George M. Graves from Stereophile
(Sept. 1987) comments:
The Highs? "The highs are liquid
smooth, with lots of space around the
instruments."
The Bass? "The bass is first rate ...
The bass is tight, well defined, and goes
really deep."

200kHz all-tube
circuitry
Automatic output
muting.
Gold-plated
contacts.
Polystyrene
bypasses.
3db less noise.
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Well-earned kudos are due to Peress, Hyman,
Davis, and the orchestra (made up of aWho's
Who of exceptionally fine musicians) for a
significant and highly entertaining musical accomplishment. Squires is a most able and
astute producer/engineer who has provided
us with model, realistic, ungimmicked digital
sound. The DMM pressings are flawless. We
are in debt to MHS for this significant release.
Last year, an irreplaceable collection of original scores and parts by Gershwin and others
was discovered in aWarner Bros. warehouse
in Secaucus, NJ. The advent of talkies in the
late '20s created panic in the big studios; Warner Bros. and others went into the music business overnight, buying up wholesale whatever

There are "Summertime" from Porgy and
Bess (1935), 'Somebody [oves Me' from George
White's Scandals (1924), and Helen Morgan's
torch song, "The Man ILove." The last had
been cut from lady, Be Good! (1924), then intended for the 1927 production of Strike up
The Band, which closed out of town. The unpublished "Meadow Serenade," from this 1927
show, after being lost for 50 years, is heard here
in its premiere recording.

From the successful 1930 Strike up The
Band is "Soon." "Boy Wanted" comes from
Primrose, and from the 1936 revue The Show
Is On is the entertainingly derivative "By
Strauss!' Better known are "Someone to Watch

they could get their hands on. They got their

Over Me" from Ob, Kay!, and "Love Walked
In" with Gershwin's last, but very upbeat song,

hands on alot and, fortunately for posterity,
kept it.

"Love Is Here lb Stay," both from his final film
The Goldwyn Follies (1938).

From this source and the RKO Studios ar-

EMI's Kurlander/Fraser recording team, who
have demonstrated that they do know better,

chives in Hollywood comes music on two silver discs, one of Gershwin overtures and incidental music and the other of 15 of his songs
in their original versions, as sung by Dame Kin
Te Kanawa. Masterminding these collections
are John McGlinn and the New Princess Theater Orchestra.

employ pop-style, multiple-mono, panpotted
mastering on both discs, for which they get
low marks. Maybe they were sabotaged by
some gnome at Capitol. Out of ageneral morass of sound come individual instruments,

1937 RKO film A Damsel in Distress, the final

highlighted at the left or right speaker: sax on
the left, banjo on the right, piano atop banjo
on the right; center fill is left for Dame Kin's
voice in its own separate acoustical environ-

score Gershwin wrote for Fred Astaire and the
last he completed. The overtures incorporate

sonic welter. These problems aside, the music

On the Overtures disc is asuite and "Stiff
Upper Lip" (the Funhouse sequence) from the

many of the hit songs of such New York shows
as Girl Crazy (1930) with "I Got Rhythm" and
"Embraceable You." Of Thee ISing (1931) is
not just ahit tune selection, but averitable fantasia on "Wintergreen for President," "Who
Cares?," and the title song.
Also included is the overture to Primrose
(London, 1924), Gershwin's thoroughly English musical for which he composed patter
songs and pastoral countryside music. This is

ment. It sounds disembodied from the other
and musicianship on these Angel CDs is firstclass and, considering the items at hand, a
must for collectors, as is the MHS set.
—William A. C. Furtwangler

HANDEL (?): st. John Passion
Martin Klietman, Evangelist; )omet Moldvay, Jesus; Charles
Brett, Pilate; Maria Zadori, lbolya Verebics, sopranos; Judith
Nemeth, Mezzo•soprano; Gabor Kallay, tenor; Istvan Gail,
baritone; Pal Nemeth, conductor; Chamber Choir; Capella
Savaria

the first known example of Gershwin's own

Hungaroton HCD 1290B (CD). Ferenc Pecsi, Stronica

orchestration (on three songs), something time

rugs.; Andras Szekely, prod. ODD. TT: 6004

did not usually permit him. There are also the
overtures to Tip 7bes (1925) and Oft Kay! (1926).

This Passion is amost pleasant little work and
it really makes no difference whether it was
written by a19-year-old Handel or some other

McGlinn and the New Princess Theater Orchestra back up Dame Kin for agroup of songs
which she delivers with appropriate sensitivity
and conviction. From A Damsel in Distress are
"Things are Looking Up" and "Nice Work If
You Can Get It." From Girl Crazy come "But
Not For Me," "Embraceable You" in its complete form, and "I Got Rhythm."
Stereophile, April 1988

Hamburg composer of 1704. That argument
can be carried on elsewhere and will certainly
delight those who enjoy that sort of thing.
The Passion is clearly an immature work.
All of its 66 numbers are quite short and give
the listener little time to reflect. Still, it would
not be wise to criticise Handel (or whomever)
169
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for not knowing Bach's St. Matthew Passion,
as it was still some years in the future. The two
longer numbers are an elaborate aria for bass
and atruly lovely final chorus.
The recording is done in what is the latest
view of performing authenticity—that is to
say, every short phrase is treated to its own little diminuendo. There have been many recordings where this was more than annoying, but
here the sighs are gentle. In any case, the style

Sonata have emphasized its structure to the
point of near-scientific analysis. Alfred Brendel's justly acclaimed release (Philips CD 4100402) epitomizes this approach: he plays with incredible fidelity to the written page and concern for the interrelation of themes. Yet with
Brendel, one may just miss the unfettered excitement of older masters.
Minoru Nojima's reading is the first Ihave
heard to combine amusician's understanding

is not compatible with fast music, which much

of the Sonata's structure with apoet's elo-

of this work is. The lower pitch of the 18th

quence and passion, and anear-perfect technique. Yet he steers no bland middle course:

Century is used, but the music of the countertenor still lies rather high for listener comfort.
The performers are all of the best to be found
in Hungary—there is only one English import.
The Capella Savaria all play original instruments and entirely in the style and spirit of the
music. The solo singers also seem to be completely involved.
The Hungaroton CD, made by Sanyo in Japan, is flawless; the sound spreads out nicely,
as if recorded in asmall church.
An unusual work, beautifully done and well
worth investigating.

—Harold Lynn

LISZT, Piano Music
Mephisto Waltz il, La Campanella (from Paganini Etudes):
Harmonies du Soie Feux Follets (from Ihnucendental Etudes);
Sonata in B minor
Minoru Nojima, piano
Reference Recordings RR-25 (I,P), RR-25CD (CD), Keith 0.
Johnson, eng.; J. Munblyn Henderson, prod. AAA (LP), DDD
(CD). TT 5924

For many listeners, the solo music of Franz
Liszt is the Everest of the romantic piano repertoire, and the B-minor Sonata its summit. The
Sonata embodies the enormous expressive
possibilities, interpretive paradoxes, and chal-

the pianist expresses rather than argues for the
wholeness of the piece, the very few distinct
themes expanded upon as music rather than
as an intellectual exercise. Brendel doubtless
gives more literal care to dynamics, tempo,
written ornamentation, and the like; but one
also senses that Nojima's very slight liberties
better illustrate agreat performer's acquaintance with the score. And Nojima has the physical ability as well as the sensibility to pull it
off. His rendition of the fugato is crisply but
not mechanically articulated, played not as an
aberrant Bachian variation but in acontext appropriate to aRomantic sonata. The final prestissimo is blazingly fast, yet far from hysterical.
Nojima's legato is awonder, as good as I've
heard from any pianist playing today; it lends
to the cantando espressivo passage atimeless,
motionless quality, even though it is not played
especially slowly. Last, and certainly not least,
Nojima never slips up—at least not that Icould
detect on three listenings with score in hand.
Even today, it's no small feat to play this music
through with no clams. 2

lenges to physical endurance which the piano

As if the sheer excellence of playing from

demands from its greatest players. It also pre-

this 1969 Van Cliburn Competition Winner
weren't enough, consider that Nojima has

sents adownside: concert halls and record
shops have historically seen no shortage of
perfonnances by "virtuosi" who blaze through
this work's technical difficulties, or linger

been engaged in this, his first US release, by
Reference Recordings, producers of some of
the most carefully crafted, best-sounding rec-

achingly over the lyrical, espressivo passages,
yet still fail to make the work whole. Such formidable artists as Horowitz and Andre Watts
belong to this group, performers of skill and
sensitivity who don't always concern themselves with the work's architecture, perhaps
not seeing the woods for the magnificent trees.'
In recent years, many fine accounts of the
IReaders are referred to Barbara Jahres fine survey, in Vol.10
No.8, of recordings of the Sonata. Its apity this one came out
too late to be included

Stereophile, April 1988

2If Iwax rhapsodic hem, let me relate some personal history
This recording owes its existence to contact between artist
and record producer arranged by Professor Robert E. Greene
of (CIA. who wrote s
ome of the sleevenotes for this record.
Robert was acolleague of mine from TAS days, still writes for
that magazine, and is a very,' close friend. Three years ago he
phoned me. bubbling user with enthusiasm for a pianist
whom Ihad to see, and whom he compared to Sviatoslav
Richter. Two weeks later Iattended with Robert aNojima
ircital, after which Robert approached the artist and presented
him with several Reference Recordings. Evidently the pianist
was impressed with them, and this disc is the result. I. on the
other hand, was so impressed by Nojima's performance that
Istill use the program from that recital as the bookmark in
my Penguin Guide
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ords (and CDs) available This may be the most
realistic piano recording I've ever heard. Comparisons with previous references (notably
Jerome Rose's performance of the Schubert
D.959 on Sheffield Lab 19, and Jim Boyk's issue

board technician is at work here. Every note
can be heard, with details often veiled in other
performances laid bare in bold relief. It is the
kind of detail, however, that one encounters
when looking through afluoroscope: clinical,

of the Prokofiev Sonata 6, Performance Re-

one-dimensional, and soulless. Symptomatic

cordings PR-3) reveal that, though these discs
may surpass Nojima's in broad strokes, doing
marvelous things with treble, bass, and dy-

of many problems in the concerto is Horowitz's

namic extremes, they fall considerably short
in conveying piano body, air, and the all-im-

and aesthetically apt than the composer's own.
Similarly in the finale of the work (rendered,

portant warmth of midrange Nojima's record

like the first movement, with anicely sprung
brisk tempo), the pianist plays asignificant

choice of Busoni's first-movement cadenza,
one that is surely interesting, but far less stylish

doesn't shout; it argues for nuance. And, good
though Rose and Boyk are in performing their

grace note before the beat rather than—as

material, neither can hold acandle to the incandescence of Nojima playing the B-minor.

modem scholarship and musical sense dictate
—on it. As aresult, the melodic line is deprived

In searching for other recordings of great

of apointed, expressive dissonance.
Such errors in judgment abound: dynamics

piano performances in excellent sound, the
only parallels Ican draw are with Connoisseur
Society recordings from the early '70s of Ruth

seem arbitrary, at times downright unmusical;

Laredo playing Scriabin, and Ivan Moravec

of themselves than for what they contribute
to the overall design; and line and structure are

playing Debussy. There can be no higher praise
Accompanying the Sonata are other familiar

inner voices are highlighted more for the sake

Liszt works. The performance of the first Me-

sometimes violated simply to make apretty effect. Most typical of the shortcomings of Hor-

phisto Waltz is especially delightful. Ihad just
about given up on this potboiler after the ump-

owitz's conception of the concerto is his glib,
superficial way with its haunting Adagio. No-

teenth slapdash performance but Nojima simply illuminates the piece with that devastating

where does he suggest the movement's intense
inwardness, and when it suddenly modulates

legato, and brings out every dynamic shading
his instrument can muster.

from its minor tonality to amajor one, there
is no sense of contrast or (worse yet) of the tor-

My comments have been about the LP. To
my surprise, the CD (recorded separately on

tured, almost Schubertian Angst that makes

digital tape) is pretty good, though not nearly

this excursion into amajor key akind of sunlight shrouded in darkness.

so dimensional, airy, or harmonically delicate.
In compensation, it lacks the LP's (at least my

Horowitz's "interpretation" of the sonata is,
if anything, even less Mozartian. His phrasing

LP's) crackly surfaces.

sounds clumsy; his rhythmic and dynamic inflections are willful. The gorgeous slow move-

In summary, I'll go out on alimb: this is the
first ostensibly audiophile recording of agreat
Classical work which demands recommendation alongside history's best recorded performances of that work. Well done, Reference
Recordings.

—Kevin Conklin

ment suffers in particular, being broken up into
aseries of sighs and gasps more appropriate
to Chopin than to Mozart. And when inflection is called for in many extended scale passages, Horowitz rips through them with pianistic perfection, but with virtually none of the

MOZART: Piano Concerto 23, K.488; Piano Sonata,
K.333
Vladimir Horowitz, piano; Carlo Maria Giulini, La Scala
Orchestra
DG 423 287-2 (CD). Wolf-Dicter Karwatky, eng.; Guenther
Breest and Thomas Frost, prods. DDD. TT 50:26

Were these performances recorded by alesscelebrated artist, they might be dismissed
quickly. But because the pianist is Vladimir
Horowitz and because this marks his first recording of aMozart concerto, attention must
be paid. Beyond question, aformidable keyStereophile, April 1988

nuance they demand.
DG's recording boasts ideal sound: close,
clear, very well-focused, and free of harshness.
But this hardly matters if one cares mainly
about music Iread some years ago that Horowitz believes that to play agiven work of any
composer well, one must have aknowledge
of all that composer's music. More than anything else, this release leaves the impression
that Horowitz does not know Mozart at all.
—Mortimer H. Frank
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MOZART: Requiem in D minor, K.626
Anna Tomovea-Sintow. soprano; Helga Mueller Molinari. mezzo, Simon Cole. tenor, Paata Burchuladze, bass, Herbert von
Karajan, Vienna Philharmonic & Vienna Singverein
DG 419 610-1 (LP), 419 610-2 (CD). Guenter Hennanns.
Michel Glotz, prod. DDD. TT: 52:09

The Last Great
$399 Preamp?

Although Ienjoy some of the reconstructed
versions of Mozart's Requiem—the Franz Beyer and Richard Maunder editions come to
mind—I certainly do not find the traditional
Franz Suessmayer version objectionable in any
way. We will never know the actual extent of
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Mozart's invention; Suessmayer, who studied
at the master's knee, displays interesting ideas
and examples of technical proficiency. Interestingly, the Suessmayer version has its proponents in all music camps. Even some of the
younger European conductors who, talented
as they are, sometimes appear more didactic
than emotionally motivated, continue to choose
Suessmayer. It would, however, seem aforegone conclusion that the venerable Karajan
would choose the so-called traditional version
—again. Without access to true research, a
glance at my own record collection discloses
that he has recorded the work at least twice
previously in the age of stereo. The first. vintage ca 20+ years ago, featured the Berlin Philharmonic, the Wiener Singverein, soprano
Wilma Lipp, mezzo Hilde Roessl-Majdan, tenor
Anton Dermota, and bass Walter Berry. In 1976
he repeated the process at the head of the
same orchestra and chorus but with amore
homogeneous and gifted solo quartet: soprano
Anna Tomowa-Sintow, mezzo Agnes Baltsa,
tenor Werner Krenn, and bass Jose van Dam.
This later performance, enhanced by superior
engineering, was altogether more refined than
the earlier, although Karajan's almost theatrical
imprint, which personalized the earlier interpretation, was again discernible, if less obtrusively so. This rather idiosyncratic interpretive
signature, sometimes referred to as Karajanizing, is only modestly applied in both the 1976
and this latest recording.
By contemporary standards, the maestro is
virtually an anachronism. He will be eighty in
April 1988, and continues to believe that interpretative ideas spring from an innate feeling
of how apiece of music should be played. A
feeling based, of course, on study, reflection,
and knowledge, but motivated by the intangibility of informed instinct, not by the latest
academic edict.
Stereophile, April 1988

Listening to this, Karajan's first digital record-

where the voice sounded fresher and less ob-

ing of the work, Iwas struck by his consistency

viously inflicted with ametallic, rather wide

of vision in translating Mozart's (and Suess-

vibrato in forte passages. Similarly, the mezzo-

mayer's) notation into radiant sounds. There

soprano, also amember of the Karajan team

appears to be little, if any, rethinking. Rather,
this latest—probably his final—recorded in-

of favored singers, is no match for Agnes Baltsa
in the 1976 production (nor is the Baltsa of

terpretation of the Requiem is areaffirmation

1988). For perceptive artistry, fluid cantilena,
and generally stylish singing, the American

of his previous assessment. If, like me, you
have no objection to tradition (some poor

tenor Vinson Cole more than pulls his weight,

souls call it old-fashioned) and the admittedly
weighty, yet gloriously inspirational Suessmayer
version, and you must have it on CD, Ihave no

although Ido not consider his vocal quality
either ingratiating or memorable The engineering is very good. Balances are prudently main-

hesitation in recommending this release When

tained, reverberation seems succinctly con-

Karajan's 1976 analog recording eventually

trolled resulting in only moderate doses of

makes it to CD, the choice will be more difficult as it offers the conductor at the helm of

churchy spatial atmospherics, and the overall
technical presentation serves as an enhancing

his own orchestra, the Berlin Philharmonic:

frame for the musical offering.—Bernard Soil

amusical marriage made in heaven. Rest assured, though, that the VP0 responds eloquently to Karajan's ministrations; and the Wiener
Singverein displays disciplined vocal sumptuousness, which may be atrifle too rich for
the classical-era palates of some aficionados.
The soloists are not required to master difficult, virtuosic vocal lines as in, for example,
Verdi's Requiem, but the efficacy of their contributions is just as crucial and is often the
primary factor affecting aprospective buyer's
choice Although Iprefer the homogeneity of
the 1976 team, this quartet serves Mozart vali-

SUBOTN1CK: The Key to Songs & Return—A Diumpb
of Reason
California E.A.R. Unit. Yamaha Computer Assisted Music
System. Rand Steiger. conductor and computer operator
New Albion Records NA 012 (CD). Michael Heonig. mg. &
prod. ADD. TT: 6149

So-called program music has been around in
one form or another for centuries and, indeed,
all music is programmatic to the extent that it
attempts to communicate in sound certain
emotions, perceptions, and moods. But the
type which sets out to convey aspecific scenario places considerable strain on the purely

antly, and for the most part resists inflicting

musical medium; quite clearly, the tone poems

quasi-operatic muscularity or an excessively
deferential approach. The presence of the

of Richard Strauss succeed not because they
accurately express an extra-musical idea (which

young Soviet-Georgian bass Paata Burchuladze,

they do not unless you know the idea), but

an incipient international opera star who wowed

because they are good music.

London acouple of years ago, should be noted.

Both The Key to Songs and Return—A 7ki-

His powerful basso cantante voice seems at

umpb of Reason are programmatic works in

times on the point of overwhelming his col-

agenerally Straussian sense; in Return, composer Morton Subotnidc even calls upon various

leagues, but either his control, or the engineer's expertise—probably acombination of

musical styles to provide akind of metaphor

both—prevents imbalance. Despite rich, rotund dark tones—which, by applying exces-

for historical progression. The computer-generated score was commissioned to celebrate

sive cover, he attempts to darken even more—

the 1986-87 return of Halley's Comet, atask

his low register is alittle deficient in the maes-

Subotnick approaches through an electronic
collage that, in just over 39 minutes, aspires

toso heft one might expect. Nevertheless, his
contribution merits aresounding plus as he ap-

to suggest the span of time from the creation

plies his sonorous instrument with idiomatic
good taste and sensitivity. As Karajan is famous

of the universe into the future.

for drawing upon the services of the same

Music System (YCAMS), ashimmering leitmotif

singers for his many recordings (Burchuladze

symbolizing this most famous of all comets is
introduced in Part I, and in Part II is inter-

had previously recorded the Commendatore

Realized on aYamaha Computer Assisted

in Don Giovanni for the maestro), the pres-

woven with musical material representing the

ence of Anna Tomowa-Sintow comes as no
surprise Ipreferred her in the earlier recording

comet's reappearances approximately every

Stereophile, April 1988

75 years. Scarlatti's keyboard music, for exam175

pie, is used to evoke the Halley era, aclear
quotation from Mozart's Overture to Don Giovanni denotes the 18th Century, and ragtime

developed. Described as "music for an imaginary ballet," The Key to Songs should work
marvelously if actually used in that setting. But

is supposed to call to mind the comet's return

for pure listening, both it and Return will prob-

in 1910. For this listener the whole idea is pretty
hokey, the last reference sounding particularly

ably be most engaging to those who have at
least as much interest in the medium as the

ludicrous. If used in conjunction with aseries

message.

of visuals, however, Subotnick's richly colored

The wide and varied sound pallette of each

sonic travelog would undoubtedly be quite
effective.

piece is reproduced with the immediacy one

The Key to Songs was inspired by surrealist
painter Max Ernst's wordless collage-novel A
Week of Kindness, or the Seven Deadly Elements. Again, Subotnick skillfully writes for
the YCAMS, however here its vast resources are
combined with the efforts of aviolist, acellist,
two pianists, and two percussionists performing on marimba, xylophone, and vibraphone.
The music is basically tonal (beginning with
athoroughly singable tune in D minor), and
at afew junctures one is reminded of minimal-

expects from largely electronic source material. As abonus for those who wish to follow
the "programs" blow by blow, the CD medium
simplifies the task immensely: precise timings
are given for every section and subsection.
—Gordon Emerson
WALTON: Film Music
Suites from The Battle of Britain. Henry V. As )í,u Like It;
Interlude from 7Yoilus and Cressida: °Hamblin. A History of
the English Speaking Peoples
Carl Davis, London Philharmonic Orchestra
EMI/Angel '4'922-2 (CD). David Groves, prod. DDD. TE
50:11

ism through long, pulsating pedal points and
slowly shifting melodic strands. Happily, however, Subotnick avoids the more feeble-minded

The film music of Sir William Walton has long
been regarded as among the finest ever written. He is responsible for such classics as The

aspects of the minimalist approach, in part
through ideas—often very jazzy ones—that
are more broadly expressive and dynamically

Spitfire Prelude and Fugue for the wartime

t
o
criic.

British film First of the Few, as well as providing the music for many of Sir Laurence
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Olivier's film realizations of such Shakespear-

and the sound is very good. The better record

ean works as Henry Vand Richard III. This
new EMI recording of Walton's film music contains some of his less well-known efforts, as

companies seem to have completely overcome
the problems of peaked high frequencies and
hard upper midrange which so characterized

well as an unusual, and largely ignored, arrangement of one of his most popular film

early CD sound. By eliminating the old-style
condenser mikes with their rising top ends

scores. Among the lesser known is asuite from
the score he wrote for the 1969 film The Battle

(perfect for analog recording on tape/vinyl,

of Britain. For some reason, Walton's score did
not make it to the finished film (except for a

murder for digital), and by using adifferent
master for LP and CD,the highs are now, for
the most part, clean and natural. Highly rec-

section entitled Battle in the Air), and anew

ommended.

—George Graves

score by film composer Ron Goodwin (Those
Magnificent Men in Their Flying Machines,
Operation Crossbow, etc.) was substituted. (It
has been said that the score submitted by Walton was considered too esoteric by the film's
producen Harry Saltzman of James Bond fame).
Carl Davis, well-known British TV composer (Hollywood, the BBC production of The
Last Place on Earth, and The Jewel in tbe
Crown, to name but afew) has undertaken
here to record some of Walton's great film
works with the renowned LPO.
The first piece is asuite of the justly famed
music Walton composed for the 1944 film
Henry V, compiled by Sir Malcolm Sargent.
This suite, unlike the composer's own, with
which most Walton listeners are familiar, does
not include the famous Battle of Agincourt
music, but instead uses afull chorus in the
opening. To my knowledge, this is the first

CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
MELODIYA ON MOBILE FIDELITY
TCHAIKOVSKY: Romeo and Juliet: Francesca Da
Rimini
Vracheslav Ovchinnikov, USSR P. & Radio Large Symphony
Orchestra
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 864 (CD). S. Pazukhin, eng.; N Zakharycv. editor. ADD. fl: 43:25
GLAZUNOV: Symphony I
Vladimir Fedoseyev, USSR TV & Radio Large Symphony
Orchestra
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 867 (CD). ODD. TT: 34:35
The Evening Bells
Nikolai Nekrasov, USSR TV & Radio Russian Folk Orchestra
Mobile Fidelity MFCD 859 (CD). R. Ragimov. eng.; B. Tikhominw. editor. DOD. TT: 43:31

The output of the Soviet label Melodiya has
been available over the years from avariety of
sources, including direct imports through
speciality shops. Now Mobile Fidelity Sound
Lab is doing the honors.

recording of this suite using the Sargent arrangement since mono days. In many ways I

One of the chronic problems with Soviet
recordings is the sound quality. This did not
really improve until the early 1960s, when the

like this one better, but at any rate they complement each other. If you like this music, you

powers that were purchased avast array of
Telefunken equipment. If you believe your

are sure to love the Sargent arrangement.
In addition to the Henry Vand Battle of Brit-

ears, you know this equipment has not been
replaced; the sound of the first two items listed

ain music, there is the Interlude from »vilus

is not up to acceptable standards of quality as

and Cressida, and adelightful suite from the
Olivier film version of As /bu Like It, an unexpected joy. Rounding out the proceedings is
athoroughly workmanlike March for A History of the English Speaking Peoples, written

heard from the best Western recording companies. The origins of the two digital recordings are unclear: the digital sound of the Glazunov symphony is just as bad as the analog
efforts. However, the digital sound of the folk

for an American television series in the late '50s.
The CD's sound is magnificent, and has of

orchestra is quite spectacular in its spacious-

late become one of my favorites. EMI used to

feeling of naturalness.

be known for their tasteful microphone tech-

Despite Mobile Fidelity's hype, the sound is
third-rate. In no way am Ipersuaded that Iam

nique (especially in the multi-miked '70s), but
in the early digital era, it began to look as if EMI
had lost the faith. I'm happy to be able to report that with the last couple of EMIs Ihave
purchased, they seem to be back on track, and
this is the best so far. The perspective is just
about perfect for large-scale orchestral works,
Stereophile, April 1988

ness, accurate tonal balance, transparency, and

listening to anything but apoor recording,
with distortions of tonal balance, gross multimiking with aresulting unnatural soundstage,
and apeculiar veiled quality reminiscent of a
third- or fourth-generation copy of the original master.
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This production quality is not entirely understandable; some recent Soviet recordings on
the hard-to-find British Olympia label are ex-

instruments, whose timbres sound so different
from those of the West.

cellent, as are some of the JVC digital efforts,
not to mention some of the 1960s and '70s

This type of folk orchestra (heard with some
of the USSR's dance companies that have toured
the USA) has aunique sound that immediately

analog Melodiyas that appeared on Angel, CBS,

conjures up visions of Mother Russia, the

and ABC Classics. All of this is apity, because
there are great artists in the Soviet Union and

Ukraine, folk dancing, ice skating, and Dr
Zhivago. (If you like Maurice Jarre's film score,

agreat many treasures in the Melodiya vaults.

you'll love this disc) "I‘vo of the nine selections

The Tchaikovsky disc introduces (to me) the
composer/conductor Ovchinnikov, who cer-

use quite familiar themes:

tainly is persuasive in these two warhorses. A
graduate of the Moscow Conservatory and a

("The Skater's \II/altz"), but the remainder are

student of Bogatyrev (who reconstructed Tchaikovsky's "Seventh" symphony) and Khrennikov (who denounced Prokofiev for "formalism" in 1948), he has also written film music
(for Andrei Tarkovsky's 1966 epic Andrei
Rublev). The liner notes, by no less than the
famed Soviet film director Serge Bondarchuk

— The

Danube Waves"

(Johann Strauss, Jr.), and "Over the Waves"
known only to those most familiar with this
genre.
In all, these efforts are amixed bag: wellintentioned, with some highlights, but some
negative qualities. Ido hope that there will be
more coming from the MFSL/Melodiya liaison.
How about some operas and ballets?
—William A. C. Furtwangler

(War and Peace), sing the praises of Ovchinnikov, hailing him as revelatory and "the
epitome of noble restraint of inspiration laboring under the control of powerful intellect."
Well, Ican neither contest nor confirm this
statement. The Romeo and Francesca, while

THOMAS RICHNER: Retrospective
Paderewski: Minuet in G; Schumann: "Raumerei; Chopin:
Maltz in ce. Op.64 No.2; Nocturnes in E. Op.62 No.2. and re;
Op Posth.; Etude in ce, Op.25 No.7; Mazurka in a, Op17 No.4;
Rachmaninov: Prelude in co. Op.3 No.2: Scriabin: Etude
in ce, Op.3 No.2; Debussy: la catbedrale engloutie; la fille

tightly knit, are neither as hot-blooded nor as
intense as the renderings of more extroverted

aux cbetrux de fin; Reflets dans leaujantins sous la pluie;
Clair de rune

conductors. Staples of the repertory and essential to any collection, these two powerful sym-

Towerhill CD-900102 (CD). Michael Nemo, prod. & Eng. A-D
(sic). TT: 63:01

Thomas Richner, piano

phonic poems are splendid under Ovchinni-

This extremely pleasant recital of 19th and

kov's baton, but look elsewhere if you want

early-20th-Century favorites is the most recent

great emotion in Romeo or aterrifying visit

recording made by Thomas Richner, aBoston
pianist and organist now in his mid-70s who

with Paolo and Francesca in the raging winds
of Hell's Second Circle.
A pupil of Rimslcy-Korsalcov, Glazunov wrote
his First Symphony when he was 17. It was
greeted with approval, but does not reflect the
great melodic works that were to come, despite its reverential nods in the directions of
Borodin and Balakirev. However, the compositions of the greatly talented, even when juvenilia, are worth hearing (and rehearing).
Fedoseyev is on solid ground with this music,

in 1940 was aco-winner in the New York Naumburg Competition. There are no startling interpretive revelations to be heard here, no great
emotional depths plumbed, nor are the technical requirements of any of the pieces overly
demanding. But everything, musically speaking, is in its place: sentiment throughout is
good, not gushy, and if refinements of color
and dynamics are not so evident, it is still possible to consider the program and its exponent

pushing it for all it is worth. My only complaint
(other than the sound) is the ridiculously short

as listener-friendly. What does, however, make

playing time. Other issues couple this with

reproduction of the piano, a9½' Boesendorfer
(that's the one with nine extra keys in the bass,
for atotal of 97 notes). This rich instrument

another work. (Olympia has Glazunov 1and
7with Rozhdestvensky on asingle CD.)
Conductor Nekrasov is abalalaika player.
That may give you some idea of what Tbe
Evening Bells CD is about, but not completely.
It is acaptivating collection of traditional folk
melodies and waltzes played on Russian folk
Stereophile, April 1988

the disc really distinctive is the sensational

is wonderfully mellow and powerful. And on
the subject of bottoms, one need only sample
the familiar Rachmaninov Prelude or the Debussy Sunken Cathedral, with its incrediblesounding low, low Cs, to realize that Towerhill
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MC VISA/ AMEX,DISCOVER
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has asplendid demo disc to offer.
—Igor Kipnls
THE SEGOVIA COLLECTION
Vol.1, Works by Bach

Chaconne. Here is prime evidence of why the
guitarist had every right to call his instrument
"an orchestra in miniature" And there are
many thrilling moments in the other works.

MCA MCAD-4 2068 (CD). Israel Horowitz, prod. ADD. Tr:

But most of them were recorded in the late

64,35
Nb1.2. Works by Rodrigo, Ponce, Torroba
MCA MCAD-42067 (CD). Israel Horowitz, prod. ADD. Tr:
6307

1960s when Segovia, as aseptuagenarian, could
no longer muster the technical finesse he once
possessed.

Anew Segovia Serenader Works by Bach, Sor,litoIleda,
San Sebastian, Albeniz, Samazeuilh
Intercom! INT 860.810 (CD). Israel Horowitz, prod. ADD. Tr
4510
Andres Segovia, guitar; Enrique Jorda, Symphony of the Air

The death of Andres Segovia in 1987 closed a
career that spanned 78 years and included
nearly ahalf century in the recording studio.
What Wanda Landowska did for the harpsi-

Surprisingly, these shortcomings are less apparent in his 1969 recording of the eight short
solo pieces that make up Torroba's Castles of
Spain. The problem here, though, as with the
two works for guitar and orchestra by Ponce
and Rodrigo (recorded in 1958) that complete
the other MCA disc, is that such repertory—its
considerable charm notwithstanding—is light-

chord, Segovia did for the classical guitar, both

weight fluff having limited appeal; except, pos-

artists gaining alegitimacy for their respective

sibly, to guitar buffs. Far more interesting would
have been Segovia's hair-raising accounts for

instruments. And the comparison does not
end there Both, with roots that extended into
the 19th century, brought to their playing a
flair, flamboyance, and brash freedom that
have vanished from modem performance prac-

Decca of Sors Introduction and Allegro in D
and of some of the shorter pieces by Tarrega,
all recorded in the early '50s. Perhaps these
will appear in promised future MCA releases.

tices. In an age that has spawned many classi-

Equally impressive sonically are the reissues

cal-guitar virtuosos, Segovia's art remains unique

of Segovia recordings made between 1973 and

in its robustness of sonority, tonal variety, and

'75 for the German Intercord label, which, un-

miraculous dynamic graduations that ranged
from the softest piano to aremarkably full
forte.

til now, have not been readily available in this
country. Here unfortunately, the guitarist is in
his 80s, his technical decline even more ap-

Segovia made his earliest recordings in 1927

parent. Not that his playing is ever sloppy or

for HMV and continued an association with

inept. Rather, one encounters athinner tone,

that company for more than adecade In 1980,
Angel reissued all of his HMV recordings in a

an occasional difficulty in shifting to higher

two-LP set that preserves what is, perhaps, his
finest work in the studio. Here Segovia's tech-

positions, and astraining to force volume out
of his instrument, astraining that results in
unpleasant buzzings never produced by the

nique is at its most secure, his tone at its most

younger Segovia. (I suspect these shortcom-

opulent, and his delight in rhythmic manipula-

ings may be less evident in the one Intercord

tions under firmest control. Although still
listed in Schwann, this set may be hard to find.

release not submitted for review (INT 860.815),

To most American collectors, Segovia is best
known through an extensive series of record-

which includes some 16th-Century works by
Narvaes, Mudaría, Pisador, and Valderabando).
Yet even from the aging artist comes the

ings produced ca 1950-70 for Decca. Many of

seductiveness of an expressive yet remarkably

these have been recirculated in LP reissues by
MCA, and it is from those recordings that the
two MCA CDs discussed here are drawn. Son-

controlled vibrato and an aptly sinuous portamento, both framed in what remain richly

ically these laser transfers comprise major
achievements: hiss is minimal, and presence
is far greater than before, with Segovia's
kaleidoscopic coloristic range more richly
evident.
Musically and interpretively, however; neither
of the MCA releases is ideal. The disc devoted
to Bach commands more attention, offering
Segovia's justly famous 1954 recording of the
Stereophile, April 1988

diversified timbres. The flair of the younger
Segovia, unfortunately, is missing here, tempos, in particular, held back and made to drag
by failing technique. Those who admire Segovia will want these Intercord releases regardless of such blemishes, but less-specialized collectors should look to his earlier Decca and
HMV recordings in order to understand fully
why he towered as the most extraordinary
guitarist of this century. —Mortimer H. Frank
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Sims Vibration Dynamics
CD Rings
Editor:

regulation reference is miscalibrated and set
too high or too low, the data rate will be off
(sort of like the pitch being off in aphonograph). The number displayed on the jitter

As The Cheapskate has perceived some of the
CD Rings' beneficial effects, but has wondered

analyzer, such as 567us, etc., is the data range

why, 1think it agood time to discuss the

(frequency). This number corresponds to a

preliminary findings of the CD Ring research

(RF) radio frequency as the CD system uses

project. While we cannot yet provide acomprehensive explanation, Ibelieve we have
some very interesting results from the initial
work with the Kenwood Jitter Analyzer showing that the Ring reduces jitter. Jitter is caused
by mechanical errors in the CD transport

digitized RF modulation techniques for encoding. The integrity of the data can be affected if the speed is off or is varying. When
the spindle motor speed rotating the CD is off
more than acertain amount, then adata pit
that has an actual value of, say, "3" will be in-

which result in data errors to the signal in the

terpreted as a4 (whenever the value drifts

digital RF section of the CD player. The data

beyond 3.5 it will be rounded off to 4, resulting in adata error).

errors last until the servo system(s) have corrected the problem. The errors may originate
from laser mistracking, laser/CD misalignment, speed irregularities, or acombination
of two or more of these problems between the

Jitter is also caused by rapid fluctuation of
the data rate due to unstable servo systems,
which results in sort of awow and flutter in

Speed Irregularities: The CD system re-

the spindle speed. While this does not result
in playback-speed errors, it does result in data
errors.

quires aconstant velocity between the laser
and the pits on the disk. Unlike aphonograph

CD: Aside from errors in speed due to poorly

laser and CD. Iwill briefly describe each.

record, where the turntable rotates at aconstant speed, the CD disk is constantly being
adjusted by the CLV (constant linear velocity)
servo to compensate for the varying diameter
of the CD as the laser moves over the disk. The
nature of all servo systems is that they are
based on error. Servo systems use a"reference" and compare this reference to the actual
rate of the device they regulate. The servo
system uses the difference between the reference and the performance of the regulated

Perpendicularity Error Between Laser and
designed CLV (constant linear velocity) spindle
motors, another source of jitter is alack of
perpendicularity between the laser system and
the disk surface. Loss of perpendicularity may
be caused by apoorly designed seating configuration of the CD on the spindle/hub, causing the disc to "teeter totter," vibration energy
reaching the CD and causing the surface of the
CD to tremble; or external shock-vibration
reaching the laser, causing misalignment. All
of these phenomena result in ameasurable in-

device to provide the correcting signal. All
servo systems provide correcting compensa-

crease in CD jitter.

tion until they overcorrect, sense that they

Ring reduces teeter-totter, disk-surface tremble,

have overcorrected, and proceed to correct
again. The accuracy of servo systems varies.
The faster they adjust the system with amini-

and speed irregularities. The tests at Sims Vi-

The preliminary findings are that the CD

mum of overadjustment is their figure of merit.

bration Dynamics, Inc. demonstrated "teetertotter" by using alaser reflecting off the disk
surface and measuring the range of movement

Optimally functioning servos are "critically
damped." Poorly damped (unstable) systems

with and without the damping Ring. The same
disk that would wobble without the Ring

are characterized by "overshoot," "ringing,"
and "hunting" for the target speed. In normal

would display significantly improved stability
with the Ring. CLV spindle motor-speed regu-

operation, servo systems are in acontinuous

lation was measured with the Kenwood Jitter
Analyzer. Ibelieve the improvement shown
when using the Ring is due to a flywheel/

state of oscillation around reference value.
In the case of the CD player, if the speed
Stereophile. April 1988
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mechanical governor effect of the 2grams of
mass at the circumference of the disk. Asimilar
phenomenon, "cogging," is found with direct-

recording of Prokofiev's Alexander Nevsky, on
Telarc" perfectly exemplifies our claim of "improved detail."

drive turntables when the platter mass is too
low or improperly distributed, which results

we felt it was important to market aproduct

in high-peak wow flutter. A more visual analogy is an electronic/mechanical-movement
watch in which the second hand jumps from
second to second, rather than moving continuously.
Finally, it will be necessary to-correlate the
effects of CD jitter (and even the different
causes of CD jitter) with the sound quality
from aCD player. In addition to measuring
harmonic distortion, intermodulation distortion (using the Sound Technology), frequency
response, and other conventional parameters,
we will also study dynamic modulation ef-

As amanufacturer specializing in CD players,
that would be most effective in helping realize
the maximum potential of all CD players.
There are many damping-type products on
the market; however, they all essentially consist of aweight that covers the entire disc, a
__technique known as mass damping. Furthermore, these products do not effectively couple
to the CD and can interfere with the player's
normal clamping function.
We selected the Sims CD Ring because it was
the only product available that puts the weight
where it counts: on the periphery of the disc,
thereby providing aflywheel effect. The CD

fects, 3-dimensional spectral decay plots of

ring is only afraction of the weight of the

impulse-settling time (using the IQS 416 dual-

mass-damping products, and does not put ex-

channel FFT spectrum analyzer), jitter vs
external vibration-shock (Kenwood Jitter

cessive stress on the player's spindle bearing

Analyzer), and data-error analysis techniques
(using the Kenwood Decoder).

that fully couples to the CD by utilizing aselfadhesive, and CD Rings do not interfere with

These measurements will give us the information we need in order to scientifically

the normal clamping function of any CD
player.

describe the benefits of CD damping Rings

The stability provided by the flywheel effect minimizes the vertical disc movement

and vibration-isolation systems for CD players.

and motor. Furthermore, it is the only product

Just as the terms dynamic headroom, slew rate,
and overload recovery time are starting to find
their ways into amplifier spec sheets, Ithink

known as jitter, and the high-density vinyl
damps CD resonances. Minimizing jitter and

this type of comprehensive analysis will point
out the need for additional parameters to ade-

frequency signal read from the disc, allowing

quately characterize the real performance of
CD playback systems.
Steven Sims
Sims Vibration Dynamics, Inc.
Editor:

resonances reduces distortion in the highmore accurate digital data to be fed to the
player's decoding section. The final analog
signal exhibits improvements in dynamics,
detail, and imaging.
In addition to being available directly from
us, Euphonic Technology CD Rings are now
available through audio and record dealers.

We are delighted with The Audio Cheapskate's
review of Euphonic Technology CD Rings

Michael Goldfield
Euphonic Technology

(manufactured by Sims Vibration Dynamics).
The sonic benefits he describes—improved
dynamics, detail, and imaging—are what

Dolan DM-1 preamplifier

listeners have been reporting since the product
became available. We find the CD Ring can

We cannot think of any particular reason why
the sound should be significantly different

literally bring the entire stereo image into
focus.

when used with tube and solid-state amplifiers. In our listening tests, such differences

What seems to perplex many listeners is
why a self-adhesive ring manufactured of

have usually been attributable to the power
amplifiers themselves; however, it is always
good practice to audition systems rather than
individual components.

high-density vinyl weighing all of 2.8 grams
can have such dynamic sonic benefits. Sam
Tellig's comment: "For the first time, Icould
make out the Russian words in the new Previn
Stereophile, April 1988

Editor:

Richard Dolan, et al
R. A. Dolan Electronics, Inc.
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Nelson-Reed 8-04/B
loudspeaker
Editor:
Yes, JGH hit the nail directly on the head—
the 8-04/Bs are dynamic, yet accurate Dynamic range in aloudspeaker is particularly essential in reproducing uncompressed digital recordings, capable of 20dB more dynamic

is atribute to his critical abilities; most "golden-eared" listeners have missed it.
All in all, JGH's review reflects our own feelings about the 8-04/Bs. We appreciate his input, and are pleased that he found the loudspeakers alive and emotionally involving.
W.B. Reed, N.A. Pope
Nelson- Reed

range than analog recordings. Many people
blame the digital recording itself for sounding
unnatural, when the problem often lies in the
reproduction chain. In particular, most loudspeakers lack the dynamic range required to
reproduce the digital recording accurately.
Compression begins between 25-100W in
most home loudspeakers. Using these loudspeakers with higher-powered amplifiers
essentially wastes the extra power, by convert-

PKR&D Acoustat 1+1 mods
Editor:
Ifound Mr. Olsher's observations and comments to be very informative. My listening
hierarchy of priorities has evolved to value, in
decreasing order, lucidity and resolution,
phase coherency, transient accuracy, freedom
from distortion and noise, harmonic integrity,
adequate frequency range, and overall ac-

ing it into heat and distortion. The music may

curacy of tonal balance. Without the other

sound louder; it is actually distorted, the

qualities, accurate tonal balance is unimpor-

musical peaks are compressed, and the realism

tant. I'm abit chagrined to say that Dick's

is lost. As more direct, uncompressed digital

observations regarding the tonal balance of the

masters become available, the need for loudspeaker dynamics will trigger the next wave
of improvement.
Nelson-Reed is heavily music-oriented
rather than audiophile-oriented; we are sensitive to the emotional aspects of music. After
all, the composer is trying to express emotions
through the form of communication we call
music, not to impress us with the sense of
depth and imaging in the concert hall.
One of JGH's few criticisms was slightly exaggerated sibilants. We are now well aware of
this, and it has been corrected. The effect was
due to areflection off the sides of the tweeter
(which seems impossible). The excessively
sibilant effect was not noticed in our listening

1+1s made it abundantly clear that this quality
needs more attention than Iwas giving it; my
first lesson from Mr. Olsher's listening. Ihad
assumed that if the balance wasn't significantly
altered it was alright, especially since this is
particularly difficult to evaluate in aroom with
adipole speaker. Another of his observations
sheds alittle light on why this particular problem wasn't quite as apparent during R&D.
He found that the dip in response drops to
1-2dB in the 1-2kHz range at 5-6' up from the
floor. Igot tired of squatting down, making
changes, standing up, going back, sitting
down, etc., over and over again. So Iremained
standing. I'm 61" tall—my ears didn't hear that
much of adip. My second lesson: always test

room, but seems more apparent in rooms with

things in the ways they're used, every way.

hard walls (such as JGH's). We found it necessary to flush-mount the tweeter to eliminate
the interaction. Unfortunately, JGH reviewed

Also, no one who has had the mods done has

loudspeakers of the older cabinet style.'
Also, we would like to comment on the veiling heard from the electronic crossover. We do
supply the AC-1204 active crossover with an
internal passive filter if desired. The external
passive crossover (model PC-1204) is available
for those who like to diddle the crossover
point when experimenting with different components. The fact that JGH heard the veiling
IIt would appear axiomatic that a change prompted by a
review criticism would not have been effected prior to the
review.
—LA
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ever mentioned anything about a negative
change. I've only received positive feedback.
And in before-and-after comparisons such a
large difference was never noticed. Apparently,
then, this is acharacteristic of the Model 1+1s.
There is an interesting fact of the speakers'
construction which might account for this,
and that is that the resonant frequency between the vertical frame members is 1465Hz.
Something was made up to deal with this
possibility, along with achange in the interface, and they were sent back 30 days later. But
the vagaries and demands of areviewer's life
had by that time involved DO in an extensive
187
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project. So we'll just have to wait for his obser-

only absorption, reflection, and diffusion to

vations in aforthcoming Follow-up.

create acoustic spaces. The RPG Diffusor
System is an acoustic palette of all the necessary basic building blocks from which any en-

A comment on the 50Hz peak: DO mentioned that this was aproblem from one of the
panels. (There are 2per speaker in the 1+1s.)
A stretched diaphragm causes aresonant peak
in the 50-60Hz range. The diaphragm is made

vironment can be created. The system consists
of the RPG QRD® DIFFUSOR, the first broad-

with aheat-shrink material, and sometimes it

bandwidth wide-angle sound diffusor, with
or without low-frequency-absorbing rear

stretches. As part of the panel Mod the dia-

panels; the RPG ABFFUSORe apatent-pend-

phragms are tightened up. But an audiophile
who first told me about this problem had to
do this several times before one of his panels

ing new class of broad-bandwidth sound absorber, which is effective down to 100Hz

finally settled in. Apparently, this may be

where it absorbs 84% of the incident sounds;
the RPG TRIFFUSORe atriangular variable

another such instance. To my knowledge this
is not at all common.

acoustics module; the FLOOR—FOILTe,
which absorbs floor reflections between the

Thank you, Mr. Olsher, for your observa-

speaker and listening position; the RPG CEIL,

tions, feedback, and the consequent "lessons."

ING CLOUD, which absorbs interfering
ceiling reflections; and several other integral

I'm always open to feedback and criticism, and
find that Ilearn most from the so-called "nega-

acoustical materials. To optimize the usage of

tive" variety. I'm guessing that the tonal bal-

these design ingredients, the RPG HOME

ance problems will be dealt with, and perhaps

CONCERT HALL was developed. The RPG

move the speakers in that area, too, closer to
the world class where its other qualities are.
Phil Keck
PKR&D

HOME CONCERT HALL uses the RPG Diffusor System and appropriate OPUS designs
to maximize the performance of all speaker
types and constructively exploits the existing
reflective surfaces in aroom. OPUS Iis an op-

Reflection Phase Gratings
Diffusor SystemTM
Editor:
Many advances in audio electronics and
speaker technology have resulted in exceptional high-fidelity performance. Unfortunately, as we are all aware, this alone does not
guarantee realistic listening pleasure, because
the room is acritical link in the audio chain.
Given a"perfect" playback electronic system,
sound must eventually travel the acoustic
paths from the speakers to our ears. As Mr.
Yates has methodically and skilfully demon-

timized design for forward-acing multi-driver
(FFMD) electrodynamic speakers, OPUS ll is
used for dipole radiators, and OPUS III applies
to spatially oriented multi-driver (SOMD)
speakers. These OPUS designs are easy to set
up in afew hours using amirror to position
components. The setup procedure is useful in
locating interfering room reflections by making use of the analogy between optics and
acoustics. Sound is considered to be reflected
from aroom's boundary surfaces as light is
reflected from amirror. For example, let's brief-

strated, the key to allowing aplayback system

ly review how to locate the position of interfering side-wall reflections when using FFMD

to achieve its full potential is an appropriate
electro -acoustic balance. The quest for an

speakers. While seated at the listening position,
have an assistant slide amirror along the left

ultimate listening environment is what has led
us to develop acomplete acoustical treatment

side-wall at tweeter height, beginning at the
left speaker and moving toward the listening

system consisting of new and innovative in-

position. As the mirror is moved, you will

gredients as well as appropriate acoustical
designs. This complete acoustical treatment
system is called the RPG Diffusor System, and

eventually see areflection of the left tweeter
and then the right tweeter. These two positions introduce interfering reflections at the

the various arrangements of these ingredients

listening position and should be treated with

or recipes are called OPUS designs.

ABFFUSORS. This approach can be repeated

Your readership is undoubtedly aware that,
just as we have colors in the spectrum, notes
in the scale, and letters in the alphabet to create
art, music, and literature respectively, we have
Stereophile, April 1988

on the right side-wall, floor, and ceiling. It can
also help to determine if placement of playback components is introducing spurious
reflections to the listening position. Just re189
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member: if you can see it in the mirror, you
can hear it.

propriate OPUS Idesign, rather than an OPUS
III design. This raises an important point. The

Mr. Yates observed the near-universal im-

RPG Diffusor System contains all of the ingredients needed for acoustical design. Like fine
cooking and art and musical masterpieces,

provement in performance of a very wide
range of playback systems using solely the
RPG DIFFUSOR and the existing reflective surfaces in the room. This experimental arrangement approximated the OPUS II and OPUS Ill
designs for dipoles and SOMD speakers. Mr.
Yates deftly discerned the advantages of constructively diffusing the rear wave of adipole
radiator and how this approach virtually
eliminates the need for painstaking positioning
of this speaker type. While we do not recommend this design as the most effective for
FFMD speakers, since the OPUS Iprovides a
more spatially and spectrally accurate soundstage, we are nonetheless delighted that it improved his impression of the KEF 107. For
FFMD speakers, our acoustics and psychoacoustics research suggests OPUS Ito be the

acoustical masterpieces are the result of skilfully applying these ingredients in an appropriate recipe.
While the RPG HOME CONCERT HALL
provides anatural sense of surround-sound
envelopment, there may be some readers who
would like to audition the new surroundsound software in an RPG HOME CONCERT
HALL. To do so, simply position the rear
speakers along the rear side walls, facing away
from the listening position and toward the diffusors on the rear wall. This will minimize
directionality clues from the surround-sound
speakers and increase spaciousness.
With our introduction of the RPG HOME
CONCERT HALL, the RPG Diffusor System is
now used in every facet of the recording/

most effective. This design utilizes the RPG
Diffusor System and the RFZ/RPGTIA imple-

playback cycle: as the latest innovation in

mentation of the LEDE® design criteria. Philo-

acoustical shell design to provide aheightened

sophically, OPUS Isuppresses very early
reflections from the speaker boundaries, ap-

sense of ensemble for performing musicians,
whether in the recording studio or on the con-

proximately 24dB below the direct sound, to
provide aspatiotemporal reflection-free zone,

cert stage; in hundreds of state-of-the-art
recording control rooms around the world for

RFZ®

surrounding the listening position,

accurate monitoring and mixing of the perfor-

where the predominant sound is from the

mance; in world-class disc-mastering rooms
and quality-control rooms for accurate and

speakers. This minimizes frequency coloration
and false localization of sonic images in the
soundstage. The sound passing the listening

faithful transferral to CD, DAT, c2ssrtte, and LP;
in the nation's leading radio stations (eg,

position is then reintroduced, after an initial
time delay of from 10-20ms, and spatially and

WFMT Chicago, WQXR New York); and now
in the final playback environment of aresiden-

temporarily diffused, thus enveloping the

tial listening room for the enjoyment of the
musical performance.

listening position in adense, diffuse sound
field. The RFZ is created with RPG ABFFUSORS along the side walls, FLOOR—FOILS on
the floor, and aCEILING CLOUD on the ceiling between the speakers and listening position. The diffuse sound field is created using

At RPG we are keenly aware of the importance of acoustics as well as aesthetics. The
RPG Diffusor System satisfies the perennial
need for an acoustic treatment which can also
complement any living-room decor. In addi-

RPG DIFFUSORS along the front wall between

tion to the "Designer Diffusor" series of

the speakers and along the rear wall. We have
had extensive experience with room designs

custom finishes mentioned by Mr. Yates, we
also now offer adecorator line with open-

using FFMD speakers such as B&W, Duntech,

weave fabric coverings to conceal the acoustic
functionality and provide aneutral appear-

KEF, etc., and have always found this type of
speaker to perform optimally in an OPUS Ienvironment. While Ihave never seen nor heard
aWaveform speaker, and Ivery much look forward to doing so, it obviously is interacting
with the side walls, untreated ceiling, and

ance. These units are framed in real handrubbed woods, (le, rosewood).
Our full-color technical and applications
brochure, complete bibliography of published
research references, installation details, inter-

floor, as do all FFMD speakers, and its perfor-

national client list, as well as adescription of

mance would clearly benefit from amore ap-

the RPG HOME CONCERT HALL, are available
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for $5 from RPG Diffusor Systems, Inc, 12003

the consumer of the electrical integrity of our

Wimbleton St., Largo, MD 20772. Iinvite all

products.

of your readership to join us at the Stereopbile
show in Santa Monica and at the CES show in

designed to enhance or improve the musicality

Chicago, where we will be designing many of

of an audio system, we are aware that the

Although the ACE-515 was not specifically

the listening rooms for the industry's leading

reduction of RF, EMI, hash, and noise in the

manufacturers. Iwill personally be commissioning the rooms with the TEF analyzer and

AC line can improve the low-level detail of a

will be available for questions.
Dr. Peter D'Antonio, a.k.a. Dr. Diffusor

music system—as was reported by your reviewer with all amplifiers but the Rowland
Seven.

RPG Diffusor Systems, Inc.
TEF® is aregistered trademark of Techron, a

As for why the ACE-515 was originally conceived and designed, that can be summarized

division of Crown International. LEDE9 is a

as follows:

registered trademark of Synergetic Audio Con-

1) To filter and enhance the purity of the AC

cepts. All others are trademarks of RPG Dif-

line by removing or reducing high-voltage

fusor Systems, Inc.

spikes, RF Interference, Electro -Magnetic Interferences, hash, and noise.

Adcom ACE-515 AC enhancer

2) To allow preamps or other control de-

Editor:

vices to switch on and off large amplifiers. This

Except for your one negative experience with

feature is obtained by using the second AC line

the Rowland Research Model Seven Power
Amplifier—significantly, also encountered
when the Rowland Research Model Seven was
used to test the Straight Wire Purifier Eight —

cord, which senses the turn-on/turn-off function of the preamp. The current capability of
the ACE-515 is not affected by the use of this
second AC line cord.

we'd have no special comment to make. But
that one exception calls for our comment as

3) To increase the AC power capability of
most components by both multiplying the AC

well as some follow-through on your part.

outlets available for accessories and augment-

Without knowing the electrical input behavior of the Rowland Model Seven, it's not

ing the current capability of any device.
4) To switch on and off in the correct se-

possible to comment intelligently on the buzzing and humming that apparently it alone

quence power amplifiers and accessories to

caused. We can only suggest that the AC
behavior of the Rowland Seven may be radically different from that of other power amplifiers. The ACE-515 has been used with Krell
KMA-100s, Krell KMA-200s, and Audio Research 300s with no distress of any kind evi-

prevent "thumps" and other low-frequency
disturbances from reaching the speakers.
5) To permit the remote-control capability
of apreamp or other component to also control power amplifiers and other devices which
exceed the AC power capabilities of the remote-control relays within the preamp or

The hum and buzz your reviewer experienced

other component.
Robert Ain, Director of Marketing

cannot be current-limiting-related since all our

Adcom

dent from either the ACE-5I5 or the amplifiers.

tests at Adcom and at UL/ETL confirm that the
ACE can handle continuous loads of more than
1.8kV/amps with complete equanimity. This
capability exceeds the normal 15 amps available in consumers' wall outlets.
The ACE-5I5 was very carefully designed
and tested. Indeed, it is one of the very few
devices of its type for use with audio equipment that has gained approval and listing
under UL Standards (ETL listing number
A018832412T). Also, we are one of the manufacturers of separate components whose products meet or exceed electrical safety codes
(ETL, CSA, City of Los Angeles, etc.) to assure
192

Straight Wire Power Purifier 8
Editor:
We were quite surprised by the poor results
Mr. Lewis Lipnick obtained with the PP-8 in
his reference system. We understand that a
musician's perspective can be quite different
from those of audiophiles or audio-equipment
enthusiasts. However, this does not explain the
disparity in results obtained by Mr. Lipnick vs
many consumers, retailers, manufacturers, and
musicians who are enjoying the musical benefits of the Power Purifier in their systems. In
fact, PP-8 prototypes were evaluated by pro-
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fessional musicians (utilizing their own record-

Gordon says in his article) a33-band equalizer

ings) with exemplary results.

is inconvenient to use for program equaliza-

Our suggested usage of the two outlet banks
in the PP-8 as per the review (white outlets vs
black) needs further clarification. The two
banks provide for component isolation where
beneficial. However, some amplifiers perform
far better when plugged Into the black outlets,
which have alower source impedance than
competing power-line conditioners (and the
white outlets). We suggest that listeners experi-

tion, it can do the job. On the other hand, a
10-band or less equalizer will probably be incapable of effective system equalization. Some
kind of memory system in a V3 -octave equalizer would seem to offer the best of both
worlds, but with current technology the digital
circuits ised to accomplish such amemory
have not demonstrated the level of sonic per-

ment to obtain the best results in their systems.

formance of the Accuphase G-I8. Companies
like Accuphase can be counted upon to con-

On the subject of power cords: we have

tinue to try to solve these technical problems

found that they can have atremendous impact

in the years to come.

on sound quality. Straight Wire will soon in-

J. Michael Wesley, VP/Product Development
Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Inc.

troduce (Spring '88) two models of AC power
cords which offer asignificant advancement

The Essential Tonearm Test

over existing products.
We strongly believe in Lewis Lipnick's rec-

Editor:

ommendation that consumers listen to power-

In the February issue (Vol.11 No.2)1 read with

line conditioners before purchasing one. To
facilitate convenient listener evaluation of the

tained to the "Essential Tonearm Test." Ias-

performance benefits of the PP-8, we have
supplied our dealers with comparator units.
These units provide an instant bypass for sim-

interest the Letters to the Editor which persume the authors of the article will respond
to the points raised regarding the analysis of
their testing. However, since Edison Price and

ple, direct comparisons of the purifier's sonic

Will Hammond were so heated in their disap-

attributes. We urge you to make this com-

proval of my role as one of the listeners in the
test, Ithought that, as the designer of the

parison for yourself.
David B. Salz, Steven G. Hill
Straight Wire

Graham Tonearm, Iwould offer some of my
own comments.
The listening session(s) referred to seem like

Accuphase G-18 graphic
equalizer

along, long time ago in agalaxy far, far away,
but actually it was ayear ago this past summer,

Editor:

and the location was about 20 miles from here.

A topic that was not specifically addressed was

Up to that time, Ihad not had an opportunity

the effect of tonal adjustments on the per-

to audition an Eminent Technology II for
myself, so when Iwas asked to participate in

ceived sonic image. Iagree with Mr. Holt that
even an equalizer of the quality of the Accu phase can slightly degrade the imaging capabilities of asystem just by its insertion with all
controls set at "0". However, judicious use of
system equalization can greatly enhance aperson's perception of spatial characteristics in a
quality system, especially in cases where
aesthetic or architectural considerations pre-

the test, Iagreed. Ithought it would be agood
opportunity to see how my design effort had
fared when compared to one of the best tonearms currently on the market. Each of the
listeners had his/her own notepad; there was
no interaction between anyone and, since no
one knew which tonearm was being used for

vent the use of effective acoustic treatment in

agiven selection, no bias for one arm or the
other could possibly have had any influence.

a listening room. If your spouse threatens
massive reprisals if you rearrange the living

prepared to place the performance of my

room and cover large surfaces with thousands
of dollars' worth of acoustic treatment, agood

As with my own testing in the past, Iwas
tonearm on the line, whatever the outcome.
This has been one of the ways Iarrive at im-

equalizer that can be hidden in acabinet can

provements in my design. At the time of the

go along way toward enhancing your musical

test, the last of the early prototypes had been

enjoyment and promoting domestic tranquility
Iwould also like to point out that while (as

raised any manufacturing money, and my
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made some eight months before. Ihad not
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dream of producing the tonearm in quantity

tridge or turntable type will not be so impor-

was still somewhere in the future. Neverthe-

tant as it may have been with other tonearms.

less, Iwanted to proceed with any testing (and

As he objected so strongly to, among other

new ideas that might spring up) as if Icould

things, "overengineered, far too expensive"

produce the arms next week.

equipment, Ibelieve Ican speak for other

In his letter, Mr. Price suggests that Bruce
Thigpen should have been present to oversee

designers when Itell Mr. Stanley that development of premium audio equipment, like other

the setup of the ET-2. Iwasn't, of course, in-

high-tech endeavors, requires tremendous ef-

volved in the original recording activity and

fort. From my own experience of working on

so, like Mr. Thigpen, was not invited to super-

aerospace equipment at MIT, Ican confidently

vise the setup of the Graham tonearm. That's
as it should be, Ithink, because the purpose

say that engineering and more engineering is

of the article, as Larry Archibald accurately

the key to superior performance and reliability.
The materials alone in these products, which

pointed out, was to propose atesting system

frequently must be exotic, will be expensive

that anyone could use, presumably without

(that's certainly true for the Model One), and

assistance from the designers of front-end

the development costs can only be hinted at.

equipment. Naturally, the test would have had

In my own case, the design of the tonearm

the same significance if they had tested, say,
the prototype tonearm of that time vs the pro-

evolved slowly for almost 10 years. (It began
as ahobby and labor of love with no commer-

duction Graham Model One tonearm which

cial goals in sight.) If Itried to amortize that

is, Imay add, superior to the unit mentioned

development cost into production units, only

in the article. Or they could have tested the
tonearm with and without damping fluid. Or

Donald Trump could afford to buy one. I
believe that, on the whole, there is excellent

different azimuth settings. Whatever.
Edison Price also refers briefly to the unipivot principle described in the article and

value for carefully spent money in high-end
audio equipment.
My tonearm is available, with delivery com-

states that it "depends solely on gravity to hold
it together," implying, one might suppose, that

mencing around the middle of April. In addi-

gravity is unreliable. To repeat: the bearing

tion to Natural Sound in Framingham, MA,
mentioned in the original article, we are in the

assembly is comprised of aprecision tungstencarbide matched set and is heavily pre-loaded

process of opening up other exclusive dealers
in key locations, including overseas distri-

(it has no play) with aforce approaching 120

bution.

tons per inch 2.Since Ihave the utmost faith
in the force of gravity, Iam fully confident that
the bearing will not develop chatter or play.
Ever.
(The vertical moving assembly in the Model
One is, for example, actually heavier than that

Robertj. Graham, President
Graham Engineering, Inc.

Sumo Samson subwoofer and
Delilah crossover
Editor:
Although we find ourselves generally in agree-

of the SME IV and V. Most of this mass in the

ment with JA's findings, a few items need

Model One is located near the bearing, to keep

clarification.
JBL drivers: JA correctly points out that our
LF driver is aversion of aunit he might have

the moment of inertia as low as possible. It is
the vertical pivoting assembly which determines the loading on the vertical bearing(s).
In the case of aconventional gimbal-bearing
arm, it is these bearings that are most susceptible to the troublesome effects of bearing
Play.)
As for the angry Mr. Peter Stanley, Iwould
like to assure him that the Model One works
very well with the Koetsu, as well as with all

used in bass-guitar amplification. The similarity ends, however, with material considerations—the cast frame, the large-diameter flatwire voice coil, and the large magnet. Our
driver was designed for linearity, low distortion, and transient accuracy in the reproduction of music, and has not been used in
musical-instrument applications. A bass-guitar

the other high-end cartridges that have been

loudspeaker obviously has astrong character—

tested during development. Ihave paid particular attention to the problem of energy

asound—as part of its makeup; something
desirable in the creation of music, but not in

dissipation so that the choice of aphono car-

its reproduction.
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The weight of the subwoofer: The enclosure
alone weighs 110 lbs, which ultimately is an
important factor in bass performance. We use
2x4 internal bracing (as opposed to the more
normal 2x2 struts), acabinet top that is effectively 13
4 ", and a1
/
2 "baffle. Belying its fine/
1
furniture exterior, Samson's enclosure is genuinely amonster.

review that passive high-pass circuitry might
have been adesirable complement to the active low-pass in Delilah, particularly in enhancing high-frequency resolution. Weighing the
situation carefully, we opted for active circuitry
throughout for two primary reasons: to obviate the need for impedance matching among

Sealed box vs ported enclosure: Thinking

components, and to ensure that Delilah would
be capable of driving long lengths of intercon-

much along the line of JA, we designed our
subwoofer initially as asealed box. The idea

nect, something that would be difficult, at
best, with passive circuitry.

was amaximally flat alignment and aQ of 0.7.

To preserve resolution and inner detail, we
were careful to specify extremely good components in the filter circuits (metalized poly-

Shortly before signing off on the design, we
built and evaluated aported version of the
same subwoofer. To our astonishment (particularly that of our designer, Greg Timbers),
the ported system exhibited none of its supposed problems (port noise, smearing of transient information, etc), and not only measured
better in critical areas, but also sounded bet-

propylene capacitors and 1% metal-film resistors, for example), and to design the high pass
as atotally discrete pure class A stage. The integrated circuit JA refers to is used only in the
low pass, specifically to provide normal and
inverted bridging outputs.

ter—with music. We opted for atransducer

We are aware that Delilah can be softened

and system alignment that is deliberately
overdamped—trading abit of sensitivity for

subtly (too much, admittedly, for my system)
by adding 1000pF polystyrene bypass capa-

transient control. In fact, in the area of tran-

citors across the larger polypropylene caps in

sient control, we approach the best sealed-box
alignments, while vastly eclipsing their perfor-

configured to JA, and will be happy to supply

mance in the areas of distortion and dynamic
headroom. Most importantly, we selected our
approach based on careful listening and realworld performance.
There was mention in the course of the
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the filter circuits. We are sending aDelilah so
information to all Delilah owners interested in
this aspect of performance.
Randy Patton
Vice President and General Manager, Sumo
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile should telephone Reba Scharf (505) 982-2366.
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 E Samford Ave
Birmingham
Lawrence Stereo
430 Greensprings Hwy
Ste 34
Huntsville
Campbell Stereo
1216 N Memorial Parkway
Mobile
Audible Difference Audio
3963 Cottagehill

ALASKA
Anchorage
Pyramid Audio
2420 Seward Hwy
Shimeks
405 E. Northern Lights BI

ARIZONA
Mesa
Hi -Fi Sales
810 W Main St
Phoenix
Two Jeffreys Audio
527 W Butler Dr
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
8672 E Edgemont SE
Tempe
Books Etc
901 S Mill Ave
Tucson
Wilson Audio Ltd
2440 E Broadway

Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave
Fairfield
C&M Stereo Unlimited
2020 N Texas
Foster City
Digital Sonics Inc
999F Edgewater BI
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Grass Valley
Alta Buena Stereo
214 E Main St
Huntington Beach
Havens and Hardesty
15102-A Bolsa Chica
Irvine
Soundquest
4255 Campus Dr .116
Lancaster
California Soundworks
737 W Lancaster BI
Leucadia
Music by the Sea
542 N Hwy 101
Los Angeles
Christopher Hansen Ltd
646 N Robertson
Mission Viejo
Home Technology Systems
28251 Marguerite Pkwy .0

CALIFORNIA

Videolaser
28451 Marguerite Parkway
Monterey Park
Gene Rubin Audio
529 S Lincoln

Benicia
Benicia Audio/Video
810 Southampton Rd

Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 San Antonio Rd

Berkeley
DB Audio
2573 Shattuck
International News
2444 Durant Ave

Napa
Bookends Bookstore
1014 Coombs St

Canoga Park
The Laser's Edge
22021 Sherman Way
Shelley's Stereo
6836 De Soto Ave
Upscale Audio
8381 Canoga Ave
Capitola
Cymbaline Records
1475 41st Ave
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W Foothill .139
Concord
C&M Stereo Unlimited
2151G Salvio
Cupertino
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek BI

Newport Beach
Audio by Design
1000 Bristol St N
Northridge
Northridge Audio Center
9054 Tampa Ave
Northridge Newsstand
19520 Nordhoff St
Oakland
Pro Audio
383 40th St
Orange
Absolute Audio
1232 N Tustin
Palo Alto
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E Colorado BI
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
6282 Magnolia Ave

Diamond Bar
Audio Best
22204 E Croit Ct
Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision
131 N El Camino

Sacramento
Keith Yates Audio
3019 D St
San Clemente
Audio Exposure
629 Camino de los
Mares .305

Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura BI

San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa BI

I

Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena 01
San Francisco
Civic Center Books
360 Golden Gate Ave
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St
Uptown News
3920 24th Street
San Jose
Books Inc
420 Town & Country Village
San Luis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
786 Higuera
San Mateo
Mateo Hi Fidelity Inc
2199 S El Camino Real
San Rafael
Rafael Book and News
1114 4th St
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
3951 State St
Santa Maria
Jeff Lynn Audio
5455 Esplanada Ave
Santa Monica
Audio by John Dudley
1431 Ocean Ave, .400
Audio Shoppe
1322 2nd St, Ste 22B
Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire BI
Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News Inc
733 Fourth St
Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia St
Stockton
Private Line
Home Entertainment
88 W Castle St
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
23232 Hawthorne BI
Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach Blvd
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe BI
Woodland Hills
Sound Center
20044 Ventura BI

COLORADO

Boulder
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe

Cherry Creek
US Tech
248 Detroit St
Colorado Springs
The Sound Shop
528 S Tejon
Denver
Sound Hounds
1575 S Pearl
Listen Up
999 S Logan

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St

Fairfield
Audio Design
195 Trunxis Hill Rd
New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St

DIST. OF COLUMBIA
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW

FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Vern's Electronics
3259 N Federal Hwy
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N Federal Hwy
Fort Pierce
Sound Shack
2302 S US 1
Fort Walton Beach
Stereo Images
11 Eglin Pkwy SE .6
Hollywood
Audio Encounters
523 S 21st Ave
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside BI .10
Jupiter
Sound Wave
4050 US rul
Lake Worth
S and S Wholesalers
1220 N 19th Ave
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-B E New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S Dixie Hwy
Joe's News Inc
1549 Sunset Dr
Sound Components
1536 S Dixie Hwy
Tampa
Audio Visions
14733 N Dale Maybry

GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
1579 N Decatur Rd
Music, Music, Music
Buckhead and
N Lake Tower Festival
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Doraville
Audio Lab of Georgia
5269-2 Buford Hwy
Lilburn
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Road
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
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HAWAII
Honolulu
Sound
502 Kaaahi St
IDAHO
Boise
The Stereo Shoppe
5105 Overland Rd
ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio Musicale
36 Country Club Plaza
Champaign
August Systems
901 N Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
1912 B Round Barn Rd
Chicago
Absolute Audio
5211 S. Harper
Audio Video Option
141 W Jackson BI
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N Milwaukee
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
DeKalb
Audio Plus
866 W Lincoln Hwy
Evanston
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Highland Park
Ravinia Classical Music
493 Roger Williams Ave
Lisle
Sound Choice
5328 Route 53
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd
20 W Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E Beaufort
Orland Park
Simply Stereo
14494 S Lagrange Rd
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Drive

Prairie Village
Golden Stereo
5337 W 94th Terrace
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Audio Video by Design
9409 Shelbyville Road
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Metairie
Audio Resource
108 Bonnabel
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MAINE
Scarborough
New England Music
424 Paine Rd
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W Cold Spring Ln
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceu
180 Stoneybrook Ct
Laurel
C K Audio
11605 Basswood Drive
Lutherville
Gramaphone Ltd
10801 Tony Dr
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Encore Audio
225 Newbury St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
0 Audio
95 Vassar St

Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton
Springfield
The King's Stereo
1275 W Wabash. Ste S

Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd

INDIANA
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N Keystone

Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St

Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E 64th St
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S Gilbert
Sioux City
Audio Vision
2901 Hamilton BI #38
KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
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Northampton
Custom Audio
183 Main St

MICHIGAN
Dewitt
Jemstone
603 Dartmouth Box 240
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Lansing
Great Lakes Audio
502 N Harrison
Muskegon
Stereo Showcase
3100 Hensy
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N Woodward Ave

Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St
Swartz Creek
Audio House
4304 Brayan Dr
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St Michaels Dr

House of High Fidelity
157 N Snelling Ave

Downtown Subscription
130 W Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Ovation Audio
1310 Osage, Ste A
Santa Fe Audio Video
120 W San Francisco

MISSOURI
Kansas City
Sound Advice
8215 Grand Ave

NEW YORK
Albany
Clark Music Audio
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd

St. Louis
Best Sound Inc
1131 S Brentwood Eil

Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St

HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
St. Paul
Hi End Audio
1399 W 7th St

NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Natural Sound
233 N 48th St Ste P
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
47-51 S Main St
Nashua
Re-Sound Inc
402 Amherst St. Ste 310
Somersworth
Crossover Audio
10 Tales Brook Rd
NEW JERSEY
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Route 41
East Brunswick
Atlantic Stereo
636 Route 18
Franklin Lakes
Franklin Lakes Stereo
792 Franklin Ave
Hackettstown
Marcel Associates
57 Wood Duck Ct
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Route 73
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd
Paramus
Leonard Radio
160 Route 17 N
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hal's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave

Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Stereo Emporium
3407 Delaware Ave
Colonie
Mom's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Goshen
Long Player Stereo
60 N Church St
Huntington Station
Audio Breakthrough
129 Route 110
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Mamaroneck
Definitive Hi Fi
154 E Boston Post Rd
Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern BI
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 South Moger Ave
Nanuet
Eardrum Audio Video
148 E Route 59
New York City
Audio Breakthroughs
199 Amsterdam Ave
Electronic Workshop
10 E 8th St
Leonard Radio
55 W 44th St
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc
1221 Lexington Ave
and 2005 Broadway
6th Ave Electronics
1024 6th Ave
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 E 33rd
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
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A IA
BASS SYST -v
IT'S THE CHOICE
Model 8-02/8

WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

AN INDUSTRY
RECOGNIZED STANDARD
FOR
TOTAL BASS PERFORMANCE

John Morovskis Audio Systems. Inc.
Bronx, New York 10461 (212) 892-7419
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Music is an expression of emotion, communicated between the composer and the
listener. By allowing the true dynamics and
clarity of the music to reach the listener,
Nelson-Reed Loudspeakers actually
accent the communication which is music.

2889 Roebling Avenue

411
•

THE ACCURATE LOUDSPEAKER

"giu

15810 Blossom Hill Rd, Los Gatos, CA 95032
408-356-3633

ELECT'ROCOMPANIET
WINS GOLD MEDAL

KIMBER KABLE'
ACCLAIMED AS ALEADING CABLE PRODUCT
LINE. SEE OUR NEW LPC (LOW PROFILE
CABLE) WITH 100% TEFLON CONSTRUC.
TION SUITABLE FOR UNDER CARPET IN.
STALLATIONS. KCI-INTERCONNECTS ARE
NOW AVAILABLE!! ASK YOUR KIMBER
KABLE DEALER.
Musical •Accurate •Dynamic •Flexible •Stable
Valuable (but not too expensive)
4PR-$1.00 /FT •4VS42.00 /FT •4TC-$4.40 /FE
8TC47.80/ET •KCI-S58.00 /Meter Pair
8LPC-$6.00/ FT •16LPC-$10.00 /ET •4AG.S100.00/ET
MAC-$18000 ¡Fr •KCAG-$350.00 /Meter Pair
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

KIMBER KABLE
2675 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE -OGDEN,
UT 84401
(801) 621-5530
FA X(801) 627.6980
-qe
eee e#
IW.db

I

The coveted PRIX DECIBEL d'HONNEUR has been awarded to ELECTROCOMPANIET for live consecutive years
in recognition of ELECTROCOMPANIET
products. The First Prize Gold Medal is
presented annually by REVUE DU SON,
the French audio publication.

MUSIC & SOUND IMPORTS
30 Snowflake Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

(215) 357-7858
SOLE U.S.A. & CANADA DISTRIBUTOR
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Rochester
Interior Images
317 S Broadway
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Roslyn
Select Sound
1345 Old Northern BI
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc
590 Central Park Ave
Smithtown
Audio Enjoyment
it Caroline Ave
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons. Rt 347
Syracuse
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie BI E
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 E Post Rd
Lyric Hi Fl
146 E Post Rd
Woodbury
Audio Breakthroughs
Turnberry Commons
Woodside
Leonard Audio
69-34 51st Ave
NORTH CAROLINA
Chapel Hill
Select Audio Systems
1502 Smith Level Rd
Charlotte
Sound Systems
3748 E Independence BI
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Greensboro
The Book Collection
117 N Greene St
Sound Systems
2148 Lawndale
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
Wilmington
Atlantic Audio
4127 Oleander Dr
OHIO
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
9464 Montgomery Rd
Pete's News Shop
308 Ludlow Ave
Sotenc Audio
4611 Montgomery
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
and 4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 S Hamilton Rd
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col Glen Hwy
Findlay
Audio Specialties
229 N Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
409 S 22nd St
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Kettering
Hauer Music
3140 Far Hills Ave
N. Olmsted
Maximum Compact
4755 Great Northern BI
Sandusky
Audio Force
521 E Perkins Ave
Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Rd
Jarniesons'
3417 Dorr St
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd
OKLAHOMA
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
2806 S Harvard

Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
17390 Preston Rd .320
El Paso
Soundquest Inc
6800 Gateway E 1D
Houston
Esoteric Ear
4230 Glenchase Lane
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
San Antonio
Bill Case Sound
4319 Medical Dr .106
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd
UTAH
Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington 01

OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St

Salt Lake City
Accurate Audio Systems
3263 East 3300 South
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr

PENNSYLVANIA
Butler
Audiophile Accessories
119 E Wayne St

Discriminator Music
1788 S 1100 E

Hershey
Stereo Barn
251 W Chocolate Ave
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Waynesburg
TC Audio Toys
RD 2 Box 1
PUERTO RICO
Puerto Nuevo
Laser Sound
de Diego Ave .272
Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332-8 Ave Jesus T Pinero
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St
SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Road
Sound Source
941 Haywood Rd
West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
TENNESSEE
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S
TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Beaumont
Beaumont Sound
5925 Phelan
Dallas
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview

VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Alonso Book & Per Svcs
7670 Richmond Highway
Excalibur
323 S Washington
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Charlottesville
Preferred Sound
309 E Water St
Danville
Aeolian Products & Svcs
215 Main St
Fredericksburg
Contemporary Sounds
1236 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound, Inc
6519 College Park Sq
WASHINGTON
Billingham
The Landing
Discs and Tapes
1307 11th St
Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Spokane
Hal's Stereo
W 313 Sprague Ave
Walla Walla
Tiger Todd Productions
1509 E Isaacs
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High St

WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News & Hobby
4758 S Packard Ave
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2031 W Grand Ave
CANADA
National Distributor
Fenwick, Ontario
Ruehle Marketing
850 Roland Rd
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Harold's Stereo
16612 109th Ave
9024 51st Ave
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Vancouver
Big Bird Audio Visual
740 Marine Dr
Book Warehouse
632 W Broadway
Music Works
4740 Main St
Straight Gain
Electronics
2220 W Broadway
The Sound Room
2803 W Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
621 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S
NEW BRUNSWICK
Fredricton
Magic Forest Music Store
546 Queen St
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
ONTARIO
Brampton
Eastmen Audio
295A Queen St E
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Guelph
Guelph Hi Fi
5Speedvale Ave E
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552'2 Upper James St
Globe Discount
217 King St E
McMaster University
Bookroom
1280 Main St W
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multi-Mag
116 Dundas St
Milton
Sound Man
629 Main SIE
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SOUND THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
SPECTRAL

•

SOTA

•

BOSTON

MAGNEPAN •MONSTER •XYLOPHILE
NAI<AMICHI

• GRADO SIGNATURE

LAST • NITTY GRITTY • MADRIGAL

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

VANDERGICEN MERRIL

Threshold

MPRT1f1 ,10GR(1 ET

F.E.CUJOIO

conrad•johnson

.
Phone for evening appointment.

THE

O
cTeeT
SHOPPE

21 N. Market Si., Selinsgrove. PA •717.374-01SO

Sound performance
that deserves a
standing ovation!

CARNEGIE

1 • STAX • KYOCERA

THIEL • M & K • ONKYO GRAND
INTEGRA
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B 8. W •VELODYNE • PIERRE LURNE
SME •MIT •SUMIKO •SHURE ULTRA
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(402) 397-4434
7511 Pacific • Omaha. NE 68114
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CUMBERLAND AUDIO
Where music comes first.

•High quality, home audio &
video entertainment systems.
•Over 38 years of expertise.
•Custom installation
Mark Levinson •Conrad Johnson •Thiel
Motif •Meitner •Sota •Bang & Olufsen
Talisman •Monster-Alpha Series •Sumiko
Velodyne •Nakamichi •Rotel •Klipsch
KEF •aid's •Yamaha •Denon •CWD

HAL:S

4 11)

Apogee •Threshold •Sota •Sumiko
conrad-johnson •Vandersteen
California Audio Labs •Ariston
Nakamichi •Celestion SL •Stax
Sumo •Dahlquist •Rotel
Mod Squad •Sonographe
Ariston •Nitty Gritty

STERE O &VIDE lit
The sound decision that excites your senses.

609/883-6338
Alt, US Route 1and Texas Avenue
Lawrenceville. New Jersey 08638

CUMBERLAND AUDIO GROUP

4119 hilLsboro road
nashville. tn 37215

/

615/297-4700
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The Most Effective
Pain Reliever
Money Can Buy
Try our prescription for fast relief
from earaches caused by
poor stereo performance.
• SOTA Sapphire & Star
Sapphire turntables
• COUNTERPOINT tube pre-amplifiers
& hybrid amplifiers
• VANDERSTEEN classic, timecoherent loudspeakers
Alphason •Apogee •Ariston •Auctioguest • BEL
B & K • British Fidelity •CJ Walker •Counterpoint
Eminent Technology • Fried •Grace •JSE
Kimber Kable • Kiseki •Klyne • Melos
Meridian • Merlin • MIT • Monster Cable/Alpha
Nitty Gritty • Plexus •Premier • PS Audio • Flauna
Robertson •Rotel • Rowland Research
SME •Sonographe •Sony ES •Sota •Spectrum
Stax •Systemdek •Talisman/Alchemist •Tube Traps
Van Den Hul •Vandersteen •Vendetta Research

AUDI®

NEXUS

CALL US FOR THE EXTRA-SPECIAL
TREATMENT YOU DESERVE
201-277-0333
33 Union Place. Summit, NJ 07901

Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonies
687 Bank St
Saros
132 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 2 Bank St
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N
Richmond Hill
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge St
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Great American Sound
402 Queen St W
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
High End Audio
2216A Queen St E
Ring Audio
553 Queen St W
Toronto Home of Audiophile
150 Dundas St W
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S
Windsor
Better Audio
106 Eugenie St W
Essex Audio Consultants
322 Pelissier

Yours for the asking!
(a limited time offer*)

QUEBEC
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor

Rediscover
FM-stereo

"Here's an
informative
booklet on
FM reception and
how to improve on
yours."

\ow ways to received
l.wner
her

For your free* copy,call
MAGNUM
%n(-)10
The FM Specialists

1•800 •448 •8490
255 Great Arrow Ave Buffalo, NY 14207
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Thornbury, Victoria
Audio 0 Imports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122
AUSTRIA
National Distributor
Vienna
Club Hi F1
Rennway 15
DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4, Blistrup

HONG KONG

Aeroplax Limited
Rm 201 Canton House
54-56 Queen's Rd Central
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001, Dina House
11 Duddell St
ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Steini HF, S Danielsson
Skulagata 61

ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125

JAPAN
National Distributor
Suma -Ku, Kobe
Vente
3-6-1 Sekimon-Cho

NETHERLANDS
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Rijnstraat 142-150

NORWAY

National Distributor
N-0134 Oslo 1
Audio Import Ltd
Box 9193 Vaterland
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Flair System
B1-03/04, Katong Peoples
Complex
112 E Coast Rd
TAIWAN
National Distributor
Taipei
Taifu Electronics
Chung Ching S Rd

THAILAND
Bangkok
Eastern Supply
388 U-Chareon Village
Rachada Rd
Huay-Kwang BKK 10310

UNITED KINGDOM

National Distributor

Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Newstand Distributor
London
Periodicals in Particular
1Prince of Wales Passage
Hampstead Road
Glasgow G2
Music Room
221 St Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Ln
Douglas Grading Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound Ltd
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Berks
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade, Friar St
WEST GERMANY
National Distributor
6 Frankfurt/M. 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Str 2b

WEST INDIES
Jamaica
Kingston
Dateline Equipment
& Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit
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AUDIO MART
Rates: Private, 50 cents per word, no minimum; Commercial, $1.65 per word, $60 minimum per insertion.
Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio Mart. MC, Visa and American Express accepted;
send card number and expiration date with ad. Send classified ads to: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department,
PO. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502. Ms must be received for Volume 11, No. 6by April 7. 1988: for Volume
11, No. 7by May 6, 1988.

For Sale
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-11, $3000; Audio Research
D-250 MKII Servo, $3500; Audio Research M-300s
new in factory-sealed boxes, $6500. Phone:
(312)460-1856.
THRESHOLD S-150 SERIES II power amp, excellent
condition, in original box, optical bias available, $900.
David, (312)266-5931.
ADCOM, ALLISON, B&W, CHICAGO, Counterpoint,
Echo-Muffs, Kindel, M&K, Mission, Mod Squad, Nitty
Gritty, Onix, Onlcyo, Parasound, Revolver, Rotel, Spectrum, Spica. Serving Nebraska and areas without product representation. The Natural Sound, Lincoln, NE
(402)466-7785. Call for free newsletter.
ELITE MUSIC SYSTEMS. We specialize in purist audio
systems for the true music lover. Featuring VTL tubed
electronics, Soundlah electrostats, Oracle turntables,
Alphason tonearms, Clearaudio and Garrot cartridges.
Also Kinergetics CD players and subwoofers, Symdex,
Merlin, and Princeton Acoustics speakers. Cables by
Cardas, Audioquest, Straight Wire, and Randall
Research. 1001 Versailles Ct., Maitland, FL 32751.
(305)629-9161 eves.
ELECTRON TUBE SALE: Matched pairs, 12AX7,
12BH7, 6FQ7, 6L6GC, EL34, KT-88, 6550A. 4000
types stocked, since 1947. GE, Amperex, Telefunlcen,
Gold Lion (original), Sylvania. Military grade, sameday shipping. Write or call for prices: ARS Electronics,

THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA. Stackable,
portable oak units hold LPs, CDs, and tapes. Free mailorder brochure (please mention Stereopbile). Per
.Hadsen Design, (415)928-4509, PO Box 330101, San
Francisco, CA 9413.3
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV5 PltEAMP, sounds wonderful.
Six months old, hardly used, $1185. (805)522- 7156.
CASH FOR USED PWR/PREAMPS: ARC, Levinson,
Krell, Threshold, Conrad-Johnson & Counterpoint,
in good condition. Collect amps from your home or
just ship UPS/COD. Call CA (213)257-6726 Sennie
NAIM 32.5/HI-CAP/250, Linn Ittok Arm, DMS
Rosewood speakers. Mint. (1 7)743-1125.
ANNOUNCING MODIFICATIONS TO 13&K amps &
preamps: most sonic improvement for SS invested!
Improved detailing, depth of soundstage, increased
transparency, deeper, tighter bass!! State-of-the-art
technology!! Sound Unlimited, 169 Church St.,
Bristol, CT 06010. Est. 1959. We pay shipping.
(203)584-0131.
AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Directto-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II recordings. 2000 available.
Great prices-example: Dark Side of Moon, $45.00.
Elusive Oise 733 irkst Naomi, Unit I, #106, Arcadia,
CA 91006. (213)388-7176.
AUDIOQUEST, AURAL SYMPHON1CS, B&K, BEL,
Beming, Cardas, Chesky, Clearaudio, Eminent

110 DeCelis Pl., PO Box 7323-Dept Se Van Nuys,
CA 91406. In California, (800)422-4277. Outside
California, (800)422-425a

Technology, Magnum Dynalab, Maplenoll, Melos,
MFA, Morrison, Quicksilver, Reference Recordings,
Sheffield, Straight Wire, Superphon, VP1, and more.
Audio Abode, Dallas, 7'X. Evenings and weekends,

FREE HIGH-END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,

(214)369-2092.

preamps (tube/ic/JFET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resista ±1% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogami cables. Old Colony Sound, Box 243S, Peterborough, NH 03458.
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS!! Fourth annual sale!! Mobile
Fidelity, Sheffield, Reference Recordings, Chesky,
Nautilus, Wilson Audio; UHQRs, collections, etc.
Sound Advice, 8215 Grand, Kansas City, MO 64114.
(816)361-2713. Fantastic new releases from Chesky,
Reference, and the ultimate gift, the Sheffield box
from Moscow.
AUDIO DESIGNS SPECIALIZES in the finest previously owned audio components plus custom termination
by Esoteric Audio. Call or write 5115 Red Fox,
Brighton, MI 48116. Phone (313)229-5191.
INFINITY RS1B, AUDIO RESEARCH SPIO MKII, and
D250 MKII Servo. All latest, all excellent. Offers,
(201)232-2585, Steve.
KINDEL PHANTOMS. DARK OAK, neutral, musical,
efficient. Need S. List $1895, sell $895. (215)884-9'93.
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VAN ALSTINE PRE-AMP FET#3 latest, with new
switch-craft jacks on ground plane board. Mint. Cost
$5 7 0, sell, $425. Going to tubes. (215)626-3743.
ORTOFON MC20 SUPER, brand new, $175. Call
Frank, (617)926-1575.
A $50,000 SOUND FOR LESS THAN $10,000? You'll
he surprised how close we come with help from Mod
Squad, Well-ltinpered, Conrad-Johnson, Threshold,
Dahlquist, MIT. Our under-52000 Spendor/B&K
system is unbeatable, too. Also AR, Enter., Forte, Fried,
Grado, Hailer, Magnum Dynalab, Magnavox, Target,
van den Hul, VPI. Champagne Audio, '23 South
Neil, Champaign, IL 61820. Weekdays 3 to 5:30.
Saturday 10 to 5, commercially located.
FOR THE ULTIMATE IN CD PLAYER MODIFICATIONS, call toll free. Mon. -Thurs. (800)648-MODS.
We offer innovation, musicality', installation simplicity,
customer courtesy, and satisfaction at realistic prices.
Products range from DC Servos to FET op amps.
Soloist Audio, 332 Halle, San Antonio, TX '8209.
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SONIC FRONTIERS—CAPACITORS: Aselco, Chateauroux, Rel-Cap, WonderCap. Resistors: Resista, Holco,
Vishay. Wire/Cable: van den Hul, MIT, Cardas. Connectors: Royce, Tiffany, WBT. Many other products.
Custom modifications. Call/write for catalog. 181
Kenilworth Ave., Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M4L
3S7 (416)691-7877.
SHADED DOG RCAs. Identify the great recordings.
Send for latest edition "Golden Era of RCA Records"
with complete listing of early stereo classics, sound
evaluations, meaning of labels-numbers. 34p of info
for $10../. Mitchell, Box 843, Kingsport, TN 37662.

sax SR-5 HEADPHONES with 6/sb Energizer Mint,
$190. Yamaha 260DII tuner,
(201)930-0386 evenings.

$100.

Call Bob,

USED AND DEMO EQUIPMENT, Audio Research
D-250 MkIl servo, SP-8 pre, Mark Levinson ML-7a,
PS Audio 4.5 pre, PS CD-la CD player, B&W Matrix
3, SOTA Star Sapphire, more. Call Audition Audio for
pricing and details, (801)467-5918. Visa, MC, Amex
accepted.
CROSSOVER: THE DUET PASSIVE/ACTIVE BIAMP1NG crossover. Passive high end with minimal coloration, 6dB/octave. Elegant low end, choice of slopes:
conventional 18dB/octave; transitional 6-18 dB/
octave for high-performance subwoofers such as
Cogan-Hall's Contrabass. Audiophile quality: Sidereal
caps, gold-plated connectors, van den Hul wiring,
ten-turn wire-wound pots. Several crossover frequencies. stereo or summed (mono) available. $575 stereo,
$450 mono. At Cogan-Hall dealers or write or call
Cogan-Hall Instruments, Inc, 1609 Young St., Cincinnati, OH 45210. (513)421-1055.

The Audio
Enthusiast
Speceilists in the natural and uncolored
reproduction ol musc
Satellite/Su bwo of erspeaker systems by
Nestorovic, Bennett Sound
Speakers from
NestorovIc, ProAc, Syndex, Kindel
Tube electronics from
Deming, Nestorovic, Music Reference, Lazarus
Solid state electronics from
PSE, Kinergetic s, Rotel
Turntables from
Merrill, Revolver, VPI, Michell
Tonearrns from
Souther, Alphason
Cartridges from
Clearaudio (Ventas &Gamma), GM®,
Carron, Auclioquest
Interconnect cable and speaker wire from
Peterson, Audioquest,Kmber, Pnsma
Compact disc players from
Kinergetics,Auchoquest
By Appointment
Los Angeles, Ca
(213) 541-8177
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THE AUDIO CRITIC IS BACK! After an absence of
more than six and ahalf years, the toughest, most
original, and most serious critical journal in audio
is back in business again. The Fall 1987 issue of The
Audio Critic discloses surprising information,
unavailable elsewhere, on amplifiers, phono
technology, speakers, etc. The Winter 1987-88 issue,
heavy on speakers and CD players, is just off the press.
Subscriptions are now being taken for four issues a
year, starting with No. 10 (Fall, 1987). Send $22 (no
Canadian dollars), $10 extra for overseas delivery to
The Audio Critic, Box 392, Bronxville, NY 10708.
BRISSON/M1T CABLES, CUSTOMIZED ATHENA
POLYPHASORS, MI-330/Shotgun custom interconnects, the only hi-flexibility all-MIT tonearm sets,
Camacs for Levinson, XLR balanced, meticulous
workmanship! Brisson hookup wire for internal
rewiring, Vacuum Tube Logic, Clements Speakers, MIT
wiring harness & mods for Infinitys, custom-threaded
TipToes, ASC lbbe Traps, Chateauroux, Sidereal,
Wonder Caps 8c solder, Resistas, wErr 8c Tiffany connectors, many accessories, $1 catalog. Michael Percy,
Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937. (415)669-'181.
SYSTEMDEK Ilx TURNTABLE, Profile arm, Grado
8MR cartridge, $360; Quad 306 power amp, $360.
Both perfect, original cartons. Call (516)223-0143.
SOLID-CORE INTERCONNECTS AND SPEAKER
CABLES do everything so well you'll be pleasantly
surprised. Interconnects: Wonder soldered, heavyduty gold-plated RCA plugs. 1 meter pair, $58.
Speaker cables: $1.50 per foot with prepared bare
wire ends. High-quality double-banana plugs available
at $3.50 apiece. Free shipping. Send check or money
order to RMS Stereo, RD0/2 Box I20A, Moundsville,
WV 26041.
MUSIC LIBRARY PROGRAM. Catalog records, tapes,
CDs, scores. Store 30,000 compositions on hard disk;
search by composer, title, music category, opus, and
combinations of above; find any composition in one
second. Find any performer. Many reports. 40-page
manual. IBM PC and compatibles, 192K, one floppy. Just $19.95 plus $2 shipping. 60-day money-back.
The Software Guild, Inc, PO Box 654335, Dept. 16,
Miami, FL 33265-4335.
SGT PEPPER UHQR, FACTORY SEALED, $175 or best
offer. (301)990-1'24.
NAD 1300,2600 (PREAMP & AMP), Onkyo 530 CD
player, ESB 7/06 speakers, Technics SA130 receiver.
(215)567-4626 PA, eves/weekends.
INFINITY RSIIB SPEAKERS, $1950; Souther Thep=
linear tonearrn, $475; Adcom GFA-555, $495. Call
("1 -9374-2106.
CONRAD-JOHNSON MV-50. Four months old,
transferable warranty. Mint, with packing & manual.
$850 firm plus shipping. Eric, (509r4 --5512.
AUDIOPHILES, AUDITION JSE INFINITE SLOPE
loudspeakers on our 30-day no-risk auditioning program. Authorized JSE, Fried, Spectrum, Counterpoint,
Superphon, B8cK , Kinergetics, Hailer, Magnum
Dynalab, Thorens, Audioquest, Parasound, Apature
dealers. Est. 1959. Sound Unlimited, 169 Church St.,
Bristol. CT 06010. (203)584-0131. We pay shipping.
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Celestion
Counterpoint

Kimber
Magnavox

SME
Virtuoso
Well Tempered
PC from MIT

CD/video
B&K
Grado
Spectrum

van den Hul
Maplenoll
Aragon
British Fidelity
Musical Concepts
Tube Traps
VPI

Superphon
Thorens
Chesky
Onkyo
Siefert
LAST

VTL
MFA

A

I

5
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any other "middleman" behteen myself and the records being played

!

The Elite Rock has made me slop being

""
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O sG o „699
941
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perpetually
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ANG1 415 -55°

„08t0A

in the market for

'The" turntable For me. it is lhe" turntable

F

e

731

"bugs" or fancy eccentricities. In fact the lrough" concept is to me, one
my pet hums have been eliminated, and the/ haien1 been replaced with

í;

e

H

01 the numerous turntables l'ye heard and owned. the Elite Rock is the
only one that has convincingly "played" records with no personality
of the most creative and primal hi tech "discoveries" in many years All

!4%

É

1°

—Keith Jagrett

1'ERPSICHORETM
liegance nForm. -Accuracy .5n Sound
ROUTE 24 • CHESTER MALL
CHESTER, NJ. 07930

Dal« Inquiries lulled

KINERGETICS KCD-30
GOLD SERIES
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
introducing

The State-of-the-Art
in compact disc players

201-674-4000

ST. 1.01 IS 11 DIOPII I
LI'S
AUDIO GROUP is your exclusive area
dealer for:
CELESTION • WHARFEDALE • HEYBROOK
CASTLE •JAMO •JPW • SUMO
SYSTEMDEK • QED • REVOLVER
ALPHASON • SUPERPHON • MISSION
N1TTY GRITTY • RATA • DUAL
ORTOFON • SONUS • TARGET
TALWAR AND MORE

By Appointment Only. Call 768-5610.
THE ULTIMATE IN 16 BIT
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY WITH
THE AIR AND OPENNESS OF
THE FINEST ANALOG DISCS.

Free Catalog and Advice.
IENNI (BRITISH) SOLID CORE
INTERCO\ \ECTS V ITH
GOLD P110\0 PUGS.
2
/
1

Meter Pair -140, IMeter Pair -$50,
2 Meter Pair -$60.
DNM Solid Core Speaker Wire $2.50/FT.

RI
k

5% Shipping. Try this amazing wire to bring life
KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

6029 RESEDA BLVD • TAFLZANA CA 9,356 • 18 ,611.5-215 ,

into your system. ECC8I,82,83 12AX7 Tubes.
C.O.D., MC/VISA. Call AUDIO GROUP at
(314) 768-5610. Free Catalog.
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AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE! Mobile
Fidelity, Nautilus, Sweet Thunder, Century, Japanese;
also Reference, Sheffield, Chesky, Proprius, M&K,
Crystal Clear, Umbrella, Super Disk, Wilson, special
MFSL collections: MFSL Stones collection (II disc),
$175; MFSL Sinatra collection (16 disc), $200; MFSL
Woodstock (out of print, 5disc), $75; MFSL UHQRs,
$25. Postage included on the above items. Accessories
by Audioquest, record-cleaning machine by Nitty Gritty, and Last record-care products. Cbad
Kassem, PO Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043.
(913)825-8609.
STEREOPHILE VOLUMES 6THROUGH 9, $100. The
Absolute Sound #28 through #39, $45. (216)731-1474.
PERREAUX SM3 PREAMP. Absolutely mint, 2years
old, $875. (612)936-22V, evenings.
PASSIVE PREAMPS AT WHOLESALE PRICES. Factory
direct. Beats the Mod Squad Line Drive. 2-week
money-back guaranty. Standard and custom models
available from $40. Write for details. Electronic Visionary Systems, 2531 Regent St. al', Berkeley, CA
9404.
B&K COMPONENTS, AMPS, PREAMPS: Cambridge
Systems AudioLib 8000A int amp; Crarnolin; Kimber
Kable; Kevek speakers; Michell Gyrodec, Syncrodec
turntables; Namiki AC direction finder; Sheffield Lab;
Sonex; Technics stylus-force gauge; Zeta tonearm.
ibbes: Anvers& 6DJ8/ECC88, GE 6550A/KT88 MPS,
India I2AX7A/ECC83. Call (503)233-2603. Visa/
MC/Amex. Vector Electronics, Portland, OR.
LINN LP- 12, BASIK PLUS, K9. 1year old, perfect,
$1050. (8/3)97/-4030.

Why Do
the Most
Intelligent
People
Choose the
Speaker Shop?
Audio Research •Apogee •B&K
Bryston •Counterpoint •DEA Ovation
Daldquist DQ-20 •KEF •Koetsu
KRELL •QUAD •Nakamachi
Magnum •MIT •Monster
Sony ES •SME •Oracle
Sumiko •Well Tempered •V.P.I.
We're Known for Our Quality,
Service & Friendly Advice

SPERINEIR 5IHIOP
UNCOMPROMISED STEREO VIDEO
Established 1977

3604 Main St., Buffalo, NY 14226
716-837-1557
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B&K PRO 10 MOVING-COIL PREAMP, Iyear old,
mint, $400 or b.o. Rega Planar 3turntable, 9months
old, mint, $400 or b.o. (309)454-8444 or 452-3705,
Mike.
STAX SR-34s, $90; MIT MI-330 1.5m, $95. Anthony,
(904)335-9570.
THE STEP LADDER, 23-position attenuator, 1%MF
resistors, silver contacts, wonder solder. Replacement
controls for older preamps or new construction, e.g.
passive control for CD players. Write for details.
Quickline Products, 518 Palo Alto Dr, Vancouver;
WA 98661. (206)693-3628.
ADCOM MODIFICATIONS FROM DRH/WAVETRACE
TECHNOLOGIES. Discover the hidden beauty that's
lying dormant in your GFA-555. 545, or 535. Our
FET circuit topology retains the basic neutrality of
the GFA circuit while revealing anew level of harmonic detail and bottom-end authority. Ask about
our money-back guarantee! Also available, fully
modified GFA-555s, $995. Call or write DRH, 4215
E. Bay Dr #1205C, Clearwater; FL 34624. (813)
536-2904.
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Reduce wear and static, improve tracking. See Audio
Cheapskate review December 1986. $21.95 per kit.
Check or MO to Rozoil Lubricant Co., Box 19003,
Las Vegas, NV 89132.
APOGEE DUETrA Ils, 9months old, $1900. Ed, ditys:
(203)348-5084. Nights, wkends, (203)359-4351 EST
SAVINGS 'ID 40%. MID-El TO HIGH END, over 100
brands, nobody beats our prices. Full warranty, free
shipping. Quality Audio, (902)582-3990, "-wpm
EST
PERREAUX SM2 PREAMP, pure class A. Mint condition, $700. (703)379-4363, Virginia.
HIGH END AUDIO IN SALT LAKE CITY. Speaker
systems by Magneplanar, Vandersteen, B&W, Spica,
Infinity IRS. Electronics by Audio Research (SP-9 &
the new D-I25 in stock), Mark Itvinson, Aragon, PS
Audio, Rotel Adcom, Luxman. Front ends by SOTA,
Well-lèmpered, SME, AR, Accuphase CD players. Also
Sumiko, MIT, Monster, etc. Two hard-wired sound
rooms. 2144 Higbland Dr, Suite 125, SIC, UT 84109.
(801)46 7-5918. Visa, MC, Amex accepted.
QUAD 63 W/STANDS AND PACKING, $1295; AIWA
770 cassette, $365 new, $350 demo; AIWA 990
cassette, $395 new, $375 demo; AIWA 660 cassette,
$250 demo. Very little time on demos. APT Iamp,
used, mint, $295; Threshold CAS-I amp, $295 used;
Electrocompaniet Preampliwire II, used, mint, $795,
all packing; NAD 2200PE amp, 10 has use, $375, all
packing. (317)638-221 7.
PAIR DAHLIA SPEAKERS, oak, barely used. Biwired
with Monster Cable, $300. (305)235- 7301.
WANTED: MCINTOSH MR 75 tuner, (312)824-8254.
THE AFFORDABLE GREATS! Alphason, Angstrom,
Audioquest, Chicago, Dark Star, Kindel, Maplenoll,
Melos, MEA, Monitor Audio, Meitner, Musical Concepts, Sonata, Stax, Sumo, Superphon, Straight Wire,
& more. Demo sale. Second Opinion Audio Call for
newsletter, (818)242-4535.
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(
MUSIC BY DESIGN)
CUSTOM

HOME

STEREO

WhenYou'reReady To OwnTheBest.

DALLAS
WON'T
BELIEVE
ITS EARS

The most exciting and revolutionary components in
the world, selected and matched to suit your needs

EXCLUSIVE MARIN COUNTY DEALER FOR:
Audio Research •Vandersteen •Counterpoint
Eminent Technology •Spica •Infinity
Oracle •Well Tempered •Mod Squad

P
RESTON T
RAIL

Vacuum Tube Logic •SME •Athena
Audible Illusions •13+ K •NAO

AUDIO

INTRODI
AR •ASC• APOGEE •ALDIOQUEST
R&W •CAL•CARNEGIE• CARVER
CONRAD-JOHNSON •CWD• DCM
DENON •RAFLER *KRELL
LAST •LUXMAN •MARK LEVINSON
MEITNER •MOD SQUAD •MONSTER
PIERRE LURNE •SME •SONOGRAPHE
SOTA •SU MIKO •VPI

MIT "Shotgun" •Monster "Genesis"
Talisman •Kinergetics •Magnum Dynalab
PS Audio •Auchoguest •Grado
Spectrum •and many others
VACUUM TUBE SPECIALISTS

415 332-2142

PRESTON TRAIL AUDIO
17:190 PRESTON RD. SUITE 320
DALLAS. TEXAS 75252 (2141248-9101

107 Caledonia Street, Sausalito, California 94965

IT'S ALL HERE

• audiolechnica
YOUR SEARCH
IS OVER!

ELECTRONICS: Krell. Cello. Audio Research, Meitner. PS Audio
Aragon. Electrocomparnet. Acoustic Electronics, Ram Labs. Hailer

Tanoberg. Carver. RAO. Kyocera. Denon. AccuphaSe
SPEAKERS: Duntech. Thiel Prok. Sota. kOuStal. Rauna. Linn
Danlquist. ITC. ESB. Carver. Acoustic Electronics. Velodyne. ADS

s
et
(41.

Boston Acoustics, Mission. PSB
TURNTABLES: Versa Dynamics. Lurne. Sola. Well-Temperec
VPI. Linn LP12, Dark Star, Denon. Linn Axis. (heal
TONE MIAS: SME IV &V. Well-Tempered. Linn Ittok. Odyssey
Premier. Dark Star JSE

Linn Basik

CARTRIDGES: Koetsu, Cello. Carnigie. Krell, Audio Ouest. Linn
Van Den Hul. Talisman. Monster. CradO. Signet
CO PLAYERS: Accuphase. Stu. Analogic
NAD Denon. Carver

Kyocera. Mission

CABLES: Krell. MIT. Sittech. Distech. Museatex Live Pre. CSI.
Monster Duntech
ACOUSTIC TREATMENTS: RPG Diffusors. Sonex, Distech, ASC.
MEDIA

COMPONENTS:

Harman

lardon.

Sound

Concepts,

Shure. Mudivision Sonance. NAD Video. Synergex.
Video. JVC Video & Super VHS

Pioneer

Trade-Ins Accepted • Accessories • CWO Furniture

MALMO
193 Bellevue Ave
201

Upper Montclair. NJ

744 0600

lF

We specialize in hard to find
phono cartridges and original replacement styli.

(800) 221-0906

Qe

CALL
FREE TOLL-FREE
PRICE QUOTES
FOR
AND VISA/MC ORDERS
N.Y. STATE 15161 5991112
SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

'

•

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. S. Box 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582
Phones Open Mon -Sat ë am-8 pm
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ARIZONA AUDIOPHILES: the best in the Southwest
is at Esoteric Audio. Demos: Rowland Research Model
5power amps (2), $3680 C2; Velodyne ULD-15 subwoofer, $1095; SOTA Sapphire w/Supermat, $859.95;
Premier FT-3 arm, $379. Also hear: Adcom, SOTA,
Conrad-Johnson, Synthesis, Rowland Research, Fried,
Siltech, SoundLab, Sonographe, ildisman, Spica, SME,
and more! Call for appointment or shipping information. In Scottsdale, AZ. Esoteric Audio,
(602)946-8128.
STEREOPHILE, FIRST 90 ISSUES (through Vol.10
No.4), $250. Absolute Sound, first 50 issues, $200.
ABE, (619)941-5957,10am to 5pm Pacific time.
GRACE F9E RUBY CARTRIDGE, $200. Call (212)
481-0973.
PS AUDIO 200C AMP, 1year old, $1290. itansferable
warranty. (919)469-9808.
AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNARDINO,
California. Hot components on display: Counterpoint
SA3.1, SA12; PS4.6, 100C; Conrad-Johnson PV8
(replaces PV5), DFI CD; Audible Illusions 2C; Mod
Squad Prism CD (IAR la rating); Acoustat Spectra
22&33; Spica Angelus; Well-Tempered table;
Velodyne subwoofers; Magnum tuner; Fosgate surroundsound; Beyer, MIT, Motif, Sonographe, Adcom,
B&K, Superphon, Music Reference, Vortex, Palantir,
Spectrum, Rauna, Soundlab, VPI, Maplenoll,
Systemdek, Sumiko, Grado, Mphason, Garrott, vdHul,
Monster, Randall, Straight Wire. (714)861-5413,
appointment.
APOGEE, ARAGON, AURAL SYMPHON1CS, Classe,
Epos, Hanson Monitor, Klyne, Livewire, MFA, Mod
Squad, Remick, Straight Wm, Sumo, Target, van den
Hul, VTL, and more! Performance Audio Systems,
ask for Gil, (313)342-2475.
S.F. BAY AREA: EXPERT CONSULTATION, custom instalLition. In-home or showroom demos. State-of-art
home theater. NEC, amazing new Infinity projection
TV, Dolby Pro surround sound. Maplenoll turntables
Magnum Dynalab tuners (best), new Distech cable
(beats van den Hul and MIT), B&K, Streets amps, Eminent Technology, new Gold Aero speaker. Home
Tbeater, (415)626-0676.
STAX SR-44 EARSPEAKER SYSTEM (includes SRD-4),
$95. (803)654-8098.

PHONO PREAMP, PHOENIX P-100 as reviewed in
Audiophile (M31.8 No.2). Factory direct, $149.9545.95
P&H. Write or call for catalog. Rhoades Nat. Corp.,
Dept BTP Rt.!, Box 264A, Schell Rd., Hendersonville, TN 37075. (800)637-6695, ext. BTP
ADCOM GFA-555, NEVER USED, $500; Polk 10B,
$475. dbx 3BXIII, $285; 224X, $130; 400X, $115.
Perfect condition. After 4pm (EST), Dave,
(717)655-2534 or (717)343-6405.
ADCOM GFA-555 AMPLIFIER, 1year old, excellent
condition, $425. (301)862-3781.
ROGERS LSB1 SUBWOOFER, LIKE NEW, ($600)
$295. Original carton. (313)792-8914.

Wanted
SUMO "CHARLIE" TUNER, (209)538-'236.
PRODUCT MANAGERS—The "new" Marantz Company, aggressively pursuing its legacy in the audio
industry, has immediate openings for professionals
with azest for high-end audio/video components
and accessories. Be part of an American company as
it becomes adriving force in the home entertainment
and car audio markets. Experience in offshore sourcing, market and product evaluation in consumer electronics may provide the expertise to become akey
coordinator of our product development cycle; from
conception thru marketing. Your passion and energy
may be well-matched to the opportunities at Marantz. Salary is commensurate with experience. Let's
discuss further on your call to the Personnel Manager
at (818)998-9333 in Chatwortb, California.
WANTED: BOZAK B-302A URBAN STYLE speakers
& cabinets, apair Also concert grands. (818)361-00'4
after 4:30pm.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT We buy
and sell by phone—paying over blue book prices. The
Stereo Dueling Outlet, 320 Old Ibrit Rd.,Jenkintown,
PA 19046. Call for highest quote. (215)886-1650.
IWILL PAY BLUE BOOK RETAIL for most used McIntosh, Marantz, especially tubes. (504)833-6942.
WANTED TO BUY: ALWAYS PAYING TOP US for
McIntosh, M. Levinson, Krell, C-Johnson, and similar
high-quality products. Call or writeJobn Wolff, 5115
Red Fox, Brighton, MI 48116 (313)229-5191.

A&S SPEAKERS has moved to San Francisco.
We are now open to the public.
We will continue to provide our mail order customers with
the widest selection of high-end speaker kits, systems and
drivers from the world's finest manufacturers.
Write, call or come in for our free 1988 catalog.

A&S SPEAKERS
3170 23rd Street, San Francisco, Ca 94110
(415) 641-4573
Stereophile, April 1988
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AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR

The chiles of recording Industry archives and collectors
around the world
Three processors for reduction of transient sad steady-state
noises Mus special features tor optimum reproduction of old
records, lateral or vertical
Model 3rSa $2,650
Wnte for literature to
P0 Box 335 >wit NY USA 13214-0335
Tel 13151 47 2-56 44

INTRODUCING...
Our speaker cables
Inlerconnecls bnwp
the music back to you

and

Gkenturn
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IIHP I
REBUILDS AVAILABLE FOR:
•All Gas Co. Products
•CJ PV2 MV45-75
•ARC SP3 SP6A-E 076 •ADCOM GFA555
•SUMO 9 8. ELECTRA •HK CITATION 16. 19
•MARANTZ 7C 8, 813
•MAC MC30 250 275
•DYNA 400 410 150
•P.S. Audio 2C-4H and
PAS3 & ST70
many others.

Deg S. 1925 Musechusens Avenue,

te°

Cambrul9e, MA (617) 3571•8913

Write or call for brochure
5563 Kendall Street •Boise. Idaho 83706 •U.S.A.
12081 323-0861

Buy -Sell -'Trade
.your stereo equipment like you never could
before...with BOUND MARTI An independent
MONTHLY NATIONWIDE NEWSLETTER that puts
buyers and sellers together. We are NOT a
dealer. You deal direct. You make your best
dealt There are never any commissions or fees.
Get more for that hard-to-sell speaker... pay
less
for that hard-to-find preamp.
BOUND
MART helps
the audiophile find what he
needs., sell or trade what he no longer wants.
Member/subscribers receive FREE ad placement
every month.. for a year.
A one year
subscription is only $24. You can even include
your first ad.. indicate whether it's For Sale
...Wanted...or For made. but you don't need an
ad to subscribe.
Mall your check or money
order for $24 to. MART Publications Inc.. 2901
Dorchester Lane, Cooper City,
FL 33026 (FL
residents add 5% sales tax) Vlsa/NlasterCard.
Or call 1-800-942-MART In 11. 13951 432 87finii

Roksan
DNM
Onix
Revolver
Sonographe
B K
van den Hul
Rotel
Kindel
Target
and more.

at
SELECT
SOUND
1345 OLD NORTIIER

BLVD.

ROSLYN, LONG ISLAND NEW YORK 11756
(516)484-9299
-1J

TRI-PLANAR II
PRECISION TONEARIN

THE SOUND
OF MUSIC
ith unrivaled
um am
mama transparency,
=

mm
=

=.

resolution and
tracking ability,

the TRI-PLANAR Il
creates a musical
sound stage unmatched
by any other tonearm
WHEATON MUSIC INC •2505 ENNALLS AVE •VVHEATON MD 20902 • (301) 949-1262 (301) 949-8392
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price.
Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading is never
knowingly accepted. If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards
please write: Nelson & Associates. 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.

ADVERTISER INDEX
A & S Speakers
Absolute Audio
Adcom
Apogee Acoustics, Inc.
Aria
Ariston
Artech Electronics
Audio Advisor, Inc
Audio Breakthroughs
Audio By John Dudley
Audio Enthusiast
Audio Group
Audio Nexus
Audio Research Corporation
Audio Stream
Audio Today
Audio Visions
Audioquest
Aural Symphonics
B & K Components
B & W Loudspeakers
Bainbridge Records
Boulder Amplifiers
British Fidelity
CSA Audio
Chadwick Modifications
Don J. Cochran Inc.
Cogan-Hall Instruments
Conrad-Johnson Design
Cumberland Audio Group
Custom Electronics
D'Ascanio Audio
Dbx
Definitive Hi -Fi
Denon
Electrocompaniet
Esoteric Audio
Esoteric Audio (Scottsdale)
Esoteric Ear
Euphonic Technology
GNP Showcase
Gala Sound
Gasworks
Gold Aero
Hal's Stereo
Christopher Hansen Ltd.
Havens & Hardesty
Hi Fi Answers
Hi Fi News & Record Review
High End Audio
High End Hi -Fi Show
Infinity Systems, Inc
Janis
Kimber Kable
Kinergetics
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Rotel
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THE FINAL WORD
It Shouldn't Be Controversial!
Twice in this issue (p.25 in "Letters" and p.I40

herent, though subtle, errors themselves, er-

in "Equipment Reports") the age-old conflict
between accuracy and musicality breaks out

neutral components, on the other hand, make

again. In "Letters" we find JGH defending his
opinion that the Japanese CD players, with

rors which exacerbate other problems. Truly
all varieties of music more listenable, even
music that wasn't recorded all that well.

their relatively uniform player-to-player sound

Following up on JA's p.140 footnote, you

that is also relatively forward and unsubtle,

hear the errors in such recordings (or com-

present information from the master tape more
accurately than the "tweak" CD players. These

ponents) most clearly, but your brain is able

players tend toward amore "analog" sound,

from music. You find yourself more able to

with appropriately more depth and ambience.
JA demurs, citing evidence from the CD ver-

participate in the music than with less neutral
components, even ones which, though lower-

to put them in the category of error, separate

sion of one of his own master tapes.

ing the audibility of the error, blend it in more

This one bas been bounced around in these
pages, and Isuspect that continuing the dis-

with the music. It's also frequently true that

cussion will do little to either change the
minds of the disputants or persuade readers,

with neutral components the level of error is
less, and less blended with the music. Agood

whose minds are probably similarly made up.

tonearm is the best example: it is less likely to
rattle and buzz when confronted with record

A more interesting tack is taken in JA's and

ticks and pops, making those ticks and pops

JGH's back-and-forth in the latter's review of
the Accuphase G-18 graphic equalizer. Here the

much less audible than when played by an inferior arm. Similarly with preamps: atruly

question is whether sound with frequencyresponse problems was better heard "accur-

great preamp lets everything through, both
music and distortion, but with such generosity

ately" —that is, with no outside alteration—or

that neither music nor distortion is cramped

altered, to accommodate the problems intro-

and narrow. Such apreamp is more accurate,

duced by microphones, engineers, and record
cutting. JGH touts the advantages of equaliza-

and, in my opinion, more musical.

tion, while JA maintains that he prefers his

On aless metaphysical note, recordists and
hi-fi enthusiasts in general will welcome the

music as straight through as possible, emphasizing that increasingly clean and transparent

news that Copycode has been succinctly laid
to rest by the National Bureau of Standards

systems are also more musical.

(bulletin NBSIR 88-3725, dated 3/1/88), who

Iwonder why there should be an apparent
split between accuracy and musicality After

concluded that: 1) "The system does not achieve
its stated purpose," exhibiting both false neg-

all, if accuracy isn't musical, what does that say

atives (notched material that was nevertheless
recordable) and false positives (unnotched

about what we're doing in and with high fidelity? We must be pursuing unmusical goals, or

material that couldn't be recorded); 2) "For

musical goals in inherently unmusical ways.

some listeners for some selections, this [the

In fact, when amanufacturer of equipment

system] results in adiscernible difference between prerecorded notched and unnotched

highly touted as "accurate" is criticized because his equipment makes so many records

material"; and 3) "The copy prevention system
can be bypassed easily" (NBS constructed five

(or other equipment) sound bad, he always
responds that his product is simply very re-

systems, all costing under $100, that defeated

vealing; it's telling the truth about what went

Copycode). We welcome CBS's next techno-

before it. It's not his fault that the truth

is

unpleasant.
Iwould be hard put to positively refute

logical "achievement" with bated breath; I
would hope their Copycode humiliation will
keep them holed up for many years.

these claims, but my experience has been that
so-called accurate products—those blindingly
revealing of all these faults—actually have in210
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"A runaway bargain
and astellar perfor mer"
HERETIC, FALL 86

"B&X products are among the finest values on the market today."
"...one of the most musical power amps on the market...sounds better
than many other amps selling for twice the price."
STEREOPHILE
VOL 8, NO 8, JAN 86

11:3e)
PRE-AMPLIFIERS AND
POWER AMPLIFIERS

COMPONENTS, LTD.
POWER AMPLIFIERST•202

P

Available from selected dealers.
Write or call for complete specifications:
B8e KComponents, Ltd., 1971 Abbott Road Lackawanna, NY 14218.1-800-543-5252 (NY: 1-716-822-8488)

THE
ONKYO
INTEGRA T-9090MK II
Our award winning tuner gets even better.
When an FM tuner is as critically acclaimed as was
Onkyo's original T-9090, you'd think there was no room for improvement.
Onkyo engineers thought differently.
Our new T-9090MK II features aredesigned front end that
substantially increases channel selectivity-95dB for alternate channels, .
80dB for adjacent. A more sophisticated APR tuning system has been
created that provides user fixed programming of specific reception modes
(Local/DX, IF wide/narrow/super-narrow, high blend, antenna A/B) for
specific stations, with stability insured by separate, dedicated power
supplies for each function. Dual antenna capability and FM cable
compatibility are built-in, and the entire tuner can be controlled by the
full function, 31 key, wireless remote.
Even the best can get better. Just listen to the Onkyo Integra T-9090MK II.
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Artistry in Sound

avivir•çyo
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 •(201) 825-7950

